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1.0 INTRODUOTION
Volume III has been organized to supplement the information presented in
Volume II. Detailed information is presented which was used to make the con-
clusions discussed in Volume II. General data used to support more than one
activity are also included in this volume.
Section 2.0 presents the detailed analysis of each selected equipment
item. Suitability and cost analyses have been documented by equipment
item.
Tradeoffs of alternative specification requirements are presented in
Section 3.0. The tradeoffs discussed include possible relaxation of vibration,
material control, fungLS and corrosion requirements for experiment equipment.
An additional tradeoff was performed to determine whether it is cost effective
to modify experiment equipment to be compatible with a 2$-volt do power source
gather than the conventional 110-volt ac source.
Section 4.0 presents the programmatic analysis data that were used as the
basis for the extension of results from the analyses of specific equipment
items to the entire Spacelab experiment program.
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2.0 SELECTED EQUIPMENT ANALYSES
This section presents the suitability and cost analyses of available
equipment an an item-by-item basis. Each section is similarly organized.
The first three subsections describe the unit analyzed. Following a
title page which includes a picture of the unit, its manufacturer, model
number and cost, a narrative explains how the unit functions. Next, the
performance and physical characteristics for the item are tabulated. Per-
formance characteristics shown include most functional performance specifica-
tions defined by the manufacturer for the unit. In some cases, published
specifications were so extensive that editing of detailed specifications was
required. However, in all cases, the primary performance characteristics are
reported. Physical characteristics include weight and size of the package(s)
analyzed.
The analysis of the selected hardware items relative to the Spacelab/
Experiment Equipment Interface Requirements (SEEIR) specification (Appendix D,
Volume II) is presented in the next three subsections. This information pro-
{	 vides the basis for Section. 3.0 of Volume II. Equipment characteristics
requiring modification are identified by the suitability analysis of each item.
Photographs of these characteristics are included to illustrate construction
practices used by the equipment manufacturers. Conceptual definition of each
modification is presented in the following subsection. Cost estimates for the
modified hardware and custom building the same hardware follow this subsection.
Retail costs shown in these sections have been adjusted for material procure-
ment and general and adffinistrative costs incurred by the purchase of the
equipment.
The next two subsections itemize the impact of imposing the preliminary
equipment specification generated by NASA (Appendix E, Volume Ti) upon the
previously modified hardware. Subsoction 7 defines additional modifications
made to each item resulting from the delta requirements imposed by the NASA
specification in excess to the requirements of the SEEIR. Estimates of the
costa incurred by these modifications and additional engineering activities
required by the specification are presented in the next subsection. The
information from these subsections provides the basis for the discussion in
Section 4.2 of Volume II.
The final subsection of each units section documents the information
sources utilised during the equipment analyses.
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2.1 BLOOD CELL, COUNTER
Manufacturer: Coulter F.lec,tronic:s
Model Number: FN
Cost:	 $5000
ORIGINAL' PAGE 1B
OF POOR QUAIITYI
f^
1.
Figure 2.1-1. Coulter Blood Cell Counter
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2.1.1 Description
Particles or cells suspended in an electrolyte are sized and counted by
passing them through an orifice (aperture) with a specific flow for a given length
of time. The
- flow is between electrodes permit electronic counting.
As particles or cells pass through the aperture and displace an equal
volume of electrolyte, the resistance in the path of current changes. The
quantity (magnitude) of this change is directly proportional to the volumetric
size of the particle or cell.
The number of changes within a specific length of time is proportional to
the number of particles or cells within the suspension.
The Model FN
 consists of two units, the Sample Stand and the Electronic
Counter, i.. one consolidated cabluet.
S 1e Stand. The Sample Stand Assembly (Figure 2.1--2) is located on
the right side of the instrument, and is separated into two sections (front
and rear) by a metal wall. The front section contains the following:
1. Beaker platform
2. Aperture tube
3. Control piece assembly (contains control stopcock and auxil-
iary inlet stopcock)
4. Projection lamp assembly (front)
The right side of the cabinet is provided with a door for access to the rear
section of the Sample Stand. The rear section contains the following:
I. Beaker platform (rear portion)
2. Control piece assembly (rear portion)
3. Dual volume manometer
4. Projection lamp assembly
S. Vacuum pump
Electronic Counter. The Electronic Counter consists primarily of the
front panel which contains:
1. Numeric readout
2. Electronic oscilloscope display
3. Micro projection system
2-4
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2.1.2 PerforLance Characteristics
Particle sixes which can be counted are as follows:
APERTURE TUBE AND CORRESPONDING MANOMETER SIZES
Applications
Aperture
Size
(Microns)
Recommended
Manometer
Size
(Lamdas) Particle Diameter
Red blood cells 100 504 7.5 + .3W	 (2 ,u thick)
White blood cells 100 500 10 to 24 p
	
(variable)
Platelets 70 100 2 to 4
Tissue culture
cells 100 or 200 500
Protozoa 100 or 200 500 or 2000
Bacteria 30 50 .3 to 13u
Plankton 100 or 140 50 or 2000
Spermatozoa 50 or 70 50 or 500 4 to 5p (head of human sperm)
Algae 100 50o
Viruses 10 50 .003 to .05p
Counting rates measured on the Coulter Counter Model F N at Beckman ATO.
100 orifice: .040 mf
sec
70	 orifice: .022 L1
sec
2.1.3 Phvsical Characteristics
Dimensions: 19-3/8 in. high (49 cm)
12-5/8 in. wide (34.6 cm)
17-1/4 in. deep (43.6 cm)
Weight: 54 lb (24.5 kg)
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2.1.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Unit is a flimsily constructed laboratory
test instrument containing a large amount of glass. Rubber
tubes connect man e of the glass tubes. The light source is a
headlight mounted on thin sheet metal slides (Figure 2.1-3).
A large printed circuit board is mounted on top of the unit
and a power supply circuit board on the rear vertical (Fig-
ure 2.1-4). A cathode ray tube is mounted on one side of the
unit.
MATERIALS.
Glass
Mercury
Neoprene tubing
Fiberglass punted circuit boards
Plastic knobs
PVC insulated wire
Glass nixie tubes
Foam (undefined material)
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT.
The unit is not built to withstand the rigorous environment of
i.	 the Spacelab. Unit requires complete repackaging and replace-
ment of glass materials. Large electrical components such as
capacitors and a transformer are cantilever-mounted on the
rear wall of the unit (Figure 2.1-3). The printed circuit
board is large and will oil-can in vibration. Large lead-
mounted capacitors could break loose (Figure 2.1-4).
ELECTRICAL POWER. The equipment is designed to operate
at 90 to 135 volts ac, 50 or 60 Hz. Provisions are made for
conversion to 180 to 270 volts ac, 50 or 60 Hz, if necessary.
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY. 0.5 v output available.
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION. Unit has minimal pro-
tection. (The removable metal cover is held by two quick-
release fasteners.) The CRT sweep and high voltage could
radiate interference.
FLAMMABILITY.
Plastics - PVC
Exposed electrical insulation (possibly PVC)
Foam
2-7
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Figure 2.1-3. Side View of Coulter Counter
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TOXICITY.
Mercury in manometer (Figure 2.1 -5)
Mercury gas in nixie tubes
Neoprene tubing
CONTAMINATION GENERATION. High potential for glass
breakage and resulting particulate contamit.ation.
Organics and entrapment potential for outgassing.
CONTAMINATION SUSCEPTIBILITY. Orifice becomes easil;
clogged.
ATMOSPHERE. 10 to 90 percent relative humidity; no
apparent pressure-sensitive components.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES. Appears compatible with Spacelab
environment.
EQUIPMENT COOLING. Unit relies on natural convection for
cooling. Some components have ever-heated as a result of
inadequate cooling (Figure 2.1-6).
ZERO-G EFFECTS. Negative pressure to induce sample flow
caused by falling mercury column.
Sample is extracted from open beaker.
OPERABILITY.
No protrusion protection.
Loose accessories (waste and sample beakers)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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2.1.5 Modifications
It was concluded that mvdificatidn of this unit for operation in the
Spacelab would not be cost effective. This unit requires repackaging and
replacement of most parts because they are either hazardous or would not sur-
vive the boost environment. A new approach to sample flow control must also
be developed since the existing unit uses a toxic material, mercury, and
relies on gravity to cause the mercury column to fall. Since accurate flow
control is necessary to proper operation of the unit, solution to this problem
will require considerable development. In reviewing the modifications required
for a suitable unit, it is apparent that the revised unit would be completely
custom built. Therefore, revised designs and the modification costs have not
been determined. Custom-cost data are presented.
2.1.6 Cost Anal sis
Modification - Not Applicable
New Development
cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $417,000
weight . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 lb
Complexity . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
State-Of-The-Art Factor	 4
Data Source . . .
	
. . . Beckman Instrument Blood Cell Counter
2.1.7 EC0O6M Delta Modifications Requirements Summary
Delta modifications due to the ECO06M00000A specification were not
developed inasmuch as it was determined that modification was Meaningless for
this unit, as explained in 2.1.5 above.
2.1.8 Data Sources
1. Visual examination of unit
2. Operating Manual - Coulter Blood Cell Counter, Model FN,
Coulter Electronics, Incorporated
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2.2 CENTR IFUGRE
Manufacturer: Clay-Adams, Inc.
Model:	 1004
Cost:	 $324
oRlG.'NAL FAQ
(jr pouit QU	 Figure 2.2-1. Clay-Adams Centrifuge
PRFCMING PAGE BLANK NOT FII
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2.2.1 Description
This unit is a typical, low-speed, bench-mounted centrifuge found in many
laboratories. It accommodates up to 12 samples. Different tube sizes can be
accommodated through the use of various thickness inserts.
2.2.2 Performance Characteristics
Speed range:	 800 to 3040 rpm (95 to 1300 rcf)
Maximum number of samples: 12
Maximum sample quantity:	 15 ML
Head angle:	 52 degrees
2.2.3 Physical Characteristics
Housing Diameter: 15 in. (38 cm)
Height:	 12 in. (25.4 cm)
Weight:
	
26 lb (11.8 kg)
SD 74-SA-0047-3
014 	 Intemabonal
2.2.4 Suitability Analysis
Housing is a one piece, heavy-gauge
The cover seats on unit by gravity. The
steel inserts with cork cushions at the
is designed for beach mounting, resting
5. The head mounts directly on the motor
located in a lower compartment with the
MATERIALS.
Aluminum
Stainless steel
Fabric wire insulation
Motor lubricant
Rubber cushion and feet
Plastic rheostat knob
Fishpaper motor insulator
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMr
Rugged construction
Lid noc positively latched
Rotor shaft retaining screw not positively locked
Rheostat knob needs positive containment on shaft
NOISE GENERATION. Approximately 70 to 80 dB. Interm3
tent operation of unit ,justifies waver on noise.
FLAMMABILITY.
Fabric and rubber wire insulation
Plastic rheostat knob
(Compartment can be sealed by simple
modification if desired)
TOXICITY. No prohibited toxics or large quantities
of potential toxic generators.
CONTAMINATION GENERATION.
Cast alutainum with chemical-resistant paint; no
visual evidence of flaking and peeling
Outgassing possible from motor, entrapments
ELECTRICAL POWER.
115 vac, 60 Hz, rated at 2 amps max.
Power dissipation, 105 watts
0
CONSTRUCTION.
aluminuar casting.
head has stainless
bottom. This unit
rubber suction cup,
shaft, motor being
control rheostat.
2-17
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EHX SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION.
AC motor can cause conducted dower line transients
Aluminum he s ing shields environment from radiated
EMI. See Figure 2.2-2.
Power cord not a twisted, shielded type
ATMOSPHERE. Not sensitive..
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE. Not sensitive
EQUIPMENT COOLING. The motor will cause enough
convection for proper cooling.
ZERO-G EFFECTS. Rotor cover required to retain sample
containers and stainless steel inserts in rotor head when
centrifuge not operating. See Figure 2.2-3.
2-18
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Figure 2.2-2. Centrifuge Motor Installation
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Figure 2.2-3. Centrifuge Heart Showing Stainless Steel Inserts
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2.2.5 Modif icati one
s
Construction
Protrusions. Lip on cover to be removed. See Figure 2.2-4.
Shock, Vib ration, and Acceleration
1. Cast-aluminum cover - Added adjustable pawl panel
fastener (see Figure 2.2-4).
2. Housing hold-down - Discard existing bottom plate and
the four mounting feet. Assembly per Figure 2.2-5.
3. Rocor - Tap motor shaft, 10 to 24 threads, 50 min.
Discard existing retaining screw and use new item.
See Figure 2.2-6.
4. Wiring - Wising needs to be held securely with cable clamps.
At least two are required.
5. Pin speed control knob to shaft.
t
	
	
EMI Generation Suppression. Line filter required.
Materials
Flaking and Peeling Resistance. Provide 150-hour bakeout.
Concentration of Flammable/Unidentified Materials. Fishpaper insulator
under motor to be replaced with a TFE gasket. Wires to be sleevel with heat-
shrinkable TFE insulation.
zero-G Compatibility
Fabricate sample retainment cover as shown in Figure 2.2-7.
2.2.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Copt
	
$ 372
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $1014
EngineeriAg,	 3956
Test	 1.472
Documentation	 2160
r
_	 Program management 	 391
Total modification cost	 $8993
Total cost	 $ 9365
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MANUFACTURING d*OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 CENTRIFUGE	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE
PART NO. PAR? DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR COST
FAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST M. E, I W1 apro. MAT'L I LABOR UWA..
Adjustable Pawl 151 1 12n 5 3
and Remove Li
Mounting Plates 1 2fl 1 nr 7
R,)ter Shaft Ned. 1 04 2 5 1 f1_
Install Cable Clamps 5 fn
Install Protectlre Screens 1 n 2 1 5 n
Install Line filter If 5 12 n
Install TFE Gasket
h TFE Insulation 1 51 5 nn, '
Systan Saanr, X Expedite
i
1 04 1 iA 2^ ^_ I	 1
Test	 '
150 Hour Bake I i 15 1 5nn n
Pin Control Y,nob to Shaft l n. 25
T
F
^
^L-L I '
 ^ 1  1	
1
i
t
f
'
1
TOTAL HOURS_ 3 61 n 1 nj 18 n	 a 5	 1,n
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5339
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1	 l	 STA7ASHEET	 OF	 BY
1DT SIZE	 R.ATF.
FROM
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1TOM
T
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Now Development
Cost	 $24,000
weight
	 25 pouids
Complexity
	
0.2
State-of-the-art factor.	 3
Data source.
	
Space Station Exp. 5.13C
2.2.7 ECO06M Delta Modifications Re uirements Summary_
1. Provide systems engineering, teat, documentation and coordin-
ation e fforts to assure acceptable materials usage /protection,
reliability, maintainability, safety, interchangeability/
replaceability and human factors design.
2. Human factors modifications are as follows:
a. Replace lid hinge with a friction hinge.
b. Add silk-screened operating instructions near
control (1).
2.2.8 Delta Modification Costa
Fabrication
Engineering	 $ 7.544
Test	 4,420
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 800
Total delta modification cost
	 $ 15,362
2.2.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. VWR Scientific Catalog, 1971
1
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2.3 COMPUTER
MANUFACTURER: DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
MODEL NO.:	 PDP-8!E
COST:	 $1.", 000 (16 K MEMORY)
$22,000 (321( MEMORY)
Figure 2.3-1. Digital Equipment PDP-81E Computer
s
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2.3.1 Description
The PDP-81E is specially designed as a general-purpose computer. The
POP-8/E basic processor is a single-address, fixed word length, parallel
transfer computer using 12-bit, two's complement arithmetic. The cycle time
of the random access memory is 1.2 microseconds for fetch and defer cycles
without autoindexing, and 1.4 microseconds for all other cycles. Standard
features include indirect addressing and facilities for instruction and skip-
ping and program interrupts as a function of input/output device conditions.
Five 12-bit registers are used to control.computer operations, address
memory, perform arithmetic or logical operations and store data. The PDP-8/E
may be programmed manually, using the programmer's console, or remotely, by
means of a console terminal.
2.3.2 Performance Characteristics
TYPE:
	 Single address, fixed word length, parallel
transfer programmed data processor
WORD LENGTH:	 12 bits
CYCLE TIME:	 1.2 or 1.4 microseconds
MEMORY	 4096 or 8192 words, expandable to 32K
CAPACITY:	 8 autoindex registers per 4K memory field
STORAGE MODE: Two's complement numbers, 6-bit or ASCII
characters
ADDRESSING	 Typically, one instruction may address 256
CAPABILITY:	 locations directly or 4096 locations indirectly
INSTRUCTION
	 6 memory reference instructions, 20 micropro-
SET:	 grammable operate microinstructions, and 8
input/output transfer instructions for the CPU
and each of up to 63 I/O devices
INSTRUCTION	 Operate microinstruction 1.2 microseconds
EXECUTION TIME: Directly addressed MRI 	 2.6 microseconds
Indirectly addressed MRI 3.8 microseconds
Autoindexed MRI 	 4.0 microseconds or less
INPUT/OUTPUT	 Programmed data transfer, program interrupt system
CAPABILITY:	 transfer, and 13 channels of internal and/or
external direct memory access (data break)
lH^
2.3.3 Physical Characteristics
SIZE AND	 Typically 19 x 10.5 x 24 inches
WEIGHT:	 (48 x 26 x 61 centimeters) at
about 95 pounds (43 kilograms)
40
01% 
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2.3.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. The unit is a table-top module with a
plastic front face. Fans and high-powered couponents are
located along one side. Printed circuit boards are arranged
in a row from front to back with their edges facing the high-
power component section. The unit can be obtained in rack
mount configuration. However, weight requires pin-mount rack
design.
MATERIALS
Panel knobs and fairing
PVC wire insulation
Plastic on each circuit board
Typical electronic components
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Shock: 30 g vertical
16 g panel-up drop test
Vibration:
Spec - VibrAted at 70 Hz during operation to detect
poor connectionb
Visual examination - Circuit board installation
inadequate (Figure 2.3-2)
K !V4gP `>
,
Figure 2.3-2. PDP--8/E Circuit Board Installation
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ELELTRICAL POWER
95 to 130 v, 47 to 63 Hz j
 approximately X
6 ampere, single phase
Dissipation:	 450 w X
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
External connectors are printed pin PCB connectors X
instead of pin-type interface connectors
5-volt logic X
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Little shielding used; has metal case and enclosure
for electronics /fans on one side X
Guard module circuit board to make the unit immune
to EMI X
Isolated grounds (signal to chassis) X
NOISE GENERATION
Fan noise high; estimated to exceed 50 dB X
FLAMMABILITY
Plastics X
TOXICITY
No prohibited toxi ,cs or large quantities of X
potential toxic generators
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
PVC ribbon cabling X
Plastic knobs X
No visual evidence of flaking and peeling paints X
4
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ATMOSPHERE
Relative humidity: 10 percent to 40 percent
(noncondensing)
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Ambient temperatures: 32 deg to 130 deg Fahrenheit
0 deg to 55 deg Centigrade
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Heat dissipation is 1700 Btu/hr. The computer has
two internal fans for cooling.
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No orientation constraints
OPERABILITY
Dense panel switch grouping
No protrusion protection
Disposition
M
p.	 u
W rl	 U
U	 $4	 c^
U
X
X
X
X
X IX
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2.3.5 Modifications
9-G MOUNTING. Wires and cables will have to be clamped. Approximately
10 printed circuit boards have to be con€ormally coated and retained in their
respective slots.
PROTRUSIONS AND EDGES SAFETY. 0.5 R bezel will have to be designed to
replace existing bezel. This will be required for edge safety as well as to
protect the control switches.
19-INCH RACK MOUNT. Provide pin-type rack support per paragraph 10 of
Design Guidelines.
SHOCK-VIBRATION-ACCELERATION. Construct vibration support for 10 printed
circuit boards (Figure 2.3-3). Pin knobs to their shafts/levers. Replace
100 fasteners with ORES Nylock type.
FLAKING AND PEELING. Paint and silk-screen front panel are of unknown
substance; repaint outside all surfaces with clear, approved paint.
CONCENTRATION OF FLAMMABLE/UNIDENTIFIED MATERIALS. Conformally coat
10 PCB boards.
NON-PREVELANT COMMERCIAL MATERIAL. Replace knobs with metal (front panel
switches). Substitute TFE wire to the insulator including backplane wire.
Card guides and retracting knobs are unknown. All fasteners will be changed
with stainless steel. All cadmium-plated (exposed) parts will be stripped.
Bake out 150 hours to expel volatiles.
NOISE. Replace fans with lower speed, lower noise fans.
2.3.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost $13,777
Modification Cost $20,907
Engineering 17,333
Test 5,888 
Documentation 2,160
Program Management 2,228
Total Modification Cost	 $48,516
Total Cost $62,293
New Development
Cost $212,000
Weight 119 pounds
Data Source Orbiter-vendor quote
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Figure 2.3-3. Circuit Card Edge Clamping Assembly
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2.3.7 ECO06M Delta Modifications & uirerants Summary
1. Provide for non-operating vacuum and thermal capability.
a. Respecify and replace 150 electronic parts for
vacuum and temperature.
b. Replace lubricants in two fans.
c. Provide vacuum and thermal test chambers and test
time for qualification and acceptance. Current
thermal capability is inadequate; no vacuum capability.
2. Provide connector interface for all item-level testing.
a. Add an external interface test connector (50-pin).
b. Add a 50-wire test harness.
c. Patch wire 15 PCB's for 50 test 'signals to spare PCB
connector pins.
d. Add an internal test connector for 10 wires to P/S
assembly.
e. Add a 10--wire test harness inside P/S module.
f. Add a hard-mounted signal isolation circuit board
3. Seal the following connectors against moisture.
a. 40 PCB-to-master interconnect board (printed pins on
PCB's) .
b. 14 side-by-side double connectors that interconnect
2 aide-by-side PCB's opposite master board connectors.
c. 6 PCB-to-ribbon harness connectors.
d. 5 round connectors (5 to 10 pins each).
e. 6 item interface connector halves.
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR modifications) -
100 loose wires.
5. Human factors modifications.-
a. Repackage power supply and fan unit and installation for
maintainability.
b. Provide silkscreen control Identification and operating
Instructions (22 controls).
c. Provide captive 1/4-turn rack mounts (4 places).
6. Provide systems-engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeabllity/replacesbility
and human factors deem.
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2.3.8 Delta Modification C ,q is
Fabrication	 $ 2,233
Engineering
	 25j955
Test	 5,649
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management
	 1,820
Total delta modification cast
U
$ 38,219
2.3.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. PDP--8/E, PDP-8/M, and PDP-8/F Small Computer Handbook,
Digital. Equipment Corporation (1973)
3. OEM Products and Services Catalog, Digital Equipment Corporation
(1972)
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2.4 DEWAR
Manufacturer: Cryogenic Associates
Model Number: IR 90
Cost:	 $1000
rte....	 ^	 ..
Figure 2.4-1. Cryogenic Associates IR 90 Dewar
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2.4.1 Description
Cryogenic Associates' IR Series of cryogenic dewarq provides an extremely
wide and flexible line of some 125 basic designs (with hundreds of modifications)
for research and/or operational use in the cooling of infrared detectors--
individually or in array.
Available In liquid nitrogen shielded helium or neon dewars, nonshielded
liquid helium dewars and liquid nitrogen dewars, the IR Series also offers
choices in side-lookers, down-lookers, up-lookers and combinations thereof.
Selections can also be made between stainless steel or aluminum construction
in combination with low thermal conductivity plastic in the support system for
dimensional stability.
All dewars are complete with vacuum casing burst disc, evacuation valve,
electrical feed-throughs, pressure relief valves, standard fill connections
and easy access for detector installation.
2.4.2 Performance Characteristics
LN2 capacity: 0.6 liters
Holding time: 24 hours
2.4.3 Physical Characteristics
Y
Dewar diameter: 4.25 in. (10.8 cm)
Dewar length:	 8.5 in. (21.6 cm)
Weight (empty): 1.5 lb (0.68 kg)
Weight (full):	 2.5 lb (1.0 kg)
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2.4.4 Suitability Analysis
Heliarc welled aluminum tank. Super insulation within
evacuated volume between two containers. Low conductivity
innter tank supports.
Requires special mounting adapter to tie down to Space?ab
structure.
MATERIALS
Aluminum
Foam plug
Bakelite knob on valve
Glass face over sensor mounting
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Nitrogen input line requires special support.
Specimen access port does not have positive
locking on threaded access port.
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
i
Tank requires overboard vent for relief evaporating
nitrogen.
TOXICITY
No prohibited toxics or large quantities of potential
toxic generators identified
ATMOSPHERE
Can operate in any pressurized atmosphere.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
No constraints in habitable environment.
ZERO-G EFi'-ECTS
Two-phase cryogenic liquid containment requires
special design and development. Existing design can
not assure gas instead of liquid flow out through
relief valve.
OPERABILITY
Protrusion protection depending upon mounting
location.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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2.4.5 Wifications
u  ^ i	 w
It was concluded that modification of this unit for operation in the
Spacelab would not be cost effective. The IR 90 stores the cryogen as a two-
phase fluid--liquid nitrogen sits at the bottom of the dewar and gaseous
nitrogen at the top. As the nitrogon boils from heat leakage through the
walla of the dewar, gaseous nitrogen flows out the vent port relieving the
pressure in the container.. In zero-g there are no forces on the liquid cryo-
gen to retain it in the bottom of the tank. Liquid or gaseous cryogen can
flow out the relief vent in zero-g, dumping liquid cryogen overboard before
its cooling effect has been used. Special design techniques must be used to
retain liquid cryogen in the tank. Electrophoresis and capillary action have
been proposed as two possible retention approaches. Both approaches are only
in prototype design stages. Major development is required before an operational
unit could be flown on Spacelab. It is not apparent that any portion of the
available tank could be used on the new tank. Therefore, this unit can be
obtained only as a custom -built unit. Revised design information and modifi-
cation costa have not been generated. Custom-cost data are presented.
2.4.6 Cost Analysis
New Development
^f
Cost. . . . . . . . . . .
Weight . . . . . . . . .
Complexity . . . . . . .
State-of-the-art factor .
Data Source . . . . . 	 .
. . . $1,310,000
.	 5 pounds
.	 1.00
.	 5
.	 Space Station Cryogenics
2.4.7 E0006M Delta Modifications Requirements Summary
A delta modification summary was not generated inasmuch as modification
is meaningless as expl ained in 2.4 . 5, above.
2.4.8 Data Sources
1. 'Visual examination
2. Cryogenic Associates, I•.ic., drawing number 01575, IR-90,
Infrared Cooling Dewar (7/31/70)
3. Cryogenic Associates Sales Brochure
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2.5 DISPLAY '1•ERMINA!_.
Manui neturer: Research, Inc.
Model Number: 3300
Cost:
	
$1580
Figure 2.5-1. Research, Inc. Dlspla- Ten ,.:1
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2.5.1 Description
The Series 3300 TELERAY is a character-oriented interactive terminal.
Screen capacity is 1920 characters, maximum, and the display is refreshed by
a parallel-organized MO5 shift register memory. The character generator is
an MOS read-only memory. A high-resolution 12-inch TV monitor provides the
video display. The optional keyboard utilizes .ion-contacting solid-state
switching. Regulated power supplies are self-contained.
Data are entered on the bottom line of the display and scroll to the
top similar to teletype printout. Line feed (auto or manual), carriage
return (auto or manual), stop bits (one or two) and parity (odd, even, high
or low) are ,dumper-set.
TLLERAY displays a 64-character subset of USASCII code. The keyboard
generates 98 characters (64-character subset, 32 control characters, DELETE
and ALT MODF). Automatic display "foldover" is provided; that is, upper--case
equivalents are displayed for the displayable characters in columns 6 and 7 of
the USASCII chart. A REPEAT key allows any generated code to be continuously
repeated at a 15-per-second rate. A BREAK key commands the communications line
to the spacing level. LINE FEED shifts all data up one line--top line scrolls
off. RETURN moves cursor home (first column, bottom line). BELL generates an
audible tone.
2.5.2 Performance Characteristics
INTERFACE:	 EIA Spec RS-232-C, TTL (Neg) and 20 ma
current loop
COMMUNICATION: Asynchronous
CHARACTER FORM: 5 x 7 dot matrix
SCREEN REFRESH
RATE:	 60 Hz
CHARACTER	 10- or 11-bit word:
COMPOSITION:	 1 start bit
7 data bits
1 parity bit
1 or 2' stop bits
DISPLAY	 24 lines x 72 or 80 characters
FORMATS:	 24 lines x 40 characters
12 lines x 72 or 80 characters
DATA TRANSFER
RATE:	 110 to 2400 baud
MODES:	 Full or Half Duplex (switchahle)
Local or Remote (switchable)
KEYBOARD:	 Non-contacting, solid-state switching, ASCII-coded
j	 2-44
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2.5.3 ItIsical Characteristics
Dimensions: 15-1/2 inches wide by 13-1/2 high by 23-1/2 deep
(34.4 by 34,3 by 64 cm)
Weight:
	 39 pounds (17.7 kg)
2--45 SD 74-SA-0047-3
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2.5.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. UnAt. consists of large CRT (12 inches), a
keyboard and electronic components mounted an two large fiber-
boards, and a metallic chassis (Figure 2.5-2). The entire unit
is enclosed in a large sheet steel case. A single circuit
board contains approximately 40 integrated circuit chips.
Larger components are attached separately to the chassis or
other surfaces. The unit is designed to be bench-mounted.
MATERIALS
PVC ribbon cable
Glass CRT
ABS plastic keyboard buttons
Cadmium-plated chassis
Phosphorus in CRT
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Unit not ruggedly constructed (Figures 2.5-2 and -3)
CRT support appears inadequate
Two large Mallory capacitors are cantilevered from
side panel
Powdered-core high-voltage transformer is not
cushioned (Figure 2.5-4)
Large electrolytic capacitor mounted on side panel
and strapped to rear panel
Large circuit board can oil can
RFtransformer support inadequate
Lead-supported components
ELECTRICAL POWER
110 to 125 vac, 60 Hz, 62 watts
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
EIA Spec RS-232-C TTL Neg
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
No internal shielding; metal case may be adequate
shielding to protect operation
Horizontal oscillator, high-voltage power supply and
sweep circuits will affect surrounding instrumentation
No connector shielding
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Figure 2.5-3. Display Terminal - View From Above
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f	 FLAMMABILITY
Plastics
PVC insulation
TOXICITY
Cadmium-plate chassis
Phosphorus in CRT
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Flaking around CRT high-voltage connection
(see arrow on Figure 2,5-3)
Glass fr,gments
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab atmosphere
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Compatible with expected Spacelab temperature ranges
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Unit relies entirely upon natural convection for
cooling. Note finned heat sink connector on power
transistor (Figure 2.5-4).
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity-dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Does not have protrusion protection
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2.5.5 Modification	 "a
i^
The low level of structural integrity of the existing instrument mandates
a new case or packaging configuration which will have the additional capability
of being rack-mounted.
Figure 2.5-5 depicts the rack-mounting front panel of the standard 19-inch
width, with a heigh of 17-1/2 inches, and a thickness of 1/8 inch. The panel
is cut out in the middle to clear the CRT tube face. The frame which holds the
plastic screen, because of its geometric complexity, is made from the existing
instrument case, cut at the proper line and attached with nutplates to the front
panel. A stiffener made from aluminum extrusion (L-shape) is bonded to the
plastic screen (bottom edge). The keyboard enclosure is attached to the front
panel below the screen assembly and is secured with a sheet metal wraparound
which (1) strengthens the keyboard protrusion from the panel, and (2) provides
a structure to which rubber or plastic molding strip may be attached for
safety purposes. The wraparound is attached to the front panel with nutplates.
Figure 2.5--6 shows the sheet metal geometry of the instrument case.
Although for purposes of clarity, electronic components are not depicted, the
case as shown will accommodate all the electronics of the instrument with the
exception of the keyboard (Figure 2.5-5). The major electronic assemblies are
as follows.
1. CRT Assembly. This includes the cathode ray tube, its mounting
structure, an RF transformer, a high-voltage powdered core trans-
former, and a 3-inch by 6-inch printed circuitboard assembly.
Modifications consist of the following: eliminating the existing
subchassis and mounting all components to the main chassis shown
in Figure 2.5-6; replacing the CRT mounting strucL^ire %.ith one
heavier and stronger (see Figure 2.5-7); adding an additional
clamp to the RF transformer; potting the powdered core trans-
former in a suitable plastic and securing it to the chassis;
mounting the printed circuit assembly as shown in Figure 2.5-8,
with attention to Note (1).
2. RH (Logic Printed Circuit Assembly. This will be mou^zted on 	 f
the inside of the RH side panel where shown in Figure 2.5-6.
Figure 2.5
-
8 depicts the epoxy--standoff technique used to
strengthen the PC board to prevent "oil-canning,." ;.lie PC
assembly is relocated approximately one inch aft from its
former location relative to the CRT assembly.
3. LH Printed Circuit Assembly. This situation is similar to the
RH assembly except that the two large capacit cans are
attached to the main chassis with nylon clamps in the sage
manner as the one large capacitor is attached to the inside of	 J
the back panel.
4. _Large Power Transformer. This is relocated on the main chassis.
Wire lengths remain the same.
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Miscellaneous Requirements
1. All fastening hardware must be vibration proof.
2. All aluminum surfaces must be anodized.
3. Thermal ports and vents, plus any other apertures, must be
covered (on the inside) with metal screen to prevent glass
particle egress in the event of CRT breakage.
4. All unsupported cable or wire bundles must be secured with
non-metallic clamps.
2.5.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic cost
Modification Cost
Fabrication
	 $ 4,979
Engineering
	 19,136
Test	 5,888
Documentation
	 2,160
Program management
	
1,565
Total Modification Cost
To ta l Cost
New Development
$ 1,814
$33,728
$35,542
Cost . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weight . . . . . . . . . . .
Complexity . . . . . . . . .
State-of-the-art factor
Data source . . . . .	 .
$503,000
30 pounds
1.0
2
Space Station - Remote Terminal
2.5.7 E0006M Delta Modification .Requirements Summarl
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal range capability.
a. Respecify and replace 50 electronic parts for vacuum/
thermal range.
b. Add test chamber and test time for qualification and
acceptance.
2. Provide connector interface for testing item to replaceable
assembly level.
a. Add one 25-pin external interface test connector.
I	
b. Add a 25 wire test harness to five replaceable assemblies.
c. Add a hard
-mounted test signal isolation circuit board
(10 discretes).
d. Patch wire test signals on 4 PCB ' s to spare connector pins.
7-5F	 SD 74-SA-0047-3
ASSEMBLY NO 	 _ASSEMBLY NAME CRT Terminal-Teleray MD 33nl	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE
PART N0. PART DESCRIPTION Y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAS ASS'Y INSP. TEST M, E. MTPEUCA.l I MAT'L LABOR TOTAL
Mod CRT Frame Assy 21C4 12!
Fab Front Panel 3 1 13 2! 15 0
Fab Stiffner 1 Inal 2f 5 0
Fab Bumper 2 llf 2f 10 n0
Mod Keyboard Bezel X Pan 'lard 3 rY 2
ware - Handles, Nutplates, in 00
Screws	 etc
Assembly 5 s Inc
CRT Mounting Assy 5W 2 15 0n►
Fab Chassis 3 IN I 2r 1 15190
Fab RH Panel 2 5 24 1 in
Fab LH Panel 1 5 _2d 1 00
Fab Rear Panel 1 oc 1
Fab Metal Cover 4 0 25 25 00
Hardware, Nuts, Bolts, Screws 2 0 20 00
etc.
Assembly 2 0
Pot HV XFMR 29 5 0( l5 00
Mount HY PC Assy b XFMR 3
Fab Stand Offs-metal 2 n6I I ir I 5 00
Fab Stand Offs-non-metal 5 on 2 15 no
Install Stand Offs R E ox
_
5 5 '^
parts on P/C Boards
TOTAL HOURS
INSTRUMENTS. ;AC.
SKEET	 OF 2	 BY
WT SIZE RATE
FROM TO 0. 11.
TOTAL
-y TOTAL
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ASSEMBLY NO,	 ASSEMBLY NAME CRT Tereiml-Teleray MD 33ni 	 NEXT ASSY NO 	 DATE
PART NO, PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR MfIU COST
FAB ASS'Y Ii7SP, TEST M.E. EXPD MAT 'L LABOR TdTAti
Confa malty coo* PCB,Rewire 31 1 3 1
PVC with TFE 501 1 6 7 1 0 3 7
Part iI - Operations Re	 ic-
ed to Perform Part I.
Disassemble Inst. 3 Doc. 8 S
for 7 easse bl
ISO ftur Ba in oc 10 cK 3503
Outside Processino of Fab l
Parts
	
Finishes, Etc.)
Reassemble Instrument into 5 Of 15 Of 24
New Chassis A Case
Tie Down CaLmcitors A Cables S 4 lf1
Test 6 Troubleshoot 4n Of 2S
CArtift 8 8
System- Support  A Expedite In M "I g! D
5436TOTAL HOURS 37 9 7 29 SC 46 Or. 67 7. 655 n
iDT SI?.E
IST+--ME'47Z.. IN	 FROZE
SHEET	 2	 OF 2	 BY	 — — : —
RATt
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Seal all connectors;/wire Junctions against moisture as follows:
a. Seven internal PCB mounted connectors (no printed PCB pins)
b. One external interface connector
c. Note: Assume approximately 100 IC sockets are sealed by
the SEEIR encapsulation modification.
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR modifications only):
50 loose wires.
5. Treat for fungus as follows:
a. Fiber tube around flyback transformer
b. Materials exposed in deflection circuit transformer (fishpaper)
6. Human factors modifications are as follows:
a. Add silkscreen operating instructions on panel (53 cont'Tols)
b. Redesign circuit boards for ease of replacement
1. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage /protection, reliability,
maintainability, safety, interchangeability/replaceability and human
factors design.
2.5.8 Delta Modification Costa
Fabrication	 $	 614
Engineering	 1510033
Test	 5,281
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 1,175
Total delta modification cost	 $ 24,665
2.5.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Research, Inc., Product Information Data, A 812.33B
i
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2.6 EMI/FIE1D INTENSITY METER
Manufacturer: Singer
Model Number: NM 37/57
Cost:	 $13,500
1	
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Figure 2.6-1. Singer Electromagnetic Interference/Field InLensit y
 Meter
Model NM 37/57
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2.6.1 Description
The NM-37/57 is a programmable, precision electromagnetic interference/
field intensity (EMT/FI) meter for the measurement of conducted or radiated
RF interference within the frequency range of 30 MHz to 1 GHz in accordance
with standard military and commercial EMI test specifications. The instrument
perforr,a automatic and semi-automatic testing when supplied with appropriate
command signals and provides outputs of signal amplitude and frequency that
are suitable for input to a digital data processing system. Some typical
applications of the NM-37/57 are:
1. Determining the presence, level, frequency, and character-
istics of conducted or radiated RF signals within the
frequency range of 30 MHz to 1 GHz.
2. Autoinutic and semi-automatic EMI testing in accordance with
MIL-STD-461A and MIL-STD-826A.
3. Connected to an X-Y plotter for spectrum signature recording.
4. Measurement of radiation from a component, system, or
vehicle.
5. General laboratory applications as a tunable, programmable,
two-terminal microvoltneter.
f
6. RF current measurement in a conductor.
7. Antenna propagation studies, radiation pattern and field
strength measurements.
Electronic tuning permits remote tuning without mechanical drive. Acti-
vation of the internal electronic scan provision is by a front-panel pushbutton.
Three IF bandwidths are provided, permitting quick identification of breadboard
or narrow-band signals.
1. The 1-MHz bandwidth provides greatest sensitivity for breadboard
signals and permits direct amplitude measurement in microvolts-
per-megaHertz.
2. The 100-kHz bandwidth can be used for broadband or narrowband
signals.
3. The 10-kHz bandwidth provides greatest sensitivity for narrow-
band signals and permits improved frequency resolution for
closely spaced channels. (A fine-tune control is provided for
ease of tuning CW signals when this bandwidth is used.)
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2.6.2 Performance Characteristics
Parameter Characteristic
Frequency Range: 30 to 1000 MHz in 8 bands
Band 1:	 30 to 57 MHz	 Band 5:	 285 to	 445 MHz
Band 2:	 55 to 105 MHz	 Band 6:	 430 to	 620 MHz
Band 3:	 101 to 192 MHz	 Band 7:	 600 to	 825 MHz
Band 4:	 186 to 292 MHz	 Band 8:	 800 to 1000 MHz
Receiver Type: Superheterodyne; signal conversion on Bands 1
through 3, dual conversion on Bands 4 through 8
Intermediate Frequencies: Band: 1 through 3:	 20.5 MHz
Bands 4 through 8:	 160/20.5 MHz
RF Input Impedance: 50 ohms (Type N coaxial connector)
RF Input VSWR: Bands 1 through 3:	 1.25:1 typical, 1.5:1 max.
Bands 4 through 8:	 1.35:1 typical, 2.0:1 max.
Freq. Scale Accuracy: True frequency is within +2 percent of indicated
frequency
Voltage Maas. Accuracy: +2 dB for CW signals
+3 dB for impulse signals
Gain Flatness: Typically +1 dB, maximum +2 dB
Calibrator: Internal solid-state impulse generator, fixed
amplitude, 450 Hz repetition rate
Voltage Maas. Range: 140 dB; 60 dB on meter scale plus 20, 40, 60,
and 80 dB attenuator steps
Undesired Response Intermediate frequency rejection: 	 60 dB minimum
Rejection: Image frequency rejection:	 60 dB minimum
Spurious rejection: 	 60 dB minimum (except Band 1
at 2 x 20.5 MHz IF, 40 dB minimum;
Local Oscillator Emission: Less than 50 picowatts
Shielding Effectiveness: Typically greater than 100 dB, 80 dB minimum
Automatic Freq. Control: Typical locking range:
Greater than +100 Hz in 10 kHz bandwidth
Greater than +l MHz in 100 kHz bandwidth
Greater than +2 MHz in 1 MHz bandwidth
Signal Outputs (simultan- For a full-scale CW signal
eously available):
IF (20.5 MHz): 20 mV RMS minimum across 50 ohms
BNC connector on rear panel
Log Video: 300 mV +10 p-arcent peak across 50 ohms, do to
500 kHz •, BNC ^onnector on rear panel
a	 2-63
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FM Video:
Audio (AM or PM):
W Outputs (8) (orrional):
Direct Peak:
Slideback Peak:
BF0:
FM Discriminator:
Linear:
Selectable IF Bandwidth:
Internal Frequency Scan:
100 mV minimum peek-to-peak across 50 ohms
20 Hz to 200 kHz; for 302 amplitude modulation
-00 connector on rear panel
+300 mV minimum peak across 50 ohm, do to
T00 kHz, for +300 kHz deviation
HNC connector on rear panel
100 MW typical " 50 mW minimum across 600 ohms
200 to 4000 Hz for 30-percent amplitude modulation
Phone Jack on front panel
Bands 1 through 3: -33 dBm minimum
Bands 4 through 8: -20 dBm minimum
Average value of output of the 60 dB
logarithmic detector
Weighted average of output of the 60 dB loga-
rithmic detector. Charge time is 1 millisecond;
discharge time is 600 milliseconds
Responds to true peak value. Calibrated in
RMS of an equivalent sine wave. Selectable
hold times of 0.05 0 0.3, and 3 seconds
Manual slideback detector with aural null
indication
Beat frequency oscillator for CW signal
reception and tuning aid
+200 kHz deviation
Video and audio outputs
10 kHz +10 percent at -3 dB
100 kHz +10 percent at -3 dB
1 MHz +10 percent at -6DB (At low end of Band 1
the tolerance of the 1 MHz bandwidth is +10 per-
cent and •-30 percent)
Electronically scans any band in one minute,
providing outputs to X Y recorder. Pen Lift
provided (isolated contact closure)
Paraarter,
Linear Video:
Data Outputs
(simultaneously available)
Detector Functions
Field Intensity (FI)
(Average):
Quasi-Peak:
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Characteristic
Electrical programming requirements
-12v, 50 mA maximum
0 to +10v sawtooth (input resistance of
2 kilohms)
+12v, 14 mA maximum
+12v, 60 mA maxim,im
+4.8v to +7.2v (input resistance of
50 kilohms)
Parameter
Programmable Functions:
Freq. Band Selection:
Frequency Tuning:
Bandwidth Selection
Detector Function
Selection:
Receiver Gain
(Calibrate Control):
2.6.3 Physical Characteristics
Dimensions (including handles):
Height: 8-3/4 in. (22.4 cm)
Width.:
	
16-3/4 in. (42.5 cm)
Depth:	 18-1/2 in. (47 cm)
Weight:
65 pounds (including battery pack)
(29.5 kg)
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2.6.4	 Suitability Analysis 44 U
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CONSTRUCTION
The instrument is all solid state, rugged and portable,
and operates from internal rechargeable batteries.
	 Unit is
designed for 19-inch rack.
Meter connector bolts approach contact with chassis.
See Figure 2.6-2). X
I
Figure 2.6-2.
Meter Bolts In Close Proximity To Chassis
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MATERIALS
Glass meter faces
Sheet aluminum
TFE wire insulation
Plastic knobs
Foam between metal subassemblies
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Meets MIL-T-21200, Class 3 non-operating
5-15 cps/.06-in. double amplitude for 5 min.
15-25 cps/.04-in. double amplitude for 5 min.
25-55 cps/.02-in. double amplitude for 5 min.
Horizontally along both axes and vertically
V13ual Examination
Series RF input capacitor cantilevered with heavy
lead. See Figure 2.6-3.
0
Figure 2.6-3. Series RF Capacitor
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Pmer trwa former and two electrolytic capacitors
securely and mounted. Sae Figure 2.6-4)
t f^
t	 oil
^i
-r
Figure 2.6-4. Transformer and End -Mounted Capacitors
Circuit boards require tightening and stops to keep
them from backing out.
Cantilevered potentiometers
Knobs and screws are not staked.
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ELECTRICAL POWER
115 + 10v or 230 + 20v,'50 to 400 Hz x
Dissipation:	 30 watts
Batteries not required for Spacelab
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
X-Axis Output
0 to lv + 5% across 1000 ohms, 0 to 2v open
circuit for any frequency band; BNC connector
on rebr panel
Y-Axis Output
0 to lv +5% across 1000 ohms, 0 to 2v open
circuit for zero to full-scale mater deflection;
BNC connector or rear panel
Frequency Readout
10 mV per MHz, 0.3 to 10.0v for full frequency
range; accuracy +2 percent
From programmer receptacle on rear panel
dB Readout
I mV per dB, -20 to +120 mV for frill voltage
measurement range; accuracy + 2 dB
From programmer receptacle on rear panel
+12-Volt BCD Programmer Input x
SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
RF Gaskets x
Heavy case x
Internal compartment shielding x
Signal returned to chassis internally
FLAMMABILITY
Totally enclosed case x
PVC harness insulation
Plastic knobs
Plastic switch wafer
x
x
x
X
XI
x
x
x
01% Space DivisionRockwell International
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TOXICITY
No prohibited tonics or large quantities of potential
toxic generators identified
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Glass meter faces could ..'^atter
ATMOSPHERE!
Pressure
Non-Operating - 3.4 inches Hg (50,000 ft)
Operating - 20.58 inches Hg (10,000 ft)
Meets MIL-T-945,
 MIL-T-21200, Class 3
Humidit
Non-Operating - 95 percent RE at 40 C
Operating - 95 percent RE at 40 C
Meets MILT-945, MIL-T-21200, Class 3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Non-Operating: -62C to +85 C
Meets MILT-945, MIL-T-5422, MIL-STD-810,
MIL-21200 9
 Classes 2 and 3
Operating: 0 C to 55 C
Meets MIL-E-16400 Class 4, M-T-21200 Class 3
EQUIPMILIr'T COOLING
Operational:	 -15 C to +50 C
Non-Operational: -50 C to +75 C
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity-dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Handle guards are square-edged and inadequate
protection from knob protrusions
2-i'0
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2.6.5 Proposed Modificationsr ^rrur.^
Shatterables
Replace glass meter faces with suitable plastic.
9-G Mounting
1. Remove batteries from rear of unit.
2. Replace rack slides with taper pin assemblies and mating
guide rails inside rack cabinet per paragraph 10.0 of
Design Guidelines.
Protrusion Safety
Install plastic pads of a suitable material on boas sides of each handle
to meet 1/2-inch minimum radius requirement; see Figure 2.6-5. Secure with
suitable adhesive.
Shock, Vibration, Acceleration and Acoustic Environment
1. Replace metal printed circuit card guides wi^.::a+lastic of
q more positive security capability; see Figure 2.6-6.
2. Attach bodies of end mounted capacitors to nearest bulkhead
with nonmetallic cable clamps; see Figure 2.6-7.
3. Trim 1/8 inch from meter terminal studs.
4. Replace foam material bet+;eeen subassemblies and on inside
of hold-down straps with a suitable material which will
accommodate greater variations in subassembly size.
5. Relieve existing cantilever condition of front-panel-mounted
RF capacitor and lead assembly with nonmetallic block and
clamp. Attach block to chassis and secure capacitor and lead
assembly with clamp to block; see Figure 2.6-8.
6. Secure screws and knobs with positive locking features.
EMI Generation
Isolate signal returns.
Materials
1. Replace plastic knobs.
2. Replace plastic wafers in rotary switches with a suitable
material such as ceramic.
1_7 11	 ar. 1A_re_nnA7_1
---- .-W.
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Figure 2.6-5, Fad Additions to Handles
0.020/0,093 GLASS EPOS
z
SAW CUT TO BE THICKNESS OF
P.C. CARD + 0.002/0.005
0.045/00050
fi
4
.f
C-TO-C DUMSION AS UgUIM
Figure 2.6-6. Replacement Card Guides (Edge View)
{
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Figure 2.6-7. Capacitor Clamping
Figure 2.6-8. RF Capacitor and Lead Securing
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2.6.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost	 $15,499
Modification Cast
Fabrication
	 $ 3,367
Engiueering	 11,261
Test	 4,416
Documentatiewn	 2,160
Program Management 1,064
Total Hadification Cost $220268
Total Cost
	 $37,767
New Development
Cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $187,000
Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 pounds
Complexity . . . . . . . . . . . . . i.00
State-of-the-Art Factor . . . . . . . 2
Data Source	 . . . . . . . . . Lunar Orbital Study -
Radio Noise
2.6.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Reaui.rementa Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum capability (only).
a. Respecify and replace 100 parts for vacuum capability.
b. Add vacuum chamber and test time.
2. Provide capability to externally test item to replaceable assembly.
a. Add two 50-pin external connectors.
b. Add a 100-wire test harness.
c. Add a hardmounted test signal isolation circuit board
(40 discretes).
3. Seal the following connectors/wire junctior►s for moisture:
a. Seven internal HNC connectors
Seven external input/output connectors
c. One larger shell-type input/output connector
d. Twenty-two PCB connectors (printed pins)
e. Twenty-five single wire RF/coaxial connectors
(small snap-in type)
40 Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangaability /replaceability
and human factors design.
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ASSEMBLY NO.
	 SSEMBLY NAME ^CM;IFi_3ntensity Meter	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE
r MR ^^JJ^^
PART N0.
PART I
PART DESCRIPTION T
X
TABOR HOURS COST
FAB ASS 'Y INSP. TEST M.E. TE MAT 'L LABOR TOTAL
Replace Glass Meter faces 2 1 l 0 I in 00
with Suitable Plastic
Remove Batt, 2
Rack Mount Flanges 2
^Pads Around Handles
2 5 15Fab. & Replace PC 8d Guides 2 2 QO
Mount Cap to Bulkhead 5 [AL DD
JeMinal Studs 25
Replace Foam Mat 25 2 00 25 0
Mount RF Cap 5 50 4 30
Equivalent 150 Hour BakeouL lin on 10 110ol 1300 0
Replace Plastic Knobs 10 in 0 1 00 200
Replace Plastic Rotar Switch
Wafers
5	 11 Wafers 11 on Sol n
PART II - Operations required
F1
to Perform PART I
14 INDisassemble Inst. & Doc.
for Reassembl y
Aleassimble lost, 8 00 _18 0
Test & Trouble Sheet 1 20 00 1 20 00
T	 TOTAL HOURS
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ASSEMLY NO.	 ASSMLY HARE EN Field Intensity Meter	 BUT ASSY HO.
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S. Human factors modifications as follows:
a. Add ; ..- rive 1/4-turn panel fasteners
(4 places)
b. Add siikscreen operating instructions to panel
(13 controls)
2.6.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 1,657
Engineering	 27,857
Test	 5,410
Documentation	 2,562	 w
Program Management	 1,874
Total delta modification cost
	 $ 39,360
2.6.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Instruction Manual for Electromagnetic Interference/Field
Intensity Meter, Model NM 37/57; Manual Number 1-500783-234;
Singer Instrumentation, April 1972.
3. Singer Instrumentation sales documentation
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2.7 ELECTROPHORESIS APPARATUS
Manufacturer: Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Model Number: R-100
Cost:	 $6835
ELECTROPHORESIS CELL POWER SUPPLY
ELrCTROPHORESIS CELL COMPONFNTS
Figure 2.7-1. Elements Of Beckman Electrophoresis System
OWNxt 1PPAII is
C^^ ^AdL $LANg OFP00RNOT
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2.7.1 Description
Zone electrophoresis and quantitation of serum proteins can be done on
small samples by this assembly. Reproducible separations are made in 20
minutes by using cellulose acetate membrane.
Eight clinical sera can be produced at one time offering clinical inform-
ation in serum protein analysis, hemoglobin studies, and evaluations of cerebro-
spinal fluid, urine, tears and other body fluids. Since cellulose acetate is
similar to filter paper used in aqueous systems, it can be applied to all
charged materials, ionic or colloidal.
Four components make up the Model R-100 Microzone System: closed
electrophoresis cell for compatibly sized and punched strips, Model R-110
Microzone Densitometer which scans and evaluates stained strips, r)uostat
power supply for required 250-volt constant power and accessory kit with all
laboratory supplies for electrophoresis runs.
Microzone Electrophoresis Cell - Consists basically of the cover, a
bridge, and the cell vessel divided into two buffer solution reservoirs.
Bridge stands directly above the reservoirs. Adjustable tensioning mounts
held membrane flat to prevent pooling of buffer on membrane surface. Wicks
are eliminated since hinged guides bend down ends of membrane into buffer
reservoirs. A series of baffles in each reservoir isolates electrode reaction
products from membrane.
Microzone Densitometer - An automatic scanning, recording, and integrat-
ing densitome ter; scans cellulose acetate membranes and integrates area of
each curve to furnish quantitation of proteins and enzymes from various body
fluids. Records directly in optical density units in a range of 0 to 1.5
o.d. Different wavelengths are obtained by interchanging interference filters,
which range from 400 to 750 m u .
Duostat Power Supply - Provides source of regulated power; either constant
current from 2 to 50 milliamperes or constant voltage from 0 to 500 volts.
Regulation fully automatic; one Duostat can operate two electrophoresis cells
simultaneously.
Microzone Accessory _ Contains equipment and supplies necessary for
serum protein analysis.
2.7.2 Performance Characteristics
Electrophoresis Cell
Separation time
Sample quantity
Sample size (serum protein)
Buffer
PH
Ionic strength
Fixative stain
20 minutes
8
0.25 microliter
B-2 Barbitol
8.6
0.075
Ponceau-S
i,
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Densitometer
Wavelength Ranke
450 to 650 mu, by replacing interference filters
Measuremenc Range
0 to 0.5 o.d. unit full scale, adjustable to 0
to 1.5 o.d. units full scale
Optical Accuracy
0.015 o.d. unit + 1 percent full scale
Slit Width and Length
Width adjustable to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 mu;
length adjustable to 1 and 2.5 mm
Servo Pen System
1.5 seconds full-scale response
Power Supply
Constant Current Output
Current Range 2 to 50 milliamps
Voltage Range 0 to 400 volts
regulation
	
+l percent
Constant Voltage Output
Voltage Range 0 to 500 volts
Current Range 0 to 50 milliamps
Regulation
	
+1 percent
Ripple Level	 0.15 volt rms
Meter Accuracy +2 percent at; full scale
2.7.3 Physical Characteristics
Electrophresis Cell
Dimensions: 4-1/2 in. long x 5 wide x 3-1/4 high
(11.5 x 12.7 x 8.2 cm)
Weight:
	
2 pounds (1 kg)
Densitometer
Dimensions: 19-1/2 in. long x 13-1/2 wide x 10 high
(49.5 x 34.2 x 25.4 cm)
Weight:
	
52 pounds (23.6 kg)
Power Supply
Dimensions: 10-1/4 x 7--3/8 x 8 inch ,rs (26 x 18.7 x 20.4 cm)
Weight:
	
15 pounds, 4 ounces (7 kg)
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2.7.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Assembly consists of three units.. The
power supply and densitomster are typical electrical packages
with circuit boards enclosed in a metallic case. The slectro-
phoresis cell is a clear plastic container. Densitometer
records data with a pen, supported on a cross-meter allowing
It to tranveraa moving paper. All units are designed to be
bench top mounted.
MATERIALS
Tenite
Glass
P/C wire insulation
Sheet steel
Plastic knobs
Paper
Felt
Ink
Silicone lubricant
Vacuum tubes
VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIAOdR48NT
Circuit boards require additional support for
vibration environment (Figure 2.7-2)
Cell components require storage during boost
Cabling must be tied down
Larger end-mounted electrolytic capacitors and
transformers
Optics, filters, light guide lid on densitometer
Power supply components such as vacuum tubes and
other large parts require support or replacement
ELECTRICAL POWER
105 to 125 volts; 50 or 60 cps, 100 watts,
DATA MANAGEMENT C"ATIBILITY
Unit current prints out data on strip chart
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Power Supply - natal coma needs extending to
backside
Signal return to chassis bypass capacitor
Densitometer - metal case; relay operation and
BCD logic most potential EMI generators
x
x
x
x
K
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Figure 2.7-2. Densitometer Circuit Board Containment
FLAMMABILITY
Nylon card guides
Chart paper
PVC insulation
TOXICITY
Buffer solution in cell
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Power Supply: meter face
vacuum tubes
Densitometer: mirrors
lamp
filters
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab atmosphere
AM13IENT TEMPERATURE
Compatible with Spacelab
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EQUIPMENT COOLING
Fan mounted on rear of densitometer
Power supply requires venting
Air circulation across PCB's not definable
ZERO-G EFFECTS
Electrophoresis cell requires gravity to contain
buffer solution. Unit is not sealed (Figure 2.7-3).
7''T 1^
Figure 2.7-3. Electrophoresis Cell With Removable Cover
OPERABILITY
All corners require rounding depending on
mounting location.
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2.7.5 Modifications
Significant modification of both the power supply and the electropnoresis
cell are required. A power supply consistent with solid--state technology can
be purchased in place of the unit referenced. The electrophoresis cell pre-
sents more formidable problems. Containment of the buffer solution is totally
gravity dependent. The sample is contained in a cellulose acetate strip that
is draped across cell partitions and hangs into the buffer solution. A new
method of sample handling and cell configuration is required to make it
gravity independent. Development of such an approach was considered out of
scope for this study. However, it was estimated that such a development would
cost approximately $75,000. This value is included in the cost estimate.
A11 detail modifications are for the densitometer.
Construction
Shatterab les. Support lamp per Figure 2.7-4
9-G Mounting/Integrity. Add latch for sample cover (see Figure 2.7-5).
Secure adjustment screws with glyptal. Coat approximately 15 printed circuit
boards with conformal coating. Replace approximately 200 fasteners with CRES,
Nylok design. Secure approximately 10 large components on boards with compon-
ent clips. Clamp wire cables with suitable clamps in approximately 10 places.
Pr^trusions and Edges Safety. Place 1/2-inch radius cushion on all edges
and corners.
19-Inch Rack Mount Capability. Not applicable.
Shock. Vibration. Acceleration and Acoustics Resistance. Pin two knobs
to their shafts. Support circuit boards per design guidelines.
Depressurization Hazard Suppression. Add screened ports to outside per
Figure 6.7-6. Cover exhaust fan on rear with CRES screen.
EMI Generation Suppression 47110). Connect 1N5061 diode across co{.!.
of relay K1.
EMI Susceptibility Protection (R-110). Install Corcom Model 2R3 RFI
filter in series with incoming 110 vac power Line.
Materials Usage
Flakinit and Peeling Resistance. Cover all surfaces with an approved
clear coating.
Concentrations of Flammable/Unidentified Materials. Replace all wiring
with TFE insulated wire.
2-85
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Figure 2.7-5. Densitometer Cover Latch
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Non-Prevelant: Commercial. Materials (Or Warnings on Handling'/Usage of
Item).;	 Replace all, control, knobs with metal (approximately two knobs.),
Replace all pushbuttons-with polyimide buttons (approximately seven p laces) . !?
Replace thumb wheel switch wick a space--approved switch (available through i
manufacturer) .	 Felt-tip pens need to be replaced with an approved pen/ink. li
Replace. plastic. indicator .light lenses (two)w with le:=4	 Bake . out unit 150
hours to remove Volat:iles.
Resistance to Combustion i0ition.	 Replace 'chart paper with a paper
coated with an . approved coating tb resist . combustion.
Zero-G Compatibility
Functional Operation..	 Chart paper requires a spring-loaded t;akeup reel.
Power Supply
The power supply requires: 1
I.	 Installing vacuum tube hold -downs per Figure 2.7-7,
2.	 Addition of fine stainless screen to rear panel.
Fabrication of rack mount: bracket and molding per Figure 2. -7-8.3.	 ^` 	 P	 g
4,	 Providing screened air ports on side and top of P/S.
S.
	
Pin two knobs to shaft; replace with Vespel.:
6.	 Fabricate meter cover.
7.	 Rewire with TFE.
8.	 Change 30 fasteners to CRES/Nyl.ok.
9.	 Apply clear overspray.
2.7.6	 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost:	
$	 7,847
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $14,280.
Engineering	 49,.0.0.0
Test	 35,872
Documentation ` 	 21,160 .'
Program Management	 5,016
Total Modification Cost: 	 $106088
^.	 Total. Cost	 $114,1:75
tzl
;'	 SD 74-SA^0047-,3

MANUFACTURING POST ESTIMATE
E
ASSEMBLY No.	 R-110	 R-111	 ASSEMBLY NAIm Densitowter/Digital Integrator NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE
T PART N0. PART DESCRIPTION: Ty
LABOR HOURS COST
FAB: ASSN INSP. TEST .1 M.E. I flATLl LABOR TOTAL
Fab. Lamp Bracket 1 2 . 1 5C 50, 12f 4 2.
Add Latch to Cover 11 01 2( 8
Secure Adjust Screws 1 G 2E i or 3 JO C
K8 , S L5 0
Replace Hardware w SS HYLOC 200 30 0 12 .12 Of 12 0
Install C1 tp for LG. Coin . 10 5c 0 sd 5
secure
.Cabilos W10amo 10 1
Fab. A Install Proaettion 8 x 2 ad 1 81ar I 50 0
P in
Fab. P	 ASr 2 45 1 E 2 f 5
Sereen Fan Part 2-1 2 9;f
Install.IN5061 Diode 1 i 51 1 0
Install C ream Hod	 VR3 1 0( 12d 115( 2 5 1014!
aver Sr)ry Approved Coating 1 ad I lr,(
Rewire W TFE 150. 75 0 10
a
d 125 M 25 Af 1 25 0
Replace knobs N	 etal 2 1 0 id 6 5
Fab	 A Re lace Buttons 7 7 1 14 7 175'0
1 2 7
0
2 Of
Replace Felt Pens Z 2d 2 50 0
Fab. & In tall	 exalt Lens 2 21od0 51 10 D
154 Hoar Bake. 16 01 Soo 0
Re lace Paper w/Substitute 50 Q
Fab Brackets as Re wired 8 ad 6 0 100 Q
TOTAL HOURS
$N%TRUMENTS.INC.
SHEET	 1	 OF	 2.	 BY	 STATA
LOT SIZES RATE
FROM T0.
	 O.H.
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL,
m Co
r^
O
0
m	 !^
t
ASSEHBLY tiff.	 R-110 & R-ill	 ASSEMSLy HAHEDenS{tometer/Digital Integrator NEXT ASSY NO	 DATE-1	 Z
PART 1t0. PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST H.£. WN I ron I WAT'L LABOR TOTAL
Fab. SS Screen
	
Rear Pail 1 ?51 1 15 4
FAh. Rack Bracket & Holding 6 001 1 25 1 20'
Fab	 Ports & Screen 3 4
P 2
.2 2
34 1 l
5nt
F	 lkter Corer 2 54 1 74 1 1 1 l5
PeWre V/jEE so 5:100 3 4 OC 4160 50
Replace	 r	 SS AYLDC 30 1	 4 5d 74 1 l 1100 T 50
Clear Ovempanst SR an
Other 5uppart for P S 4 00 8 QC 2 310C 2
1 345TOTAL HOURS 56 X 8014C 56 2C 31 DC 7$ OC 79 Ot 20 Of, 7
..INSTRUMENTS, INC.
SHEET	 2 OF_I	 nY STATA
LOT SIZE 11 RATE
FROM TO O.H.. 11 A
TOTAL 345 70 3
TOTAL '^ ell 7540`
TOTAL 4
:v
N
Q
e
w
m
OD
`A— O
^ o
0
m
`	 New Development tI:
Cast
	
r	 $1$6 Pc00.
Weight .
	
.	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 30 pounds
Complexity	 1.50
Skate-Of-The-Art Factor	 . . .	 4 I
Data Sour ce 	.` .	 .	 Space Stati on Exp. 5.13
2.7.7	 EC006M Delta Modification Requirements Sut=iry
1.	 Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal range capability..
a.	 Respecify and replace 120. electronic parts for
vacuum/thermal range.
b.	 Provide test 'chambers and test time for acceptance i
and qualification.
C.	 Replace .Lubricants in fan . and pen motors.
2.	 Provide an external test connector to test item to replaceable
assemblies.
t
a..	 Add .a 50-pin external. interf ace. connector.
b,	 Add a 50-wire test harness.
c.	 Add a'hardmounted test signal isolation circuit board(\	 (20 discretes.):...
d.	 Patchwire four test signals per PCB for 10 PCB's to
spare PCB connector:
.
.	 3.	 Seal the followin g connectors./wire, junctions a gainst moist^re: ,
a.	 Ten P CB s , to master board connectors (printed PCB 
p 
ins..
b.	 Four 'internal connectors,
4.	 Incorporate the following Loose parts into the densitometer
a.	 Power.supply
b.	 SEEIR electrophoresis cell design .(snap in/Out),
5.	 Replace PVC as follows (delta over SEEIR modifications)':
a.	 200 loose wires.. (densitometer and PIS sections) .`
6.	 Human fdctors modifications as follows ,.
L
j
f	 i
a.	 Add silk screen operating instructions to panels
(assume. 10 total controls),
b.	 Replace' den sitometer access cover hinge with friction 1
t^ e	 _
,
SD	 A:0047-3
R
Spwo
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7.	 Provide systems engineering, test, docunentatioa and coordination. .
efforts to assure acceptable. materials. usage /protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, :Lnterchangeabil,i.ty/replaceability
and human factors desi
.2. 7:.8	 Delta Modification .,Costs
Fabrication	 $	 12240
Engineering	 22,944
Test.
	 5,.778"
Db cument ation .. 	2, 562 lk
Program Management	 14626
$. 34,150Total delta modification cost . .
2.,7.9	 Data..Sources
	
^
1... Visual. examination
i	 2. ` Beckman Instructions, 01:5-083618A, Model R-101  Microzone q
Electrophoresis Cell, Instruction Manual, August 1972
3.	 Instruction Manual, RD2 "IM-6 , . Regulated . Power Supply,
May 1965 .
4.	 Beckman Instructions 015.-08361.4, Troubleshooting ;.
Guide, Model R-.100, . Mi.crozone .Electrophoresis .::. .
System, September "19..72
^.:.-	 {
5.	 Beckmat Instructions, 015-^083601^-A, Model` "R-all,
Mierozone Digital. Integrator, December 1972
6.	 Beertman Instructions, 015-083623, Model. " R-110, }
Miczozone Densitometer, August.1972
:
l	
_	
- f;
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2.8 FURNACE
Manufacturer: Astro Industries, Inc.
Mode! Number: 1000A
Cost:	 $4875
Figu re 2.8-1. Astro Furnace - Model 1000A
2-93
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2.8.1 Description
Applications include melting and sintering,: annealing, hot pressing,
crystal growing, pyrolytic deposition, thermocouple calibration, diffusion
studies, thermal analysis, physical and mechanical: properties testing, and
use as a black body radiation source.
i	 The 1000A is capable of sustained operation at 3000 C in inert or reduc-
ing atmospheres; and, with the addition of appropriate accessories, 1840 C in
an oxidizing atmosphere, 2300 C with typical operating vacuums below 10-1 Corr,
and 2000 C below 10- 3 tort. Heat up--time from ambient to 3000 C is 30 minutes
or Less.
The chamber has straight- through access for convenient loading from both
ends, Two diametrically opposed radial ports at the midpoint and one top
axial port are standard. One radial port.has a 518-inch-diameter sight window
equipped with an anti.-fog diffuser. The other two ports are plugged. Optional
thermocouples, sight windows, and feedthrough adapters can be installed in place
of plugs.
The 12 KVA power supply includes a stepdown load transformer and silicon
controlled rectifier power regulator. Power is manually adjustable from 0 to
100 percent by means of a panel-mounted potentiometer. A front panel plug
will accept output from an external automatic temperature controller. Maximum
power output requires S ma do input, into 1500 ohms. Temperature sensors,
automatic temperature control, programming, and recording accessories are
available, and described in Vie appropriate data sheets.
2.8.2 Performance Characteristics
Temperature
3000 C in inert or reducing atmospheres
1840 C in an oxidizing atmosphere
2350 C in 10- 1 torr vacuum
2000 C in 10-3 tort vacuum
Hot Zone Dimensions.
2.44 in. dia. x 6 in. long (6.2 x 15.2 cm)
Uniform Temperature Zone
2 in. long. (5..1 cm)
15010 to 2400 C + 5 C
Power Adjustable
0 to 100 percent
2.8.3 Physical Characteristics
Furnaces: 14 in. o..d..x 20 in, high (35.6 x. 51 cm)
Muffle Tube: 15 ilk. o.d. x 18 in. long (25.4 x 46 cm)
AeLt embly Weights 130 pounds (59 kg)
Z-94
Sty 7L-SA-0047-3
anodized exterior.	 Bulkheads are n1cxe7.--p.lazea..aLum1num.
Inte ral. water	 assn es in the shell and bulkheads maintain
surfa
a 	
pce tompexatures at 60 C qr less at maximum sustained
operating
 
temperatures.	 There are no water-wetted welds or
brazed Joints in the furnace interior. 	 The vessel is manu- .
Ll
g
factuz..ed in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Corte
}	 Requirements, and is :provided with shunt _ t=rip main power i
breaker and water flow safety interlocks.	 Pressure capa- E
bilCti.es are from vacuum to ' 15' p .sig positive pressure.	 '3he
unit must be floor- or bench-mounted.
j	 MATERIALS
Aluminum I
Nickel
Viton, 0-rings i
i	 Silicone,..OMrings, washers
Stainless -steel
Graphine heating element !
...	
Quartz window 1
Alumina hearth .
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Rugged construction
I	 Heater element and sleeve could pose loose fit !
Push: rod requires caging !
ELECTRICAL:ROWER	 _
3
1
!	 208/230 vac, 60 Hz, single phase, 12 kva X
I
SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION.
1
I
Leads are potential. EMT source, especially when X }
on-off switching.	 The SCR rectifiers in the power
supply mould be an: EMI source if used. .
,.CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Alumina , x
ATMOSPHERE
. 
0 to 1:5 psis X i
2-95
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2.8.5
	
ModI, fications
Note:
	
This.,furnace is . configure?, without the power supply or control
unit	 but with the optional quench chamber and muffle tube assembly.y,.
9-G Mounting
1.	 Rework swivel mount to a. stationary condition..
	
Secure with	 1
cramp and bracket assemblies in three places; see Figure
2.8-2.
	 Pushr.od to'be oriented to floor; access port of
quench chamiber to be oriented toward operator at approxi-
mately eye-level.
	
For pushrod movement 	 allow 15 inches
minimum.
	
{
2..	 Replace. brass knob of pushrod with one of aluminum and add
positive-lock clamp to secure.rod when not in use. 	 r
3.	 p „oxide locking features for three knurled upper muffle
hearth bolts;
40	 Provide viesh cover, to prevent touching of hot surface.
Shock and Vibration	 }
1.	 Modify .coolant and power Lines per Figure 2.8-3. 	 i
2.	 Replace structural fasteners with positive locking
feature hardware. {
j. 3.	 Replace exi.sting..gas: input. line Junction with vibration-	 ii
..proof hardware.	 F
n
r
4.	 Provide interior shockmounts for hard--mounting Spacelab.
2;8.6 .
	cost Analysis
1
Modification
Basic Cost	 $5,5.97'.
Modification Cost
Fabrication
	
$ 1,216 .
Engineeting .
	
11:,206
Test	 4)416.
Documentation _	 2,160
Program . Management	 950 
Total  MModificationCost 	 $19,94B
r
r
dotal.. Cott	 $25,545
 -.
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,ASSEMBLY NO.
	
ASSEMBLY NAME Furnace - Astro MD IrM 	 NEXT ASSY NO 	 DATE— .
,^
PART N0, PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOU COST $
FAB ASS'Y INSP.. TEST M.E. TECH. EXPD MATIL LABOR TOTAL
HWnt & Clamp Ass s
Push Rod Knots 1
210C
(K. .1ir
2 4
154
5n
7
lac
I n r,
I
Lock Feature - Bolts 1 0f 12f 1 5
Mod Coolant A power Lines 5 76 0
Pas Locking Hardware 5 4 10
In ut Line Junction 4 rA 1 41nt ion 0
TEST 4 4 0
SYSTEM 8 Q g Fl
TOTAL BOARS $ 6 SE 4 8 0 40 Of 8 ad 192
.	 , INSTRUMENTS. INC.
SUES	 l	 OF	 1 BY
LOT SIZE RATE
FROM TO ... 0.11.:
TOTAL 192 . 0
.
023 6 215 n0
TOTAL
TOTAL
r-^
t^
V1
C^
ti
A
A
W.
m U)
o m
C
^ C
[EI ^
3 °
0
m
ID
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New Development
Cost:	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,.	 $453,010'
Weight, .	 ,.	 100 perands
Complexity
	 .	 .	 .	 .2u
State-Of-The-Art Factor y	3
Data Souse	 .	 Space Station Bxp. 5.16 ,.
2.8.7	 'ECOOGM Delta Modification Requirements Summary
-
; s
_
1. Incorporate the following loose parts into item design,
I
°i
-Thumbscrews and _exrnace cavity a CCe55 cover
}
I
2..	 Human factors modifications are as follows.
-Add silkscreened.operating instructions on housing
I^
!^
(assume 4 controls)	 -
3..	 Provide systems engineering, test, dQCUmentation and coordination^
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia--
bi.lity, maintai.nabi lity ., safety, interchangeability/replaeeabi.li .ty
^and human . factors. design.
^i
3:
^L
2.8.8	 Delta Modificarion Costs
-
'E 	 I
Fabrication
Engineering	 $ '11,500 ,t
Test
	 4,420
3i
Documentation..	 .2, 562 .
Program Management	 1,056
Total delta modification cost
	 $ 19,54$
2.8.9	 'Data Sources
1.	 Visual examination
t
2.	 Product Information, Model lOOOA, Astra Industries, 'Inc., 	 (p., 73)
.3.	 Operating and Maintenance. Instructions, Astro Tubular Furnace, j
{	 As:tro Indus.tri:.es,. `Inc.
ORIGINAL PQB _^
OF POOR QUAt.1T 3	 r
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2.9 GAS C11ROMATOGRAPH
Manufacturer: Beckman Instruments
+	 Model Number: 6700
Cost:	 $8+000
Figure 2.9-1. Beckman Gas Chro.natograph
PREMM'PAUE BL"K NO'S FII
ORI^
1?00R q'UAI
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2.9 . l Description
Analyzer Unit
The Model. 6700 analyzer unit is designed for field location in hazard-
ous areas. It contains the chromatographic columns, detector system, sample
inject valve., and column switching valves, all located in a temperature-
controlled housing. Also included in the analyzer are the electronics which
are housed in explosion-proof condulet:s and the flow control, system for
supporting gases.
The analyzer may be provided with a thermal .conductivity, a hydrogen
flame ionization, or a helium ionization detector. The hydrogen flame ioni-
zation detector is not recommended:. for .Spacel.ab use because of the. hazardous
nature of gaseous hydrogen.
A full proportional temperature control system maintains stable operating
temperature--within .±0.05 C-- in the rapid equilibration air bath oven throughout
a range of 55 C to 225 C. Control is achi.evad by a fast--response platinum temp-
arature sensing probe, a 1500-watt heater, and a proportional control system
which regulates power to the heater elements A safety system is employed
which removes power to the heater if plant air pressure'fails, thus preventing
overheating in the event of a loss of plant air pressure.
Programmer Unit
The Model 6700 Programmer includes all circuits necessary for measuring
the detector signal, automatic control, of all time--related functions and data
reduction and presentation. The programmer is shown in Figure 2.9-2.
Operator controls and indicators permit simple operation and calibration.
An integral test meter with selector switch and light emitting diode indicators
permit monitoring of system operation and rapid testing of all major circuits
for malfunction isolation.
it
i
2.9.2 Performance Characteristics
Sensitivity:	 1 to 5 ppm full, scale-(Helium Detector)
Capability:	 Trace analysis for inorganics and hydrocarbons
Air Requirements: 2 to 5 cfm at 30 prig
i	 Carrier Gas
Requirements:	 50 to 100 cc/min normal., varies with application
Sample Plow:	 Appronimately 10 cc/min liquid or 100 cc/min
vapor through 'analyzer (bypass as required)
operating
Temperature:	 55 to 225 C as required
Temperature
Control.:	 -x-0.05 C
2-104
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Figure 2.9 -2. Gas Chromatograph Programmer Unit
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I	 Safety:L Designed in accordance with requirements . t
of the Occupational. Safety and Health
,Act:	 (OSHA) .
Designed in.. accordance with GSA requizew
ment:s (applied for and .. endin
2..9.3
	
Physical. Characteristics
Analyzer t
'Dimensions: 36.5 in.	 (92.7 cm) high
.' 2 in.... (55.9 am) wide
12.12.±a,
	 (34.8	 cm).	 deep :...:. t
Weight., 175 Ib (79.3 kg) net
I
Programmer.
Dimensions: .7 in. (17.9 cm) high
19 fn., (48.3 cm) wide
.2.5 ins	 (63.5 cm) deep
Weight: 70 1.b	 (31..7 kg) net
t
f
F
jll
j
a
]f
	
is
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219.4 Suitability Analysis Disposition
CONSTRUCTION. Analyzer is extremely rugged. Control 	 a: ii
ielectronics are mounted on1/2-inch-thick aluminum. Elea- 	 :
tronics . have explosion-proof containment.. Unit is floor	 a
mounted.: One-eighth-inch . tubing . is coiled inside insulated	 CJ	 ci . 	:r^	 ! j
oven. Fittings are building trade type. The .analyzer is,
bench mounted..
The. programmer
.
 consists of a drawer . of electronics
contained it a sheet-metal housing. Circuit boards are ..
mounted on edge and supported on the bottom and sides. The
programmer is rack mounted. 	 '	 €
MATERIALS
Tef l:on.. _nsulate. d wire
Asbestos insulation,
Fiberglass : c>rC►iit boards	 f
Knobs and PCB board frames are plastic	 E
Glass mater faces.
I
SHOCK
Both units require special mounting to floor or 	 X.
rack to survive 9-g landing load.
Oven door 'latch may not withstand shock environment. 	 X	 f E
VIBRATION ii
I.	 Tubing analyzed not ..tied down .	X
^i
Sampling control-valve not securely mounted 	 X
Screws and bolts do riot have posd.tive retcuti.on	 X
Circuit boards: are urge, rattle.. i.n.lxxture.:.and	 X:'.
:E
have components Which could back out; see Figure 	 I
2.9-3.
ELMTRICAL POWER
I _j
Disposition
;400r,
ORIGINAL r'is-0 3 `l'	 2-108
OF POOR QUAI=
Figure 2.9-4. Failure Indicator Lights
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Figure 2.9-3. Programmer Circuit Board Installation
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Direct computer compatibility via priority	 X
interupt or long-term memory
Detector signal to progrananer, 0 to 1 volt
MAINTAINABILITY
Programmer has built-in indicators showing failures 	 X
of circuitry (Figure 2.9-4)
1II
Oi
lk Space Division
Fiexkwell lntefnati ynal
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Screw-down wire terminal strtp.: in programmer
input/output in place )f connectors, See Figure
2.9-5.
T	 F ^•.	
A
AM
oil
R	
l^	 d
x
^	 r	 /
ti
t
f ,	 t	 1 ^^
r	 ,
Figure 2.9-5. Screw-Type Terminal Strip
s
G
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DispoSltion
4
^.	 a
C3 114
NOISR .OENEItATION
Fan noise not evaluated X
k.	 .
FL MkiUILITY y.
Analyzer unit 'is :built to . operate in explosive X
environment existing in petroleum industry.;
analyzer "does not contain flamables. r
Programmer uses: .pl_astics throughout.. X
PVC wiring insulation.
TOXICITY
No prohibited toxins identified; designed to X
OSHA requirements,
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Asbestos insulation around oven could flake X r.
(edges of sheets exposed);
Glass. teeter faces X
ATMOSPHERE
s.
Analyzer 	 t.p operate in'e plosxue:atmos-- X
phere; no. data. on humidity range.-, analyzer not
affected by humidity.
Programmer does not appear sensitive to humidity X
in habitable confines.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES'
i
Analyzers	 -.20 to -120 F (^2.9. to SD; G) .: - -
Programmer.. 32 to . 110 F (a to 43.3 C) . - X
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Prograzmter has internal forced: air fait.
Analyzer has oven requriing 1500-watt heater. l -t
High-power heater not required for small sample
size expected an.Spacelah,. Estamote p"over xeduc
ti.ori to 100 watts.	 Air flow of 2 to 5 scfm will
also . be reduced
f
OPERABILITY.Units. do not-have. protrusion protection X .::'
2-110
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' 2.9.3	 Modifications
2..9.5.1	Analyzer`
k Construction ,
Shatterables.	 Gauges, to be covered.wi.th a Zexart plate
l
9-G Mounting/Integrity
I	 Fabricate two mountin g brackets as shown in Figure 2.9-6..,
Attach with Aeroflex type shock mounts.€
h 2.	 Clamp miscellaneous tu'bin'internally as shown per Figure 2,9-m-7, }
3.	 All wiring' to be clamped=-approximately 20 cable clamps required.
i
_.
4 ,	 Remove and discard existing .covers and replace with covers as !`
shown in Figure 2.9-8,	 _S it
'.; Protrusions-and Edges Safety.
l. .	 Remove door latch and replace with round-type 'similar to 	 -
Southco Inc., Part No. 24-10-302-10. 	 Requires door iE	 I
1
l	 p^ modification:.	 See Figure 2.9-9.,
';..
! 2.	 Add molding to edges of analyzer.
^
 hhost	 b	 t o -Ace eat	 Acoustics Resist.ance:.	 Fragility of t eS.	 Vi. rain	 ^. r 	 i nS
	
^ 1
thermal Unductivity bridges filaments requires that this unit be stored in a
vibration	 salated enclosure. . 'See Figure 2..9-10.
Depressurization: Hazard. 5u 	 ression.
	
The sudden depressurization could
i.
ruin the instruments columns. 	 The devices that separate the sample).	 No
hazard will arise as a result of this.	 Drill relief holes. (2) in pressure
guage rear shell..
.^}
Materials Usage`
' Fl.alcing.and_Peel3ng..Resistance.	 Remove oven insulation (marenita) and j
coat With polyimide. varnish to prevent flaking.
Coincentrations of Flammable/Uni.dent. Materials. 	 Replace all plastic
control knobs with metal .(4 knobs)
' Non-Prevalent Commercial Materials (or Warnings on Handling/usage of
Items.
	
-
1.	 All fasteners will be ch anged 'to : Ores or a nylock design (est.
120 fasteners).
! 2.	 All cadmium parts (sheet metal, etc.) to. be disassembled and..
stripped and nickel plated. 	 .(4 brackets) 3
'SD 7
.4 SA 0047-^,3


Figure 2.9-8. Electronics Covers
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VALVE & VALVE DR I VER COVER
3 REQD-MATL:.04 CRS
NICKLE PLATED

THERMOCOUPLE DETECTOR
SOFT FOAM
SILICONE RUBBER
LATCH (2)
oi% Space DivisionRockwell International
MATERIAL: AL. ALLOY .062 THICK
COVER
	
OR USE HOFFMAN ENCLOSURE
P/N A -606S S
^RI	
'	 Figure 2.9-10. T/C Bridge Sto-age Container
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i	 Atmosphere Contamination Compatibility
The gas chromatograph will be venting tolatmosphere its carrier gas (He)
and heated compressed air from oven and valve operation. Requires overboard 	 i
Vent.
2.9.5.2 Programmer
I
Construction	 I
9-G Mounting/Integrity. (Instrument weight 74 pounds net)
1. Add printed circuit retention device. Fabricate from 0..08 thickj	
ij
aluminum, anodized.	
.
i d. See figure 2.9--11.	 j
2. Conformal. coat 20 printed circuit boards (including mother
board).
i
3. Remove existing wiring (including ribbon wiring) and replace
with TFE insulated wire. See Operating Manual. for Schematic.
u
40 Support mother board per Figure 2.9-12.
i^
5. Conformal coat 2 transformers in power supply section
b. Piss knobs to shaft.
Protrusions and Edges Safety. Bezel to be added to equipment rack.
(1:. 00 00, x 0.431 wall aluminum tubing.)
19-Inch Rack Mount Capability. Programmer is mountable in a standard 19
inch rack utilizing the chassis supports described in Figure 2.9-13.
Shock-Vibration-Acc e.l.eration-Acoustics Resistance.. Conformal coat and
I	 secure printer circuit boards. Tie down approximately b capacitors in power	 {
supply section that are mounted on terminal strip.	 3
t
Materials Usage
Flaking and Peeling Resistance	 pFront L.nel and outside of chassis to
be painted with a clear approved. paint.
Concentrations of Flammable/Unident. Materials.
4
1. Replace plastic control knobs with metal (8 places).
2. Conformal coat transformer.	 -
Space Division
Rockwell International
Figure 2.9-11. Printed Circuit Board Retention
PRINTED CIRCUIT
CONNECTOR TYP
oi%
Space Division
Rockwell lnternahonal
OOZING
GUIDE PIN SUPPORT BLOCK
BARRY CONTROLS
PIN 3098-005-000
(COST APPROX $10.00 EA)
GUIDE RAILS TO BE INSTALLED
IN EQUIPMENT CABINET.
ALUM I NUM ANGLE 1.5x1.5x.12
- 2 REQD
Figure 29-13. Programmer Rack Mounting
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ASSEIMLY NO. jod. 6700 Programer Ass m BLY NAME Beckman Gas Chromatograph	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE ,I_ L^
T FART NO.. PART DESCRIPTION
LAHOR HOURS COST $
FAE ASS'Y INSP. TEST M.E. EXPO 14AT'L LABOR TOTAL
Fab. Retention Bracket 2 3150 5 25 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 150 1
Conformal Coat PCBs '20 25 01 4 00 60 0
sire HIRE ISO 15 of 5 001 S 00 1 18 50
for Mother  Board 4 2 00 4 101 1 1 1 2 30
Fab.- Protection  Bar 2 n0 201 1 1 1 in 0
2 5f 401 1 1 1 11 8
3 501 1 Of 201 1 1 1 1 22 15n
_StgLtLCapacitors f 1 00 I. or 25 1 1 1 1 7 15n
Oversuray Exterior 175 1 1 1 1 38 n
Re lace Control Knobs E 4 lln .12 00
Rk-p] age	
. 
11 Fasteners 5f 715r 4 00 8 On 8100 12 50
Stri p
 & Re late w Hickel 2+ 8 01 4 001 a no
--
Bloc 58 nn
150 Nour Bakeout 8 nn 25n b0
Other 8 04 24 1 DE 14 1 00 6 00 A0
ril 131TOTAL HOURS 32 Df 27 2f 24 OC 46 1 0( 1 22 0 8 0
INSTRUMENTS., INC.
snEET	 l	 op 2	 BY STATA
LOT SIZE RATE
FRO ii TO O.H.
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
i
s
c
o
m CCD)
.^ v	 a
tl1 N	 1
O,
Ili ^
^i
s7.-23.07.0
MANUFACTURING C OST. ESTIMATE
ruN
tri,v
a
w
ASSEMBLY Hp . Mod. 6700 - Analyzer ASSEMLY NAME Beckman Ga: Cllromatograph	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE l	 1
PART VO. PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB JASS 'Y XPISP. ITEST X.E.1 MAT 'L LABOR I TOTAL
Fab. Lexan Gage Plate 2 2.00 150 10 4 0
'Fab. Mounting Bracket 2 2 50 150 20 14 0
Fab_ 1 1 50 1 Do 4 0 o61. 1 1	 25 0
Clarap Wiring	 20 Places 2 GO 4100 1 10 001
F	 Install CoVers - 3 r. Off 5.0
o Sal I Inn
A TrIstall Molding-Fab, OR
Fab—	 ns	 C r	 rs 8 8 On 4 no so 12 in
Drill Relief Holes 2 Iml I 05
AR 4 On 24 09 5O.
-Reinstall
Replac
	
Kn bs w Metal 4 2C 05 6
Rewire w	 E	 x Iff 10 Of 300 40 15 on
yin
Step b Mickel Plate Brackets 4 2 00 8!00 40 Ion
150 Hour-Bak e 1 B n 250 00
ANALYZER TOTAL 38 50 40 2 31'15 16 00 3B 00 64 OC 12 00 1551 00
s ar 8 00 5n
7	 OK
2	 Pin Knobs 8 1 DE 15 2 50
24 0 16 no 81nr 1n0 On
TOTAL HOURS 95 5(101 5 62 55 40 nolan oc 1196 X10
INSTRUMENTS. INC.
SHED	 2 . M 2 By STATA
LOT SM RATE
O.R.
TOTAL 9 7 .
TOTAL
TOTAL
I	 J_ ---- L _ J_ _ 1	 1_ _ I _	 1
i
ai
^r
f{
3
r
01%	 lrhoml
c. Add three 5-pin connectors (1 for each sealed box)
d. Add 5 PCB-to-connector wires in each box
e. Add a. 1/in. 2 test signal isolation circuit board in each
of 3 boxes (3 parts each)
3. Provide connector/wire Junction moisture sealing (programmer
only) (analyzer is explosion proof per Beckman spokesman—
implying sealed interfaces)
a. 7 PCB-to-master board (printed PCB pins)
b. 5 molded round--pin master board to ribbon cable
a. The SEEIR mod connectors which replaced 7 terminal strips
for power supply and input/output interconnect.
4• Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, rel,ia-
Ui1ity, maintainability, safety, interchangeability/replaceabi-lity
and human factors design.
5. Human factors mods
a. Add captive 1/4 turn panel mount fasteners to programmer (4)
b. Add silkscreen operating instructions to programmer and
analyzer panels (15 controls)
c. Replace hinge to analyzer oven access door with friction
type
d. Redesign analyzer circuit boards for ease of replacement
2.9.5 'Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $	 971
Engineering	 23,478
Pest	 5,391
Documentation
	
2,562
Program Management	 1,621
Total delta modificattOn cost	 $ 34,022
2.9.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
Z. Analyzer and Programmer units for the Model 6700 Process Gas
Chromatograph Systems. Operating Manual.. Beckman Instruments, 1973.
3. Model 6700, Process Gas Chromatograph Sales Brochure. Bulletin 4135,A.
2--1.23
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2.10 LASER
Manufacturer: Sylvania Electronics
Model Number: 948
Cost .	$10, 000
N
yr	 .
Figure 2.10-1. Sylvania Cop Laser
PRoMING PAGE BLANK NOT FUAM
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Output wavelength:
Power output:
blo de purity:
Beam diameter:
Beam divergence.:
Beam polarization:
Frequency stability;
Amplitude stability:
Wavelength selection;
Output frequency .control:
2.1001 Description
The Model 948 was developed for, but not limited to, applications in the
fields of communications and telemetry, atrmospheric propagation, heterodyne
studies
. , detector evaluation, and non-linear optics.
More than 5 watts is emitted in a THMooq mode at a single wavelength near
10.6 microns. The output beam of the ,laser has..a d7iameter . of .6 mm and is .
linearly polarized in the vertical. direction. The optical length of the laser
cavity is 77 cm, short enough.to
 ensure single--axial--mode operation. The
Model 948 utilizes a 300--cm radius of curvature totally reflecting mirror
mounted on a piezoelectric transducer capable of greater than A/2 movement at
10.6 microns. The output mirror is a gallium arsenide etalon plate which acts
the same as a flat mirror. Since both the inside and outside surfaces of this
mirror are active reflectors, the mirror is protected in .a dust enclosure. An
additional output wi+idow (anti--reflection coated germanium). is used to seal the
enclosure at the front of the laser.
41
The relatively lour supply voltage for the laser tube is fed to the Laser
head and converted to high voltage for the tube. A do-to-dc converter is used
to set up the supply voltage to the required tube voltage. The output of the
converter is highly filtered to eliminate the effects of power supply ripple
on the amplitude stability ,
 of the laser output.
2.10.2 Performance Characteristics
Specifications
•y
10.6 microns
5 watts (minimum)
TEM,Doq, single frequency, single wavelength
6 mm, l2 points
e5 mrad, full angle
Vertically polarized
Long-term (hours) frequency deviation less
than 15 MUz (5:10 7) after`1/2whour warmup(with auxiliary heat exchanger, 2 MHz);
short term (100 ms period) less than 30 kHz.
(1:1.09)
Long term, <5 percent
Short term, <0.5 percent
Several single individual wavelengths can be
selected by adjustment of resonator length
through a piezoelectric transducer
Fine voltage control, of piezoelectric Iran$
ducer power supply allows continuous frequency
adjustment over Doppler linewidth
2-x2/a
SD 74—SA 0047-3 j,:
ii
!	 1
i
Disposit3CONSTRUCTION, 	 The unit has glass tubes mounted in
large aluminum yokes which in turn are attached to 1J4-inch
thick aluminum base; see Figure 2.10.•-2.	 Large encapsulated
power supply modules are located beside theglass tube.
+,
Pcxer and water connections are at one end..	 A "Lens at ' the:
A)	 4r4
other sad collimates the laser beam..
	 `Thin aluminum. plate
compl,etely.covexa the laser components.
	 the unit is bench
mounted.
MATERIALS
Glass
Aluminum
Silicone. rubber
Gallium arsenide.etalon
Germanium
CO2
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCHIERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Unit has mil-"type shell connectors X
Internal optics may be vulnerable to vibration
Tubing Junctions with glass Jackets need support
Components are firmly mounted external to glass tubes X
Lead-mounted capacitors. in glass tube
Power supply is potted in silicone X..
Rotential.realignment of optics required after X
vibration
(P4quires.shockmount . to-solve glass tube.and
internal [optics, capacitors] sensitivity problems)`
ELECTRICAL POWER
115 volts, 60 Hz at 600 volt-amps; no high, voltage X
outside of laser head
DIX SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATIOI+T
Laboratory experience indicates that unit does X .
not generate EMx
...
	 Not susceptible to. EMI X
'FLAIOMILITY
Rubber tubing for coolant containment
PVC wiring in totally enclosed container X
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4TOXICITY 1
i
Electronics potted in RTC' X
Unit ire ;sj-,al.ed
CO2 used in laser—amount stall for Spacelab volume X
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
All shatterabl.es contained by case of unit.	 Laser x
is exceptiono b.ut:should be waived as microscope
lenses are waived.
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab atmosphere X
^l AMBIENT TEMPERATURES tj	 w
Compatible with Spacelab temperatures X
EQUIPMENT COOL114G
Coolant, tap water .(lf 4- gpm):;. capability of Spacelab . X
to provide liquid cook ng . must be verified.
ZERO-G EFFECTS
Independent of gravity x'
I
OPERABILITY
Edges require rounding X
j	 Beam is hazardous X
'I
1 I,
2-1.30
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2.10.5 Modifications
Construction
. Shatterables (Laser Head).' The entire laser tube is glass; therefore,
shatterable. An aluminum cover provides primary protection. A cover is
required over the aperture (see Figure 2.10-3). Control unit: replace meter
face and indicator lights.lens with Lexan windows.
9-g Mounting/Integrity (Laser Head). Secure to mounting plate - 0.5 thick
aluminum. clear
	
(see Figure	 4). This plate and assembly will be
shock mounted to work surface;.
Protrusions and Ed Ees Safety. Add 1..0 o.d x 0.06 plastic edge bumpers.
Laser control. unit: _protrusion protection per design guidelines.
19-Inch Rack Mount Capability (maser Head). Because of length (36.5
inches), will have to be stored or bulkhead mounted. Laser control unit will
be adapted to rack mount using 0.125 thick aluminum brackets (see Figure 2.10-4).
Shock-Vibration-Acceleration-Accoustics'Resistance.(Laser Head).
1. Secure wire harnesses with cable clamps; est. 5 required.
2. Provide tube clamps for water tubes; est. 5 required.
3. Replace all fasteners in both head and control unit with CRES,-
Nylock type; est. 150.
4. Replace all water tube clamps with screw type.
EMI Generation Suppression. Add shielded box and feted through capacitors
as shown on Figures 2.10-5 and 2.10-6. Adddition of capacitors may be
detrimental to unit operation and would have to be investigated; estimate 16
hours of EE time to do this. Estimated material. cost $20.00.
operating Requirements
Human Factors. Requires special instruction on handling - see "warning"
(Figure 2.10-7T.—Install placards per figure on both laser head and control
unit.
Material. Control
Replace rubber tubing with braided tefl.on tubing. (Typical. Penn Tube
Plastics Co. Braided CT-Flex.)
2,131
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LASER HEAD PRESENT CONFIGURATION
ADD SHIELDED BOX WITH FEED THRU
CAPACITORS INSERTED IN SERIES WITH
R	 EACH LINE TO CONNECTOR
SCRAP PAINT AWAY FROM
UNIT HOUSING UNDERNEATH
FLANGES OF SHIELD BOX
Figure 2.10-5. Laser Power Interface Modifications
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WARNING
---LETHAL VOLTAGES ARE PRESENT WITHIN THE LASER ENCLOSURE---
The laser head is interlocked to prevent operation of the laser with the cover
removed. Do not attempt to defeat its purpose.
---INTENSE INVISIBLE RADIATION IS EMITTED FROM LASER---
The laser  emits an intense Ream of invisible infrared light which can seriously
burn the eyes and skin. Flammable materials such as paper and wood can be
set on, Fire if exposed directly to the beam. Use only inert, non-reflective
materials to stop the beam. DO NOT use your hand. Personnel should wear
plastic or glass safety goggles when using this laser.
C]	 G
A Ilk Spwe moron
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2.10.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost	 $ 11,481
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 4,801
Engineering
	 10,488
Test	 4,964
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management	 1,121
Total Modification Cost
	
$ 230534
Total Cost	 $ 35,015
New Deve?;,pu.cnt
Cost	 $1710000
Weight
	 30 pounds
Complexity
	 1.00
State-of-the-Art Factor
	 2
Data source	 Lunar Jrbital Study
Laser Altimeter
2.10.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating thermal and vacuum range capability
a. Add an internal heater with thermal switch
b. Add test chambers and test time for qual and acceptance
C. Respecify and replace 10 parts for vacuum only
2. Provide interface connector for testing unit to replaceable assembly
a. Add a 25-pin external interface connector
b. Add a 15-wire test harness
c. Add a hard-mounted test signal isolation PCB (6 discretes)
3. Seal the foliowing connector@/v ire Junctions agslnat moisture
a. One external interface connector (eheil type)
b. One terminal strip (15 terms)
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta over SEEIR mods)
a. 25 wire harnesses to 3 assemblies and terms strip and connector
b. 15 loose wire%
i
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ASSEMBLY NO.	 Model 94$	 ASSEMBLY NAME
	
C09
 LASER - SYLVANIA
	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE 52/ 0/74
T
PART fi0. PART DESCRIPTION
y
LABOR HOURS COST S
FAS ASS'Y INSP, TEST I	 ti.E. I EXPO. MAT H. I LA-BOR I TOTAL
Fab Aperture Cover 1 2 150 1 , 150 120 1 1 1 1 1 5 W
Fab Lexan Meter Face & Lens (2) 3 251 1 00 201 1 3 30
Fab dead Plate	 18x42 3 001 1 30 15 30
Fab Cage & Install Tube 8 001 2 50 50 18 5n
Fab Protection Rails 2 2 001 1 20 in in
Fab Mounting Ears 2 1 Dal 50 10 6 0
Paint Exterior 2 1 001 42 n
Replace Tubing 5' 2 50 3111 n Mi
Rewire W/TFE	 Est 100 10 00 2 Snj 5 00 12 n
Conformal Coat Trans 3 3 75 6ol 12' n
Conformal Coat PCB 2 2 50 140 6 1 n(
Replace Control Knob 1 25 1 4 0
Replace Ouodial 1 30 1 14 0
Fab Vespel PQ's 2 2 00 30 120 50 10 1
Fab Warning 2 50 30 10 25 In
Install Cable Clamps 5 1251 25 10 2 50
Fab & Instal l Hose Clamps 5 1601 25 10 4 ig
Replace. All Fasteners 15 25 00 16 00 45 00 45 00 1 1	 37150
Replace Water Tube Clamps 10. 6 10 7 50
Fab Box & Assembly AR 1 50 1 01 25 8 001 25 00
Other Support & Test 112 On 18 001 8 no s1 an -
—1150 Hour Bake 116 _001 530 on
Shock Mounts AR 4 00 2 0 1 50 41001 3n n
TOTAL HOURS 28 60 53 5 35 q5j 71 001 711 001 8 n 93215r
INSTRUMFNTS. MC.
S1MEr I	 of	 1	 ny Stata
10T SIZE RATE -
FROM TO 0.11.
TO'£AL 032 56 868 6 '801 3
TOTAL
TOTAL
tS
Space Wolon
•.. Ror	 InternaIR]I I17i
5.	 Provide systems engineering, test, documentation ^d coordination
k
,k efforts to assure acceptable materials onager /proter:ction,; relia[-f biiity,. maintainability, safetq, inxwrchsngacbil:i.ty/replaceability
and hunan, factors design.
i 6,	 Truman factors mobs as follows
a.	 Add silk-screened operating Instructions /cautions near
.controls -(2 controls) ^..
2,10.8	 Delta Modification Costa
Fabrication .	 $.	 258.
j
3	 1
Engineering	 100469 .
Test	 4,637
`
Documentation	 2,562
Frogram.Management	 896
Total. delta 3nodi.fication cost 180822
I 2.10.9	 Data Sources
_.
1.	 Visual examination I
. 2 4	Operating instructions - Model 948 CO2.Laser - Sylvania. Corp, 	 ^
k1	 I	 I	 I -T-­---T^
01% Space DivisionRockwell International
2.11 MICROSCOPE
Manufacturer:	 American Optical
{	 Figure 2.1.1-1. American Optical Microscope
2-139
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2.11.1 DescriRtion
Models H2O are equipped with high light intensity 12V 10011 twigsten halogen
lamp, for constant colir Lemperature and illumination, 120V 60 Hz three-step
Variable transforzicr ., focusable, condenser system, hear absorbing glass, center-.
able field diaphragm, two built-in filter turrets permitting combinations of
selective light balancing and color compensating filters.
Top filter turret has 1 clear aperture, blue daylight filter, blue filter
for Polaroid Polacol.or Land Film, blue compensated filter for color trans-
parencies, green filter for black & white photomicrography and phase contrast.
Lower turret has three neutral density filters and didymium filter. Hinged
cover for essy interchange of-filters in turrets; additional filters and
accessories (such as pola.rizer) may also be placed within light well...
Satisfies all requirements for Koehler type illumination.
2.11.2 Performance Characteristics
Available lenses:
	
	 4 x objective
.10 x objective
45 x objective
100 x objective
Filters;
	
	
Neutral density 5%, 25%, 50% transmission
Didymium color balancing filter
Blue daylight
Heavy blue polacolor
Green
2.11.3 Physical Characteristics
Weight: 20 lb (9 kg)
Dimensions: 16" high 8" wide 10" deep (40 x 20 x 25 cm)
„Space Division
41+ x,kwell Inter ridtxJfk7)
2.11.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. The microscope is a metal casting with
machined parts and glass lenses. Unit can be either bench
mounted or stored in a cabinet during boost and nived to a
bench while is use. Light supplied by 100 watt bulb.
MATERIALS
Aluminum
Glass lamp, filters and lenses
Plastic heat shield
Rubber
Immersion oil
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Filters require storage during boost. Held down
during operation.
Specimen glass, lenses, eyepieces, camera accessories
must be stored.
Filter lid not positively latched
Optical assembly removed by loosening single set
screw (Figure 2.11-2)
G-A	
^ ---1. 2 Ak
I
Figure 2.11-2. Removal of Optical Assembly
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ELECTRICAL POWER
111 volts, 50 Rz,100 watts
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Power supply input requires shield for 10 amp
low voltage ac
FLAMMABILITY
Plastic heat shield (see Figure 2.11-3)
Rubber feet
Figure 2.11-3. Plastic Heat Shield
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TOXICITY
 r
Iodine in .lamp (avoid mercury types)	 X
CONTAMTNATZON GENERATION
Function of the instrument prevents protection
from glass bens shattering. Operatiotkal precaution
required
Immersion oil
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab atmosphere
AMBIENT TEMERATURES
Compatible with Spacelab temperatures
EQUIPMENT COOLING
100 watt light source needs cooling. Lower power
source could reduce heat load
ZERO-G EFFECTS
Eyepieces and filters are.held in place: by gravity
(see Figures 2.11-4 and 2-11-5)
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2.11.5` Modifications
Cons truction
Shatterab,les. . 'Removable medal ocular covers required for lens protection
when scope is not in use.
9-g Mounting. Adapter plate required for mounting. Suitable hold-downs
for slide tray and objective lenses during tranap'ort (see Figures 2.11-6 and
2..11
-'1).
bunting. 19-inch rack mount not applicable. The microscope will have
to be modifie3 by the removal of the four rubber feet exposing existing holes.
These holes to be . drilled and tapped to accept an NAS 1.3940-3 insert or equivalent.
This will facilitate the mounting of the adapter plate (see,Figure.2.11-6).
Shock--Vibration-Acoustics. It will be necessary to transport this instru-
ment, semi-disassembled, in a suitable metal case .(see Figure 2.11.7)
EMI. Shield power supply with metallic enclosure.
Materials
Replace plastic lamp housing with polymi.de
Thermal
Lamp will need air convection for cooling.
Zero-G Operation
Human Factors and Functional Operation. With instrument bolted to work
surface and spring (defined by Figures 2.11-8 and 2.11-9) in place, no opera-
tional. Impairment is foreseen.
Loose P arts/Restraints.
1. Eyepieces require set screw or other restraint system to keep
them from drifting away in zero g.
2. Filter assembly needs filter keepers to prevent floating around
inside filter compartment (clips allow more Filters . to be used
than one wheel will hold) (5) .
3. Pre-Load nose piece (holding turrent) to.compensate . for gravity loss.
4. Filter door latch for zero g.
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Figure 2.11-8. Microscope Spring Clip Installation
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Figure 2.11-9. Spring Clip
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2.11.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 1,330
Engineering
	 6.090
Test	 2,208
Documentation
	 2,160
Program Management 	 589
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
New Development
Cost
Weight
j	 Complexity
State--of-the-Art Factor
Data Source
0
$ 1,809
$ 12,377
$ 14,186
$ 36,000
20 pounds
1.00
2
Space Station Exp 5.13
Support Equipment
2.11.7 E0006M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1 • Provide systems engineering, test, decumantatioc and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable matarlaU usage/protection, relia-
bility, u"ntainability, safety, interchangeabili ty /rep laceabil lity
and human factors design.
2. Incorporate loose items into item design (delta to SEEIR)
a. Redesign for replaceable filter wheels that have cemented
in-place filter glasses.
s,
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MANUFACTURING ,OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 Microscope AO ?MlnTll-FW	 NEXT ASSY NO 	 DATE f	 ^
T
PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION
Fab Ocular Covers
Y
2.
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAR
2 bOl
ASS Y INSP.
kol
TEST 1-I.E. p0 rtAT'L
5	 4
LABOR TOTAL
Fab, Adapter Plates 14 Metal I n 601 60 1 0 20 10
Case (Zero Case)
Fab. Lamp Housing -
150 Hour Bake Out
8 0 Q
10 OD 10 00
1 D 10
350
0
N
Fab. Berlllum Copper Spring 11001 10 50 1	 3 D
Fab. Ocular Retainer 2 11001 Ini 1 125 1	 5 10 1
SvstemSupport b Expedite 2 oni I 00,
Coolant Reg. Fan A Housing 8 on 100 0
TOTAL HOURS. 22 p 9
- -	 INSTRUMENTS. SNC. -
SurrT	 1	 07 1. _ I3Y	 aTATA
TAT SIZE RATE
FROM TO O.H.
TOTAL n0 8111 r, 1330 n
Tt7CA^
moT^^.;
r.
i
^rM
l
i
F
CD
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m K
0	
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i
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2.12 MICROT'OME
Manufacturer:
	 American Optical Corp.
Model No.:	 820
Cost:	 $ 1254
Figure 2.12-1. American Optical n. oLw 	 el 8_'i
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2.12.1 Description
This unit slices very thin sections of specimens:+for microscopic examination...	 i
The unit is hand operated. A crank is turned passing the surface of the
specimen across the rigidly-held knife edge.
2.12.2 Performance Characteristics.	 1
Section thickness range	 Z to 50 microns
I.
Increment	 I micron	 i
i
2.12.3 Physical Characteristics
Weight:	 85 pounds (38.6 kg)
Dimensions:
	
18" x 14" x 12" (46 x 35.5 x 38 cm)
i
i
2.12.4 Suitability Analysis Disposition
CONSTRUCTION. The.microtome is a large, all metal device
with a razor sharp knife edge rigidly attached to the base of 	 ^ > .w
the unit. Unit is bench mounted. Blade and carriage is	 a w	 c^
. adjustable with thumbserew'tighteners.	
c
.	 -'4
MATERIALS
Metal
Bakelite handles
Rubber feet
Lubricants
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Carrier is held in place by gravity
	
X
Crank assembly is not retained
	
X
Shock absorber required between horizontal slide
	
X
assembly and advance mechanism
Positive handle locks required to keep .arms on..shaft
	
X
Store or positively retain knife assembly
Lock screws/bolts	 X
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Has exposed lubricants
	
X
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab	 X
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Compatible with Spacelab 	 X
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Not Required
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions 	 X
(slice-to-slice repeatability appears independent
of gravity)
r	 ^.
a`
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OPERABILITY
Knife requires guard
Blade easily removed by loosening knurled knobs.
(see Figure 2.12-2). More positive retention
required.
Figure 2.12-2. Microtome Knife Blade
0
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2.12.5 Modifications
Construction
9-A Mountizng/Integria. With all adjustments tight and handwheel locking
lever in locked position, Microtome will be rigid enough for this requirement.
Base shall be reworked per Figure 2.12-3.
Protrusions and Edges Safety. Required frame as shown in Figure 2.12--4.
Fab from aluminum alloy tubing; l in. o.d. x 0.031 wall--anodize. Fabricate
removable knife guard from .0.031 thick aluminum alloy per Figure 2.12--4--
anodize.
Shock-Vibration-Acceleration-Acoustics Resistance. Requires readjustment
or correct use after subjected to this category. Fabricate positive safety
attachment and fit to crank-locking lever--drill hole in body of instrument to
accommodate. Replace all fasteners (estimated quantity, 100) with Nylock.
Sheet metal knife guard will retain knife assembly. (Figure 2.12-5)
Materials Usage
Non-Prevelant Commercial Materials (or Warnings on Handling/Usage of Item).
All cadmium-plated parts will be stripped and nickel plated--est. 6 small
brackets. All fasteners will be changed to CItES. Plastic knobs and handles
j	 will be replaced with metal.
2.12..6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 10751
Engineering
	 3,662
'Best	 2,208
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management	 476
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
New Development
Cost
Weight
Complexity
State-of-the-Art Factor
Data Source
$ 1,440
$ 10,257
$ 11,617
$ 31,000
50 pounds
0.20
2
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INSTALL FOUR
THREADED INSERTS
a 2.12-3, Microtome Base
c•
T11
ICROTOW MOUNTING
PLATE GOES HERE
•
 •
i	 •	 i
SHOCK MOUNT -
AEROFLEX CABLE TYPE
OR EQUIVALENT - 4 EACH
r yd
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I
PEDESTAL - AL. ALLOY
.1t5 THK. - 2 REQD.
CG TYPE MOUNT FOR -^
	
0
ASSEMBLY OF FIGURE 2 -
.125 ill. THK. AL . ALLOY	 •	
HARD-BOLTED
TO SPACELAR
Figure 2.12-5. Microtome Mounting Installation
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MANUFACTURING :OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME An Rotary HicortoMg MO 8211	 NFYT AS.S'Y NO.—..._	 DATE	 ^	 I
T PART N0. PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS 'Y INSP. TEST M.E. EXPD N,AT'L LABOR TOTAL
Coolant Reg. I 15n 3 0
Bakeout 1 F n. 1 1 5011 n
FA b, Frame 2 OQ1 201 n I in
Fab	 Knife Guard 1 od I ir 3 0
Fab. & Install Safety Attch. 1 4 if 5n 4 0
Paint Outside Surfaces 1 1 no 20 In
Replace Fasteners Ic i no 8 sn
Stri p Cad & laic. Plate 6 10 1 U0 60 ho
Replace Knobs 2 2 00 1 I - 5n 11 4 bO
Silk creep Knife Guard I I I	 1Q 60 1
Test & Certify 1 00 4 00 1
System Support 4 OO 2
Fab. Shock Mount Assy 10100 1 00 8 On 8 00 2 00 20 00
TOTAL HOURS 16 nQ 2 90 12 00 28 nO 7 no 2 0 643 00
INSTRUMENTS. INC.
sHEEr	 I	 aF 1	 HY—STATA
LOT SM RATE
FROM TO O.H.
TOTAL 643 00 908 2 1757 n
TUrAL
TOTAL
>-^
L'1
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W
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0-0
3 0
	 I
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2,12.7 ECO06M Delta. Modification Requirements Sumary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and therm,Al range capability
a. Replace lubricants on gear trains,, Linkages, etc. (no
disassembly required)
2. Provide systems englueering, test, docutrentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, a iaintainability, safety, interchangeability/replacesbil:Lty
and human factors design.
3. Human factors modes as follows
a. Add legends and directional arrows for 2 hand wheels and
2 mechanism lock levers.
b. Add silk screen operating instructions as unit (8 controls)
c. Replace cover lid hinge with friction type
2.12.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication
Engineering	 $ 6,311
Test	 4,420
Documentar 3.on	 2,562
Program Management	 719
Total delta modification cast	 $ 14,012
2.12.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. SE820. Model 820 Rotary Microtome, American Optical Corporation,
3.71.
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2.13 COMMERCIAL OSCILLOSCOPE
Manufacturer:
	
Tektronix
Model No.:	 485
Cost:
	 $ '4240
Figure 2.13-1. Tektronix Oscilloscope - Model 485
: W44 r^" ^	 ^PIMNOT
 F 
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2.13.1 Description
The 485 is a 350 DfHz, 1 ns/div portable dual-trace oscilloscope. Features
include selectable input impedance, adjustable trigger holdoff, RXT TRIG display,
alternate delayed sweep, with trace separation control, vertical scale-factor
indication, auto-focus, and B sweep intensity control.
The 485 vertical system provides wide bandwidth at full sensitivity with
selectable input impedances (350 MHz at 50P and 250 MHz at 1 Pith). Sensitivity
is 5 mV/div. Selectable input impedance provides the capability to measure low
and high impedance points with the same scope and without active probes.
Internal detection circuitry protects the 50-9 input by automatically disconnect-
ing when the signal exceeds 5 V rms.
Automatic vertical scale-factor readout is provided by three light-emitting
diodes located around the edge of each input Attenuator knob. A quick glance at
the readout tells the operator the correct on-screen volts/div even when the
recommended.lOX or 10OX probes are used.
To complement the higher bandwidth, the 485 has a l ns/div sweep. A new
alternate sweep mode expands the delayed sweep concept in portables. This
feature allows the delayed sweep to appear alternately with the intensified
main sweep. In this mode, the operator sees the intensified zone and delayed
display at the same time.
The external trigger signal may be viewed.on the 485 without disconnecting
leads and presetting controls. A front panel push button automatically routes
the external signal used to trigger Time Base A to the vertical deflection
amplifier. This feature can also be used to quickly malte time comparisons
between the signal of interest and the external trigger signal.
Full bandwidth triggering and "variable Trigger Holdoff" provide stable
presentation of repetitive complex waveforms.
7.13.2 Performance Characteristics
Vertical Deflection (2 Identical Channels)
Selectable Input Impedance. 50-0 and 1-NQ impedance are available at a
single BNC connector by push button selection.
502 within 0.5%; VSWR 1.25:1 or less at.5 mV/div and 10 mV/div, 1.15:1 or
less from 20 mV/div to 5 V/div to 350 MHz.
Bandwidth and Risetime at all Deflection Factors from 50-Q Terminated
Source.	 -
--15 C to + 35 C	 1	 +35 C to+55 C
,t
502	 DC to 350 MHz, 1 ns
1 MQ	 DC to 250 MHz, 1.4 ns
DC to 300 MHz, 1.2 ns
DC to 200 DJHz, 1.8 ns
2-162
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Deflection Factor. 5 mV/div to 5 V/.div in 10 calibrated steps. (1-2-5 se-
nuence), accurate within 2%. Uncalibrated, continuously variable between seeps
and to at least 12.5 V/div. Gain can be recalibrated at the front panel.
Display Modes. Channel 1; Channel 2 (normal and inverted); Alternate;
Chopped (approximately 1-14Hz rate); Added; X--Y (channel 1-Y and rhanne.1 2-X).
Automatic Scale Factor. Probe tip deflection factors for 1OX and 10OX
coded probes are automatically indicated by three readout lights at the edge
of the knob skirts. All lights are off when the channel is not selected for
display or when the trace identification control on the probe is depresbad.
Horizontal Deflection
Time Base A and B. Calibrated sweep range; 1 ns/div to 0.5 s/div in 27
calibrated steps (1-2-5 sequence). Uncalibrated A is continuously variable
between steps and to at least 1,25 s/div.
Time Base A and B Sweep Accuracy.
.Swee . Rate	 +15 C to +35. C.
	
-15 C, to +55
1 ns/div to 20 ns/div
	 +3%	 +5%
_	 50 ns/div to 0.1 s/div
	
+2%
	
+4%
0.2 s/div and 0.5 s/div
	
+3%	 _.5%
Calibrated Sweep Delay
Delay Time RanEe. 0 to 10 times Delay Time/Div setting of !', ns/div to
0.5 s/div.
Differential Delay Time Measurement Accuracy.
+15 C to +35 C
+(1% of measurement + 0.2% of
full scale)
+(0.5% of measurement +0.1^ of
full scale)
+(1% of measurement +0.1,0: of
full scale)
Delay Time Settin
10 ns/div and 20 ns/div
50 ns/div to 1 ms/div
2 ms/div to 0.5 s/div
Full Scale is 10 times the Delay Time/Div setting
,Titter. 1 part or less in 20,000 of lOX the Time/Div settins7.
_ i 	 	 I	 I	 1
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Triggering A and B
A Trigger Modes. Normal, sweep runs when triggered. Automatic, sweep
free-runs in the absence of a triggering signal and for signals below 20 Hz.,
Sigale Sweep, sweep runs one time an the first triggering event after the reset
selector is pressed.
B Trigger Modes. B Runs After Delay Time, starts automatically at the
end of the delay time. B Triggerable After Delay Time, runs when triggered.
The B (delayed) sweep runs once, in each of these modes, following the A
sweep delay time.
Time Base A and B Trizzer Sensitivitv.
Tri er Mode To 50 MHz To 350 MHz
Internal 0.3 div deflection 1.5 div deflectionDC^-
External. 20 mV 100 mV
AC Signals below 16 Hz are attenuated
AC LF Reject Signals below 16 kHz are attenuated
AC HF Reject Signals below 16 Hz and above 50 kHz are atteuuated
Jitter. 0.1 ns or less at 350 MHz and 1 ns/div.
CRT
Tektronix CRT. Four-inch rectangular tube; 8 x 10-div display area, each
div is 0.8 cm. Horizontal and vertical centerlines further marked in 0.2-div
increments. P31 phosphor normally supplied; I'll optional without extra charge;
21-kV accelerating potential.
Other Characteristics
Two-Fre uenc Fast Rise Calibrator. Output resistance is 450Q with a
risetime positive slope) into 50n or 1 ns or less. 1-kHz, duty cycle 49.8% to
50.2%. Amplitude is 5 V within 0.5% into 1 MQ and 0.5 V within 1% into 505
(+0.5%). Optional. BNC accessory current, loop provides 50 MA. within 1%.
Selectable repetition rates are 1 kHz and 1 MHz within 0.25%. Specifications
apply over +15 C to +35 C range. i
A sweepOut ut. Open circuit, approximately 10V positive-going sawtooth; 	 t{
into 50 , approximately 0.5 V.
Aand B Gate Outputs, Open circuit, approximately 4 V:positive-going	 i!
rectangular pulse; into 5052, approximately 0.5 V.
t^f
i
f	 i
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2.13.3 Physical Characteristics
Cabinet Raekmount
in. cmDimensions	 in.	 cm_
Height 6.6 16.8 7.0 17..7
Width 12.0 30.5 19.0 48.3
Depth 18.0 45.7
handle extended 20.6 52.3
handle not extended 18.5 47.0
Weights (apprux.) lb kg lb kg
with accessories 24 10.9
without accessories 21 9.5 26.2 11.9
Included Accessories. 50-9 18-inch BNC cable (012-0076-00); two BNC Jack
posts (012-0092-00); 50--5 termination (011--0049-01); accessory pouch (016-
0535-00). Rack models also include mounting hardware and slide out assembly
(351-0101-00).
2-165
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2.13.4 Suitability Analysis
	 ?` '
	
Disposition
	 ^? ^
CONSTRUCTION. This portable oscilloscope consists of
densely packaged electronic components installed on an aluminum
	
m	 'Fframe (see Figure 2.13--2) . • The exterior surface is sheet	 c7. .4
aluminum. The unit can be obtained in a rack-mounted configura- v ^
	
0
Lion.	 j
MATERIALS
Acrylonitrile Butadrene-styrene (ABS)
Acetal resin
Aluminum
Epoxy
Glass
Polyethylene
Polyamides (nylon)
Polyvinyl,chl.orides
Polyvinyl acetate (cabinet paint)
Polyurethane (foam ,fan filter)
nt. -- - -2.t
01% Space DivisionRockwell international
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Figure 2.13-2. Oscilioscope Internal Arrangement
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Figure 2.13-3. Lead Supported Toroidal Inductors
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EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Kit available to make it consistent faith
MIL-1-1681D.
RF shielding practices for covers, eta.
Signals returned to chassis,
NOISE GENERATION
Fan noise <40 db
FLAMIABILITY
Circuit boards
ABS plastic knobs
PVC insulation
TOXICITY
Polyurethane foam fan filter
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Glass CRT could shatter and particles escape unit
(Figure 2.13-4)
ATMOSPHERE
Humidity,. Operating and storage: .5 cycles (120
hours) to 95 percent relative humidity referenced
to NIL-B-16400F.(para. 4.5.9 through 4.5.9.5.1,
class 4).
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Altitude. Operating: to 15,000 feet; MaXiM=
allowable ambient temperature decreased by 1°C/
1000 feet from 5,000 to 15,000 feet. Nonoperating
to 50 31000 feet.
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Figure 2.13-4. CRT Containment and Transistor Heat Dissipators
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EQUIPMENT COOLING
Ambient Temperature. Operating: -15 C to + 55 C.
Filtered forced air ventilation is provided.
Storage: -35 C to + 75 C...
Has internal fan (Figure 2.13-5)
Finned dissipator an transistors (Figure 2.13--4)
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Requires protrusion protection
1
Et
r
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Figure 2.13-5. BNC Connectors and Fan Installation - Rear of Unit
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2.13.5 Modifications (see Figure 2.13-6)
Construction	 0
5hatterables.
1. Lexan cover for face of CRT. An insert 3" x 3-1/2" will slip
right in.
2. CRT is adequately covered on rear; so containment of fragments
not a prob! ai, except one grommet needed around HV lead. Air
outlets need fine screens.
3. Seal switch on front panel.
Protrusion and Edges. Many protrusions (knobs) on front--obviously un-
avoidable. Fab radiused bezel to go around face of instrument.
Shock-Vibration-Acceleration-Acoustic.
1. Circuit boards although large, are well supported. CRT is
adequately supported.
2. Components in general: conformal coat all boards, masking
connectors and pots.
3. Toroid inductors in P/S section: Some extra support, such as
tying with lacing cord, is needed in addition to support from
conformal coat.
4. Pin connectors: These need to be secured against backing out.
Some metal plates with stiff foam blocks properly placed will
give them adequate support. weed two such plates; one for RH
side and one for bottom.
5. fJ5 transistor heat sinks: secure to transistor bodies with
Glyptal.
6. Large capacitors in P/S section: tie down with lacing cord.
4
7. Replace fuse holder.
8. Pin all knobs to shafts or levers.
9. Replace all fasteners with CRES Nylok type.
Material
1, Has Hg elapsed time indicator - change to a safer type. 	
I
2. Replace all plastic knobs with metal.	
i
s'
r;
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Figure 2.13-6. Oscilloscope Modifications
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3. Bake out for 150.hours to expel volatiles,
4. Upgrade wire harnesses to.A/B rating.
2.13.6 Cost Anal.sis
Modification
Basic Cost	 $	 40868
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 9,352
Engineering	 131,119
Test	 4,416
Documentation	 20160
Program Management	 1028
Total Modifi.catiuii Cost	 $ 30,375
Total Cost	 $ 35,243
New Development
Cost	 $ 3260000
Weight.	 20 pounds
Complexity	 2..00
State-of-the-art Factor	 2
Data Source	 Shuttle Orbiter
Communications
2.13.7 ECO0611 Delta Modification Requirements Summa ry
1. Provide delta non-operating vacuum and thermal range capability
(1.6 Asia and -31 F baseline)
a. Respecify and replace 100 electronics parts (primarily for
vacuum)
b. Provide delta vacuum chamber and test time (only) for qual
And acceptance testing
c. Replace fan motor Lubricants
2. Provide connector interface for testing item to removable
assembly level
a. Add two 50-pin external interface test connectors
b. Add a 100 wire test harness to 15 replaceable assemblies
c. Add a hardmounted test signal isolation circuit board
(40 discretes)
d. Note; no PCB patch wiring--diree.t wire harness to signal
takeoffs.
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MANUFACTURIN G
 :OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 SC6De_- Tektronix Model 485 	 NEAT ASSY NO
	 DATE _
T PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION Ty
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST M.E. I I MAT'L LABORI TOTAL
Lexan Cover for CRT Face 1 00 10, 5 0
Gr	 for HV L--ad ic 50
Fine Screens for air pgrts 2 50 1 OC 25 5
Fab. Radius Bezel to Protect 1	 8 0
Front Face
__
Conformal Coat all PCB's 4100, 48 00 28 0
Mask Conn. & Pots
Note: Requires Hand Solder 10 00
all Plug in Components
Tie Down Inductors 50
Pin Conn. Securing Plates 2 16 00 10 an
Glyptal Mead Sinks to TO-5
Cans
Note.	 Use Thermal Silver 1 00 20 21 0
Epov
Tie Down Caps 2 2 2 00
Replace FT Meter 3S 0
Fab. Bracket Mg. 4 00 5C 20 10 0
Plastic Knobs,
0	 Cmwercia 400 00
Knobs Available-Fab. 50% 10 0 1 00 15 00
Replace ruse Holder 1 01 1 101 5c 2 ao
Seal or Boat Switch Slats 6 or. 501 8 00 8 100
-
50 00
TOTAL HOURS
INSTRUMENTS, INC.
SHEET 1	 OF 2	 BY STATA
LOT SM RATE
FROM TO 0.H
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
MANUFACTURING ;QST ESTIMATE
5^5
52-22 .07.1
	
-
s
ASSMiBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 Scope - Tektronix Model 485	 NEXT ASSY NO 	 DATE	 1	 /
T PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION TY
LABOR HOIIRS COST $
FAB ASS 'Y INSP. TEST II.E. TECH EXPQ 5idrao ' MAT'L I LABOR TOTAL
Seal Front End Circ itry 2 20 1 no DE n ? 0
Operations Required to Perfa
Part I•
Disassemble Instrument and 3n 001 3n O
Document for Reassembl y
Outside	 Processing of Fab. 1 1100 00
Parts (Finishes, Et c.)
Reassemble Instrument 25 CC 35 00 5 00
Hard Solder all Hire Conn. 3 0 1 0
Test & Realign 80 n
Certified Fab. By Instrument 140 0
Library
System Support & Expedite 20 00 40 00 30 00 1100 0
150 Hour Bake Out 1 16 no 1500 0
Rewire wf TFE 100 10 no 1 no J 5 n0 5 - no-no 30 0
Pin All Knobs & Buttons 40 10 on 5 n0
Replace all Hardware 15C 4 00 6 On 37 Sn
O—E.TOTAL HOURS 78 5n 15 S. 38 60 81 On 12 00 15 no 31 on 40 an i n3
INSTRUMENTS, 114r
I SHEUr	 2	 OF	 2 BY STATA
LOT SIZE RATE
FRari TO 0. H.
TOTAL 1 103, 0 314 52 19351 52
TOTAL
—
TOTAL
I
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3. Seal the following connectors/wire functions against moisture
a. Twenty 3- to 6-pin i.ntgrnal interface connectors (flexible
plastic molded) (no PCB printed pins used)
I b. Nine external interface BNC coax connectors
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR mods only)
	
k
I
!
	a. 50 loose wires
5. Human factors modsI
a. Redesign for plug-in PCBs with designated test points
1	 (approximately 10 PCB's and connectors needed) for
repackaging of electronics)
b. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, a taintainability, safety, inter changeab121tylreplaceability
and human factors design.
2.13.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 19143
Engineering
	
29,182	 t
i	 Test	 5,318
Documentation
	
20562
Program Management	 1,910
Total delta modification cost 	 $ 40,115
2.13.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Model 485 Oscilloscope Maintenance Manual, Tektronix, Inc. I
r
3. Tektronix Products 1974 Catalog 	 '{
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2.14 MILITARY OSCILLOSCOPE
Manufacturer:
Model No.:
Cost:
Hewlett Packard
AN/USM-281A
$ 3100
01% Space DsvisfcRockwell Inter
9
Figure 2.14-1. Hewlett Packard Military Oscilloscope
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i2.14.1 Description
This unit is a portable oscilloscope that meets military specifications
for electrical performance as well as environmental performance. Its bandwidth
is from do to 5 MHz.
2.14.2 Performance Specifications
Cathode-Ray Tube and Controls
Type. Post accelerator, 12 kV accelerating potential; aluminized P31
phosphor (other phosphors available) MESA coated safety glass face Plate.
Graticule. 8 x 10 cm parallax-free internal graticule.
Display Area. Meets MIL-0-24311(EC) for 10 cm horizontal and 6 ci., vertical
display area, +3 cm about the center horizontal graticule line. The additional
centimeter at The top and bottom of the graticule provides additional viewing
area.
Beam Finder. FIND BEAM control brings trace to CRT screen repardless of
horizontal, vertical, or intensity control settings.
. Intensity Modulation. Approximately +2 V, do to 5 MHz, blanks trace of
normal, intensity. Input resistance approximately 5100 ohms.
Intensity Control.. Adjusts beam intensity from extinguished to a point
that overrides the unblinking gate.
Focus Control. Adjusts spot for minimum size within the 6 x 10 cm CRT
graticule area.
Astigmatism: A front panel screwdriver control provides circular adjust-
ment of spot.
Trace Align. A front panel screwdriver control to align the trace with
the graticule +2 degrees about the graticule horizontal centerline.
Calibrator. I kHz square wave, <3ps risetime, 10 V and 250 mV amplitude,
+2%.
Horizontal Amplifier
Bandwidth. do to 5 MHz de-coupled; 5 liz to 5 MHz ae-coupled.
Risetime. <175 ns with <2% overshoot, ringing, or spurious response.
Sensitivity. Continuously adjustable from 0.1 V/div to 1.0 V/div.
`	 Input Impedance. 1 megohm +27 shunted by <35 pF.
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Positioning Controls. Coarse and fine positioning controls position the.
start of a trace over any horizontal point on the screen,
Horizontal Magnifier. XI, X5, X10 0 ±5% (for 3% accuracy time base plug-ins).
2.14.3 Physical Characteristics
Weight: 28 pounds 8 ounces without plug-ins, (12.9 kg)
Dimensions; 21-1/4 x 7-7/8 x 12 (53 x 20 x 37 cm)
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2.14.4 Suitability Analysis
.CONSTRUCTION. Portable, battery operated oscilloscope
built for field use by the militauy. CRT covered with safety
glass. Bench top operation.
MATERIALS
Glass
Aluminum
Plastic
PVC wire insulation
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
'Vibration meets MIL-0-.24311(1.3 g @ 25 Hz)
Shock -- MIL-STD-901, grade A, class I
Visual Exam (assumed)
Circuit boards require additional support for
vibration
ELECTRICAL POWER
115 V or 230 V +106 9 50 to 400 Hz, 125 watts
maximum (with heater energized)
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Visual readout
Emitter follower outputs for main and delayed gates,
main and delayed sweep
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Meets MIL-STD-462 for CE01, 03, CS 01, 02,'06,
RE01, 02, RSO1 1 03 test
Class II A - MIL-STD-461
FLAMMABILITY	 .
PVC wire insulation
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
CRT is not totally enclosed. Possible fragment if
CRT shatters.
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CONTAMINATION SUSCEPTIBILITY
Drip proof; non-operating - per MIL-STD-108
Salt spray: non-operating - per MIL-E-16400
RELIABILITY
Tested per IIIL-0--23411(EC). Light instruments
operated for total of 2630 operating hours at 40 C
and vibrated at 25 Hz with an amplitude of 0.020 inch
for 10 minutes of each hour of "on" time during each
day of the 8-hour manned cycled. The input power was
removed for 10 minutes of each 4 hours during the same
manned test schedule. Proven MTBF of 600 hours with
99 percent confidence level'.
ATMOSPHERE
Non-operating -- 50 3,000 ft
Operating	 - 25,000 ft
0 - 95% relative humidity
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Non-operating - 62 C to 75 C
Operating	 - 28 C to 65 C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Unit cooled by natural convection
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
Accessories need restraint
OPERABILITY
i
u
f [
L
Required protrusion protection while installed in
rack
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2.14.5 Modifications
Construction
Shatterables. CRT - prptect by replacing existing glass shield with Lexan
shield. Add fine stainless screen to louvered openings to prevent particle
egress.
Protrusions and Edges Safety. Recess instrument for protrusion protection
(approximately 2.5 inches). (See Figure 2.14-2)
19-Inch Rack Mount Capability. (See Figures 2.14-2 and 2.14-3)
1. Fabricate brackets for panel mount - 0.125 thick aluminum,
clear anodized
2. Fabricate rails for chassis support - 0.125 thick aluminum,
clear anodized
Shock-Vibration-Acceleration-Acoustics Resistance.
1. Conformal coat circuit boards
2. Restrain circuit boards from oil-canning per design guidelines 1.0
3. Pin 12 knobs to their shafts
4. Add plastic threaded standoff to center of large circuit boards
to limit flexing (est. 6 pieces)
Materials Usage
Concentrations of Flammable/Unident. Materials. Replace all lmobs with
metal. Slide switch buttons to be replaced with polyimide buttons. All wiring
to be replaced with TFE insulated wirea. Coating on circuit boards to make
them A/B flammable.
Non-Prevelant Commercial Materials (or Warnings on Handling/Usage of Item).
All internal brackets (est. 12) and chassis (est. 4) that are cadmium plated to
be stripped and nickel plated. Replace all fasteners with CRES, Nylok (est.
200 fasteners).
Thermal Compatibility
Provide screened holes top and bottom for additional cooling. Existing
design has louvers on both sides (see Figure 2.14-4).
Atmosphere Contamination Compatibility
Oscilloscope to be baked for several hours at an elevated temperature to
"bake off" toxic gasses from solvents, epoxies, etc., used during fabrication.
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Figure 2.14-2. Oscilloscope
Installation
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Figure 2.14-3. Oscilloscope
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Figure 2.14-4, Oscilloscope Porting
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2.14.6 Cost AnaizLis
Modification
Basic Cost
Modification Cost.
Fabrication
	 $ 8,640
Engineering
	
7,139
Test	 2,944
Documentation
	 4,160.
Program Management	 965
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
New Development
Cost
Weight
Complexity.
State-of-the-Art Factor
Data Source
$ 3,559
$ 210848
$ 25,x+07
$ 1.29,000
10 pounds
1.0
2
Shuttle. Orbiter
Communications
2.14.7 E0006M Delta Modification Rm ivements Summary
1. Provide nonoperating vacuum (only) capability
a. Respecify and replace 75 electronic parts for vacuum
b. Add vacuum chambvr and test time for qual and acceptance
2. Provide external interface connector to test item to replaceable
assembly level
a. Add one 50-pin external interface connector:
b. Add a 5D wire test harness
c. Add a hardmounted test signal isolation PCB (20 discretes)
3. Seal the following connectors/wire junctions against moisture
a. Three PCB connectors (no printed pins)
b. Two internal major plug in interface connectors
46 Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR mods)
r^
a. 100 loose wires
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ASSEMBLY No. MIUSM-281A 	 ASSEMBLY NAME Oscilloscope - w	 NEXT ASSY NO
	
DATE
PART NO. PART DE5CRIPTION T
LABOR MURS COST
FAB ASS 'Y INSP. TEST M.£. EXPD HAT 'L I LABOR TOTAL
Lexan Shield for CRT 1 on in 5
Screen Lowered Qpeqings 2 2 50 1 00 25 5
Brks. 2 2 001 201 9
Fab. Rails X Blocks 2 3 501 1 00 20 j2 0
gyersRrgy Exterior AR 1 2 75
Fab, MgfAl Knobs 13 13 00 i 00 30
Fab. Slide Switch Buttons 13 13 00 1 on 195
Rewire w TFE	 x 150 15 00 10 00 ^ 25 00 25 25
r	 a 16 160
Chassis
Fab, A Screen Holes Top and AR 6 001 2 1601 5
Bottom
150 flour Bake Out AR I 1 16 on 500
50port of Above Items 211 00 25 00 3n n
Disassemble A Document 30 00 l3n
Reassemble Instrument 25 00 3R
Test 6 Realign !3n no
Calibration Certification 40
Conformal Coat PCB's
1 20
4 001 1 48 on 21
3
In
sr,Pin Knobs to Shafts
	 _
Secure GCS's
12
6 3 00 60 30 2 10
4520 19 M 39 6 80 00 121001 30 . qn 40 ria 039 00 105E 20TOTAL HOURS
INSTRUMENTS, INC:
Sam L_ OF ^_ BY S ATA - _
WT SIZE RATE
EROM To O.H
TOTAL 1 (t5 2h 7581 n 8539 0
_
TOTAL
4TOTAL
400
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5. ?'rovide systems engineering, test, docusentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, saint ainability, safety, interchangeability /rep laceabi.lity
and husen factors design.
2.14.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $	 698
Engineering	 21,712
Test	 5,005
Documentation	 2,562
Program Managment .	1,499
Total delta modification cost	 $ 31,476
2.14.9 Data Sources
1. Technical Brochure, Ruggedized Oscilloscope Aid/USM-218A,
Hewlett Packard, May 15, 1969
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2. 15 PARTI CLE COUNTER
MANUFACTURER: ORTEC
MODEL NO.:	 401A, 109A, 410, 435, 415
COST:	 $ 3000
wry'
^^	 awn+••^^
r
Figure 2.15-1. Partial Assembly of Ortec Particle Counter
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The Ortec particle counter is made up of five components. Specifications
for four of these units are presented.
2.15.1 401A/402A Modular System Bin and Power Supply
The 401A/ 1402A. Iodular System Bin and Power Supply provides housing and
operating voltages for up to 12 NIM standard modules. The 401A Bin is built
for adjustment-flee module entrance, with low coefficient of friction and anti-
galling action. The rear panel supports 12 connectors and the power supply.
Connectors are wired for +24 v, -24 v, +12 v, -12 v, +6 v, -6 v, and 115 v ac.
Mechanical construction exceeds TID-20893 (Rev.) type 1, class A requirements.
Specification
Input: 103 to 129 v or 210 to 258 v ac. 50 to 65 Hz. (Input
current for 72-w output, 115-v input, is 1.8 A.)
Regulation: +0.05% over combined range of zero to full load
and input voltage of 887 to 110% of rated input over any 24-hr
period after 60-minute warmup.
Stability: +0.3% over a 6-month period at constant line voltage,
load, and ambient temperature, after 24-hour warmup.
Temperature Drift: <0.017/°C, 0 to 60 C
Noise and Ripple: <3 mV peak-to-peak as observed on a 50-MHz band-
width oscilloscope.
Voltage Adjustment: +0.5% minimum range; resetability +0.05%
of supply voltage (typically +1 v); Zo <0.32 any frequency <100 kHz.
Recovery Time: <50 }sec to return to within +0.17 of rated voltage
for any change in input voltage and load current from 10% to 1002;
of full load.
Dimensions: 19.0 x 8.719 x 16.0 in. (48.2 x 22.1 x 40.7 cm)
2.15.2 109A FET Preamplifier
The Ortec 109A charge-sensitive FET-input Preamplifier is an all-silicon
unit that integrates the charge output from semiconductor detectors. it is
designed for use in high-resolution charged-particle spectroscopy systems.
It has a guaranteed resolution of <2.5 keV FWHM (Ge) and a noise slope of
<25 eV/pF.
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Specification
Performance.
Integral Nonlinearity: <0.1% for 0 to +4.7-v output
Charge 5ensitivityt 150 mV/MeV referred to silicon; 186 mV/MeV
referred to germanium; 540 mV/106 electrons; measured using X10 Gain.
Noise: <2.5 keV FWHM (Ge) at 0-pF input capacitance
Slope: <0.025 keV/pF
Temperature Stability: +0,01%/°C
Maximum Detector Bias: 100 V do (BNC detector input connector)
Detector Load Resistor: 100 MQ
Open Loop Gain:
	
20,000
Control.
Gain: Gain may be changed by a factor of 10 by Gain toggle
switch, X1 and X10 positions.
Inputs.
Signal: Accepts positive or negative charge input (normally :^rom
a semiconductor detector) from any type of detector; BNC (UG-1094/U)
connector.
Bias: Accepts detector bias from bias supply and applies it to
detector through the signal connector; maximum +1000 V; 5HV
(AMP-51494-2) connector or Ortec type C-38.
Out2uu.t
Pulse Shape: Dependent upon input capacitance; `u15 nsec rise time
(10 to 90%) with 10 pF using Xl Gain; 50-11sec fall time constant.
Pole-zero-cancellation circuit incorporated for optimum resolution
and overload performance.
Amplitude: 0 to 7 V max dynamic range,
Impedance: 911 as shipped, variable from 50 to 1505
Weight (Net). 1.12 lb (0.5 kg)
Dimensions. 1.75 x 4 x 6 in. (4.45 x 10.2 x 15.3 cm) plus power
cable
s.
3
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2.15.3 410 Liosar ltwiifier
.^	 ..
The Ortec 410 Linear Amplifier provides complete flexibility of pulse
shaping methods to optimise either energy or time resolution or to effect a
compromise as the experiment dictates. Single or double -delay-line shaping can
be selected, or single or double differentiation with time constants from 0.1
to 10 usec can be used. The very low input noise level is well suited to
high--resolution spectroscopy with semiconductor or gaseous detectors, while
the overload-handling capability is suited - for use with various scintillation
detectors.
Simultaneous unipolar (singly differentiated) and bipolar (doubly
differentiated) outputs at the two common impedance levels are included. In
normal applications the unipolar output signal can be used for optimum energy
resolution and the bipolar signal can furnish optimum time resolution. A
preamplifier power output connector on the rear panel can furnish operating
power to any artec transistorized preamplifier.
Specification
Performance.
Amplifier Noise: Equivalent noise at the unipolar output when
referred to the input is less than 7 uV rms using maximum gain
and RC pulse shaping with 1st Differentiation and Integration both 	 ^.
set for 1-11sec pulse shaping.
Overload Performance: Amplifier recovers from a X300 overload to
less than 2% of rated output voltage within 4 usec using maximum
gain and the double-delay-line shaping mode. The comparable
overload factor using RC pulse shaping is X100.
Count Rate Stability: The shift in gain as a function of counting
rate is less than 0.2% for 50,000 counts/sec from a 137 Cssource
with a 60-keV threshold on the counting.
Amplifier Rise Time: Unipolar output, 80 nee- ^tpolar output,
100 usec.
Maximum Amplifier Bandpass: Within 3 dB from 700 Ha to 4.3 MHz,
using no pulse shaping.
Nonlinearity: Within <0.1% from 200 mV to 10 V.
Temperature Stability: Gain shift <0.015%/°C, 0 to 50 C.
Time Constant Accuracy: <+2% of indicateri value.
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Control's.
Input Attenuator: Selects an attenuation factor to compress the
input amplitude and affect the overall gain; factors are 1, 2, 50
10 0 20, and 50.
Coarse Gain: 3-position switch selects a relative gain factor of
X1, 3, or 9.
Fine Gain: Single-turn potentiometer selects a relative gain
factor continuously through the range of X1 through X3.
Integration: 8-position switch selects an integration time
constant of 0.1 through 10 lisec or Out.
Differentiation: Dual concentric 9-position switch selects
either single or double differentiation; each section selectable
separately as D.L. (delay line), differentiation time r,onstant of
0.1 through 10 Psec, or Out. Standard delay line provides an
output pulse width of 0.8 psec.
Input
Input: Type BNC connector on front panel accepts either positive
or negative input pulses for shaping and amplification; maximum
input without attenuation, +2.5 V; tin, 125n.
Outputs.
Unipolar Output: Two each type BNC connectors on front panel;
Zo ti IQ or 930; linear output range 0 to +10 V; +12 V max.
Bipolar Output: Two each type BNC connectors on front panel;
Zo 'L 12 or 930; linear output range 0 to + 10 V; +12 V max,
Preamp Powar; Rear panel Amphenol 17-10090 connector wired to
provide operating power from the Bin and Power Supply to the
Bin and Power Supply to the mating Ortec preamplifier, includes
+12, -12, +24, and -24 V. Also includes a provision to permit
the preamplifier signal to be accepted through the same cable
and connector in lieu of the standard Input BNC.
Weight (Net). 4.3 lb (1.95 kg)
Dimensions. Standard triple-width module 4.05 by 8.714 in.
(10.3 x 22.1 cm) per TID-20893 (Rev.).
2.15.4 435A Active Filter Amplifier
The 435A Active Filter Amplifier is a high-resolution, stable, wide-range
amplifier. It is well suited for use with semiconductor detectors, scintillation
counters, and ionization chambers. Pole-zero cancellation (adjustable) provides
i
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overload performance (X1000 at maximust gain). It is adjustable to :catch the
decay time of any commercially available preamplifier.
Specification
Inputs: Either positive or negative inputs are accepted. In
additirm, both the front-panel input and a rear-panel differntial
input cin be used in a differential mode to-reduce common-mode
(ground loop) noise by a factor of 200:1.
Signal Processing: Active filter network produces a semi-Gaussian
pulse shape with the unipolar peak amplitude at 1.5 usec and the
bipolar peak at 1.1 psec. Bipolar zero crossover is at 2.5 psec.
Coarse and fine gain controls provide gain selection of 770:1.
Counting rare specifications are as follows: With a 50.000-count/
sec 
137 Cs background, the gain shift is <0.25%, and the resolution
spread FWHH of a pulser peak is <0.5%. Integral non-linearity is
< +0.075% over the specified linear range.
Outputs: Prompt and 2-psec delayed outputs, unipolar or bipolar
(0 to 10 V). Crossover walks is +2 nsec for 10:1 dynamic range
with 1-psec bipolar shaping.
01
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2.15.5 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Counter is made up of four NlM modules
installed in a NIM bin with its rear-mounted power supply.
Packaging is typical of NIM modules--a single printed circuit
board and ancillary electronics are packaged in a given module.
The all aluminum module slides into the bin on tracks. Each
module is secured at the front by thumb screws. A aingle
connector at the rear connects the NIM module with the power
supply and signal transmission paths. Poor volumetric
efficiency. (Figure 2.15-2).
MATERIALS
Aluminum
TFE wire insulation
Plastic knobs
Fiberglass phenolic circuit boards
Glass status lamps
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
NIM bin has heavy cantilevered load from rear-mounted
power supply (see Figure 2.18--3 for typical installatio
Circuit boards can deflect in existing installations.
Wiring unsupported at terminals (see figure 2.15-2)
Parts on circuit boards are subject to lead fatigue
ELECTRICAL POWER
103 to 129 v ac or 210 to 258 v ac, 50 to 65 Hz
72 watts
Modules use +12 or + 240 from power supply
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
0 - 5 v logic_, analog output
EMI SUSCEPTIBILCTY AND RADIATION
Low current outputs. 47r shielded.
Chassis and signal ground isolated
FLAMMABILITY
Plastic knobs
ispr)sition
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CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Exposed 1/4" status lamp types on 410 module could
result in glass particles if broken.
ATMOSPHERE
0 - 95% relative humidity
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
0 to 410 C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Vented for forc9d air convection
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No g dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Knobs, switches, connectors, and handles are exposed
to bodily contact
z-197
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$ 3,420
$ 15,358
$ 18,778
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2.15.5 Modifications
Construction
Shatterables. Fabricate and install clear cover over status bulbs on
front panel of Multimode Amp per Figure 2.15--3.
Protrusion Protection. Install protection rails on rack cabinet per
paragraph 12.0 of Design Guidelines.
Vibration.
1. Install cable tie-wraps as required
2. Encapsulate (conformally) printed circuit boards per paragraph
3.0 of Design Guidelines
3. Install vibration-proof fasteners where required and apply epoxy
adhesive to adjustment screws per pagraph 6.0 of Design Guidelines
4. Stake 10 knobs
5. Secure 4 printed circuit boards to prevent oil -canning per
paragraph 11.0 of Design Guidelines
Fabricate tapered pin rack mounted support per paragraph 1.0 of Design
Guidelines.
Materials Usage
1. Replace plastic knobs with those fabricated from Vespel
2. Provide 150-hour offgas bakeout.
3. Replace 10 knobs with metal or Vespel
2.15.7 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 20259
Engineering	 7,250
Test	 2,944
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management 	 745
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
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Figure 2.15-3. Status Bulb Cover - Counter Assembly
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ASSEMBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY AAME
	
Ortec Counter ASSY	 NEXT ASSY NO,	 DATE-L I
PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION Ty
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB AS5'Y INSP. TEST M.E. PD MAT 'L I LABOR TOTAL
Fab. ii Install Lexan 2 00 15( 2 0
Fab. Protrusion Protection 2 00 1 20 10 60
Install Tie Wraps - Cables V 1 Oc la 5 0
Conformal Coat PCB DG 310 1 5 Od I 0
Replace Hardware
	
x25 each 12 31
Secure Ad ustment Screws AR 1 15 Z
kgun . Knobs V 1 of 5
Fab. Vespel Knobs id 10 A 1
Fab. Rock Fount 3 SO 1 oc 20
Fab
	
PCB Supports 2 QMQ 4 20
Other Support RqVired 12 00 24100 B M 8
TOTAL ROM on
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1
New Development
Cost
	 $ 209,000
Weight
	
6 pounds
Complexity	 0.40
State-of-the-Art Factor
	 2
Data Source
	
Lunar Orbital Study
Low Energy Particles
2.15.8 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal range capability
a. Respecify and replace 80 eleetron-ic parts
b. Add test chambers and test time
2. Provide external interface connectors to test item to replaceable
NIM level
a. Add NIM module frame and oee rear NIM connector and
one front panel 25-pin connectors.
b. Add 25 wire test harness to NIM bin wiring
c. Add (to NIM module frame) hardmount test signal isolation
PCB (10 discretes)
d. Patch wire 5 test signals in each of 5 NIM nodules to
spare NIM connector pins
3. Seal the following connectors /wire junctions from moisture
a. Four standard NIM -to-bin connectors
b. One P/S-to-bin harness connector
c. Five BNC external interface connectors
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR mods only)
a. 50 wires (5 per each of 5 NIMS)
5. Human factors mods as follows
a. Replace panel fasteners in each module and bins with captive 1/4
turn type (16)
b. Add silk screen operating instructions (10 controls)
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6• Pravide systems engineering, test, docuwntation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable Materials-usage/protection, relia-
bility, =dutainability, safety, intercbangeabili.ty/replscsabil.lty
and human factors design.
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2.15.9 Delta Modification Coate
Fabrication	 $	 854
Engineering
	
21,068
Test	 5.391
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 1,494
Total delta modification cost
2.15.10 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Ortec Nuclear Catalog, May 1973
9 31,369
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2.16 pH METER
Manufacturer: Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Model No.:	 pHASAR I
Cost:	 $570
Figure 2.16-1. Beckman pHASAR I pH Meter
kiJeffiNC PAGE 13LOM NOT
r
n
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2.16.1 Description
The Beckman pHASAR-lpH Meter is a digital reading, instrument for reading
of pH and millivolt data over the full 0-14 pH ( +1999 mv) range. It has manual
temperature compensation for temperature measurements from 0 C to 100 C (and
optional automatic temperature compensation). Its adjustable instrument zero
point is useful when performing measurements in which the initial buffer used
is a pH value other than 7.00. The pHASAR-1 is compatible with all pH and
reference electrodes, the new Perma-Probe Reference Electrode and the full
series of Beckman Selection and Future Electrodes.
2.16.2 Performance Zharacteristics
pH range 0.00 to !4,00
my
 range + 1999
Repeatability +1 mV; +0.01 pH
Instrument test. switch 13.70 to 14.20 pH
Polarizing current 10 microamps
Zero range 6.00 to 8.00 pH
Recorder 1 to 100 my/ph or
1 to 100 m y /100 my
Automatic temperature compensation 0 to 100 C
Manual temperature compensation 0 to 100 C
Input bias current Less than 0.5 pa
Standardization control + 220 my	(3.5 pH units)
minimum
2.15.3 Phvsical Characteristics
Dimensions
	 5-314" high (14.6 cm),
12-3/4" wide (35 cm),
8-5/8" deep (21 cm)
Net weight	 S 1b (2.27 kg)
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2.16.4 Suitabilitv Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Plastic housed printed circuit board and
liquid crystal module.
Available with 19" rack kit. Judged to be inadequate for
vibration and acceleration environment.
Class liquid crystal display (Figure 2.16-2)
Plastic housing
Phenolic impregnated printed circuit board
PVC Insulated wire
Cadmium plated chassis
Plastic knobs
Figure 2.16-2. Two Decimal Liquid Crystal
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Liquid crystal display module inadequately supported.	 x
Printed circuit board not adequately supported.	 x
Printed circuit board components require	 x
additional support (Figure 2.16-3).
ELECTRICAL POWER
Power forms: 115 V/60 Hz or 230 V/50 Hz	 ' X
Dissipation: 3 watts
2-207
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Figure 2.16-3. Circuit Board
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Output interface provides I to 100 m y for each pH unit.
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Not an EMI generator. May be sensitive to external
EMI.
FLAMMABILITY
Plastic housing
Plastic knobs
Liquid crystal housing
PVC wiring insulation
X	 it.
X
X
X
X
X
oi%
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TOXICITY
Cadmium plated chassis
	
X
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Glass liquid crystal display could shatter 	 ^X
ATMOSPHERE
85 to 95% P.R. maximum at 40 C 	 X
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
15 to 40 C	 X
EQUIPMENT COOLING
No cooling provisions provided.
Power dissipation is so low that special provisions	 X
are not required.
ZERO-G EFFECTS
Probe operates in .gravitational environment
	
X
(Figure 2.16-4) by placing probe into liquid
container.
OPERABILITY
Protrusion protection not provided
	
X I
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Figure 2.16-4. Normal Use of pH Probe in Gravity Environment
2.16.5 Modifications
Construction
Shatterables.
1. Glass in liquid crystal readout - protect by containment.
Fabricate and mount window and frame per Figure 2.16-5.
2. Probe assembly - replace glass tubes with CRES per
Figure 2.16-10.
Protrilsions and Edges Safety. Protection by means of recessing the
instrument; see Figure 2.16-6.
19-Inch Rack Mnunt Capability.
1. Fabricate rack mount brackets of 0.125 thick aluminum (see
Figure 2.16-6).
2. Fabricate flow cell mounting bracket per Figure 2.16-10.
:lttWWA; PAGE IS
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Figure 2.16-5. Liquid Crystal Containment
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Figure 2.16-6. Rack Mount installation
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Figure 2.16-7. ?CB Mounting
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Figure 2.16-8. Clamping Bracket for
Liquid Crystal Unit
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Figure 2.16-9. Closed Flaw Cell
GURE 2.16-10. pH Meter Flow Cell Modifications
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Shock-Vibration-Acceleration-Acoustics Resistance.
1. Support printed circuit board two places (see Figure 2.16-7).
2. Tie and clamp all internal wiring - approximately 12 Ty-wraps
required.
3. Conformal coat printed circuit board.
4. Replace all fasteners with ORES Nylock type; estimate 50 fasteners.
5. Fabricate liquid crystal mounting bratker per Figure 2.16-8.
6. Pin knobs to their shafts.
Depressurization Hazard Suppression. Replace slip-on joints on flow
cell with metal tube fittings - Swagelok or equivalent.
Materials Usage
Flaking and Peeling Resistance. Front panel to be covered with a
clear, approved coating.
Concentrations of Flammable/Unidentified Materials.
1. Cadmium-plated chassis to be stripped and nickel plated.
2. Replace all plastic knobs with metal.
3. Replace plastic pushbuttons with polyimide buttons.
4. Rewire with TFE :insulated wire.
5. Replace plastic case with metal.
6. Bake out 150 hours to expel volatiles.
Data System Compatibility
Add buffer amplifier to raise +0.7 v to + 5 v output.
Zero-G Compatibility
Human Factors. Flow cell - must use closed cell (Figure 2.16-9).
Functional 22eration. With closed-cell electrode, assembly will
function in zero-g.
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2.16.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost
	
$	 654
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 20197
Engineering	 90586
Test	 51,808
Documentation	 20160
Program Management 	 946
Total Modification Cost	 $ 20,777
Total Cost
	
$ 21,431
New Development
Cost	 $ 85,000
Weight
	
1.5 pounds
Complexity
	
1.00
State-of-the-Art Factor
	
3
Data Source	 Beckman
Apollo pH Analyzer
2.16.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal capability
a. Respecify and replace 10 electronics parts for vacuum/thermal
b. Add test chamber and test times for qualification and acceptance
2. Provide connector interface to test item to replaceable assembly
level
a. Add a 25-pin test connector to interface panel
b. Add a 15 wire test hardess to 3 assemblies
c. Add a ha-rdmounted test signal isolation PCB (6 discretes)
3	 3. Seal the following connectors/wire junctions from moisture
a. Two internal PCB connectors (printed PCB pins)
e	 b. Three input/output lark's (phone type)
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR mod)
a. 50 moose wires
i
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MANUFACTURING :OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO 	 ASSEMSLY ITAME	 PH Meter {Beciman Phasar}	 NM ASSY N0,	 DATE
PART N0, PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST
FAB ASS'Y TNSP, TEST M.E. I I MAT 'L LABOR TOTAL
PART ME
Feb. s Mount Lexon 1 10 2 In
Fab. Aluminum Fram 1 2 5 in 5 n
Feb.Cres TubulationsUnstall 2 2 25 25
PCB Su
	
rt - Spacers 2 50 .25 1 tin
Tj Wrap Hir!-- Re lacers 12 1 nr 10
Conformal Coat PCB 1 1 0
F	 Fb
Modify Case for Mount 1 00 10
FAb, F
Replace Fasteners w/SS NYLOC 50 8 0
Fab. Mounting Bracket 1 2 001 1 15 4 0
Replace Fitti ngs
Mask DygrsproyFront 1 25 0
Panel
Strip b Re late Chassis 1
Repl ace Knobs w jabbed Meta l 3 3 00 15
Replace PB's w Ves el Fabbed 3 3 00 15
Remove & Rewire w/TFE (0) 12 001 1 n q 6 bn
Cut A Screen Vent Ports 3 6 On 50 3 in
Buffer Amplifiers A O 1 00 57 n
_	 _..
TOTAL HOURS
ONSTRJh1ENTS, INC
SKEET	 OF	 2 _ ^y STATA
IDT SIZE RATE
FRom To O.H.
1 TOTAL I
TOTAL
_
P
ry
N
mN0 a
0 ID
^v
ps ^
0
m
37-27.07. ^	 •^
rro
.v
a+
MANUFACTURING :OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME PH Meter (Beckman Phasar) 	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE __L
PART N0. PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST
FAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST I	 M.£. I EXPD.1 I MAT 'L LABOR TOTAL
PART TWO - Required to
Perform the Above
Complete Disassembly 4 00 4 OQ
6 00
Other Support 4 00 6 On
shim 3 50 10 so
150 Hour Bake Out 16 00 SOQ
TOTAL HOURS 23 95 27 75 9 80 8 an 24 on 6 On 100 24
INSTRUMENTS. INC.
sgm 2	 or 2 BY 9AAT ,
IDT SIZE I RATE
FROM TO	 O. H
TOTALI I 00 24 i34 3 2196
TOTAL
TOTAL _
o^
n m
^ m
ro 0
m ^"
O
m
r
c
f
9
01%  Rockod Wwne Tonal
5. Human factors mods as follows
a. Add silkscreen operating instructions to panel (6 controls)
b. Redesign for ease of replacement of circuit board and liquid
crystal display
6. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeability /rep laceability
and human factors design.
2.16.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $	 396
Engineering	 9,826
Test	 5,170
Documentation
	 20562
Program Management	 898
Total delta modification cost 	 $ 18,852
2.16.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination of pHASAR I
2. Bulletin 7147. The Beckman pH Catalog
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2.17 POWER SUPPLY
Manufacturer:
Model No.:
Cost:
Sorensen Div. of Ratheon Co.
40-SO
$ 4200
Figure 2.17-1. Sorensen Power Supply Model 40-50
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L
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2.17.1 Description
The Sorensen SRL series power ssiuppliee are low voltageq regulated solid-
state DC power supplies for systems and laboratory use. The unit pictured
(Figure 2.17--1) is model SRL 40-50. It is larger than the model SRL 40-R
which was selected for analysiso but does . 	egkt • CY^t^CMfC>N!t•racf#*as.
used-on this type of power supply.
2.17.2 Performance Characteristics
Remote Sensing: 1 volt per load lead (maximum allowable)
Series Operation: Up to 200 v do output maximum
Parallel Operation: 3 units maximum in parallel
Output Voltage Turn-On/Turn-Off Overshoot: None
Output Current Turn-On/Turn-Off Overshoot: None
Overload/Short Circuit Protection: Cross over to current mode or
cross over to voltage mode
Overvoltage Protection: 10 microsecond crowbar
Constant Volteff Mods	 Constard CurnM Mode
_uvul Power	 Ripple (PARD)	 TrsnsisM	 ItIP W (PARD)
otu" Cuwent (id- i	 n"	 P - P	 Assolullon Ilseporss	 nM	 Resorution
Yda) 65' 60' 71'C R-gulallon' (10 Hz to 7 MHz) (T Hz to 25 MHz) gM.) Tlms (TYp•)1 Rsgutatlon' (10 Hz to 7 MHs) frP..)
Q-i0
	 12 10.5 a	 01 % or 2MV'	 300pV
	
2DMV	 6mV	 /Sops	 .02% +4MA	 1mA	 1.8mA
Prograwonft Cetntsnte
Drill	 .)	 Vollege Mods$	Currant Mods
Volta e % Current Ohms t.6%	 Volte Ohms —10%
	
Volts
,025%
	
'at%	 200wvolt 1 volvvolt 	 EolT/Amp	 80mV/Arnp4fM,aV +3mA
2.17.3 Physical Characteristics
Weight: 64 pounds (25 kg)
i
Dimensions: 5-1/4" high x 19" wide x 16-1 /8" deep	
r
(13.4 x 48.2 x 41 cm)
Space Division
i Rockwell Internabonala
i
Disposition
w
a
2.17.4	 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION.	 Unit is a heavy, all metal rack-mounted
package. Three heavy iron core transformers make up the bulk
ol
^
 "4
?
U
of the unit's weight.
	 Supplementary rack support. required. X
Nine large electrolytic capacitors are moan ted to the chassis.
(See Figure 2.17-2)
MATERIALS
Aluminum
Iron
PVC insulated wire
Plastic me 'ci_r faces
Plastic knobs
Plastic covers on electrolytic capacitors
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Components mounted on leads X
Circuit board requires stiffening X
Power resistors mounted on leads X
ELECTRICAL POWER
105 - 125 v ac, single phase, 47-53/57--63 Hz X
EMI SUSCEPTIABILITY AND RADIATION l
Meets MIL-1-6181D
Input and output isolated from chassis X
High current, 60 cycles may need copper shield X
NOISE GENERATION
Fan noise not measured X
FLAMMABILITY
Plastic knobs X
Plastic meter faces X
PVC wire insulation X
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ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab
a.1
y^4
u
d
T	 ' 0
u
M
x
AMBIENT TMeERATURES
Operating 0 to 71 C x
Non-operating -65 to 85 C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Natural convection x
Air scopp required, or rear panel zo assure - x
ventilat .on of circuit board for 40-12 unit
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependence x
OPERABILITY
Rounded handles too small in diameter, ^ x
protrusion protection required,
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Modification
Basic Cos
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 1,996
Engineering 7,360
Test 2,944
Documentation 2,160
Program Management 723
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
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2.17.5 Modifications
Construction
9G Mounting/Integrity. Add tapered-guide pin assembly to the lower edge
of rear panel ref. Figure 5 of Design Guidelines). Inside the rack-mount
cabinet install guide rails with guide pin receptacles.
Shock and Vibration.
1. Add metallic or non-metallic standoffs to rear printed circuit
board as required to prevent oil-canning (ref. Figure 6 of
Design Guidelines).
2. Secure six power resistors (upper right central area) to panel
with spring clips (ref. Figure 3 of Design Guidelines).
3. Add terminal boards in three locations (refer to Figure 2.17-3).
4. Secure screws and knobs with positive locking features.
Materials Usage
1. Remove transparent plastic coverings of large electrolytic
capacitors, replace with suitable material.
3. Replace 30 wires with TFE insulated wire.
3. Provide 150-hour bakeout for outgassing.
4. Conformally coat one circuit board.
Thermal Compatibility
Cooling vent to be provided on rear panel for heat-finned transistor on
rear circuit board (see Figure 2.17-4).
2.17.6 Cost Analysis
I
	
3
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i
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LEFT SIDE PANEL	 Z	 TERMINAL BOARD
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REAR PANEL	
RIGHT SIDE
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TERMINAL BOARD
	
`^ I	 f	 '	 fASSEMBLY
TERMINAL BOARD ASSEMBLY	 REAE PANEL
LEFT SIDE PANEL.
Figure 2 . 17-3. Terminal Board Assemblies
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SCOOP	 TRANSISTOR.
Figure 2.37-4. Air Scoop - Heat-Finned Transistor
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LMANUFACTURING :OST ESTIMATE
ASSMLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME Power Supply - -Sorensen	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE-/
SRI 413-50
4 PART NO. PART DESCRIPTfON
Y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ,ASSY IrSP. TEST M.E. EXpD fHAT L LABOR I 'OTAL
Fab. Guide Pin Assy and 1 12d 2 InC I I is 6r) l
PC Board Standoffs 50 14 I nr 3 60 1
Power Resistors Spring Clips 6 sn it 1 nr 3 6n j
Fab. & Install Terminal Brds
Vibration Proof Screws
3 1 On
2n OC 5
2
b
3 0
3^ 0
Remove & Replace Capacitor 9 2 4 5 10 00
Coverings
Disassemble & Dot. for Above 6 0 6 0
Remove Replacer wires w/TFE 25 3 7 1 0 8 on
4 20 8!3
H	 r Bake Out
5	 tem
10
5
00 10
0
0
in 0
350 0
Conformal Coat Circuit Board I 10 1 0 1 0 5th 2 0
Fab. & Install Heat Vent 5 1 ] n 5 DO
TO'; AT. TInpRti	 3150 24 - 75 12 n5l 1 n nn ;0 n
iA^T 511F
i NS -r p uRAENTS -NC	 rRnH
sHEFf	 1	 i1F _1_ _ B4
	
STATA
--
RATF
_rCS	 I	 .^.1^_
..	
--Trn AL
-+ TOTAL
l	 TO'T'AL_
.....^
-• -
i
--^_-
466	 X1+1 l s2954 199554
fr-
I
^O
N
S
N
:1) '0
m M?v
tD Clf
^ D
d 7
0
a^
c	 --	 --	 -•^-^ma;as^,._.	 ^..^^:rr_.,u^:> 	 m.._. sue.., ^	 ^,
0114ce
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Now Development
Cost
	
$ 26,000
Weight
	
50 pounds
Complexity	 0.20
State"of--the-Art Factor
	
2
Data Source
	
Shuttle Orbiter EPS
2.17.7 E0006M De-ta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum capability
a. Respecify and replace 25 electronic parts
b. Add vacuum test chambers and test time for qual and
acceptable.
2. Provide external test connector capability to test item to
replaceable level
v
a. Add one 25-pin external interface connector
b. Add one 25-wire test harness
c. Add one hardmounted test signal isolation circuit board
(10 discretes)
3. Seal the following connectors /wiring junctions against moisture
a. Two Kulka terminal strips on external rear panel
b. Four internal connectors (no printed pins)
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta over SEEIR gods)
a. 200 loose wires and part lead spagetti sleeving
5: Human factors mods as follows
a. Redesign for ease of maintenance into 4 replaceable modules
(2 per channel)
b. Add captive 1/4-turn panel fasteners ( 4 places)
c. Add silk screen operating instructions on panel (7 controls)
6. Provide " systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, saintainability, safety, interchange_ ability /roplaceabi.lity
and human factors design.
	 j
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2.17.8 Delta Modification Costa
Fabrication	 $	 719
Engineering	 120512
Test	 5,373
Documentation	 2,562
Prngram Management 	 19058
Total delta modification cost 	 $ 22,22+4
2,17.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Sorensen 74a j1hort Form Catalog. Ratheon Co.
d
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2.18 NIM POWER SUPPLY
Manufacturer: Power Designs Inc.
Model No.:	 AEC-320
Cost:	 $ 275
k	 r r
	
^'^
Figure 2.18-1. Power Design NIM Power Supply
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FII.M O
WICNAL' PAGE L
DX POOR QUAI IN
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2.18.1 Description
This unit provides three regulated outputs: +6 VDC at 10 amperes from
either source and +12 VDC at one ampere, with a maximum supply output rating
of 72 VA.- Built-in over-voltage crowbar,-circuits protect NIM modules against
damage. Power input and output routing connectors permit it:terbin bussing of
voltages not available in the power supply.
2.18.2 Performance Characteristics
Output: +12 VDC 0-2 amp
+24 VDC 0-1 amp
Regulation: +0.052
Noise and ripple less than 3 mV peak to peak
Full range voltage adjustment
Output impedance less than 0.3 ohm at any frequency up to 150 kHz
2.18.3 Physical Characteristics
Dimensions: 17" 1 x 3-1/2 11 w x 5-1/2" h (43 x 9 x 14 cm)
Weights 16.5 lb (7.5 kg)
E
A	 .r
r
Space DMsion
Rockwell International'
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2.18.4	 k^ aitability AnaUsis
CONSTRUCTION.
	 Unit is compactly constructed.
	 Two printed
circuit boards are mounted vertically with large capacitors
attached by lead mountings (see Figure 2,18-2).
When attached to rear of NIM biA it creates a heavy canti--
-W 0. w
u	 u
:9
u
0
X
lever load which is only supported by screws on front of NIM
bin (see .Figure 2.18-3).
MATERIALS
Glass fuses
Iron
Aluminum
TFE wire insulation possibly
Clear iridate coating over cadmium plating on dust X
covers
Copper
G-11 printed circuit board material
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMEIJT
Two lead mounted elecctrolytic capacitors x
Four capacitors on circuit board lead mounted x
Four capacitors are lead mounted and traverse a x
cutout in the circuit board
ELECTRICAL POWER
117 v ac + 10%/-12X, 60 Hz +3 x
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Power transformer is constructed with an electostatic x
shield connected to the core
Entire supply is enclosed with an integral metal x
eleetrostatic shield
Input line is filtered x
FLAMMABILITY
Printed circuit boards are flame retardant. x
Transformers rated to high temperature
Plastic knobs x
`	 Unit meets highest UL flammability rating
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Figure 2.18-2. Interior of Power Supply
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Figure 2.18-3. NIM Bin with Attached Power Supply
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CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Glass fuses exposed to allow potential particle
escape
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab environment
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
0to50C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Venting openings for forced air cooling
Thermal protection switch which disables power
supply when safe operating temperature is exceeded
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
I	 I	 I X	 I
X
X
X
X
X
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2.18.5 Modifications
Construction
Shatterables. Due to glass components (open "auto" fuses), rover ins*"
of a venting with metallic fine-mesh screen.
9-G Mounting. Fabricate guide pin assembly and attach to rear of unit
per Figure 2.18-4. Guidel rails and guide pin receptacles to be installed in
rack cabinet per Figure 5 of Design Guidelines.
Shock and Vibration.
1. Secure "hole- -in-board" and end-mounted capacitors per Figure
2.18-5.,
2. Clip four smaller capacitors to circuit board per paragraph 4.0
of Design Guidelines.
3. Conformally coat lower circuit board with appropriate material.
Mask where required.
Material usage
l Provide a 1.50-hour bakeout to expel off-gaa products. T	 ^^
2.18.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost	 $	 316
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 1,728
Engineering
	
5,380
Test	 4,416
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management
	
680
Total Modification Cost	 $ 1+40364
Total Cost	 $ 140680
New Development
COSL	 $ 240000
Weight
	
10 pounds
Complexity
	
0.30
State-of-the-Art Factor
	 2
Data Source	 Shuttle Orbiter EPS
•r
i'
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Figure 2.18-4. Guide Pin Assembly Attachment
STRAP MATERIAL:
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CAPACITORS
(END VIEW)
Figure 2.18-5. Capacitor Securing
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MANUFACTURING .:OST ESTIMATE
ASSI-41BLY NO, 	 AEC-320-3
	ASSEMBLY NAME HIM Power Supply-Power Design	 NEXT ASSY NO.
	 DATE	 /
PART N0, PART bESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR EKYORS COST
FAB ASS 'Y INSP. TES I	 M.E. I EXPD, MAT'L LABOR I TOTAL
Screen Vents AR 3 1 sd I iloo I I I 1 6
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2.18.7 E0006M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide nonoperating vacuum and thermal range capability
a. Respecify and replace 15 electronic parts for thermal-vacuum
b. Add test chambers and test time for qualification and
acceptance
2. Provide interface connector to test item to replaceable assy level --
none (item is lowest operational replaceable &say)
3. Seal the following connectors/wiring Junctions against moisture.
a. One interface (external)-connector
4. Provide systems engineering, toot, docunnntation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, intarchangeabilit,r /rep laceab ill ty
and human factors  design .
5. Human factors redesigns as follows
a. Replace mounting fasteners with 1/4-turn captive type (4)
2.18.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $	 318
Engineering	 120641
Test	 4,766
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 1,014
Total delta modification cost	 $ 21,284
2.18.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
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2.19 REFR I GERATORIFREEZER
Manufacturer: Revco
Model No.:	 ULT 185
Cost
	 $ 1060
ORIGINA
 T: T'	
Figure 2.19-1. Revco Refrigerato,'Treezer
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2.19.1 Description
A fan and shell condenser dissipates heat and keeps the cabinet dry and
free of rust. Condenser is tubular static, attached to inner wall of cabinet
shell by welded metal strips and sealed by mastic. No liquid coolant is required.
Counter Balanced Lid - Chest models have spring tension hinge which opens to
75 degrees and is counter-balanced for ease of access.
2.19.2 Performance Characteristics
Range: +20 F to -121 F (-7 C to -85 C) in 70 F (+21 C) ambient
Control Band: +1 C
2.19.3 Physical Characteristics
Storage Capacity: 1.5 cu ft (0.041 cu.m.)
Interior: 18-3/8" wide x 12-1/2" high x 11-3/4" deep
(46.7 x 31.7 x 30.1 cm), #302 stainless steel,
18 gauge, liquid tight
Exterior: 34" wide x 37" high x 24" deep (86.4 x 94 x 61 cm)
„Space Dhdslon
Rockwell International
2.19.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Constructed from sheet steel. Box is not
made to withstand rigorous space-type environment. floor plate
Js supported by stringers on 2-foot centers. Buckling can be
doted in floor plate in Figure 2.19-2. Unit is floor moui ►ted.
Freezer box has 6 inches insulation around.
MATERIALS
Rubber
16 0 18 and 20 guage steel
Zinc phosphate coating
Acrylic enamel paint
Fiberglass and polyurethane insulation
Freon 12
Silicon sealant
Glass
Freon 13
Aluminum
Stainless steel
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Mounting floor needs center support. Unit exhibited
buckled floor from shipping.
Transformer mounted to side wall on- end
Support required for condenser, fan accumulator and
fans (Figure 2.19-3)
Motor capacitor bracket requires strengthening
Screws are not positively retained
ELECTRICAL POWER
Available for 115, 208, or 230 V @ 60 Hz
100 9 115, or 230 V @ 50 Hz
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Side mounted ink pen; circular dish recording chart
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
60-cycle power transformer and motor are not enclosed
NOISE GENERATION
Literature states quiet operation
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Figure 2.19-2. View Showing Refrigeration Components and Buckled Floor
S.^
Figure 2.19-3. Condenser, Fan, and Accumulator
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Disposition
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FLAMMABILITY
PVC . iusulated wiring
TOXICITY
Polyurethane foam
Mastik sealant
Freon 12
Freon 13
Rubber
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Baked enamel coating
Fiberglass insulation
Glass on meter face
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Compatible with Spacelab
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Thermal capacity: 38 K cal/hr at -b$ C in 21 C
ambient
ZERO-G EFFECTS
Refrigeration system relies on gravity for proper
operation. Under zero-g liquid will not remain in
evaporator causing compressor to fail. Requires totall3
new development of a zero-g compatible regrigeration
cylee, or must use cryogenic boiloff.
Proper compressor. lubrication is maintained by gravity.
OPERABILITY
No protrusion-protection
X
X
X
X
X
x
X•
x
X
X
x
X
X
X
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2.19.5 Modifications
It was concluded that modificaticn of this unit for operation in the
Spacelab would not be cost effective. The refrigeration cycle is dependent
on gravity for proper operation. The tefrigerant exits in two phases, gas
and liquid, in the evaporator and condense.. Only ga^ can leave the evaporator
or damage to the compressor occurs. Only liquid can leave the condenser or
the expansion valve will not function properly. Therefore, an independent
refrigeration cycle must be used. A cryogenic,b6iloff or low temperature
space radiator concept could provide the low temperature performance required.
The box itself could also not be saved. It was judged to be to flimsy to
survive the vibration and acceleration loads expected during flight. More
rugged construction. plus changeout of unacceptable materials left little of
the box to be retained. Since both the box and the refrigeration cycle have
to undergo complete change, it was concluded that the unit can only be
obtained by custom building a unit. Revised design and modification costs
have not been gene-ated. Customer cost data is presented.
2.19.6 Cost Analysis
New Development
Cost	 $ 127,000
Weight	 50 pounds
Complexity	 1.00
State-of-the-Art Factor
	
4
Data Sources	 Space Station Exp. 5.13
Module 5.16
2.19.7 EC006M Delta Modl.fication Requirements Summary
Delta requirements to meet EC006MO0000A were not generated inasmuch as
modification was determined to be meaningless as explained in 2.19.5 above.
2.19.8 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Ultra-Low Temperature Units by Revco. Revco Inc. 1970
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2.20 AMPLIFIER
Manufacturer. Neff
Model No.:
	
126
Cost:	 $390/Module
Figure 2.20-1. Two Neff Amplifiers and Power Supply in a
Modular Assembly
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2.20.1 Description
The Neff Model 126 differential instrumentation amplifier is designed for
application in multi-channel data processing systems. The model 126 features
continuous gain from 0.2 to 2500 and bandwidth DC to 50 kHz. Output multi-
plexer allows direct connection to data bus in multi-channel systems. Contin-
uous output affords on-line monitoring and control capability. Switch-select-
able filter is available for limited bandwidth applications.
2.20.2 Performance Characteristics
Electrical Performance
Gain. Six fixed gain steps of 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000. Variable
Gain Multiplier has range of 1 to 2.5 times each gain step providing continuous
gain span of 20 to 2500. Front panel switch provides selection of calibrated
or variable gain. Gain range 0.2 to 2500 provided with optional attenuator.
Gain Step Accuracy. +0.16
Gain Stability: +0.01% (+100 parts per million) at constant temperature,
+0.005%/"C +50 parts per million/°C) for fixed gain steps.
Linearity. Less than +0.01% of full scile, terminal inearity.
Optional A.renuator. Available is a front-panel switch-selectable input
attenuator which extends the gain range from 0.2 to 2500 in 12 steps. Input
impedance on gain 10 and below is 1 megohm.
Bandwidth. +10% DC to 2) kHz minimum, leas than 3 db down from DC to 50
kHz at all gains.
Settling Time. Amplifier settles to within +0.1% of final value in lees
than 100 microseconds.
Input Impedance. 10 megohms shunted by less than 1000 picofarads, for
gains 20 and above. 1 megohm shunted by 1000 picofarads for gains 10 and below,
with optional attenuator.
Source Impedance. Amplifier meets all specifications with source
impedances to 1000 ohms unless otherwise stated. Operation a't higher impedance
alevels permitted. Input can be grounded or floating.
a
Maximum InRut voltage. Amplifier will withstand differential input
voltage of +20 volts and common mode voltage of +20 volts.
	
s
1
Common Mode Rejection: 120 db minimum DC to 60 Hz with input source
resistance to 350 ohms in any unbalance, at gains of 1000 or greater. 60 db
plus gain in db for gains below 1000.
z
?
Common Mode Voltage. +10 volts (20 volts peak-to-peak) to meet
specifications.
	 V
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Zero Stability. Less than +5 microvolts, RTI, +200 microvolts, RTC, at
constant temperature for 30 days after 30 minute warmup for gain 20 and above.
For gains below 20 with optional attenuator, +20 millivolts, RTC, maximum.
Zero Drift. Less than +1 microvolt/°C, RTI, +100 microvolts/°C, RTO, for
gains 20 and above. For gains below 20, with optional attenuator, +10 milli-
volts/° C maximum.
Zero Adjustment. Recessed, front panel mounted multi-turn controls provide
independent input and output zero adjustment.
Source Current. Less than +2 nanoamperes at constant temperature. Tempera-
ture coefficient is +1 nanoampere /°C maximum.
Noise. Measured with a 1K ohm signal source impedance, for gains 20 and
above.
Bardwidth	 Noise
Wideband	 4Vv rms, RTI, plus 1 my rms RTC
10 kHz	 2pv rms, RTI, plus 1 my rms RTC
10 Hz
	 IpV peak-to-peak, RTI, plus 0.5 my peak-to-peak, RTC
For gains below 20, with optional attenuator, 5 millivolts, rms, RTO, Wide--
band and 5 millivolts, peak-to-peak, RTO, in 10 Hz bandwidths.
Overload Recovery. Amplifier will recover to within +0.17'. of final value
in less than 1 millisecond from 1000% overload.
Power Requirement. Amplifier operates from supplies contained in the
Model 021 Rack Enclosure. Amplifier may be operated independently from plus
and minus 20 + 1 volt supplies with less than 100 millivolts peak-to-peak
ripple.
2.20.3 Physical Characteristics
Size. Each amplifier is 14 inches in length, including rear connector,
0.92 inch in width, and 3.5 inches in height. (35.5 x 2.32 x 8.9 cm)
Mounting. Model 021 Pack Enclosure accommodates 16 amplifiers for 19-inch
rack mounting and includes a line operated f ^ ,-in power supply. Amplifiers
are locked in position by a unique latch which releases at the touch of a
button. The Model 021 occupies 3.5 inches panel height and is 16.4 inches
deep. (48.2 x 8.9 x 41.6 cm). Weight 35 pounds (15.9 kg)
01% 
Space Division
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2.20.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Sixteen amplifier modules are installed in
a 19-inch rack. Each amplifier consists of a single circuit
board with front controls and a real connector (Figure 420-2).
A latch at the rear of the assembly, activated by a button on
the front panel, holds each circuit board in place. Plastic
tracks constrain each circuit board at top and bottom. Uses
FET components.
MATERIALS
Plastic
Fibe rglass phenolic
Aluminum
My lar
Teflon wiring
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Vibration. Amplifier will withstand shock and
vibration of normal Shipping and handling of
laboratory equipmen,^.
Power supply has two heavy transformers that cause
significant loads on circuit board (Figure 2.20-3).
Input/output connectors can back out. No positive
latching.
End mounted capacitors between circuit board
latching mechanism (Figure 2.20-4).
ELECTRICAL POWER
105 - 125 V AC or 200 - 250 V AC, 50 to 400 Hz
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Output. +10 volts at + 10 milliamperes over full
bandwidth at al l gains. Output is protected against
short circuit of any duration. Amplifier will remain
stable with capactive load of 1.0 microfarad.
Output Im edance. Less than 0.2 ohm in series with
100 microhenries, direct output.
Multiplexer Output. Multiplexed output is enabled by
a 3.5 to 5 . 0 volt signal on the control input. Out-
put impedance is 50 ohms maximum. Off impedance is
1010 ohms minimum, shunted by 5 picofarade maximum.
2-250
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Figure 2.20-3. Power Transformer Module
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Figure 2.20-4. Module Latching Mechanism
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Figure 2.2 10-2. Amplifier Circuit Board Modules
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EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Power supply potential source. Input line requires
shielding.
Has guard input and separate shield
Signal returned to input/output connectors
FLAMMABILITY
TFE wiring and fiberglass boards; : pealed transformer
ATMOSPHERE
Altitude - all specifications apply for altitudes to
+20,000 feet
Moisture - 90% relative humidity
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Operating temperature - amplifier will perform to
stated specifications within a temperature range of
0°C to +s0°C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Installation compatible with forced air cooling in r
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Handles require additional radius for protrusion
protection.
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2.20.5 Modifications
Construction
9-G Mounting.
1. Remove PC board latching apparatus.
2, Remove nylon card guides and replace with machined aluminum
guides (see Figure 2.20-5). These guides serve as structural
elements (top and bottom panels). To prevent oil-canning,
provide vertical structural elements between top and bottom
guides, so located as not to interfere with the insertion or
withdrawal of modules.
3. Provide holes in front panel (top and bottom) of each
amplifier and attach captive fasteners. These fasteners
will secure modules to the card guide front edges.
4. The power supply front panel must be configured to provide
support for the transformers and electrolytic capacitors
(see Figure 2.20-6).
Shock and Vibration.
1. Conformally coat circuit boards. Mask where required.
2. Replace rear panel connectors with positive-locking types
and secure wiring with tie-downs.
r
Materials usage
1. Provide 150-hour off-gas bakeout
2.20.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost $ 7,180
Modification Cost
Fabrication $	 3,611
Engineering 6,100
Test 2,944
Documentation 21-160
Program Management 741
Total Modification Cost $ 15,556
Total Cost $ 22,736
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Now Development
Cost
	 $ 51,000
Weight
	
16 pounds
Complexity	 0.70
State-of-the-Art Factor
	 2
Data Source
	 Shuttle Orbiter Avionics
2.20.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal range (-40 F to +167 F)
capability
a. Respeci ,y 18 parts and replace 200 per rack assembly for
vacuum and thermal range.
b. Provide vacuum and thermal chambers and test time delta
(from room ambient baseline) for qualification and
acceptance.
2. Provide connector interface for external item testing to
removable assembly level
a. Add one 75-pin interface (rack) test connector
b. Add 75-wire test harness - rack to amplifier and P/S cards
c. Assume PCB input/output are adequate for isolation/
verifying amplifier/power supply operation - no PCB patch
wiring
d. Add hard mounted test signal isolation circuit board
(30 discretes)
3. Seal the following test connectors/wiring junctions against
moisture
a. Two external interface rack connectors
b. Seventeen PCB to internal rack connectors (printed PCB pins)
4• Provide systems engineering, test, documentation srd coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeability/replaceability
and human factors design.
5. Human factors modifications
a. Add captive 1/4 turn panel mount fasteners (4)
b. Add silkscreen operating instructions on panel (64 controls;
4 groups of 16)
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2.20.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 1,421
Engineering	 229724
Test
	 5,686
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 10620
Total delta modification coat $ 34,013
2.20.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. NIC 359A/071 Specifications/Model 126. Neff Instrument Corporation
3. Operation and Maintenance Manual. Model 126 Wideband Differential
Amplifiers
4. Neff Amplifier Sales Brochure
5. Telecon ,Tune 3, 1974 with Neff personnel
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2.21 STR I P CHART RECORDER
Manufacturer: Honeywell Inc.
Model No.:	 1858
Cost:	 $ 6074
11	 ^
Hunr^ N,.11 ^ ,
r
Figure 2.21-1. Honeywell Strip Chart Recorder - Model 1858
PRWMING PAGE BLANK NOT FJI.bI[^
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2,21.1 Description
Records that are relatively insensitive to normal room light are produced
without inks, powdars, styli, electrostatic charges, liquid, electrical arcs
or chemical vapors. Ultraviolet light is generated by a cathode-ray tube and
directed through a special fiber-optic faceplate onto photosensitive gaper.
Front panel openings accept up to 18 individual signal-conditioning
modules. Various plug-in modules are available to cover a wide variety of
applications. Among these are: high, low, and medium gain differential ampli-
fiers, an impedance interface, a strain-gage control, and a thermocouple
control. These signal conditioners allow recording within the do to 5000 Hz
range and accept input signals from 100uV to 300 V. Since the plug-in signal
conditioning modules do not have to supply power to drive pens or galvanometers,
they have been miniaturized and use state-of-the-art integrated circuits.
All plug-in modules contain an analog-voltage-to-time converter. The
converter produces a pulse with a duration proportional to the amplitude of
the input signal. These pulses unblank the CRT which is swept at a fixed rate
of 50 kHz. To avoid a dotted trace presentatiCn, as exhibited on other sampling
or time-shared systems--such as multistyli recorders, a memory circuit connects
the blanked samples to yield a continuous trace.
To assist in measuring the amplitude and time of recorded signals in
calibrated increments, the Model 1858 places longitudinal amplitude reference
lines and transverse time lines on the record.
A wide range (1200:1) do servo system allows a selection of paper speeds
from 0.1 to 120 ips in 42 discrete steps. A built-in takeup unit is offered
as an option.
All operator controls are on the front panel. These include a power
switch, speed selector push')uttons, record drive switch, timiag interval
selector, grid line selector, and autom p tic record timer. Indicators are
also provided for power on, drive on, and paper supply.
2.21,2 Performance Characteristics
General
Recording System. Single fiber-optic, cathode-ray tube in direct contact
w-Lth direct-print photographic paper produo7s all data traces, timelines, grid-
lines, and trace identification recordings. Single 8-3/4-inch high cabinet
houses paper supply, paper takeup, drive system, fiber-optic, cathode-ray
tube, power suppliesg and all associated electronics, as well as openings for
signal conditioning modules for up to 18 data charnels.
Recordins Medium. Direct print photographic oscillograph recording
paper, spec 2 spooled emulsion side out on 1-1.8 inc I.D. core).
Record Width - 8 inches.
4
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Record Capacity. 3-1/4-inch max. roll diameter; 100-ft standard base,
200 ft extra thin base.
Recordin Channels. 18-max. single-width (1 inch) modules, 9 max. dual
width 2-inch, modules, or combinations.
Operating Specifications (All specifications apply after 30-minute warmup)
Frequency Response. DC-5 kHz sinewave, 15 kHz squarewave; except as
otherwise limited by singll conditioning module selected.
Input Data Sampling Rate. Approximately 50 kHz (sweep time 15psec; fly-
back time 51lsec) .
Trace Dimensions. Max. 0.012-inch dynamic, 0.020-inch static (plus
applicable signal conditioning noise spec).
Trace Amplitude. Max. 7.2-inch pk-pk or single deflection throughout
do-5 kHz frequency range.
Trace Positioning. Controls on signal conditioning modules permit
electrical positioning of any channel at any point across the record.
Trace Off. Switch on signal-conditioning modules permits any channel to
be turned off the record.
Gridlines
Spacing. Nominal 0.2 inch (5 mm) each fifth line (1 inch, 24 mm) accentu-
ated.
Accuracy. Within +0.5% full scale relative to data. Gridlines vary in
spacing to compensate for nonlinearity of CRT.
Line Width. Minor lines, 0.010 inch, maximum; accentuated lines 0.020-
inch maximum.
Record Drive System
ape. Wide range do servo with 1200:1 speed range. No gear or clutches.
2
Speed Selection. five front panel pushbutton speed selector switches of	 t
i t 2, 4, 8, 16-inch/se,- (25, 50, 100, 200, 400 mm/sec) plus three multiplier
pushbutton switches of X.1, Xl, X10 give 42 discrete speed steps. 1, 2, 4, 8
may be engaged in combination, producing binary additive speeds of:
X0.1 ranget	 0.1-1,6-inch/sec in 0.1 inch/sec steps
X1 range:	 1-16-inch/sec in 1 inch/sec steps
X10 range:	 10-120-inch/sec in 10-inch/sec steps
i
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Remote Speed Control. By releasing front panel speed multipliers and	 B
providing an externally supplied voltage of +0.008 to +10.OV, speed may be
varied from 0.1 through 120 inch/sec. Input impedance is 2000 +1% ohms.
Polarity positive with respect to ground.
Acceleration Time. To 80-inch/sec <250 msec • to 120•-inch/sec <500 msec.
Seed Markings. Front panel marked in inches per second. Adhesive overlay
provided for converting to metric equivalents of 25, 50, 100, 200, 404 mm/sec.
Recording Periods (continuous). 200-ft roll: 6.6 hr at 0.1 inch/sec;
20 seconds at 120 inch sec. 100-ft roll: 3.3 hre at 0.1 inch/sec; 10 seconds
at 120 inch/sec.
	 3
Accuracy. +5% with 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 speed selector pushbuttons engaged;
+7% with additive speed selected, over full voltage and environmental range.
Typically +3% at nominal voltage and environment.
Auto Record Length Control. Front-panel control selects from 1 to 60
sec drive time. Automatic control can be manually overridden by releasing
drive switch. The cycle will be restarted when drive switch is reactuated.
Record Takeup (option). Internal. Will takeup and spool full capacity
of supply roll at all drive speeds, either on continuous or interrupted basis,
over full environmental range. Records caa be made with or without takeup as
desired.
2.21.3 Physical_ Characteristics
.Size
Rack Mounted - 8.75 h x 19.1 w x 21.0 d, inches (22.2 x 48.5 x 53.3 cm)
Weight
1858 - less signal conditioning modules or accessories, 65 1b (29.5 kg)
Signal conditioning modules -- single width 5 oz; dual width 10 oz.
5Space DM$ion
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2.21.4 Suitability Analysis.
CONSTRUCTION. Figure 2.21-2 shows the construction of t'
model 1858. Y-shaped enclosure in cop view contains CRT.
Circuit board size and retention is shown in the lower figure
Chassis is cast aluminum.
Signal conditioning modules are installed in front of un
(see Figure 2.21-1). Figure 2.21-3 shows typical signal con-
ditioning module. IC component is indicated by pen.
Unit can be obtained in rack mounted configuration.
MATERIALS
Metalized photosensitive paper
Glass
Aluminum
Fish paper
PVC wire insulation
Phosphorus in CRT
Fiberglass phenolic circuit boards
Lubricant
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Vibration. Operating: designed and tested to requi
ments of MIL-T-21200G, para. 3.2.19.4 (except 5-15 H
0.06 inch pk-pk; 15-25 Hz, 0.04 inch pk-Fk; 25-55 Hz
0.0032 inch pk-pk); non-operating: designed and tes
to meet requirements for transportation and packaged
shipping.
Shock. Designed and tested to meet requirements for
normal bench handling, transportation, and packaged
shipping.
Circuit boards require additional support.
Military type screw connectors in rear of unit
(Figure 2.21-4).
ELECTRICAL POWER
107 - 127 v - 50 to 400 Hz
214 - 254 v - 50 to 400 Hz
2 -263
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3. High Voltage Assembly
S. Video Amplifier
6. Trace Identifier (optional) 12
7. Clock
8. Gridline Generator
9. Timeline (optional)
10. +40 V and +5 V Power Supply
11. +12 V Power Supply
12. Servo
01% Space DivisionRockwell International
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Figure 2.21-2. Top and Rear Views Of Model 1858
1
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Table of Typical Power Requirements* (120 V, 60 Hz Reference)
(_. 1
Paper Drive
(inch/sec)
Off
0.1
1.0
10.0
50.0
80.0
120.0
Spill-Out Mode
(rms watts, no signal con-
ditioning modules installed)
91
104
110
123
164
188
248
Take-Up Mode
(rms watts, no signal con-
ditioning modules installed)
91
110
120
135
197
230
306
*Notes:
1. Peak currents typically 2-3 times the rms value, due to peak
rectifiers used in system
2. Peak "power-on" surge current, first cycle, is appox. 14A;
steady state reached in approx 180 msec
3. At line frequencies of 50 and 400 Hz, wattage approx. 5%
greater than above figures
Signal Conditioning Modules
Type	 Watts (rms)
1885	 2.8
i	 Figure 2.21-4. Rear Mounted Convector Plater
r
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iJATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
>5 volts I/O and control - digital and analog
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Has perforated thick metal case
Isolated signal - chassis grounds
>5 volt I/O voltages at low impedances
NOISE GENERATION
Chart noise at high speeds less than 40 db
FLAMMABILITY
PVC wire insulation
Typical electronic components
Has metalized paper in enclosed container. Flames
do not propagate downward
TOXICITY
Motor and chain drive lubricants
Typical electronic components
Phosphorus in CRT
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
CRT shield has holes which could allow glass
fragments to escape
RELIABILITY
Basic unit - MTBF 2770 hrs using MIL-HDBK 217A
failure rates
Tube life (typical) - CRT gun, 5000 hrs (power on);
phospho4 2500 hrs (drive switch on)
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ATMOSPHERE
Humidity - Operating: 5-95% relative, non-condensing
(except as otherwise stated in signal conditioning
module specifications); non-operating: 5-95X relative
non-condensing.
Altitude - Operating: to 10,000 ft; non-operating:
to 50,000 ft.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Operating: 0 to +50°C; non-operating; -55 to +60°C;
rate of change: 10°C/minute max.
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Rear mounted natural convection finned plate. Air
flow in rack will pravide adequate circulation.
ZERO-G EFFECTS
Direct transfer of CRT image on photo-sensitive
paper eliminates gravity and vibration sensitive
galvanometer type ink pen used on most strip chart
recorders.
OPERABILITY
Handles are not 0.8 inch radius.
Knobs protrude
i
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2.21.5 Modifications
Construction
Shatterables. Screen CRT openings.
9-G Mounting/Integrity - none
Protrusions and Edges Safety. Rack-mounted recorder will require
protectionrails similar to Figure 7 of Design Guidelines.
Shock-Vibration-Acceleration-Acoustics Resistance. Provide card supports
per Figure 2,21-5. Retain all wire cables with cable clamps and all bulkhead
grommets will be replaced with nylon grommets. Coaformal coat approximately
15 printed circuit boards. Pin knobs to shafts.
Materials Usage
Concentrations of Flammable/Unidentified Materials. All wire will be
changed to TFE; all fasteners will be changed to CRES; replace cork gasket
securing CRT with silicone rubber. Provide TFE fabrin gasket and metal door
on paper compartment per Figure 2.21-6.
Ikon-Frevelant Commercial Materials (or Warnings on Handling/Usage of Item,
Chart paper, insulation material.
Bakeout for 150 hours to expel volatiles.
Replace 20 knobs with polyimide; pin to shafts.
Thermal Compatibility
Add forced air modification per Figure 2.21-6.
Zero-G Compatibility
lnstrument would be purchased w-th internal record takeup option.
Fabricate fan mount and air exit box per Figure 2.21-6.
2.21.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 6,882
Engineering	 110297
Test
	
4,416
Documentation	 20160
Program management	 995
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
$ 6,975
$ 25,750
$ 32,725
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CARD CLAMP - GLASS EPDXY BOARD
RIVETED ON - 2 EA PER SUPPORT
0
APPROX FULL SIZE
.062 AL. ALY.
2 EA PER SU BMODULE
4 D I FFERENT PIN is - -
DIMENSIONS  VARY SLIGHTLY
Figure 2.21-5. Submodule Card Support
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(.048 THICK)l
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i
METAL FACEPLATE ADDED TO
DOOR, WITH TFE FABRIC GASKET
►y	
1 4 
B li	 /`f	 IB
AIR EXIT
to
a	 1
I If,—	.. - ^/
/ \ f
14	 f	 ^-'C	 , 3
T4
AL. ALLOY
.048 THICK
Figure 2.21-6. Material Replacement and Forced Convection Modifications
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MANUFACTURING -OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO.	 Model 1858	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 Oscillographic Recorder	 NEXT ASSY NO. HOM1911	 DATE	 /
LA30R HOURS	 COST
PART N0.	 PART DESCRIPTION	 T	 FAB	 ASS'Y INSP. TEST 	 M.E.	 MAT'L	 LABOR	 TOTAL
Install ?Wlon Cable Clamps 25 2150 2 1 00 1 6 '10
Replace Bullhead Grommets 10 I 1 0 20 3
Upgrade PCB's to	 B Rating 15 1 1817! 3
Fab	 Protection Rails 2 2 0 20 1 in
Over Spray Coating 1 1 75
Rewire w TFE 75 7 5d 3 25 20 DO 20 00 10
Replace Fasteners w SS NYLOC 2001 30 DC 20 00 40 00 40 Or}
2l 2 10 1 5 100
Switches
r
Fab,
Fab	 Card Support 8 12 00 1 OO 2 n0 8
Fa	 R tamer 2 1 25 25 50 2 0
Rab. Mount b Air Fait Box 8 00 1 00 3 0 65 0
Other S	 tem su	 rt 6 50 16 OO 10 00 20 O0
T	 b Calibre 16 0037 00
TOTAL HOURS 52 85 61 2 57 50 32 00 92 00 85 50 20 00 3l1
I j
INS'"RU MCNT5. INC.
sHEM	 1	 ^_ 1 ^ STATA
LOT SIZE	 RATE
—
I
FROM TO	 0 A
TOTAL 5 9
TarAL 7nTOTAL
I	 1
i
t.
Space Dmswn
Rockwell international
New Development
Cost
	
$ 363,000
Weight	 25 pounds
Complexity	 1.00
State-of-the-Art Factor	 2
Data Source	 Space Station Displays
and controls
2.21.7 E0006M Delta Modification Re uirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal de ?.L	 capability
a.	 Resper_ify and replace 100 electronics parts
b.	 Add vacuum (only) chamber and test time for qual and
acceptance
c.	 Replace lubricant in one servo motor, 1 tack generater, and
paper roller bearings (2 or 3 rollers)
2. Provide connector interface to test item to replaceable assembly
• a.	 Add three 50-pin external panel connectors
b.	 Add a 150-wire test harness to 45 assembly connectors
co
	 Add a hardmounted test signal isolation PCB (60 discretes)
d.	 Patch wire 27 assemblies/PCB's test signals
	 (3 each)	 to spare
connector pins.
3. Seal the following connectors/wire junctions from moisture
a.	 36 PCB (MS type)	 connectors	 (have printed pins on PCB's)
b.	 3 internal ha.-ness connectors
C.	 18 panel 1/0 connectors (sheet type)
d.	 18 panel BNC coax connectors
4. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage /protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeability /replaceability
and human factors design.
5. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEE1R mods only)
a.	 50 loose wires
2-273 nn ^r I  nni'f 1
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6. Human factors mods as follows
a. Add captive 1/4 turn panel mount fasteners (4)
b. Add Op. Inst. on panel (31 controls)
2.21.8 delta Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 2,191
Engineering	 33,359
Test	 5,823
Documentation
	 2,562
Program Management
	
2x197
Total delta modification cost	 $ 46,142
2.21.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Technical Manual
Visicorder Model
3. 'Technical Manual
Amplifier Module
4. Technical Manual
Control Unit - Mi
16778113-001L, Maintenance Instructions for CRT
1858. Honeywell, November 1973
16776882-001A, Instruction for High Gain Differential
- Model 1881-H6D. Honeywell. November 1972
16778145--001C, Instructions for Strain Gage
)del 1885-SGC. Honeywell. August 1973
5. Technica;. Manual 16776695-001, Instructions for Medium Performance
Differc-:ntial Amplifier-Module - Model 1883. Honeywell,
Nover,;ber 1973
6. Technical Manual 16778289-001A, Instructions for Thermocouple
Control and Microvolt Amplifier Assembly - Model 1886-TCU.
Honeywell, August 1973
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2.22 SPECTROPHOTOMETER
Manufacturer:	 Beckman Instruments
Model No.:	 24
Cost:
	 $ 2760
Figure 2.22-1. Beckman Spectrophotometer
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2.22.1 Description
The scanning system consists of a Model 24 or 25 UV-Visible Spectrophoto-
meter featuring double -beam optics, push-button controls, digital readout of
Absorbance and Concentration, and computer compatibility. The scanning Model
24 and 25 also come with a stepper drive recorder for simplified running of
spectra.
The system has a tungsten source, manual wavelength drive and fixed slits.
Thee wavelength range on this instrument is 700 nm to 340 nm. The upper wave-
length limit is a function of the phototube and the lower wavelength limit is
a function of the source. The slit is fixed at 2 nm bandwidth. The system
uses a DBG monochrometer which utilizes a filter-grating optical system. The
grating has 1200 lines per mm and is blazed at 250 nm. The system may be
operated in SB or DB and it utilizes a vibrating bridge assembly.
2.22.2 Performance Characteristics
Wavelength range	 190 to 1000
Operating range	 340 to 700
Presentation.	 Digital counter, 0.2 nm increments
Accuracy	 +0.5 nm
Repeatability	 +0.2 nm
Photometric range
(a) Digital
(b) Recorder
Accuracy
Repeatability
Slits
Resolution
Baseline flatness
Baseline stability
Stray radiation
2.22.3 Physical Characteristics
Size
Weight
Ov2.000 Abs
0-8000 Concentration
0-0.1, 0-0.25, 0-0.5, 0-1.0, 0-2.0 Abs
-0.3 to +0.7 Abs
Concentration
Zero Suppression to 2.0 Abs
+0.5% of value or 0.001 Abs, whichever
To greater
+0.25% of value or 0.001 Abs, whichever
is greater
Fixed at 0.8 mm wide by 1.5 mm high
Better than 4 nm throughout
+0.009A throughout
0.0004 Abe/hr
s0.1% at 370 nm
24" 1 x 16" d x 14" h (61 x 40.6 x 35.6 cm)
70 pounds (31.8 kg)
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2.22.4 Suitability Analysis	 -
Disposition
CONSTRUCTION. Unit is built on a cast aluminum chassis.
A light source controlled by a grating mirror and lenses
(Figure 2.22-2) shines into a liquid sample container. A cam/ 	 J
follower mechanism at the bottom of the unit controls the angle
of the grating mirror (:igure 2.22-3). Electronics are mounted
beside the light source and light path control box (Figure
2.22-4). This figure also shows large heat convector fins at
the rear of the unit. The unit is bench mounted.
MATERIALS -
UL Temp. Index
Nylon
Type 101 750C/115
FM - 10001
Glass filled #6 65 UL SE
Black
Natural
Polyurethane foam
Black 50°C Res to HP 190°
Charcoal and adhesive used
Gray
Epoxy
Plexiglas
	
#2423 Red (SE1,	 2 SB)	 130°F
UL 140°F
Vinyl 50/85 UL
Neoprene
Nylatron
Resin-furane 7C-40
Fishpaper
Mylar type
Paperboard
ABS molding black
Cycalac
Lamac #5 or equivalent
Rubber base cork
Mercury gas in nixie tubes
Chloroprene rubber sheet i
Cellulose acetate butyrate
Polyethelyne 220/200 
Kel-F 350/390
Felt
Corrugated fiberboard #1100
r:
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Figure 2.22-2. Light Source and Grating Mirror
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Figure 2 0 22-3o Cam Follower Mechanism
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Figure 2.22 -4. Electronics Installation and Convector Fins
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SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
V
4
Lamp housing held in place by large thumb screws which
could work loose in vibration
Chopper requires immobilization during boost
Cam follower requires positive retention during boost
to prevent chatter
End mounted motors
Transformer, circuit boards, capacitors not adequately
mounted for vibration environment (see Figure 2.22-5)
Screws and bolt not positively retained
Nixie tubes - bottom supported
Sample door not positively retained
.z
L t 	 .♦.1
s"	 vow;;µms
Figure 2.22-5. Electronics Component Mounting
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ELECTRICAL POWER
115 VAC + 15V, 50/60 Hz
230 VAC + 30V, 50/60 Hz
DATA MANAGEMENT COi.'DATIBILITY
System capable of ariving external potentiometric
r-corder
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Radiation appears acceptable
Sensitive to EMI from brush type motor. However
such EMI generator not expected in Spacelab.
Signal appears isolated from chassis
NOISE GENERATION
Fans could generate excessive noise
FLAMMABILITY
PVC insulated wire harnesses
Nylon
Resin-furane
Cycalac
Cellulose acetate butyrate
TOXICITY
Polyurethane foam
Neoprene
ABS
Mercury gas in nixie tubes
Polyethelyne
Chloroprene rubber
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DIsposition
A
"0.
p 11,4 u
.
;
u w ^
u
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
v ^
XGlass - light source bulbs in case of breakage
- Nixie tubes in case of breakage X
CONTAMINATION SUSCEPTIBILITY s
Grating mirror in sealed compartment 	 i X
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab environment
	
X
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
g
Compatible with Spacelab temperatures 	 X
EQUIPMENT COOLING
iI
Rear mounted heat sink fins rely on natural convection i X
ZERO-G EFFECTS
5
Samples container held in housing by gravity	 I X
(figure 2.22-6)
4
OPERABILITY
Require 0.5" radii edge guards X
}
}
3
i
a
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Figure 2.22 - f . G Dependent Sample Container Housing
2.22.5 Modifications
Construction
Shatterables. Shatterables are light sources, optical elements, sample
and reference cells, and nixie tubes. It is not practical to changes these
to non-shatterable components, so any fragments that might be generated must
be contained.
1. Cover slots in sheet metal (two places) with fine stainless screen.
2. Install silicone sponge rubber gasket around knob holes:
Assume six of these will be
necessary. Fix in place with 	 0.25
adhesive. j
t
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3. Provide positive latch for sample door so it won't fly
open. Use a standard bullet/non-detent (Mier, etc.)
SPRING PLUNGER
4. Silicone sponge rubber gasket to seal pushbuttons. Similar
to Item 2.
5. For improved retention of fragments, put Lexan cover,
0.125 in. thick, over panel area.
9-G Mounting/Integrity. Replace the sheet -metal cover on bottom of
instrument with an aluminum alloy plate 0.25-inch thick, having hold-down
ptivisions and mounting holes. See Figure 2.22-7.
Protrusions and Edges.
1. Dress edges with molding made from aluminum alloy.
Extrusion:
't
2. Replace knobs with a more rounded design.
I 
—^k60 l ^ 4\\ ^t Kid OP,
0.5 IN. R
19-Inch Rack Mount Capability. Not strictly applicable. If put in
a 19-inch rack, this instrument will be on a shelf enclosed in the _ack.
Vibration
1. Slit Arm. Opevation of this is gravity dependent. A fairly 	 a
strong spring is needed to hold it against its stop. See
Figure 2.22-8.
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2. Cam. Chattering of the spring-loaded cam follower against
the cam would be a problem in vibration. Follower should
be lifted off the cam and immobilized during launch/descent.
Pulling on one of the links will do this. A pivoted, threaded
block attached to rune of the arms will be drawn back and held
steady by means of a threaded rod. See Figure 2.22-9.
3. Chopper. This is a epring-suspended mass; needs to be immobil-
ized during ascent/descent. A forked bar engages one of the
rods of the chopper carriage under vibration. A hole must be
cut in the instrument case for the bar to enter; and two
tapped holes for securing it. Bar is aluminum alloy approx-
imately 4 inches long. See Figure 2.22-10.
4. Light Sources. The deuterium source is well clamped and
appears satisfactory. The security of the incandescent lamp
in its socket needs to be improved. It is a flanged bulb
with three keyhold sockets which fit over the pins. Replace
These pins with studs and nuts. See Figure 2.22-11.
The little relay mirror which switches the unit from visible
to W modes is not secure. Fix this by making the actuating
arm clampable at the instrument cover. Parts are CRES (see
Figure 2.22-11).
5. Motor. There are two cantilever-mounted motors. Lateral
support is required. Fabricate sheet metal (0.062 ORES)
bracket. See Figure 2.22-12.
6. Relay Mirror. To prevent six spring-loaded mirrors from
bouncing on their seats, install the little clamps shown in
Figure 2.22-12. Material is Vespel polymide--three per
mirror.
7. Electronics. Improve support for circuit cards and large
electrolytic capacitors.
a. Make new card edge guides using glass-epoxy and
0.047 aluminum alloy.
r
4.0
	
N 6	 RIVET (4)
I	 4
1	 0	 AL. ALLOY
BRACKET
	
GLASS
	 s	 RIVET
EPDXY
SINGLE GUIDE (6 READ)
TAPPED
HOLES
(2)
DOUBLE GUIDE (2 READ)
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b. Capacitor Support. One required.
AL. ALLOY
ADEL CLAMPS (4 EA.)
8. Nixie 'Tubes. Need support to steady them against vibration
and assure that they stay in their sockets. Fabricate sheet
metal bracket with silicone sponge rubber pad to cushion
nixies.
9. EMI Susceptibility Protection. -Add line filter to ac power
lines.
10. Replace fasteners with Nylok (estimate 300 fasteners).
11. Fabricate transformer support brackets per Figure 2.22-13.
12. Fabricate numerical readout support bracket.
13. Pin 7 knobs to their shafts for proofing.
Material usage
1. Flaking and Peeling Resistance. Remove pressure-sensitive
"stick-on" color stripe tape.
2. Concentrations of Flammable/Lbidentified Materials. Replace
plastic pushbuttons (5) on panel with polyimide buttons.
Remove plated plastic knobs ana'replace with polyimide.
Apply conformal coating to •traneforpar.
3. Non-Prevelant Commercial Materials. Numerous cadmium-
plated steel parts; disassemble, strip and refinish •with
nickel plate. Rewire instruwnt with TFE wire.
4. Resistance to Combustion/Ignition. Satisfactory
5. Replace foam on lid with acceptable material.
6. Bake out for 150 hours to expel volatiles.
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BOLTS TO READOUT UNIT
BOLTS TO XFMR
TRANSFORMER
SUPPORT BRACKET-
.060 CRES-
APPROX ^ SIZE
u--- w
SD 74-SA-0047-3
_.-.- __---- -- ---- - -- -
NUMER I CAL READOUT
SUPPORT BRKT-.W..,
CRES-APPROX FULL SIZE
Figure 2.22-13.
	 Numerical Readout and Transformer Support Brackets
I
$ilk Space DivisionRockwell Internatbnal
Thermal Compatibility
There is a blower in the unit, but it is primarily for cooling lamps.
The electronics rely on natural convection for cooling--botn internally and
externally--front the finned heat sink on back of instrument. Provide a
sheet metal plenum chamber on rear of unit to draw air from the interior
electronics area and force it over the fins. See Figure 2.22-7.
Zero-G Compatibility
Functional Operation. There is a possible problem with the sample
cells. Normally, these are simply glass vials filled reasonably full of
liquid. Linder zero-g it is necessary to ensure that the cell is positively
sealed and completely filled with liquid (bubbles cause false readings).
Assume it will be necessary to develop a special cell that can be
completely filled in zero-g conditions:
SYRINGE	 wAREEA"`^ 	 CELL
;--LIQUID--I 
	
4--
PISTON)	 STOPCOCKS	 L` FILIAL POSITION
VMATCHING BORES 	 CELL
PISTON AFTER
 IS FILLED
AND STOPCOCKS
ARE TURNED OFF.
The cell would be of dimensions comparable to the standard cell and of
either quartz/glass or plastic/quartz window construction. This would
be a development item.
Noise
Emit has one fan; another will be added (see Figure 2.22-7). Axial
fans typically generate less than 40 dB.
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2.22.6 Cost Analysis
Modification,
Basic Cost
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $17,135
Engineering	 17,885
Test	 8,832
Documentation
	
2,160
Program Management	 2.239
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
$ 3,134
$48,251
$51,385
New Development
Cost
Weight
Complexity
state-of-the-art factor
Data source
$506,000
30 lb (13.6 kg)
1.00
3
High-Rate Experiment - W Grating Spectrometer
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MANUFACTURING :OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY N0.	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 SM trophotMter - BeC	 an	 h'EKT ASSY NO.	 DATE	 I
T
PART NO, PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST AS. E, MAT'L LABOR, TOTAL
Caver Slots in Sheet -Metal 2 3 2C 4 Kin
w Fine Stainless Screen
Install Silicone Sponge 6 1 50 SO 3
Rubber Gasket Around
Knob Holes
Ada t& Install 2 Detents 2 1 20 3C 25 14
Fab, & Install	 n 1 1 2 15 3 .0
Sponge  Rubber Gasket
For P'
Fab. & Install Lexan Corer 1 1 2E 11 0
ReplaC	 BQttam Cover with 1 2 50 1 10(1 120 2
Aluminum Plate
Fab	 & Irs*all Dress Edges 8 8A 4 1 00 24
Fab. Corner P1 c 9 9 On 3 50 13 50
Replace & Fab. Knobs & PB's 9 9 no l 'Of 75 12sn 0
Fab. & Assemble Siitarm assy _L 1 nO 5( 25 1	 12 15n
Fab	 assy. Down Block assy 1 6 00 1 5 50 1	 2D kn
Forked Rod A ___1___ 5
Modify Case for Above 1 1
Modify & Install Studs 5 Nut 1 i On 2 l0 2 50!
Fab. 3 Parts to Re !lace Arm 1 5 00 2 50 5 rA '
Motor Support 2 212 20 5 0
TOTAL HOURS
_
INSTRUMENTS. INC-
SHEET	 I	 OF -I BY STATA
LOT SIZE	 RATE
FROM TO	 0.{t
TOTAL
- -TOTAI.
TOTAL
fV
N
44A
fl
a
cA
a
w
a)(D
m
ry
 ^
^ O
4
n^
k] .7.91--
MANUFACTURING ;QST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 S ectrophotMetPr - 8ec1®an	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 DATE	 /
T,
PART N0. PART QE5CRTPTION TY
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS'Y TNSP. TEST M. E. MAT'L LABOR I TOTAL
.-
Vespel Clips 1/2 cu, in, ea 18 91o( '12 50
Modify Instrument for Above 12 OC 310C 1 2 i 5n
Fab. Card Guides - Double 2 6100 1 3
Fab	 Gard 6uid	 - S1	 1 6 2
1
Fab. Capacitor Support 1 3 0f 110d 2
Mixietube Support Bratket 3 0 210d 2 1 1G
^T 50% Contingency Per 'E' 31 601 4 6C 2 6
EMI - Line Filter 33 50
Repave Press Ta 2f 05 1 1
Conformal Coat Transformer 1 or 1 3 On,
Strip b Replate Cad parts 180 o0 l
Rewire w/TFE Wire 80 Of 40 0 801nO 60 00
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MANUFACTURING :OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO.	 ASSEMBLY NAME Spectrophotometer - Beckman	 NEXT ASS"x NO.	 DATE	 1
7T PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION
T
y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS Y TNSP. TEST M.E. EXPA
'
MAT' LABOR TOTAL
Add HYLOC Feature to Hard- 35 bO
ware
150 Hour Bake Ot 16 40 500 30
Fab. 1 1 50 50 3100 5 30
Fab. 1 1, 25 1 00 2
Conformal Coat PCB 12 1 15 0fl 2 40 36 00
Pin 7 Knobs 7 3 5 3
l
_	
TOTAL HOURS
LOT SIZE	 RATE
INSTRUMENTS, INC.	 FROM	 TO	 0. H
TOTA
s flurr	 3	 Or 3	 By	 STATA	 _	 TOTAL
150 OC24910CI-46VO5 BD a 241 o n6 5 40 0 1973 15
5144#
N
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2.22.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide for non-operating vacuum and thermal capabili^y.
a. Respecify and replace 100 electronic parts fog
vacuum and temperature.
b. Replace lubricants in fan motor, optics motor,
linkages and counter.
c. Provide vacuum and thermal test chambers (not now
utilized) and test time for qualification and
acceptance testing.
2. Provide connector interface for all item-level resting.
a. Add an external interface connector (50-pin).
b. Add a 50-wire test harness.
c. Patch wire 8 PCB's to.spare PCB connector pins
(approximately 4 wires each).
d. Add a hardmounted signal isolator circuit board
(40 discretes).
3. Provide connector/wire junction moisture sealing.
a. Eight PCB-to-master ''board connectors (printed pins
on PCB's).
b. Ten 3-to-15 pin molded assembly-to-harness connectors.
C. Three item interface connectors.
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to 5EE1R modificatiuns):
,j. Fifty loose wires not in harnesses.
5, Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeability/replaceability
and human factors design.
6, Human Factors
a. Reorient knob position lettering.
b. Repackage internal assemblies for maintainability
(approved screws, fasteners, test points, access,
layouts, etc.).
c. Provide front panel replaceable panel, lamp (for
maintainability).
d. Add silkscreen operating instructions to panel (lu controls).
e. Replace sample compartment door hinge with friction hinge.
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2.22.8 Delta Modification Cost
Fabrication
	 $ 999
Engineering
	
25,447
Test	 5,465
Documentation
	
2,562
Program Management	 1,725
Total delta rdodi£ication co P t 	 $36,197
2.22.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Instruction Manual, Model 24 Spectrophotometer, Beckman Instruments
I
i
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2.23 COMMER C i AL SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Manufacturer: Hewlett-Packard
Model Number: 141T, 8555A, 85526, 8445A
Cost:	 $12,925
A	 •.
•
e	 ,^	 I
'^	
e
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40
I	 /^
1
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Figure 2.23-1. Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyzer With Automat;c Preselector
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2.23.1 Description
The Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzer consists of three integral modules:
(1) a display section, Model 141T; (2) a tuning section, Model 8555A; and
(3) an IF ,section, Model 8552B); witn a separate, automatic preselector,
Model 8445A, mounted on top.
The Model 141T is designed for use as a display section for the HP Model
141T/8550-series plug-in spectrum analyzer. The instrument has variable per-
sistence (duration of trace afterglow) and storage of CRT displays. Persistence
is variable from 0.2 second to more than 60 seconds. A display can be stored
(at reduced intensity) for more than 2 hours or displayed at normal intensity
for up to I minute. Stored displays can be erased in 350 milliseconds.
The Model 141T uses a post-accelerator CRT with a non--glare rectangular
faceplate. An internal graticule s located on the same plane as the display
to eliminate parallax errors. The tube harp a 9-kV accelerating potential, and
8 vertical by 10 horizontal divisions. A type P31 phosphor is used in the
standard CRT.
The 8555A plug-in is the microwave RF section for use with the 8552-series
IF section and the 140-series display section. Together they comprise a
receiver that electronically scans an input signal and provide4 a visual display
in the frequency domain. Input signal amplitude is plotted on the CRT as a
function of frequency. The amplitude (Y-axis) of the CRT is calbrated in abso-
lute units of power (dBm) or voltage (#V/mV) (50-ohm system): accordingly,
absolute and relative measurements of both amplitude and frequency can b- maie.
The analyzer RF and IF sections form a super-hetrodyne receiver with
spectrum-scanning capabilities over the frequency range of 10 MHz to 40 GHz in
14 frequency bands. The analyzer presents a calibrated CRT dis rllay up to 2 GHz
wide. Absolute calibration accuracy is maintained from 10 MHz to 18.0 GHz in
10 frequency bands, using internal mixing. The frequency rang y : from 12.4 GHz
to 40 GHz is covered in 4 frequency bands through the use of e.;ternal mixers.
The automatic preselector is an electronically tuned bandpass rilter that
automatically tracks the analyzer's tuning. Its ;purpose is to eliminate spur-
ious, multiple, harmonic and image responses to avoid erroneous test results
and to improve the d;namic range of the analyzer by about 30 dB.
2.23.2 Performance Characteristics
Cathode-R^y Tune
Type. Post-accelerator storage tube; 9000V accelerating potential;
aluminized P31 phosphor; etched safety glass face plate.
Graticule. 8 x 10 divisions (approximately 7.1 x 8.9 cm) parallax-free
internal graticule. Subdivisions of 0.2 div per major division on major
horizontal and vertical axes.
Intensity Modulation. AC coupled, +20-volt pulse will 'lank trace of
normal intensity; input terminals on rear panel.
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Persistence
Variable. The standard writing speed mode is continuously variable from
less than 0.2 second to more than one minute. fast writing speed mode is
typically variable from 0.2 seconds to 15 seconds.
Storage Time
Standard Writing Speed. More than two hours at reduced brightness
(typically four hours). Traces may be viewed at maximum brightness for more
than one minute.
Fast Writin&S eed. Traces may be stored at reduced brightness for more
than 15 minutes (typically 30 minutes) or stored at maximum brightness for
more than 15 seconds.
Brightness
100 foot-lamberts in standard mode.
Frequency Range
Tuning Range. With internal mixer 0.01 to 18.00 GHz
With external mixer 12.4 to 40 GHz
Frequency Accuracy
Dial Accurac . n x (+15 MHz) where n is the mixing mode
Scan Accuracy. Frequency error between two points on the
display is less than 10 percent of the
indicated separation.
Stability. Total Analyzer Residual FM (Fundamental Mixing)
Stabilized	 Uns tab J14zed
e- 100 Hz	 410 kHz
peak-to-peak	 peak-to-peak
First LO residual FM typically 30 Hz
Noise Sidebands. For fundamental mixing. More than 70 dB below
CW signal, 50 kHz or more away from signal, with
1 kHz IF bandwidth and 100 Hz video filter.
Resolution
Bandwidth_ Ranges. IF bandwidths of 0.10 to 300 kHz provided
in a 1, 3 sequence.
Bandwidth Accuracy. Individual IF bandwidth 3 dB points calibrated
to +20 percent. (10 kHz bandwidth +5 percent)
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Bandwidth Selectivity
IF
Bandwidth
10 kHz - 300 kHz
1 kHz - 3 kHz
0.1 kHz - 0.3 kHz
60 dB/3dB
Bandwidth Ratio ^8552B)
20:1
11:1
11:1
Amplitude - Absolute Calibration Range
Measurement Range
Log Reference Level: From -130 dBm to +10 dBm, in 10 dB steps.
Log reference level vernier, 0 to -12 dB continuously.
Linear Sensitivity: From 0.1 N V/div to 100 mV/div in a 1,2
sequence. Linear sensitivity vernier 1 to 0.25 atten-
uation ratio continuously.
Sensitivity
Average Noise Level: Specified for 1 kHz bandwidth. Using
lower bandwidths will improve average noise level;
e.-g.,  use of 100 Hz bandwidth w'11 improve noise level
in the 1.5 to 3.55 GHz frequency range from -117 dBm
to -127 dBm max.
Display Range
Log: 70 dB, 10 dB/div with 8552E 2 dB/div log expand on a
16 dB display
Linear: From 0.1 mV to 100 mV/div in a 1,2 sequence on an
8-division display.
Input
Input Impedance. 50 ohms nominal (0.01 to 18 GHz)
Reflection Coefficient. 40.130 (1.30 SWR) for input RF attenuator
settings -10 dB.
Maximum Input Level. Peak or average power + 10 dBM (I.OV ac peak)
incident on mixer, +33 dBm incident on input attenuator.
Scan Time
Scan Time. 16 internal scan rates from 0.1 me/div to 10 sec/div
in a 1, 2, 5 sequence.
Scan Time Accuracy. 0.1 me/div to 20 ms/div, +10 percent, )0 ms/div
to 10 sec/div, +20 percent.
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2.23.3 Physical Characteristics_
Dimensions
Model 141T Display Section
9-1/16 in. high (including height of feet) x
16-3/4 ;n. wide x 18-3/8 in. deep (22.9 x
42.5 x 46.7 cm)
The prese.lector is approximately 4 in.
Weight
Model 8555A RF Section: Net, 14 lb 15 oz (6,8 kg)
Model 8552A IF Section: Net, 9 lb (4,1 kg)
Model 141T Display Section: Net, 40 lb (18 kg)
Model 8445A Preselector: Net,
oill
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2.23.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Modular construction. Display section
contains CRT and space for RF and IF modules. Construction of
heavy guage aluminum. RF section built ertreuely sturdy (see
Figure 2.23-2). Heavy aluminum castings enclose electronics.
Preselector has high frequency waveguides traversing rear of
unit (Figure 2.23-3). Remaining units are more typical elec-
tronic instrument-type construction. Unit can be obtained in
rack mount configuration; however, weight justifies additional
support structure.
MATERIALS
Glass
Aluminum
Plastic knobs
Brass
PVC wire insulation
Phosphorous
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Heat sink/fan assembly requires shock mounts
Large capacitors beside CRT require additional
support (Figure 2.23-4)
Rotary switch assembly of RF module requites
additional support
Circuit boards of IF module require additional
support (Figure 2.23-5)
All structural fasteners require positive retention
Wave guide in automatic preselected requires
additional support
Push on transistor radiator fins requires positive
retention
Large capacitor in preselector requires support
ELECTRICAL POWER
Power Requirements; 100, 120 0 220 or 240 volts (+5
to -10%), 48 to 440 Hz, normally less than 285 watts
(varies with plug-in units)
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8555A RI Section Construction
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Figure 2.23-3. Interior of Preselector
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Figure 2.23-4. Display Section Interior Showing Capicitors
Requirinq Additional Support
Figure 2.23-5. Interior of IF Section
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DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Vertical Output: Approximately 0 to - 0.8 V for
8-division deflection on CRT display, approximately
100 61 output impedance.
Scan Output: -5.0 to +5.0 V for 10 div CRT deflection
I VII output Impedance.
Pen Lift Output: O.to 14 V (0 V. pen dorm). Output
availabl- _ in Int and Single Scan modes and Auto, Line
and Video scan trigger.
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
EMI: Conducted and radiated interference is within
requirements of MIL-1-16910C and MIL-T-6181D and
methods CE03 and RE02 of MIL-STD-461 (except 35 to
40 kHz) when 85^3B and 8552 are combined in a 140T
or 141T Display Section.
Signal returns grounded to chassis via BNC connectors
and circuit boards.
NOISE GENERATION
Cooling fan noise exceeds 40 db
FLAMMABILITY
Plastic knobs
PVC wire insulation
TOXICITY
No prohibited toxics or large quantities of
unidentified potential generators identified
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
2-307
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CRT and fuses can shatter and escape unit
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spa{celah atmosphere
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AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Temperature Fanget Operating, 0 C to +55 C;
storage, -40 C to +75 C
F*IPMENT COOLING
Has internal fan for forced air cooling
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Handle guards have sharp edges
Disposition
u0.
u ^,	 m
i
X
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2.23.5 Modi;ications
Construction
Shatterables. Due to glass components (CRT and fuses) cover inside of
venting with fine mesh screen.
9-G Mounting. Attach 19-inch rack-mounting flanges supplied with unit.
Install taper-pin support assemblies to lower rear panel of mainframe, and
mating guide rails inside rack cabinet per paragraph 10.0 of Design Guide-
lines.
Protrusion Protection. Install protection rails on rack cabinet per
paragraph 12.0 of Design Guidelines.
Shock and Vibration.
1. Install heavy duty shock mounts for heat sink/fan assembly on
rear panel.
2. Secure large capacitors near CRT per Figure 2.23--6. Secure
capacitor in preselector similarly.
3. Secure rotary switch per Figure 2.23-7.
4. Dampen circuit board vibration per Figure 2.23-8.
5. Replace all structural fasteners per paragraph 6.0 of Design
Guidelines.
6. Secure waveguides per Figure 2.23-9.
7. Secure push-on radiator fins to transistor in Preselector Unit
with epoxy adhesive.
8. Vibration-proof screws, knobs, etc.
Acoustics. Replace cooling fan assemblies with those of a suitable
acoustic level.
Materials Usage
Replace plastic knobs with custom-fabricated Vespel articles.
2. Provide 150-hour off-gas bakeout.
3. Remove existing wiring and replace with wires having a suitable
insulation material (approximate number of wires: 650).
4. Conformally coat circuit boards.
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Figure 2.23-6. Capacitor Securing
SWITCH WAFERS
Figure 2.23-7. Rotary Switch Securing
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Figure 2.23-9. Waveguide Supports - Automatic Preselector
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2.23.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 7,891
Engineering	 179056
Test	 4,416
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management	 1,576
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
New Development
Cost
Weight
Complexity
State-of-the-Art Factor
Data Source
$ 15,000
$ 33,099
$ 48,099
$ 516,000
40 pounds
1.0
2
Shuttle Orbiter Communications
2.23.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum (only) capability (from current 1.6 psi&)
a. Provide chamber and test tilne for qual and acceptance
b. Respecify and replace 160 electronic parts for vacuum
c. Replace lubricant in fan motors (2 each)
2. Provide connector interface for item level testing
a. Add 50-pin interface connectors in 141T unit
b. Add 50-wire test harness in 141T unit
c. Patch wire 7 PCB's and 8552, 8555, and 8445A signals to
spare connector pins (approximately 5 wires per unit)
d. Add test signal isolation circuit board (hardmount)
(20 discretes)
3. Provide connector/wire junction moisture sealing
a. 8 interface connectors (for all 4 units)
b. 20 PCB connectors (printed pin)
c. 1 terminal board
i
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MANUFACTURING ',OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY N0. --ASSEMBLY NAME
	
Sp*ctrum Analyzer
	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 _ DATE^1
PART N0. PART DESCRIPTION Ty
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAS
3 5d
ASS'Y
I
INSP.
III
TEST
I
I	 M.E.
I I
MAT'L
5	 5^1
LABOR I TOTAL
Screen Vents assy. Fine Mesh
0
Fab	 61Dide Pins & Rails 2 3 50 1 0 2 2
Fab. Protection Rails 2 2 0( 2r) 10
Fab. Heayy Duty Shack Mounts 8 0 2 of R 20
Fab	 Cap Brackets 1 2 5 1 0 25 3
Fab...	 r 1 10 10 15 1
Fab. PCB Bracket 1 I	 1 Ind 1 lol I I
Re lace Fasteners	 x 2 30 0 20 0 40 0 40 0
Fab. Suppgrts 3 0 75 1 0
N5O
E	 x	 Trans Rea tsinks	 x 10 3 0 6
YIB Proof. Knobs & Screws AR 3 1 5 60
R	 lace Far 2 8 3 0 2 4 2 0
Fab	 Yes	 1 Knobs 30 30 0 3 750
750 hcur Bake 1 16 n 500
50 20 3 10 12 00 20
Conformal Coat PCB's 8 17 3 M 24
Support of Above Items 8 00 40 00 20
Test 6 Rjcalibrate 30 M 50 f}
TOTAL HOURS 65 5q ll9 65 79 95 94 nq l3q nn 2n nn 688 rin
INSTRUMENTS. INC.
5=ET ^_^ 1	 BY S7ATA
LOT SIZE	 RATE
FROM TO	 O.H.
TOTAL 688 p0 715 739!
TOTAL
TOTAL
1d
*d
7
N
w
A
Va
a OM"M
^v
CF La.
7
m
0
rSpa* Welon01% RockweN kiterroborW
d. 5 external interface connectors
4. Replace PV as follows (delta to SEEIR mods)
a. 175 loose wires
5. Provide systems engineering, teat, documentation and coordination
afforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, inter changeabiZit:y /rep laeeability
and human factors design.
6. Human factors moas
a. Add captive 1/4 turn panel mount fasteners (6)
b. Add silkscreen operating instructions on panels (22 controls)
2.23.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 1,727
Engineering	 35,530
Test	 5,851
Documentation
	
2,562
Program Management	 2,284
Total delta modification cost
2.23.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
$ 47,954
2. 5952-1105. Spectrum Analyzer 1 kHz to 110 MHz, Models 8553B,
8443A/B, Hewlett Packard.
3. HP 8552B, Operating and Service Manual, Spectrum Analyzer,
IF Section, Hewlett Packard.
4. HP141T, Operating and Service Manual, Display Section,
Hewlett Packard.
S. HP8555A, Operating and Service Manual, Spectrum Analyzer
RF Section, Hewlr,tt Packard.
6. 1973 Hewlett Packard Electronic Instruments and Systems for
Maasurement/Analysis/Computation
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2.24 FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER
Manufacturer: Fluke
Model Number: 645M
Cost . 	$17,200
i 
3
r4
n="
-T*
X^
U,
Figure 2.24-1. Fluke Mil-Spec Frequency Synthesizer
PRIMAL PAGE: I$	
(Model 645M) 
PRE)CEDING PAGE BLkn NOT FaMM
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2.24.1 Description
A coherent frequency synthesizer is a device which produces an output
frequency which is related to an input frequency by the ratio of two integers.
The Model 645M is such a device, in which the output frequency is directly
derived from a 5 MHz reference input through a process involving frequency
multiplication, division and translation only.. The output frequency covers
the 0 to 50 MHz range in .01 Hz steps and the frequency may be either manually
or electrically selected. A search oscillator allows interpolation between
steps or continuous frequency variability of up to +100 kHz symmetrically
around the selected synthesized frequency.
During aevelopment of the 645M utmost attention was given to minimizing
contaminates in the output. Discrete spurious signals were held to -100 dB
or less by choosing a prudent number scheme, careful packaging and filtering,
and employing FET mixers in critical circuits. The noise content was mini-
mized by employing low noise figure circuits, carefully distributing gain,
maintaining higt, signal levels, and utilizing low synthesis multiplication
factors along with low time delay processing.
For the most critical system applications it is sometimes possible to
employ coherent noise cancellation techniques. The Model 645M has a fixed
10 MHz output which is highly coherent with the synthesizer output which is
useful in this situation.
2.24.2 Performance Characteristics
Frequency
Range	 do to 50 MHz
Increments	 0.01 Hz
Selection	 Using front panel rotary switches or by remote
contact closure
Spurious Outputs
Non-Harmonic	 Greater than 100 dB below fundamental
Harmonics	 Greater than 30 dB below fundamental
Signal--To-Noise Ratio
Including the effects of the
internal standard
Phase	 Greater than 66 dB
Amplitude	 Greater than 86 dB
Sy.ethesizer residual (Internal,
noise from 5 MHz input to
synthesizer output)
Phase	 Greater than 78 dB
Amplitude	 Greater than 88 dB
Measured in a 30 kHz band
excluding a 1 Hz band centered
on the fundamental, Valid for
dialed frequencies from 1 MHz
to 50 MHz.
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Residual Phase Noise Spectral
Density	 SSB SIN ratio from 5 MHz input to synthesizer
output measured in a 1 Hz ban &idth. Valid
for dialed frequencies from 1 MHz to 50 MHz.
Offset Frequency . Minimum SIN
20 Hz 104.6 dB
200 'Hz 116.6 dB
5 kHz 129.9 dB
50 kHz 132.0 dB
Output Voltage
50 Hz to 50 MHz Adjustable from 0.2 to 1.0 VRMS into 50--ohm
with Auto-Level--Control (ALC) by front panel
control or external do voltage. ALC control
maintained from 20 kHz to 50 MHz at 1.0 VRMS
+0.25 dB into 50 ohms, 25 C ambient.
1.0 VRMS + 1 DB into 50 ohms (ALC disabled).
Spectral specifications are valid at 1.0 VRMS
into 50 ohms with or without ALC.
do to 100 kHz	 100 my RMS +2 dB into 50 ohms.
Amplitude Modulation 	 Both outputs capable of external modulation
to 50 percent from do to 10 kHz rate.
Switching Time	 Less than 20 usec for output amplitude to be
with +1 dB of final value and phase to be
within +0.1 radian at its new frequency
(without ALC).
Search Oscillator	 Continuous adjustment about selected synthe-
sized signal with range of 4 40.01 Hz to +100
kHz selectable in decade steps by front
panel or remote contact closure.
Local Search	 Calibrated front panel control.
Remote Search	 Programmable by external resistance of
voltage of -10 volts to +10 vdc.
Accuracy	 +2 percent of range at 25 C; +5 percent of
range at 0 to 55 C.
Frequency Modulation	 May be modulated up to 1 kHz rate.
Internal Sweep Generator 	 Internal triangular waveform with nominal
half-period of 10 ms to 50 sec in 1, 2, 5
sequencies. Sweep width adjustable to
nominally 100 percent, 50 percent and 20
percent of decade selected. Waveform
available on rear connector.
Synthesizer Input Frequency	 5 MHz
Auxiliary Outputs	 5 MHz to 10 MHz at nominally 1 VRMS into
50 ohms.
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2.24.3 Physical Characteristics
Dimensions and Weight
Standard 19 in. (48,3 cm) relay rack width 10-1/2 in. (26.7 cm) high,
23-5/8 in. (60.0 cm) behind front panel, 91 pounds (41.4 kg). Slides and
rack mounting kit are included.
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2.24.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Heavy rack mounted unit. Electronics
located in metallic modules.
MATERIALS
PVC ribbon cable
Plastic knobs
Styrafoam
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Shock. Unit will conform to MIL-S-901C, Amendment 1,
Grade A High Impact Shock Test which is referenced by para-
graph 3.11.8.1 of MIL-E-15400F, Amendment 5. The instrument
may momentarily e.xperiencc output signal interruption during
high impacts.
Vibration. Meets requirements of MIL-STD-167, Type i
Environmental Vibration which is referenced by paragraph
3.11.8.2 of MIL-E-16400F, Amendment 5. During vibration, phas
noise spectral characteristics are slightly degraded.
Wires well tied down
Shielded compartments well supported
Connector covers should be removed since no positive
retention
ELECTRICAL POWER
100/115/200/230 VRMS +10% selectable by internal
jumpers, 50-400 Hz, 125 watts maximum
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Only 1 VRMS into 50 ohm output
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Unit will conform to MIL-STD-461-A Class 1D which
is referenced by paragraph 3.9.4 of MIL-E-16400F
Amendment 5.
FLAMMABILITY
Unit is sealed
Plastic knobs
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TOXICITY
Sealed unit
ATMOSPHERE
Humidity. Operations, as described in paragraph
3.8.2 of MIL-E-16400F, Amendment 5, is possible at relative
humidities ranging up to 95% for both continuous and inter-
mittent periods, including conditions wherein condensation
takes place in and on the equipment in the form of both water
and frost.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Temperature. Unit will perform in accordance with
3.8.1 of MIL-E-16400F, Amendment 5, Class 4. Temperature
ranges are as follows:
Operating -- 0 to +50 C
Non-operating - -62 C to +75 C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Has external convector plates requiring installation
in forced air rack (see Figure 2.24-2)
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Additional protrusion protection required
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Figure 2.24-2. Rear of Fluke Frequency Synthesizer
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2.24.5 Modifications
Construction
9-G Mounting. Remove existing slides from unit and replace with taper-
pin assemblies and mating guiderails inside rack cabinet per paragraph 10.0
of Design Guidelines.
Protrusion Protection. Install protection rails on cabinet per paragraph
10.0 of Design Guidelines.
EMI Protection. Select and install output voltage amplifier (approximate
size: one IC) to raise 1 v rms output. to 5 v rms (50-ohm output impedance)
to provide EMI cable noise margin and data system compatibility. Amplifier
must be wideband, distortionlesa. Location and interconnect to be per
electrical engineering judgment.
Materials Usage
1. Provide 150-hour off-gas bakec^ut
2. Remove wiring apd replace with teflon insulated wires.
Approximate number of wires: 120.
2.24.6 Cost Anp.lysis
Modification
Basic Cost
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 2,941
Engineering	 7,250
Test	 4,416
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management
	 838
Total Modification Cost
Total. Cost
New Development
Cost
Weight
Complexity
State-of-the-Art Factor
Data Source
$ 19,747
$ 17,605
$ 37,352
$ 452,000
35 pounds
1.00
2
Shuttle Orbiter Communications
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Fre s,ency Synthesizer
	 NEXT ASSY NO. 	 LSAT=	 ,
PART NO, PART OESrRIPTTON Ty
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FAB ASS'Y INSP, TEST	 M.E. TeC ^ HAT'L LABOR
	
TOTAL
Remove Slides from Unit 50 1
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2,24.7 ECO06M Delta Modification .,Ra`Quirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal range capability
a. Respecify and replace 200 parts (10 IC's) for vacuum/
thermal
b. Add test chambers and test time fbr qual and acceptance
2. Provide external interface connector to test item to replaceable
assembly level
a. Add two 50-pin external interface connectors
b. Add a 100-wire test harness to 30 modules
c. Add a hardmount test signal isolation PCB (40 discreteL)
3. Seal the following connectors/wire junctions against moisture
a. 15 external interface coax connectors
b. 1 external interface connector
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta over SEEIR mods)
a. 4 harnesses (60 wires)
b. 100 loose w1ras
5. Human factors mods as follows
a. Add panel captive 1/4 turn fasteners (4 places)
b, Add ailkscreened operating instructions on panel (18 controls)
6. Provide systems enginearing, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, intarehangeability/replaceability
and human factors design.
2.24.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 1,524
Engineering	 34,481
Test	 5,851
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 2,209
Total delta modification cost	 $ 460627
...24.9 Data Sources
1. 1973 Catalog - Test and Measurements Instruments, John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
2. Photographs provided by John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
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2.25 WAVE ANALYZER
Manufacturer:
	 Singer
Model No.:
	 SSB-i0- 1
Cost:	 $7000
V \ N	 1i	 I
V	 °
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Figure 2.25-1. Singer Wave Analyzer - Model SSB-50-1
A
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2.25.1 Descri2tion
This analyzer incorporates all needed analysis facilities to set up, adjust,
monitor, and trouble-shoot SSB and other t ransmissions. The vast majority of
spectrum tests on single sideband and other communications systems can be
performed using only these units. Internal crystal controlled marker signals
check, the accuracy of readings. The tuning head includes a direct reading
frequency scale which can be covered by 24 knob rotations with fast "search"
tuning. Fine tuning ra ge is 16 times slower. 'tuning head stability better
than 0.005 Hz/MHz/sec after warm-up er:ables jitter-free measurements with 10 Hz
selectivity to 40 MHz ar-' ,ith slight de-rating to above 200 MHz.
A 500 kHz crystal controlled oscillator is provided for setting the center
frequency of the analyzer and for checking the amplitude scale calibrations
against the input attenuators (accurate to +0.05 db/db).
By amplitude modulating the 500 kHz oscillator, sideband pips are generated
which serve as sweep width (dispersion) markers. A 5 kHz oscillator is furnished
for modulation of the marker oscillator, providing sidebands at +5 kHz intervals
to at least +50 kHz. The marker can also be modulated by an external source to
provide markers suited to specific applications. Accuracy is determined by the
external source used. Sensitivity over the 10 Hz-40 MHz range is within +3 db,
+ 1/2 db maximum over any 100 kHz scan range. Sweep stability is achieved on
narrow scans through the use of a stable LC oscillator and the jitter free
RF-8 tuning head.
The SSB-50-1 consists of two main frames--the MF-5 and MF-50 and four
plug-in modules: CA-5--1, Tuning Head RF--8, Range Extending Converter REC-2,
and Two-Tone Generator TTG-3. Fully transistorized, the CA-5-1 occupies the
module section of the Model MF-5 Main Frame. The Model RF-8 Tuning Head,
REC-2 Range Extending Converter, and TTG-3 Two-Tone Generator plug into the
MF--50 Main Frame,
2.25.2 Performance Characteristics
Frequency range - iQ Hz to 40 MHz
Image rejection - better than 40 dB for 500 kHz IF
`:ensitivity -- 5 microvolts from 2 MHz to 40 MHz and 15PV input from
10 IIz to 2 MHz produces at least a full-scale LIN deflection on the CAT.
M"_nimum mew ureable signal (approximately 0.5 microvolts) produces at least a
one-caivisioc LIN deflection on the CRT.
Sweep Width - preset: 150 Hz, 500 Hz, 3.5 kHz, 7 kHz, and 14 kHz.
Variable.: 0 to 100 kHz
Sweep hate - 0.1 Hz for 150- and 500-Hz preset sweep widths (can be increased
to 1 ilz witl, front panel control); 1 Hz for 3.5-, 7-, and 14 kHz preset sweep
widths; and 0.1 to 30 Hz for variable sweep width; or manually controlled.
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Resolution (3 db down) - 10 Hz to 3 kHz adjustable. Automatic optimum
resolution for the 5 preset ranges, with 50 Hz skirt selectivity at -60 db
point for 150 Hz preset sweep width.
Dynamic Range - All in-band (odd order) intermodul.ation products at least
70 db down from single tone level in two--tone test.
Response Flatness - Overall; better than +1 db, 10 Hz -2 Mhz. Better
than +2 db, 2 MHz -40 MHz. In-band: better than +0.5 db.
Input Impedance - 50 or 600 ohms (switch slectable), 10 Hz to 2 MHz; 50
ohms, 2 MHz to 40 MHz; and 10 megohms, when optionally available PRB-50 probe
is used.
Attenuators - Input: 0-70 db, in 1 db steps; accuracy 0.05 db/db,
cumulative. IF: 20 db (+1 db).
Two-Tone Audio Test Signals
Frequencies: 20 Hz to 20 kHz, continuously adjustable
Frequency Accuracy: +3 percent
Output Level; +10 dbm maximum into 600 ohms
Output Attenuators: 0-70 db in 1 db steps, accuracy 0.05 db/db
Distortion: All harmonics and IM products less than -66 db below
single tone between 100 Hz and 10 kHz. Less than -60 db from 20 Hz
to 100 Hz and 10 kHz to 20 kHz.
Amplitude Uniformity: +0.5 db
Hum and Noise: Better than -66 db below single tone level
2.25.3 Physical Characteristics
Height - 12-7/32 inches (31.1 cm)
Width - 19 inches (48.:3 cm)
Depth - 21-15/16 inches (behind front panel) (55.8 cm)
Weight - 62 pounde (2e.2 kg)
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Disposition
2.25.4	 Suitability Analysis
-
CONSTRUCTION.	 This heavy unit is completely enclosed.
Electronics are in sealed moailar boxes. 	 Unit can be obtained
in rack or bench mount.
^,
y
u
w
^
m
u
cs
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MATERIALS
Plastic panel knobs
Aluminum
Glass CRT
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Uses thumb screws to hold in modules X
Circuit board lead mounted parts not adequately X
supported
Large lead mounted circuit board capacitors in high X
voltage rectifier unit
MF-5 and MF-50 circuit boards (1 ea frame) not well X
supported
Electrolytic capacitor are well supported at base X
ELECTRICAL PO'O'R
Input power requirements-	 95 to 130 volts or 190 to X
260 volts (switch selectable), 50 to 400 Hz single
phase.
Power consumption:	 5 1, watts maximum
D-NZA, KkNAGrEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Has buffered, X-Y sync outputs for associate equipment X
MAINTAINABILITY
Self-test Features:
Two-tone test:	 Two crystal-controlled RF tones X
(3 PHix and 3.002 MHz)
Calibrating oscillator:	 500 kHz crystal-controlled
oscillator for checking center frequency.
Internal marker:	 5 kHz oscillator mgdulates	 500 kHz
crystal-controlled oscillator to provide 5 kHz markers
for sweep width calibrarions to 100 kHz.
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EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Construction indicates that signal and power return
are grounded to chassis
External power isolated by transformer
All connections throv3h front panel
FLAMMABILITY
Sealed unit
Plastic panel knobs
TOXICITY
No prohibted toxics identified
Sealed unit
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
CRT face. containment may not be with plastic
ATMOSPHERE
>90% RH
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Operating temperature range: 0 to 55 C (32 to 131 F)
EQUIPMENT COOLING
External air flow adequate
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Bodily contact with knobs and handles possible
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2.25.5 Modifications
Construction
Shatterables.
1. Replace CRT viewing cove with transparent Lexan
2. Cover inside of venting with fine-mesh screen
19-Inch Rack Mounting
1. Attach rack-mounting flanges per Figure 2.25-2.
2. Install taper-pin support assemblies to rear panel of lower unit
and mating guide rails inside rack cabinet per paragraph 10.0 of
Design Guidelines.
Vibration
1. Replace structural fasteners per paragraph 6.0 of Design Guidelines.
2. Conformally encapsulate all circuit boards per paragraph 5.0 of
Design Guidelines.
3. Secure two P.C. cards per paragraph 11.0 of Design Guidelines.
4. Replace P.C. card guides (8 cards) per paragraph 3.0 of Design
Guidelines.
Materials Usage
1. Provide 150-hour off-gas bakeout.
2. Cable and wiring replacement is not necessary because unit is
totally enclosed.
Electrical
Rewire to remove signal return from chassis ground.
1. Replace 12 BNC coax connectors
2. Establish additional ground points on circuit board (assume
P.C. grounds are not connected directly to chassis).
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RACK-MOUNTING
BRACKETS
Figure 2.25-2. 19-Inch Rack Mount
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2.25.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost
Modification Cost
FabricatIon	 $ 39040
Engineering	 11,684
Test	 4,416
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management	 1,065
Total Modification Cost
Total Cost
New Development
Cost
Weight
Complexity
State-of-the-Art Factor
Data Source
$ 8,037
$ 22,365
$ 30,402
$ 452,000
35 pounds
1.00
2
Shuttle Orbiter
Communications
2.;:5.7 E0006M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
Provide nonoperating vacuum capability (delta)
a. Respecify and replace 30 electronics parts for vacuum
b. Add vacuum chamber and test time
2. Provide external test capability to test items to replaceable
assembly level
a. Add one 50-pin connector to external panel
b. Add a 50-wire test harness
c. Add a hardmotmted test signal isolation circuit PCB (20 discretes)
3. Seal the following connectors/wire Junctions against moisture
a. 15 PCB connectors (printed pin plugs)
b. 6 internal BNC coax connectors
c, 3 external BNC coax connectors
d. 3 external I/O connactors (multi-pin)
e. I internal harness connector
E
•.j
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ASSEMBLY NO.
	
SSG-50-13CA-5-1/MFS ASSEMBLY NAME
	
Spectrum Analyzer
	 NEXT ASSY NO.
	 DATE—/
LABOR HOURS	 COST
PART N0,	 PART DESCRIPTION
	
Y	 FAB	 ASS'Y INSP, TEST	 M.£, EXPD,	 MAT T.	 F.ABOR	 TOTAL
rab. Lexan Corer	 2	 2	 in
Corer Venting with Mesh	 AR	 5 00	 15d1 0	 10
Fab. Flanges	 2	 2 50	 1251
Fab. Guide Pins b Reels	 .;	 3 50	 1 W	 1	 22	 0
Replace all Fasteners
	 16	 20 W	 51	 20	 12	 41 25
Conformal Coat PCBS 	 8	 10	 1	 24
Secure P	 1	 2	 1
159	 ur Bake	 16
R	 la	 R8K Conn	 with	 12	 12	 2 00 	 4
GrRund Lines to P	 S
alibra	 AR	 16	 24	 B	 8	
Ah
TOTAL HOa18 	 2 26 0 44	 37	 8 Q	 41 95
LOT SIZE
INSTRUMENTS, INC
	
FROM
	
TO 
	 641 95 397 7
	
3^l39 6
SHEFF	 1	 OF	 1	 BY STATA 
O
N
W
W
V7
an
n
V
1 m
cD Q
tD
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4. Provide systems engineering, test, documstation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable saterials usage/protection, relia-
bility, mintainsbility, safstyp iutercheapability/replscesbility
and buman factors design.
5. Replace PVC as iollows (delta to SEEIR mods only)
a. 7 cables of 15 wires each in 2 main frames and one module
b. 100 loose wire (in 6 assemblies)
6. Human factors mods as follows
a. Add captive 1/4 turn panel fasteners (8)
b. Add silk screen on instrument (39 controls)
2.25.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 1,255
Engineering
	
19,725
Test	 5,483
Documentation	 20562
Program management	 1,451
Total delta modification cost 	 $ 30,474
2.25.9 Dat
 a Sources
1. Nigh Resolution Spectrum Analyzer Syst wa Model SSB-50-1.
Singer Instrumentation, 1/72.
2. Panalyzer Module, Model CA-5-1 Instruction Manual No. 110-5076.
3. Main Frame, Model MF-50, Instruction Manual No. 110-5036.
4. Model RF8 Tuning Head and Model MF-8 Main Frame, Instruction
Manual No. 110-5028.
5. Two-tone Audio Generator, Model TT6-3, Instruction Manual No.
110-5033.
6. Range Extending Converter, Model REC-2, Instruction Manwil No.
110-5032.
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2,26 Multichannel Analyzer
Manufacturer: Nuclear Data
Model Number: ND 100
Cost:	 $7500
f
I
..	 ^	
I	 ff
Figure 2.26-1. Nuclear Data Multichannel Analyzer
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12-bit data words, stored sequentially
100 kHz, maximum
LIST
Storage
Acceptable Data Rate
Control	 By data source
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2.26.1 Description
The ND 100 Multichannel Analyzer Syster, consists of a 19-inch rack mount
or benchtop console, containing data handling control circuits, solid-state
memory, display oscilloscope, input/output interfaces, ADC, power supply, and
a 4-wide NIM enclosure.
The built-in NTM enclosure accepts Nuclear Data's Model ND 560 ADC analog-
to-digital converter module (which is included with each system) and optional
front end signal conditioning modules. Additional plug-in modules and NIM bins
are available to expand the ND 100's capabilities to provide digiplex/dual
parameter operation, multispectra scaling, and time of flight analysis.
2.26.2 Performance Characteristics
Data Acquisition
Data acquisition can be in three modes: PHA, MCS or LIST.
PHA
Acquisition Control	 Preset live or clock time; preset total;
or preset level.
Preset Time (Total) 	 1, 10, 100, IK, 10K, 100K, 1M or 10M
Selection	 seconds (counts) in multiples of 1 to
9 and infinity.
0to15MHz
60 nsec
2.25 µsec
10, 100, 1K, 100K or 1 M sec in
multiples of 1 to 9
Pulse Amplitude: +2.4 volts to +5 volts
Duration: 30 ns, minimum.
Input Impedance: 75 ohms
Pulse Amplitude: +3 volts to 0 volts, with
storage cycle and channel advance occurring
on negative transition of pulse.
Duration: 0.5 pose, minimum.
Input Impedance: 130 ohms
MCS
Acceptable Count
Rate Range
Pulse Pair Resolution
Dead Time Between
Channels
Dwell Time Selection
Count Input
External Sweep
Trigger Input
SD 74-SA-0047-3
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Data Display
All spectrum and alphanumeric experimental data are displayed on the
built-in oscilloscope. The alphanumeric data can be displayed simultaneously
with spectra or turned off.
Cathode Ray Tube Parameters. Phosphor--green, ?31. Display face--fiat,
rectangular (6 x 10 cm, full screen)„ Dot size--0.3 mm at medium intensity.
Display Modes. Linear: Full--scale calibrations from 64 to 1M counts
full-scale in binary increments. Six-decade logarithmic scale.
Display Rate. 100 kHz
Linear Display Resolution:. 1 part in 1.000
Horizontal_ DispLay.  EiMansion. Any segment of display can be expanded
by a factor of up to 5.
Horizontal ( Scanmaster) Adjustment. Positions any expanded segment
(as small as 20 percent of full scale) on display.
Area Selection. By means of dual (left and right) channel markers.
Alphanumeric. Internal circuitry permits alphanumeric display of nine
experimental parameters (1 and 2) channel numbers of each marker, (3 and 4)
content (counts) at each marker channel, ( 5 and 6) energy at each marker
channel (optional), (7) total counts within current marker defined area,
(8) current elapsed time (live or clock), and (9) current content of preset
register.
Overlap. Stored data in two selected memory groups can be overlapped
and normalized.
Data Input /Output
Ancillary Oscillosco a or X-Y Plotter
Horizontal Output	 0 to +1 volt (internal adjustment)
Vertical Output	 0 to +1 volt (internal adjustment)
Z Intensity Output	 +5 volts, blank; 0 volts, normal
(unblank). Internal strapping for
complementary output is provided.
Plot Seek Output	 Pulse Amplitude: +2.4 volts to +5 volts
Plot Complete Input 	 Pulse Amplitude: +2.4 volts to 5 volts;
duration, l Nsec, minimum
Input /Output Rate	 10 char /sec (110 baud)
SD 74-SA-0047--3
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Data Storage (Memory)
Number of Channels. 1024, 2048 or 4096 plug-in; field expandable
from 1K to 2K to 4K.
Count Capacity per ,Channel. 2 20 to 1 (1,048 , 575) +4 internal flag bits.
Type. Sc...id state, random access, 24-bit parallel.
Cycle Time. 2.0 11sec.
NIX Enclosure and Power Supply
Moduls Receptacles. Four Amp type 202516-3 connectors, wired in parallel.
Power_ Output . +12 vdc @ 2A, -12 vdc @ IA, +24 vdc @ 0.25A.
ND 560 ADC Module
Conversion Gain. 126, 256, 512, 1024, 2048 or 4096 channels full scale.
Digitizing Rate. 50 MHz on all conversion ranges.
ADC Conversion Time. 6 + 0.02N psec an all conversion ranges where N
is equal to the number of address advances for a given input event. The fixed
dead time (6 Uaec) includes initialization, pedestal rundown, delay line propa-
gation, bad data flag check, etc.
Signal Input. Coupling: ac or de, switch selectable
Amplitude: 0 to +8 volts, nominal
Polarity: positive monopolar or initially positive bipolar
Rise Time: 0.2 to 70
	 sec.
Duratiow 1 u sec, minimum
Internal Delay: 1 u sec
Input Impedance: 1000 ohms
_Linearity.	 Integral: better than 0.075 percent over 99 percent,of
full scale
Differential: Less than 1.0 percent deviation from
mean channel width over 99 percent of
full scale
Stab ilk.	 Time: Less than 0.5 channels per day at stable ambient
temperature
Temperature: Less than +0.01 percent zero shift and
less than +0 .01 percent gain shift per
1C from 15to40C.
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2.26.3 Physical Charactar_istics
Dimensions
19-in. wide x 10.25-in. high x 23.5-in. deep
(48.3 x 26 x 59.6 cm)
Weight
60 pounds net with ND560 ADC (27.2 kg)
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2.26.4 Suitability Analvsis
CONSTRUCTION. Compact unit with NIM mochas integrated
into its housing. Wire connections are wire-wrap instead of
solder in fixed memory section. Circuit boards are installed
behind the integral CRT. Unit can be obtained in either rack
or bench mount.
MATERIALS
PVC insulation
Glass
Aluminum
Plastic knobs
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Edge mounted power supply heat sink board requires
support
Ribbon cal.les and conventional caWng from NIM
modules require tie down
End mounted transformer requires support
CRT "stand" requires support at top
Support 8 x 10" circuit board with large capacitors
and heat sink from oil canning
Cushion rear circuit boards from buzz
Wire wrap/IC circuit boards require additional support
Capacitors in high voltage power supply section
require support
ELECTRICAL POWER
Power requirements: 115/230 V ac, 50/60 Hs, 200 W
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
0 - 5 volt TTL <-2X output
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Metal case and 5 volt logic reduces EKI radiation
potential
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NOISE GENERATION
2 fans are noisy 'L 55 to 70 db
FLAMMABILITY
Plastic knobs
PVC insulation
TOXICITY
No prohibited toxics or large quantities of potential
generators identified
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
CRT metal shield has openings at high voltage input
and at rear of enclsoure that could allow glass
fragments to escape
Thin plastic grid face shields CRT in front to
enclose glass in event of breakage; prevent frontal
breakage
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Operating temperature range: 0-45 C (32-113 F)
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Forced air cooling provided by integral fan
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Requires protrusion protection
Remove connector extension from internal stowage
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2.26,5 Modifi :a"_ions
Construction
Shatterables. Due to glass components (CRT), cover inside of venting
with fine-mesh screen.
9G Mounting. Attach 19-inch rack-mounting flanges supplied with unit.
Install taper-pin support assemblies to lower rear panel of unit and mating
guide rails inside rack cabinet per paragraph 10.0 of Design Guidelins.
Protrusion Protection. Install protection rails on rack cabinet per
paragraph 12.0 of Design Guidelines.
Shock and Vibration.
1. Modify transformer/neat sink assembly per Figure 2,26-2.
2. Secure rear-chassis power transformer per Figure 2.26-3.
3. Secure CRT tube assembly per Figure 2.26-4.
4. Modify 8 x 10 programming circuit boards to prevent "oil-
canning". Attach large components with clips per paragraph
4.0 of Design Guidelines. Install tie-down clamps per
Figure 2.26-5.
5. Replace all structural fasteners per paragraph 6.0 of Design
Guidelines.
6. Increase number of fasteners in top cover.
Acoustics. Replace cooling fan unit with one of a suitable acoustic
level.
Materials Usage
1. Conformal cost circuit boards with suitable flame-retardant
conformal coating.
2. Provide 150-hour off-gas bakeout.
3. Remove existing wiring (except for wire-wrap interconnect on
PC boards) and replace with suitably-insulated wires. Number
of wires: approximately 375.
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Figure 2.26-2. Transformer /Heat Sink Assembly
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Figure 2.26-4. CRT Mounting
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Figure 2.26-5. P.C. Card Securing
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2.26.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
.Basic Cost	 $ 81611
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 51-665
Engineering	 15,070
Test	 4,416
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management	 1,366
Total Modification Cost
	
$ 28,677
Total Cost
	 $ 37,288
New Development
Coat	 $ 581,000
Weight	 45 pounds
Complexity	 1.00
State--of-the-Art Factor
	 2
Data Source	 Shuttle Orbiter Avionics
2.26;7 EC006M Delta Modification Requirements Summar y
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal range capability
a. Respecify and replace 200 electronics parts (40 IC's) for
vacuum/thermal range
b. Add test chambers and test time for qual and acceptance
c. Replace lubricants in 2 fan motors
2. Provide connector interface to externally test items to replaceab?e
assembly level
a. Add two 50-pin external interface panel connectors
b. Add a 100-wire test harness to 13 assemblies
c. Add a hardmounted test signal isolation PCB (40 discretes)
3. Seal the following connectors/wire junctions against moisture
a. 8 external interface BNC connectors
b. 8 memory board connectors for ribbon cable (not printed pins)
C. 7 PCB connectors (printed pins)
d. 2 NIM module standard connectors (internal to ND 100)
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MANUFACTURING :OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO. Rbclear Data 100 	 ASSEMBLY NAME Multichannel Malxzer	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 BATE _ f	 /
PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION
Y
Ili M um COST $
FAE ASS'Y INSP. TEST M.E. MAT'L IAbOR TOTAL
Corer Inside of Venting x
rfth Fine Mesh
F	 AttKh Taper Pin 3 51 1 22
Su	 A*-!y i Rack Flanges
Fab. Protection Rails 2 2 10
Modify Transformers 1 4 St 1 01 2 0c 3
Fab. Support a Watsinks
Secure Rear Chassis Trans 1 30 1 f9wr 3 3
Fab	 Bracket
Fab. CRT Haunt Bracket 1 4 1 2 4 3
Modify PCB w/Standoffs 5 5 2 5
Install Component Clips 40 4 in
Fab, K8 Holddm 1 1 1 1
r Est 10 40 or '3Q m 33 5
135 Pieces
is(Increase # of Fasteners into 2 Oc 30 2
Est. 10
Replace Cooling Fan 4 1 5r 1 OC 2 00 1,00 1 125
Conformal Coat PCB's 5 7 R 1 00 15
150 Hour Bake Out 1 16 W. 500
Replace all Wiring 375 37 R 6 20 Or 40
Support of Above Modifications 8 20 20
Test A Recalibrate in 40
TOTAL HOURS 37 50 73 9r 39 6 380 90 2Q rq 794 25
INSTRUMENTS. . NC.
SHEET	 1_	 OF __._I___ By STATA
IDT SIZE. RATF
FROM TO
TOTAL
TOF
TOTAL
TOTAI.
-
tog
b
r^
r3
w
toa
N
Ic-
w
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4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to	 SEEIR mods only)	 one
a. 100 loose Tires
5. Human factor ^ mods as follows
a. Add captive 1/4 turn panel fasteners (4 places)
b. Add silkscreened operating instructions to panel
(32 controls)
6. Provide systezq engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage /protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeability /replace ability
and human factors design.
2.26.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 1,447
Engineering	 3111206
Test	 5,741
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 20048
Total delta modification cost	 $ 43,024
2.26.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. PS 1002 5,0 ND 100 Multichannel Analyzer, Nuclear Data Inc.,
January 1974
l^
i
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2.27 COMMERCIAL TAPE RECORDER
Manufacturer: Honeywell, Inc.
Model Number: 5600
Cost:	 $9,730
Figure 2.27-1. Honeywell Tape Recorder (Model 5600)
PRDCWN. G pAGIr. W.•LA NOT FULD
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2.27.1 Description
The Honeywell Model 5600 Magnetic Tape System is a full 14-channel
instrumentation grade recorder. Extensive use of aerospace technology and
electronics enable laboratory performance in a portable package weighing
approximately 70 1^ (31.8 kg). The basic recorder accommodates data cards
for any combination of record/reproduce channels totaling sixteen. An
auxiliary data electronics housing is available for expansion to a total of
32 data cards.
Built-in features permit conversion of tape width, power source, and
recording technique to meet a variety of special requirements at remote
locations. Plug-in equalizers and center frequency filters provide configur-
ation fleyibility. Two equalizers of center frequency filters are electrically
switched with the rotary tape speed selector; in addition, the capability to
use thin base tape, 7200 ft on 10-1/2 inch reels, provides recording time
equal to that of larger systems.
The Model 5600 Portable Magnetic Tape Systems are capable of recording/
reproducing up to 14 channels of data at seven servo controlled tape speeds.
Standard magnetic heads are IRIG compatible; however, other configurations
are available. The optional methods of data handling include: direct (analog),
FM (+40-percent deviation), and serial digital. Voice channel is also avail-
able.^ Each direct record, FM record, or digital write card is capable of
recording one channel of data at any of the seven tape speeds. Each direct
reproduce. FM reproduce. or digital read card can be equipped with two plug-in
modules (amplitude equalizers for direct, center frequencv/b andwidth filters
for FM, or gain resistors for di gital) to urocess one channel of data at any
two of the seven tape speeds.
2.2 7 2 Performance Characteristics
Tape Transport
Basic Configurar_ions 1/4,	 1/2 or 1 in.	 easily field convertible
between basic configurations
Tape Speeds 60,	 30,	 15,	 7-1/2, 3-3/4, 1. 7/8 and 15/16 ips.
Bidirectional and electrically selected by
rotary switch. Continuously variable speed
with external oscillator.
Hubs, Reels and Tape Width
Reel Outside Reel
Diameter Hole Size Tape Width
in. (cm) in. (cm) in.	 (cm)
5 (12.7) 5/16 C.79) NAB 1/4	 [.64)
8
(17.8) 5316 114x1/2.1
	 (.64 1.28,c.56)(7.62) NAB
10-1/2 (26.7) 3 (7.62)	 NAB 1/4,1/2,1	 0.64,1.28,2.56)
10-1/2 (26.7) 5/16 (.79)	 NAB 1/4	 C,64)
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Universal adapter accepM_all of abova a mbl—times „ Soii^!r`r required for
1/4-inch reels with 3-inch hub. Audio reel knobs are available.
Start Time 3.5 sec max at 60 ips
Stop Time 3.0 sec max at 60 ips
Fast Mode Speed 150 ips
Static Skew Adjustable record and reproduce head azimuth
to reduce static skew to less than +1 usec
between outside tracks on a single 1-inch
head stack at 60 ips.
ITDE (Dynamic Skew) +1 psec measured per IRIG 106-69 between
outside tracks of a single 1-inch head
stack at 60 ips.	 Proportionately higher
at lower tape speeds.
Flutter Measured per IRIG-106--69; servoed from
capstan motor tachometer in	 record and
reproduce.
Tape Speed
(ips)
60
30
15
7-1/2
3--3/4
1-7/8
15/16
Bandwidth
(Hz)
0.2 - 10,000
0.2 - 5,000
0.2 - 2,500
0.2 - 1,250
0.2 -	 625
0.2 -	 312
0.2 -	 156
Cumulative Flutter 7.' P-P
(2 Sigma)
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.45
Remote Indicators
End of tape
Low tape sensor
(optional)
+5 vdc at 40 ma max
+5 vdc at 40 ma max
Tape Drive System
Capstan System	 Tri-Capstan; bi-directional and equivalent to
closed loop in high frequency flutter suppres-
sion. DC drive motor is directly coupled to
center capstan.
Capstan Servo Phase lock from tape or motor tachometer.
Servo system will generate standard or 2X
standard IRIG constant amplitude servo fre-
quencies. The servo system will remove a	 i
static recorded speed error of +50% and -30%
at any speed from 1-7/3 ips to 30 ips; +50%
and -20% at 60 ips; +35% and -25% at 15/16 ips.
i
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Speea Accuracy ((firer operating temperature range.)
Capstan Rotational Accuracy	 0.1% when servo is operating from
motor tachometer
Tape Speed Accuracy
	 Within 0.15% of selected speed
when servo is operating from motor
tachometer; within 0.05% of recorded
reference when operating from tape.
Magnetic Heads
Five Standard Configurations Available
Track No.	 of
Tape Width No. of Track Width Spacing Edge
in. (cm) Tracks Format in.	 (cm) (C-C) Tracks
1/4 .64 4 0.040 (0.1) 0.068 0
1/4 .64 7 2X IRIG 0.025 (0.064) 0.035 0
1/2 1.28 7 IRIG 0.050 (0.128) 0.070 1
1/2 1.28 14 2X IRIG 0.025 (0,064) 0.035 0
1 2.56 14 IRIG 0.050 (0.128) 0.070 2
Direct Record /Reproduce
Dynamic Characteristics. Based on standard TRIG head configurations
without an FM channel on an adjacent track, and with recommended iron oxide
tapes. Capable of operation with high-energy tapes.
Tape Speed Bandwidth R14S Signal/RMS Noise
(ips) (Hz .t 3 dB) (dB filtered)*	 (dB unfiltered)
60 300 - 300,000 40 30
30 150 - 150,000 39 30
15 104 -	 75,000 38 30
7-1/2 50 -	 37,500 30 28
3-3/4 50 -	 18,750 30 28
1-7/o 50 --	 9,300 29 26
15/16 50 -	 4,700 29 26
*NOTE: Measured at the output of a bandpass filter having 18 dB/
octave attenuation beyond bandwidth limits.
Harmonic Distortion	 Normal record level set for 1% third
harmonic distorition of a 1 kHz signal
recorded at 60 ips.
Input Level	 0.3 to 3,OV rms
Input Impedance	 100K ohms resistive paralleled by 100 pF,
unbalanced to ground.
Output Level	 1.OV rms to 10K ohms nominal
Output Impedance	 Less than 100 ohms
t
9
2
i
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PM Accord/
 Reproduce (+40-Parcent Deviation)
Dynamic Characteristics
Bandwidth (within I DB) and RMS signal -4o-noise ratio.
Low Band 4wermediale Band Wideband Group I
Tape Spead CF	 BW SNP CF BW SNR CF BW SNP
(cps) (kHz)	 (MHz) Id81 (kHt) (kHz) (d9) (YHt) (wilt) (d81
so 54	 10 51 108 20 51 216 40 49
30 27	 5 49 54 1G 49 108 20 48
15 13S	 2 5 49 27 5 49 54 10 46
7'h 675	 1 25 48 13 5 25 48 :% 5 48
3 3/4 337 0625 47 075 1 25 47 135 25 47
1'/0 1 68	 0 312 47 3,37 11621 46 S 75 1 25 45
'X& 084	 0 156 45 1.68 0 312 45 337 0 625 41
a
Linearity +0.3% of full scale deviation from best
straight line through zero.
Drift +0.5% of full scale deviation for 8 hr at
any temperature between 0 and 50 C; +0.1x/
deg C maximum, over a range of 0 to SO C after
15-min. warmup.
Distortion '", maximum of any frequency within the passband
4f any filter from 40 to 0.312 kHz; 1.3% with
0.156 kHz.
Input Impedance 20K ohms minimum in parallel with 100 pF,
unbalanced.
Output Level	 1.OV rms, adjustable, +20% into 600 ohms.
Output Impedance 	 100 ohms maximum.
Serial Digital Record/Reproduce
Three write/read modes accommodated by pin or component change
Format:
Input	 Tme	 Output
NRZ level	 NRZ level
	
HR7. level
NRZ mark	 NRZ mark
	
NRZ mark
Pulse	 NRZ mark
	
Pulse
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Density
	
600 bpi maximum
Input Level
First level	 +0.5 volts
Second level	 +4 to +13 volts
Input Rise and Fall Times
NRZ mark or level	 Must be less than 10 sec.
Pulse
	
Must be less than 1 sec.
Input Impedance	 Nominal 20K ohms paralleled by 100 pF
maximum, unbalanced to ground
Output Impedance 	 Less than 100 ohms
Output Level
NRZ first level
	
+0.5 volts
NRZ second level
	
+5.5 + 1 volt
Pulse	 +5.5 + 1 volt
Output Rise and Fall	 Less than 1 sec when terminated in 1000 ohms
Times
	
through 20 ft of 4C58U cable
?.27.3 Physical Characteristics
Size
Portable configuration:
Vertical Rack Mount:
Horizontal Rack Mount:
weight
23 x 13-1/2 x 9-3/4 in.
(58.5 x 34.3 x 24.8 cm)
22-3/4 in. (57.8 cm) panel space
in 19-in. (48.3 cm) rack.
15-3/4 in. (40 cm) panel space in
19-in. (48.3 cm) rack. Edges of
deck overhang vertical frame of
rack, width is 22 in. (55.9 cm)
70 lb (31.8 kg) for 7 channel/record/reproduce configuration,
excluding magnetic tape
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2.27.4 Suitability Analysis	 Disposition
CONSTRUCTION. The item is a portable tape recorder that
can be obtained in rack-mounted configuration. Inputs would
	
a
be at top of unit when rack mounted. Short circuit boards are
	
a	 u
mounted vertically beneath tape reels and capstan drives. See
	 `	 0Figure 2.27-2. The inner chassis supports the circuit boards;
	 -^
capstan and tape constructizin is heavy and rigid. The cafe
has air holes in the side, 3/16 in. x 1 in. (0.48 x 2.54 cm)
to allow ventilation.
Figure 2.27-2. Interior Circuit oard
Arrangement
KAJER1ALS
PVC wire insulation
Mylar. tape
Aluminum
Typical electronic components
Fiberglass circuit boards
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SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT.
Mount accommodates portable version of Model 5600 recorder.
Quick attach /release latches. Controls, input/output connec-
tions and adjustments are easily accessible.
Shock. No damage will occur from a shock applied in any
axis of 15 g's, 11 msec duration, half sine (MIL-STD--810B,
Method 516, Procedure 1).
Crash Safety. 30 g's, 11 msec (MIL-STD-810B, Method
516, Procedure III).
Vibration. Peak-to-peak flutter will not exceed 1.5 times
the specified value with the following inputs applied in any
axis.
5 to 22 Hz: 0.080" double amplitude .1 to 2 g
22 to 33 Hz: 2.0 g's
33 to 56 Hz: 0.036" double amplitude 2 to 6 g
From 56 to 100 Hz, a 5 g input will produce no more than 2%
flltter (modified curve M of MIL-STD-8108, Figure 514.1).
Large tape reels must be removed during boost
Circuit boards relatively small
One large board with large center mass requires
ruggedizing.
Similar recorders have been flown. One has been
mounted on road work tractor for two years, indicating
good ruggedness.
ELECTRICAL POWER
Input Supply: 107-127/214-254V ac
48-420 Hz, 11-15V do or 22-30V do
Power Consumption: 275W for 7 channel
record/reproduce
DATA MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY
Good shielding design
Poser supply returns are grounded to chassis
Power supply is enclosed in metal; heavy external
case
Signal shields carried through connectors
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Disposition
NOISE GENERATION
Faas noise estimated to be approx. 70 dB
Past rewind/forward causes air noise; noise waived
as good indication that tape is operating at fast
rate.
FLAM.MILITY
Mylar tape
PVC insulation
Plastic tape deck corners
TOXICITY
No prohibited toxins or large quantities of
potential generators identified
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
No shatterables
CONTAMINATION SUSCEPTIBILITY
Dust on tape head can affect performance
RELIABILITY
Mininum magnetic head life (1500 hours)
Unit MTBF, 2300 hours
ATMOSPHERE
Altitude
Operating	 to 15,000 ft (4.6	 km)
Storage	 to 50,000 ft (15.1 km)
Humidity
	
5.95% non-condensing
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AMBIENT TWERATURES
Temperature X
Operating:	 0 to +50 C
Storage:	 -40 to +70 C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Unit has two vanaxial fans providing forced-air X
convection.
ZERO-G EFFECTS
Not gravity sensitive. X
OPERABILITY
Edge and protrusions require guards. X	 i
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2.27.5 Modifications
Construction
9-G Mounting/Integrity. The recorder is designed for rough handling.
All cables will be retained with cable clamps and all bulkhead grommets
will be replaced with nylon grommets. It is Pstimated 25 clamps and 5
grommets will be required. Conformally coat printed circuit board--estimate
25 boards.
Protrusions and Edges Safety. Access door on front of recorder to be
redesigned to conform to the .SR on all edges. See Figure 2.27-3.
Shock Vibration Acceleration Acoustics Resistance. Add machined
aluminum support to each motor. Replace all fasteners with CRES Nylock---
estimate 300 fasteners.
_Depressurization Hazard Suppression. Unit is adequately vented. Place
stainless steel screens over perforated side panels.
EMI Generation Suppression. Unit EMI generation suppression is
adequate. All inductive devices have suppressors installed and high current
relay contacts are bypassed. All control panel switches operate on low
logic level currents ( :^: 2 ma at 5 volts)
EMI Susceptibility Protection. Unit does not have an input ac line
filter. It is suggested that a good dual coaxial RFI line filter be placed
on the incoming ac line. Suggested filter is CORCOM Model 51.3 ($11.00).
There appears to be sufficient space to mount filter behind input-output
connector panel. See Figure 2.27-4.
Materials Usage
Concentrations of Flammable/Unidentified Materials. Wiring will be
changed using TFE-insulated wire. Mylar tape requires stronger cover to
seal unit. Replace knobs (2) with metal. See Figure 2.27-5. Plastic
pushbuttons (6) to be re p laced with buttons made from polyimide. See
Figure 2.27-6.
Non-Prevalent Commercial Materials. Magnetic_ tape will be replaced
with an approved recording tape. Steel brackets (12 estimated) to be removed.
Strip off cadmium plate and nickel plate.
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FASTENER
CORNER P I ECE MACH I NED
FROM ALUMINUM
THREADED
INSERT
ii i
i
r
.5 R	
-1.25
ALUMINUM EXTRUSION
MOLD I NG DEF I NED
ABOVE
RECORDER
DOOR
i
Figure 2.27-3. Protrusion Protection
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AC LINE
	
HIGH	 `'"L'	 TOAC LINE	 LOW 11	 LOADIN
	
	 1 .13"
a
NEUTRAL
Figure 2.27-4. EMI Susceptibility Protection
PLASTIC KNOBS
TO BE REPLACED
WITH METAL
Figure 2.27-5. Plastic Knob Replacement
ors	
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PLASTIC PUSHBUTTONS
TO BE REPLACED WITH
POI_YIMiDE BUTTONS,
6 PLACES
Figure 2.27-6. Plastic Pushbutton Replacement
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2.27.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost	 $ 11,171
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 140620
Engineering	 15,548
Test
	
4,416
Documentation	 21160
Program Management	 1,616
Total Modification Cost 	 $ 38,360
Total Cost	 $ 49,531
New Development
Cost	 $ 200,000
Weight	 80 pounds
Complexity
State-of-the-Art Factor
Data Source	 Ampex Tape Recorder
2.27.7 E0006M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
l	 1. Provide for non-operating vacuum capability
a. Provide delta vacuum test chamber capability and test time
(from current 1.6 psis) for qual and acceptance
b. Replace lubricants in 3 capstan drive motors and roller-
actuator units plus 2 fan motors
c. Respecify and replace 100 electronic parts for vacuum
2. Provide connector interface for all item level testing
a. Add an external interface test connector (50 pins)
b. Add a 50-wire test harness
c. Patch wire 25 PCB's for 50 test signals to spare PCB
connector pins
d. Add a hardmounted signal isolation circuit board (20 discretes)
3. Seal the following connectors against moisture
a. 36 coax-type input/output
b. Four terminal strips
C. 25 PCB-to .-master interconnect board (printed pins on PCB's)
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Replace Bulkhead Grommets 5 1 nn 1151 5n 1 1 2 50
Conformal Coat PCB's 25 31 2 5 2n 2 In 75 In
Fab
	 A Install Dress Strip 4 nnl 2 0 Sn 12 In
Fab. A Install Powers 4 nnl 1 3 25 6 11 1 1
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Mount Line Filter 1 1 00 15 1 no 11 10
Over Spray Outside Surfaces AR 1 Ino 85 0
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s 12 8 Ind 4 00 1 1 120 0
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Test ^ Recalibrate A CertifY 2n On 8n n 4n nn
nISn Hatir Sake Out 16 5nn nn
Disassembly 4n od 4n Or 4n 0
Reassemu;^ I 4n ,rd 17 n 4n 4n n
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d. Four molded P-J connector sets
e. 3 interface shell connectors
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR mods)
a. 50 loose wires not in harnesses
5. Human factors mods
a. Add captive 1/4 turn panel mount fasteners (6 places)
b. Add silkscreen operating instructions on panel face
(assume 10 controls)
6. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeability /rep laceabi lity
and human factors design.
2.27.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 1,763
Engineering	 289,244
Test	 5,502
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 1,903
Total delta modification cost	 $ 39,974
2.27.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination -
2. Model 5600 Recorder/Reproducer Proposal Makeup Data
3. Technical Manual 16778452-001, Model 5600C Portable Tape
Recorder/Reproducer, Honeywell, January 1974
4. Test Instruments Catalog, Honeywell, 1974
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1	 2.28 AIRBORNE TAPE RECORDER
Manufacturer: Ampex
Model Number: AR-700
Coat:
	
$30,500
Figure 2.28-1. Ampex Tape Recorder - Model AR-700
PRFC§2)M PACt BLANK NOT FRYLQ
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2.28.1 Description
The AR-700 is a compact intermediate or wideband multi
-channel recorder
designed for airborne and other stringent environments. It is ruggedly con-
structed, uses servo-controlled time base correction and may be electrically
switched over a range of six speeds. Up to seven channels of record elec-
tronics are provided on machines using 1/2-in.(1.28 cm) tape on 10-1/2 in.
(26.7 cm) or 12-1/2 in. ( 31.8 cm) reels, or up to 14 channels on machines
equipped for 1 in. (2.54 cm) tape.
The system design emphasizes small size, ease of operation and service-
ability. Closed loop capstan design, concentric reels and a fast response
capstan servo are featured. The AR-700 is designed for remote sequential
operation for those needing uninterrupted recording. Additional optional
features and custom modifications are available to satisfy evezy need.
2.28.2 Performance Characteristics
Tape Transport
Tape Speeds. Six speed: 60, 30, 15, 7-1 /2, 3-3/4 and 1-7/8 ips;
electrically selected with rotary switch.
Rsels. 12-1/2 in. (31.8 cm) or 10-1 /2 in. (26 . 7 cm) precision reels
Flutter. Percent measured per IRIG 106-71 (2 sigma)
Tape Speed Bandpass Percent Percent
^ipA) Hz Flutter Flutter
t 0.2 - 10,000 0.30 0.40
.,^ 0.2 -	 5,000 0.32 0.60
15 0.2 -	 2,500 0.35 0.80
7-1/2 0.2 -	 1,250 0 40 1.50
3-3/4 0.2 -	 625 0.6 1.80
1-7/8 0.2 -	 312 0.7 2.0
Dynamic Skew. Measured between adjacent trackA ae the same head stack.
Tape Speed Skew Skew
(ids) (microseconds) (microseconds)
60 +0.5 +3.0
30 +1.0 +.5.0
15 +2.0 +8.0
7-1/2 '+4.0 +20.0
3-3/4 ±6.0 ±35.0
1-7/8 ±12.0 +70.0
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Time Base Error. Measured as the difference between crystal reference
and capstan tacheometer. (No sync off tape provisions are incluaed in this
machine.)
Tape Speed {ips)
60
30
15
7-1/2
3-3/4
1-7/8
TBE (microseconds)
+1.0
+2.0
+4.0
+6.0
Ts. 0
+10.0
When reproduced in tape servo mode on an FR-2000 TBE will be less than +0.6
microseconds a: 60 ips.
Tape Speed Accurate. +0.2% maximum error in tachometer mode measured
per TRIG 106-71.	 T
Servo Control Track. Built-in 100 kH? reference standard at 60 ips;
proportionately lower at lower tape speeds.
Fast-Wind Time. For 12-1/2 in. (31.8 cm) reel with 7200 ft (2.22 cm )
of tape, less than 13 minutes.
Start Time. Time required from start command to meet flutter specifica-
tions is 5 seconds or less at 60 ips; lower at lower speeds.
Tape Specifications. Either 1/2 in. (1.28 cm) or 1 in. (2.56 cm) tape
of 1 mil or 1--1/2 mil polyester base. Ampex tape type 772 on precision reels
is recommended.
Heads. Head geometry per IRIG 106-71.
Direct Signal Electronics
Intermediate Band, Direct
Frequency Response and Signal-to-Noise:
SNR*1Ground
Tape Speed Bandwidth Monitor Reproduce**
(ips)	 _ (+3 dB)** (dB) (da
60 300 Hz -- 300 kHz 35 36
30 150 Hz - 150 kHz 33 36
15 100 Hz -	 75 kHz 33 36
7-1/2 100 Hz -	 38 kHz 32 36
3-3/4 100 Hz -	 19 kHz 31 36
1-7/8 100 Hz -	 10 kHz 30 34
*lMeasured at the output of an 18 dB per octave filter using a 1 kHz
signal at 60 ips, normal record level and 1% third harmonic distortion.
**Reproduced on an Ampex FR-2000 or equivalent monitor output response is
+4 dB.
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Input Level. 0.25 to 4.0 volts rms
_Input Impedance. IOK ohms +10% in parallel with no more than
100 pf to ground.
Output. When uezd with reproduce leads and preamps: 30 dB cf
gain available; outp ut is unoqualized.
Wideband. .)irect
Frequencv Resp onse and Signal-to-Noise
SNR*2
Ground
Tape Speed Bandwidth Monitor Reproduce**
i s)	 _ (+3 dB)** dB) dB
60 400 Hz to t MHz 20 20
30 400 Hz to	 0 kHz 18 20
15 400 Hz to 250 kHz 18 20
7-1/2 400 Hz to 125 kHz 18 20
3-3/4 400 Hz to	 63 kHz 16 18
1-7/8 400 Hz to	 31 kHz 15 17
NOTES
*2 Measured at the output of an 18 dB per octa e filter using 100 kHz
signal at 60 ips to set normal record level for 1% third harmonic
distortion.
** Reproduced on an Ampex FR-2000 or equivalent; monitor outp ,xt response
is +4 dB.
Input bevel. 0.25 to 4.0 volts
Input Impedance. Selectable 1K ohm +10% or 75 ohms +10%
Output. When used with reproduce leads and preamps: 40 dB of gain
available; output is unequalized.
FM Signal Electronics
Wideband Group II
Signal-to-Noise**
Center Ground
Tape Speed Carrier Monitor Reproduce
(ips)___ Freq (kHz) Bandwidth* dB dB
60 216 do -250 kHz 29 32
30 108 do -125 kHz 28 31
15 54 do -	 62.5 kHz 27 30
7-1/Z 27 do -	 31.25 kHz 26 29
3-3/4 13.5 do -	 15.6 kHz 23 26
1-7/8 6.75 do --	 7.8 kHz 22 25
*Frequency response down no more than -1 dB at 0.32 Fco, -4 dB at 0.8 Fco
and -6 dB at,Fco•
**RMS signal to rms noise ratio
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Input Level. +0.5 to +5.0 volts for full deviation.
Input Impedance. 75 ohms +5x shunted by 100 pf unbalanced to ground.
DC Drift. Less than +0.5% of full deviation over any 10 C temperature
change from -29 C to +55 C after 16-minute warmup. Less than 1.5% of full
deviation over full temperature range.
DC Linearity. +0.5% of total deviation measured per TRIG 106-71 at any
temperature from -29 C to 55 C.
Harmonic Distortion. Less than 32 total for all frequencies up to
0.8 Fco.
WIDEBAND GROUP I
Tape Speed
(ips)
Center
Carrier
Ire	 (kHz)
60 216
30 108
15 54
7-1/2 27
3-3/4 13.5
1-7/8 6.75
Signal-to-Noise**
Ground
Bandwidth Monitor Reproduce***
(+ 1/2 dB) (dB) (dB)
do - 40 kHz 46 48
do - 20 kHz 45 48
do - 10 kHz 43 46
do - 5 kHz 43 44
do - 2.5 kHz 40 43
do - 1.25 kHz 38 41
INTERMEDIATE BAND
60
30
15
7-1/2
3-3/4
1-7/8
LOW BAND
60
30
15
7-1/2
3-3/4
1-7/8
108 do - 20 kHz 46 49
54 do - 10 kHz 45 48
27 do - 5 kHz 43 46
13.5 do - 2.5 kHz 43 46
6.75 do - 1.25 kHz 41 44
3.375 do - 625 Hz 40 43
54 do - 10 kHz 46 49
27 do - 5 kHz 45 48
13.5 do - 2.5 kHz 43 46
6.75 do - 1.25 kHz 43 44
3.375 do - 625 Hz 41 44
1.6875 do - 312 Hz 40 43
Note: **Rms signal to rms noise ratio.
***R,eproduc6d on an Ampex FR-2000 or equivalent
Input Leve:... +0.5 to +5.0 volts for full deviation.
Input Impedance. 100K ohms +5% selectable with jumper resistor in
parallel with no more than 100 pf unbalanced to ground.
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DC Drift. Less than +0.5% of full deviation over any 10 C temperature
change from -29 C to +55 C after 15-,minute warmup. Less than +1.5% total
drift over full temperature range.
DC_Linearity ._ ±O:SX of total deviation measured per IRIG 106-71 at any
temperature from -29 C to +55 C.
Harmonic Distortion. Less than 2% LA al for any frequency up to
0.8 Fco,
2.Z8.3 Ph- sisal Cha- scteristics
Size
18.7 x 17.5 x 7.0 in. (47.5 x 44.5 x 17.8 cm) including shock mounts
and mating cable connectors
Weight
48 Lb (21.8 kg) without tape for a 14- channel direct system; 61 lb
(27.7 kg) without tape for a 14-channel FM system.
t
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2.28.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Unit is well constructed machined aluminum
chassis. Electronic assemblies are modular. Circuit boards
are retained by spring clips (Figures 2.28-2 and 2.28-3).
MATERIALS
Mylar rape
Aluminum
Typical electronics unit
Fiberglass phenolic circuit boards
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Vibration: Tested to levels specified in MIL-STD-810B
Notice 1, Figure 514.1-2 curve D. Degradation in
performance as noted. Specifications are for
vibration in any axis.
Smock: Recorder will meet full performance specifica-
tions after application of shock per MIL-STD-810B
Figure 516.1-2 procedure I (15 g half-sir p - 11 milli-
seconds) while operating. Recorder will meet crash
safety requirements of procedure III of the above
specification.
Circuit board installation of spring clip type
Wiring cables well tied down
Internal and external connectors are positively
locked type
Push or transistor heat fins
Numerous calibration adjustments may move
during vibration
Shock and vibration isolation devices are ringed
spring steel (Figure 2.28-4)
ELECTRICAL POWER
Voltage: 24 to 28 v do per MIL-STD-704A, Category B
Power Consumption: 175 watts steady state maximum at
60 ips in the record mode with 14 tracks of direct
record electronics. Less than 140 watts at 1-7/8 fps
under the same conditions. Starting surges may be as
high as 15 amps depending on configuration, input
voltage, and tape pack radius. Below 10 C heaters
consume an additional 250 watts.
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Figure 2.28-4. External View Showing Wire Shock
and Vibration AttenLators
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
+5 V full scale input/output at low output Impedances	 X
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Electromagnetic interference: Tested to levels 	 X
specified in MIL-STD-461. Levels may be exceeded
at discrete frequencies depending on specific
system configuration.
NOISE GENERATION
Fast forward and reverse cause air noise. Considered 	 X
good indication unit is operational.
FLAMMABILITY
Mylar tape	 X
Sealed case	 X
I	 i
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TOXICITY
No prohibited toxics or large quantities of potenti
generators identified.
CONTAMINATION SUSCEPTIBILITY
Rust can gum up magnetic tapes
ATMOSPHERE
Humidity: 30% to 95% non condensing
Altitude: operating to 50,000 feet. Non-operating
to 70,000 feet. Temperature derating as above.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Temperature: 00erating per MIL-E-5400L Class 1,
except the lower temperature limit of the transport
with tape shall be -29 C. Heater power must be
applied one hour before operation below 4 C.
Temperature shall be altitude derated per MIL-E-540
Figure 3, Sheet 1, Curve A.
STORAGE: -54 C to 71 C without tape
No degradation in system performance will be experi
due to temperature extremes.
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Unit can operate to 50,000 feet indicating external
cooling as adequate. Skylab cooling approach also
took heat out of external cover.
ZERO-G EFFECTS
Not gravity dependent
OPEKABILITY
Sharp corners
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2.28.5 Modifications
Construction
Shatterab les. None
9--G Mounting/Integrity. Recorder is basically strong enough to with-
stand this mode as regard to internal components; specification sheets so
indicate. Unit weight is 75 lb (34 kg). Eight tapped holes for mounting
are provided on the main casting. These are adequate for mounting.
Protrusions and Edges Safety. Fabricate cover per Figure 2.28-5 to
cover instrument.
HOLE wIIH RADIUSED LIP
FOR CONTRAS ACCESS
SD 5MEDIG
RADIUS Tyr
4 CONOUS
CAPTIVE FASTEWXS
ir2! 4 READ
AMIL . a n«c 0?-M AtJMM OM
FIN CLEAR ANDOI II
Figure 2,28-5. Tape Recorder Cover
19--inch Raek Mount Capability. Fabricate 19-inch rack mount bracket
per Design Guidelines.
Shock, Vibration, Acceleration, and Acoustics Resistance. Replace
fasteners with CRES Nylok-type. Estimate250 fasteners. Cement approximately
42 transistor finned heat sinks (small amount of epoxy); apply Glyptal to 80
electrical adjustments.
Material Usage
Non--Prevelant Commercial Materials, Replace 7 pushbuttons with
polyimide pushbuttons. Bake out unit 150 hours at 70 C to expel volatiles.
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2.28.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost	 $35,017
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 6,034
Engineering	 8,979
Test	 4,416
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management 1,616
Total h,:Iification Cost
	
$23,205
Total Cost	 $58,222
New Development
Cost	 $200,000
Weight	 80 pounds
Complexity
	 --
State--of-the-Art Factor
Data Sourcet
	 Ampex quote
2.28.7 E0006M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide for non-operating vacuum capability.
a. Provide delta vacuum teat chamber capability and test
time (from 0,65 paia current to <1110 psis) for qual-
ification and acceptance.
b. Respecify and replace 100 electronic parts for vacuum.
c. Replace lubricants in capstan drive and reel motors and
roller-actuator units.
2. Provide connector interface for all item-level testing.
a. Add an external interface test connector (50-pin).
b. Add a 50-wire test harness to approximately 50 assemblies.
c. Patch wire 25 PCB's for 30 test signals to spare PCB
connector pins.
d. Add a hard-mounted signal isolation circuit board
(20 discretes).
3. Seal the following connectors against moisture:
a. 66 PCB-to-master interconnect board (note moulded
plug-half of connector bolted to PCB's--not printed
pins).
b. 4 shell-type item interface connector halves.
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4. Provide systems engineering, teat, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility. maintainability, safety, interchsugeabili .ty /replaceability
and human factors design.
5. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR modifications):
a. Two branched harnesses (approximately 50 wires each--
connector ends).
6. Two harness (approximately 25 wires each, soldered in).
c. Fifty loose wires (including those in sealed capstan
drive unit).
6. Human factors modifications:
a. Add captive one-quarter turn mounting fasteners (6).
b. Add silkscreen operating instructions on panel
(10 controls).
2.28.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $ 4,840
Engineering
	 29,679
Test	 5,594
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 2,133
Total delta modification coat	 $44,808
2.28.9 Data Sources
1. Visual examination
2. Operator/System Manual 1802014-02, AR-700 Airborne/Mobile
Recorder; Ampex, March, 1971
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Manufacturer:	 Datatron Inc.
Model No.,
	
3150
Cast :	 s 3220
.J	 .
Figure 2.29-.. Datatron Time Code Generator, Model 3150
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2.29.1 Description
Model 3250 is a Universal Time Code Generator. The unit accumulates a
PCD repre^-ntation of days, hours, minutes and seconds from an internal fre-
q.iency standard or from an external input. A high stability oscillator having
a drift rate of less than 50 microseconds per day is available as an option.
The 3150 can output up to five simultaneous serial time codes for recording
on magnetic tape, film and/or oscillograph recorders, including two special
multiple rate slew codes. A visual display of seconds, minutes, hours and
days, a 42-bit parallel BCD output and pulse rates of 1000, 100, 10, and l
pps are also provided.
2.29.2 Performance Characteristics
Standard Oscillator:	 Temperature controlled crystal.. oscillator. Aging
rate <5 parts in 10 7 /day. Temperature stability <5 parts in 10 6 from 0 to
50 C.
High Stability Oscillator (two types):
1. (Temperature controlled crystal oscillator. Aging rate < 1 part
in 108/day. Temperature stability <1 part in 10 6 from 07to 50 C.)
2. (DC proportional oven. Aging rate <1 part in 10 9 /day. Temperature
stability <1 part in 10 8 from 0 to 50 C.)
Advance/Retard Logic: Enables accumulators to be advanced or retarded
from 1 microsecond/secont to 100 millisece-ads/second.
Auto Start: Energizing a pushbutton switch arms the unit to permit auto-
matic start of the generator from an external pulse. A lamp indicates when
generator is armed.
Preset Controls: Manual - provides initial time preset.
2.29.3 Ph rLsical Characteristics
Dimensions: 3-1/2" high x 19" wide x 20" deep (9 x 48 x 51 cm)
Weight: 12 pounds (5.5 kg)
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2.29.4	 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION.	 Rack mounted component also available as a
Disposition
3/4 ATR package. 	 Front nixie tube display covered by plastic
shield.	 Large printed circuit board mounted on bottom plate. 0, 4-4 u
Large components are mounted to the side of the PCB (see u u 0
Figure 2.29-2).	 Cantilever mounted "can". r
MATERIALS
Aluminum
Plastic
Mercury buffer in nixie tube
Glass
PVC wire insulation
Fiberglass phenolic printed circuit board
Black epoxy paint
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Circuit requires support to prevent oil-canning
Large 4" sealed can is cantilevered from front of
chassis (see Figure 2.29-3)
Nixie tubes require support in sockets
ELECTRICAL POWER
117 V + 10%, 50 to 440 Hz, single phase
35 watts
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
5 volts output; low impedance
EMI SUSCEPTIBILI'T'Y AND RADIATION
Internal shielding looks good. Coaxial outputs
FLAMMABILITY
Plastics used on front panel, Knobs
PVC insulation
TOXICITY
Mercury buffer in nixie tubes
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Nixie tubes may shatter and escape unit
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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ATMOSPHERE
Up to 95%relative humidity
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
0 to 50 C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Unit has vent holes for forced air cooling when
placed in rack
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
OPERABILITY
Handles require addition of rounded protrusion
protection
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2,29.5' Modifications
Construction
Shatterab les .
1. Replace window with transparent Lexan material.
2. Cover inside of vents with metallic fine--mesh screen.
Protrusion Safety. Provide protrusion protection per paragraph 12.0 of
Design Guidelines.
Shock and Vibration.
1. Conformally coat 2 P.C. boards.. Secure circuit boards peg
paragraph 11.0 of Design Guidelines.
2. Secure 4-inch end--mounted can per Figure 2.29-4.
3. Secure nixie tubes per Figure 2.29-5.
4. Replace structural fasteners per paragraph 6.0 of Design Guidelines.
5.. Secure unsupported lengths of wire per paragraph 2.0 of Design
Guidelines.
Materials Usage
1. Replace panel knobs with Vespel.
2. Provide equivalent of 150-hour bakeout to expel off/out gas
products.
3. Replace PVC insulated wire with TFE insulated wire (50
wires estimated).
2.29.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost	 $ 3,697
Modification Last
Fabrication	 $ 3,029
Engineering	 7,452
Test	 4,416
Documentation
	
2,160
Program Management	 844
Total Modification Cast	 $ 17,901
Total Cost	 $ 21,598
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ASSEMBLY N0.	 DATATRO;i 3150	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 Time Code Generator	 NEXT ASSY NO.	 _ — DATE —L	 I
PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION TY
LABOR TWRS COST $
FAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST N.E. XPD ^tlT1L LABOR TOTAL
SEQTION ONE DEFINED ITEMS
Window Fab	 ant; 1 1 001 1 10 1 1 1 1 1	 11 15 on
Screws
Fab. & Install Fine CRES 2 4 00 20
Screen
Fab	 Rails Block & Pin Ass s
Protrusion Protection 2 2 00 20 10 0
Secure 6 PCB's 10 00 2 Od 21001 4 001 14 30
1 25 1251 1 4 0
Fab. Bracket Drawing I 1 00 1251 l0 1 11 5 Ino
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—
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General Support 20 00
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New Development
Cost
	 $ 173,000
Weight	 9 pounds
Complexity	 1.00
State-of-the-Art Factor	 2
Data Source	 Space Station - Central
Timer
2.29.7 ECO0614 Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and low (-40 F) temperature capability
a. Respecify and replace 60 electronics parts for vacuum and
thermal range
b. Provide vacuum and -40 F thermal chambers and test time for
acceptance and qualification testing
2. Provide connector interface for external item testing (to removable
assembly level)
a. Add a 25-pin interface test connector
b. Add a 25-wire test harness to 5 PCB's and assemblies
c. Patch wire test signals to spare connector pins (5 per PCB/
assembly)
d. Add a hardmounted test signal isola,tioft eir.cuit hoard
(10 discretes)
3. Seal the following connectors /wiring junctions against moisture
a. 8 rear and front panel BNC coax
b. 2 rear panel BCD and remote control signal connectors
c. 4 internal PCB to master board (printed pins)
d. 0 internal cable junction
4. Replace'PVC as follows (delta over SEEIR mods only)
a. 25 loose wires
5. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protective, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, later rhaagaabi1:Ltr/replaceability
and humma factors design.
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6. Provide following human factors redesigns
a. Add captive 1/4 tutu panel mount fasteners (4)
b. Add sil.kscreen operating instructions on panel (10 controls)
2.298 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $	 690
Engineering
	
14,628
Test	 5,262
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 1,157
Total delta modification cost	 $ 24.299
2.29.9 Data Sources
1. Visual. examination
2. Datatron Moving Up Fast in Timing Instrumentation, Datatron Inc.
3. Timing Instrumentation, Datatron Inc.
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2.30 COUNTER-TIMER
Manufacturer:	 Tennelec, Inc.
Model No.:	 TC 545, TC 216, TC 909
Cost:	 $ 1270
Figure 2.30-1. Tennelec Counter-Timer Assembly
PRBCEDING PAGE BLANK NO(X pjj,3f
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2.30.1 Description
Tennelec's TC 545 Counter-Timer, packaged in a single-width NIM module,
consists of a six-decade, 20 MHz counter, and a five-decade preset timer,
The TC 545 can be used in place of separate timer and 'scaler modules in a
counting system and may act as system MASTER for controlling several other
scalers. The counter section features a long-life columnar display, a 0.2V
to 10V adjustable threshold and a .front-panel gate input. The timer section
features a switch--selectable 0.1 sec or 0.01 min timebase, one throltgh nine
preset, and rear--panel gate outputs. Also featured is a light-emitting--diode
(L:D) indicator which glows when the timer section is timing. Or,3inary BNC
cables are used to interconnect modules in a counting system. Since two Reset
BNCs and two Gate BNCs are available (rear panel), no TEE connectors are
needed.
2.30.2 Performance Characteristics
Counter Section
Count Capacity: 1 x 10 -6
 -1 (999,999) at a continuous count rate of
20 MHz.
Counter Input Characteristics: Positive polarity with minimum amplitude
of 0.2V to 10V depending on THRESHOLD setting. Minimum required width is 20
nsec with no maximum width limitation. The minimum spacing between the trailing
edge and leading edge of successive pulses is 30 nsec. The counter input
terminal is dc-coupled, lkQ impedance.
Gate Input Characteristics: To enable counted:, open circuit or greater
than +2V is required; to disable counter, short to ground or Less than +1.5V
is required. (Source must sink ' tilmQ . Required width is 100 nsec (minimum)
with no maximum width limitation.
Timer Section
Timebase: Timebase is 0.1 sec or 0.01 min with timebase accuracy the
same as the line frequency.
Presets: The 0.1 sec preset is selectable from 1 through 9 times: 0,1
sec, 1 sec, 10 sec, 100 sec, or 1000 &ic (9000 sec maximum); the 0.01 min pre-
set is selectable from 1 through 9 times: 0.01 min, 0.1 min, l min; 10 min,
and 100 min (900 minutes maximum).
Gate Output Characteristics: Logic 1 is +6V. (Count-Stop switch in
COUNT, timer ON: allows counting.) Logic 0 is less than 0.3V (current sink).
(Count--Stop switch in STOP, timer OFF: disables counting.)
Reset Input/Output Characteristics: For input, open circuit or greater
than +2V is required to not reset. To reset, short to ground or less than
+1.5V is required. (Source must sink ' ti1mA..) The minimum required width is
500 nsec with no maximum width limitation. For output, the reset causes the
output to be shorted to ground for the length of time reset button is depressed.
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2.30,3 Physical Characteristics
Timer-Counter
Dimensions - 1.35" x 8.714" x 10.75" (3.43 x 22.2 x 27.;3 cm)
Weight - 2.6 pounds (1.18 kg)
Linear AMP and Scaler
Dimensions - 1.35" x 8.714" x 10.75" (3.43 x 22.2 x 27.3 cm)
Weight - 1.9 pounds (0.86 kg)
Power Supply
Dimensions - 2.70" x 8.714" x 10.75" (6.86 x 22.2 x 27.3 cm)
Weight - 10 pounds (4.54 kg)
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2.30.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. All modules are NIM-type construction. A
single circuit board is mounted within each module. A1umiaum
panels enclose the circuit board on all sides. Controls are
mounted on the front with.a single multi-pin connector in *he
rear and BNC connectors in front panel. Each module is mounted
in a HIM bin as shown in figure 2.30-1.
MATERIALS
TFE wire harness
VID Plastic shield over display
Aluminum
Tiberglass phenolic circuit board
Plastic knobs
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELEP2ATION, AFD ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Large circuit boards supported only at corners will
ail+can in vibration (Figure 2.30-2)
Ceramic capacitors may have Lead connection failures
Trim pots end mounted
Large lead mounted capacitors in power supply require
support (Figure 2.30-3)
Wire bundles require tie down
Transistor push on Beat sinks may come off in
vibration
ELECTRICAL, POWER
Power Supply -
103 to 130 V ac 50 or 60 Hz
206 to 257 V ac 50 or 60 Hz
NIM Modules
+24 V 80 mA +12 V 155 mA
-24V80mA-12V 12 m
DATA MANAGEMENT C0MPATIBILITY
0-6 V logic output:
0-5 V input
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Figure 2.30-2. Interior View of NIM Module
Figure 2.30-3. Inter.ior of Power Supply ` 	 ing
Large Lead Mounted Capacitors
'	
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MAINTAINABILITY
Built in display teat button
LMI SUSCEPTIBILITY Alp RADIATION
Screens and contact on aluminum slides
Has coax output connectors
FLAMMABILITY
VID plastic knobs
Plastic display window
TOXICITY
None identified'
ATMOSPHERE
Compatible with Spacelab'environment
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Compatible with Spacelab temperatures
EQUIP14ENT COOLING
Ported for forced air cooling
ZERO-G EFFECTS
No gravity dependent functions
OPERABILITY	 '
Protrusion protection required
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2.30.5 Modifications
Construction
Protrusion Protection. Install protection rails on rack cabinet
per paragraph 12.0 of design guidelines.
Shock and Vibration..
1. Install circuit board stiffeners per Figure 2.30-4
2. Secure trimpot per Figure 2.30-5
3. Clip-support lead-mounted capacitors per paragraph 4.0 of
design guidelines
4. Secure push-on Transistor heat fins with epoxy adhesive
5. Replace structural fasteners per paragraph 6.0 of design
guidelines
Materials Usage
1. Provide 150-hour off-gas bakeout
2.30.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost	 $ 1,448
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 3.,129
Engineering
	
4,453
Test	 4,416
Documentation	 21160
Program Management 	 607
Total Modification Cost	 $ 12,765
Total Cost	 $ 14,213
New Development
Cos t
Weight
Complexity
State-of-the-art Factor
Data Source
$ 31,000
4 pounds
0.40
2
Space Station Central Timer
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Figure 2.30-5. Trim Pot Support
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MANUFACTURING :OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO. _-Tennelec TC545A	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 Counter Assy	 NEXT ASSY N0.	 DATE	 I	 I
T
PART NO.. PART DLSCRIPTION TY
L ABDR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST I IS.E. TrFh MAT 'L I LABOR 'TOTAL
Protrusion Protection 2 210d 2 10 n0
Fab	 and Install PCB Stiffen- 1 1154 5f, 2f I	 1 7 5n j
ers
Secur	 a pacjtor5 2 10 16 4
DOXY on Heat 5In s 2 1 1 34
Replace Knobs 6 6 1 SC 6 12 00
Conformlly Coact PCB 1 1	 1 1 1 or. 5n 2 00
Replace Fasteners 1 od 15d I oc 2 00
150 Hour Bake Out to oc lo l or. 350 100 1
Test and Calibration 5 oc 5 0
TOTAL HOURS in 90 5 r, 3 in-IS on 12100 5 501 1 Rn
(NSTRUMENT5. INC.
SHEET	 OF	 BY.51m
LOT SIZE 11 RATE
FROM TO O.H.
TOTAL 388]81 l39 96 1128 fi
TOTAL
TOTAL
V%
x^
N
4LOW
CA
'J
.A
1[l'1
.y
w
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2.30.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summar
1. Provide for non-operating vacuum (<1/10 psis) and thermal
(-40 F to + 167 F) capability
a. Respecify and replace 55 electronic part y; for vacuum
and temperature
b. Provide vacuum and thermal test chambers and test time
not now utilized for qual and acceptance
2. Provide connector interface for all item level testing
a. Add a NIM bin test module with panel test connecter (25 pin)
and wiring to standard NIM module plug in connector
b. Add patch wiring from PCB to module BIN connector spare pins
(each of 3 modules; 5 wires each)
c. Add rear NIM BIN connector teat harness for 15 wires (solder
into existing BIN connector receptacles)
d. Within NIM BIN test module provide a hardmounted signal
isolation circuit board containing 6 discrete electronic
parts
3. Seal the following connectors against moisture
a. 4 standard NIM BIN module plug-in connectors (includes
the test module added above)
b. 6 input/output coaxials (assumes experiment input is
permanently connected over mission)
c. 4 PCB connectors (all in TC 909 PIs) (printed pins)
4. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage /protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchange ability /rep laceab J.1i ty
and human factors design.
5. Human factors mods as follows
a. Add captive 1/4 turn panel mount fasteners on modules
and bins (12 places)
b.. Add silkscreen operating instr.ictions on panel (10 controls)
SD 74-SA-0047-3'
1IF ^ ^^
2.30.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication $	 725
Engineering 111187
Test 5,382
.Documentation 2,562
Program Management 995
Total delta nodificatiou cost 	 $ 20,869
2.30.9	 Data Sources
1.	 Visual examination
2.	 Tennelec Equipment Catalog, January 1972
3.	 Instruction Manual, TC 545 Counter-Timer, Tennelec
4.	 Specification Sbeet TC 540A, Scaler, and TC 545A, Couter-Timer,
Tennelec, February 1974
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Manufacturer:	 RHG
Model No.:	 FMT 1900 ATR
Cost:	 $ 8,000
01% Space DivisionRockwelllnternabonal
2.31.1 Description
The FMT W1900 ATR incorporates a solid state, varactor tuned oscillator
in the area of 350 MHz. The basic oscillator is deviated over wide limits
with extreme linearity and fed to a power amplifier chassis which provides
approximately 12 watts. A multiplier chain and high efficiency step recovery
diodes provide the required power output at S band. A multipole filter and
isolator follow. A low distortion video modulator and pre--emphasis network
are included.
2.31.2 Performance Characteristics
Baseband Response:	 +0.5 db, 10 Hz to 12 'AHz (<27.
tilt on 60 cycle square wave)
Differential. Phase/Gain:	 3°/+0.5 db
Output Frequency:
	
Fixed tuned in band of 1.4 to 2.3 GHz
Output Power;
	 2 watts minimum
Frequency Stability:	 +0.05%
Modulation Bandwidth: 	 10 Hz to 12 MHz
Pre-Emphasis:	 Per CCTR recommendation
Frequency Dev tion:	 Up to 18 MHz peak-to-peak
Modulation 5,asitivity:	 0.8 to 2 volts peak-to-peak
(adjustable) produces full deviation
Spurious FM:	 <50 kHz p-p
Incidental AM:	 <1 db
Video Signal-to--Noise	 50 db p-p/RMS
Ratio:	 (at -40 DBM)
2.31.3 Physical Characteristics
Dimensions - 10-1/8 x 7-5/8 x 19-1/2 inches (25.7 x 19.4 x 49.5 cm)
Weight - 35 pounds (15.9 kg)
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_	 2.31.4 Suitability Analydis
CONSTRUCTION. ATR type construction. Internal
construction consists of individual modules (see Figure
2.31-2). Uses stripline and hybrid techniques in sealed
modules.
MATERIALS
Aluminum
Plastic meter face
High grade electronics components
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
The units are intended for airborne use in jet
.ircraf t and meet MIL-E-5400 Class IA.
ELECTRICAL POWER
Power required for the transmitter is 115 VAC 400
cycles and 28 VDC.
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
Assumed compatible
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Fully RFI protected. Has grounded co -alt connector.
NOISE GENERATION
Fan has low noise
FLAMMABILITY
Unit is sealed
TOXICITY
Unit is sealed
ATMOSPHERE
Meets MIL-L-5400, Figure 6 - Curve A
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Meets MIL-E-5400 0 Figure 6 - Curve A
i
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Figure 2.31-2. Standard ATR Configuration (Interior View)
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EQUIPMENT COOLING
Has internal fan.
ZERO-G EFFECTS
None
OPERABILITY
Requires protrusion projection.
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2.31.5	 Modifications
Construction
Protrusion Protection. 	 Install protection rails on cabinet per
paragraph 10.0 of Design Guidelines.
Materials Usage
Provide 150-hour off-gas bakeoUt
2.31.6	 Cost.Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost $ 9,185
Modification Cost
Fabrication
	 $ 835
Engineering 2,392
Test 2,944
Documentation 2,160
Program Management 417
Total Modification Cost $ 8$748
Total. Cost $ 17,933
New Development
Cost	 $ 258,000
Weight	 20 pounds
Complexity
	 1.00
State-of-the-Art Factor	 2
Data Source	 Shuttle Orbiter
Communications
2.31.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non.-operating delta vacuum and thermal range capability
a. Provide vacuum chamber and test time for qual and acceptance
b. Replace faze lubricant
2. Provide external interface connector for testing item to replaceable
assembly
a. Add one 50-piri external interface connector
b. Add a 50-wire test harness to 10 assemblies
c. Add a hardmounted test signal isolation circuit board
(20 di.scretes). Dote: no mods required inside sealed assemblies
2-412
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ASSEMBLY NO. RHG Model FMT Wl 900 ASSEMBLY NkjE . LA. C. — Band Transmitter	 NEXT ASSY NO 	 DATE
T
PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST M.E. MAT L LABOR TOTAL
I 15n Hake 16 nn 5amn
"
—	 — TOTAL HOURS 2 oc 2 O^ 510 7
INSTii kJMCNT5, INC.
SHEET } OP __ 	EY ST,
LOT SIZE i RATE
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51TOTAL 9 325
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3. Seal the following connectors/wire junctions from moisture
a. Three terminal. strips (10 to 30, terminals each)
b. (External and internal connectors already sealed)
4. Replace PVC as follows
a. 50 loose wires
5. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeability /replaceabil'ity
and human factors design.
6. Human factors mods as follows
a. Add captive 1/4 turn, mounting fasteners (4)
b. Add silkscreen operating instructions on parcel (9 controls)
2.31.8 Delta Modification Costs
Fabrication	 $	 424
Engineering
	 17,664
Test	 4,876
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management 	 1,276
Total delta modification cost 	 $ 26,802
2.31.9 Data Sources
1. Bulletin 723. RHG for Specialized Microwave Relay Links
2. Correspondence, R. B. Hirech, President RHG to P. Fagan,
Rockwell International, February 22, 1974
3. Catalog 72A. RHG. 1972
2--414
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2.32 TRANSCEIVER
Manufactur e r: Collins Radio
Model No.:	 61SM-2
Cost:	 $ 4500
Figure 2.32-1. Collins Transceiver
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2.32.1 Description
The Collins 618M-2B/D transceiver offers highly stable 25 kHz frequency
spacing. Additional growth capabilities designed into the 618M-2B/D are
digital frequency control and satellite communication system compatibility.
Frequency ranges available are 118.0-135.975 MHz (720 channels) in the
618M--2B, and 116.0-151.975 MHz (1440 channels) in the 618M-2D. Transmitter
output is 25 watts minimum for the 61811-28 aiYd 20 watts for the 618M-2D.
A single-crystal frequency synthesizer furnishes all receiver injection
and transmitter excitation frequencies. This frequency generation device is
compatible with both 25 kHz and 50 kHz two-out-of-five frequency selectors.
By replacement of plug-in cards, the transcelv!^r can be modified to frequency
selection by serial control.
The transceiver circuitry is electronically and mechanically divided
into frequency synthesizer, transmitter, and receiver units.
2.32.2 Performance Characteristics
i
Frequency:
Frequency Stability:
Channel Spacing:
Frequency Control:
Design Specifications:
Transmitter
Power Output:
Output Impedance:
Harmonic Content of Output:
Spurious Content of Output:
618M-2B -- 118.0-135.975 MHz (720 channels)
618M--2D -- 116.0-151.975 MHz (1440 channels)
+0.001%
25 kHz (compatible with control units
using 50 kHz spacing)
Two-out--of-five in accordance with AR114C
Characteristic 410. Wire-saving serial
control optional..
TSO C37B and C38b
Env. Category A A A AAAE
D B
Class T
ARINC Characteristics 546
61W-2B - 25 watts minimum
618M--2D - 20 watts minimum
50 ohms
60 db down from carrier minimum
90 db down from carrier minimum
2--416	 SD 74--SA-0047-3
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Audio Frequency Response: 	 6 db maximum variation, 300-3000 Hz
Modulation Capability:	 90% amplitude. modulation
Duty Factor:	 Continuous at 30 C without cooling air
Audio Distortions 	 10% maximum, 85% modulation
Receiver
Sensitivity:	 10 db S+N /N for 3 uv signal;
30 db S+N/N for 100 uv signal
Bandwidth:	 +14 kHz minimum at 6 db down
33 kHz maximum at 60 db
AGC:	 Maximum 5 db variation, 5--300,000 uv
Intermediate Frequencies:	 18 MHz and 498.5 kHz
Undesired Responses:	 90 db below desired signal
Input Impedance;	 50 ohms
Audio Output:	 100 mw with 30% modulated signal
Audio Frequency Response:	 6 db maximum; 300-3000 Hz
Audio Compression:	 3 db r aximum increase in audio output
for 20 db increase in input
Audio Distortion:	 7% ;vaxinum., 30% modulation
ATCSS and SELCAL Audio	 6 db maximum variation, 300-22,000 Hz
Response.:
Output Impedance:	 600 ohms balanced and center tapped
2.32.3 ]?hysical Char icteristics
Size:
Standard 1/2 ATR:short case
7-5/8" high x 4-7/7" wide x 14-11/16" long (19.4 x 12.4 x 37.3 cm)
Weight:
17.3 pounds (7.84 kg)
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2.32.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. Unit is an ATR-type module. Three segments
are encased in an aluminum shell.
Unit does not come with a 19--inch rack mount (uses ATR
mounting).
MATERIALS
Aluminum
Fiberglass phenolic circuit board
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION, AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Shock: Rigid Mount - b g operational
Well constructed. Transformer centrally mounted
ELECTRICAL POWER
Receive -- 27.5 v dc, 1.2 amps
Transmit - 27.5 v dc, 7 amps
MAINTAINABILITY
Has self test connector
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
RFI gasketed
luspection indicates good practice followed
FLAMMABILITY
Unit is sealed
TOXICITY
No prohibited toxics or large quantities of potential
generator identified.
2-418
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ATMOSPHERE
Humidity: 95%
Altitude: 55,000 ft
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
-54 to +55 C. Up to +71 C short time operation
(30 minutes)
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Unit can conduct heat adequately .at an altitude of
55 2 000 ft. Placement in forced air rack with air
blowing over external surface is only requirement.
ZEROWG EFFECTS
No gravity dependance
OPERABILITY
Rack mounting must protect against corners of module
I
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2.32.5 Modifications
Construction
9 G Mounting/Integrity. The transceiver case is a standard "1/2 ATR Short"
(ARINC) with an extended front panel. To convert it to a rack-mounting
configuration., a modified NIM approach will be used, as follows:
1. A front panel (6,776 x 8.714 x 1/8 Al alloy) is attached to the
front panel of the transceiver (ref. Figure 1 of Design
Guidelines). In addition, two side panels are added of which
the top and bottom edges serve as runners, mating with the
guides in the NIM. The side panels are ported as required
for ventilation, access, etc.
2. To accept the converted NIM transceiver module, the rear
connector mounting plate of a standard 8-3/4" NIM bin is
removed in the area where the over-long case protrudes through.
Materials
Provide the equivalent of an 150-hour bake out to expell out-gas
products.
2.32.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost $ 5,166
Modification Cost
Fabrication	 $ 1,302
Engineering 3,128
Test 2,944
Documentation 2,160
Program Management 477
Total Modification Cost $ 10,011
Total Cost $ 15,177
New Development
Cost	 $ 219,000
Weight	 17 pounds
Complexity	 1.00
State-of-the-Art Factor	 2
Data Source	 Shuttle Orbiter
Communications
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MANUFACTURING ;OST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY NO. Collins 618 MI	 ASSEMBLY NAPCI;	 VHF Transceiver	 NEXT ASSX N0.	 DATE	 f
PART ND. PART DESCRIPTION
Q
T
Y
LABOR HOURS COST S
PAB ASS'Y INSP. TEST M.E. H%T'L LABOR
S
TOTAL
Fab	 Front Panel 20 no 2 DO 35. 0
Fab. Side Panels 2 5 00 50 10 0
Remove Conn. Mtg. Plate 2 50 2 0fl 1 00 1 00
;j
--
__	
TOTAL HOURS 27 50 2 00 3 50 1 17 bfl: 545 10 o
NwHim
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2.32.7 ECO06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operating vacuum and thermal range delta capability
a. Respecify and replace 100 electronics parts for vacuum
capability
b. Add vacuum chamber and test time for qual and acceptance
2. Provide external interface test connectors to test item to
replaceable assembly level
a. Add one 50-pin external test connector
b. Add one 50-wire test harness
c. Add on.r hardmounted test signal isolation circuit board
(20 djscretes)
3. Seal the following connectors/wire Junctions against moisture
a. 6 PCB connectors (no printed pins)
b. 2 external input/output connectors
4. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials us age /protection, relia-
bility, maintainability, safety, interchangeability /rep laceab I.lity
and human factors design.
5. Replace PVC as follows (delta over SEEIR mods)
a. Three 33-wire hArnesses
b. 50 loose wires
6. Human factors mods as follows
a. Add silkscreen operating instructions to panels (6 controls)
Zz32.8 Delta Modification Costs
'Fabrication	 $	 907
Engineering	 22,466
Test	 5,318
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management	 10563
Total delta modification cost 	 ^^ 32,816
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2.32.9 Data Sources
1. Visual inspection
2. Collins 618M-2B/D — VHF Transceiver. Specification Sheet.
Collins 'Radio Co. 8/72.
3. Collins 618M-2a/n. Maintenance Manual. Collins uladio Co.
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2.33 COMMERCIAL VOLTMETER
Manufacturer: John Fluke Marufacturing Co., Inc.
Model Number: 8200A
Cost:	 $9 95
I
Figure 2.33-1. Fluke Digital Voltmeter - Model 8200A
PRkrEWNG PAGE BLANK NOT FMM
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2.33.1 Description
The Model 8200A is a four--range do DVM that can easily be expanded into
a 400 readings per second systems multimeter by installing a family of plug-
in options. Standard features of the basic instrument include 60-percent
over-range, a switched filter for assured broadband noise rejection, all
push button selection, autoranging, automatic polarity selection and display
as well as full, guarding. The in-line, non-blinking readout displays polar-
ity, the over-range digit and four full decades of digits with automatic
decimal point location. Illuminated indicators designate the function
selected.
2.33.2 Performance Characteristics
]]C Volts
Ranges +1V, +10V, +100V, +1000V (automatic polarity
selection)
P.esolution 0.01% of range, (100 uv, maximum on +lV range)
Over-Range 60% (±1200V maximum input on +1000V range)
Overload (without +1200V do or 1100V rms continuously applied
damages
Accuracy (To 160% of range or +1200tr maximum input)
90 days, 1S C to 28 C: +(0.01% of input +0.01% of range)
1 year, 18 C to 28 C: +(0,02% of input +0.03% of range)
Temperature Coefficient
10 C to 18 C and +_(0,001% of input + 0.001% of range) /OC
28 C to 50 C
Input Impedance.,
.+1V range
r
10,000 megohms, minimtim shunted by less than
130 p. f.
+10V to +100OV range 10 megohms +0.2%
Input Offset Current Less than 50 pa
Noise Rejection
Normal Mode, Filter "in" - Greater than 60 dB @ 50 Hz increasing
to greater than 65 dB @ 60 Hz and 100 dB @
200 Hz and above.
Common Mode, do to 60 Hz, filter "in"-.Greater than 140 dB
(lk ohm lead unbalance, filter "out" -
greater than 110 dB or +1 digit (whichever
is greater; 100 ohms lead unbalance) .
Note:	 Common Mode Rejection specifications are maintained with any
.combination of options installed and are unchanged with the use of grounded
devices with the remote control, data Output or printer output options,
2--426
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Response Tim (To a reading within 0.01' of range when measuring step
change inputs and using external, trigger)
Filter "out"
Series of steps on same range
	 2.25 ms (3.75 ms, for first
reading in series)*
Single reading	 3.75 ms.
Filter "in"	 500 ms (single reading or
series of steps)
*Note: Includes buffer amplifier settling time of 2 ms,
maximum to within 0.01% of input step.
General.
A/D Conversion Technique	 Recirculating--remainder
Digitizing Time	 2.5 milliseconds
Sample Aperture	 500 microsec.(at.A/.D.converter input)
Sample Rate, External. Trigger** 400 readings per sea max for all functions
Internal Trigger	 4 -readings per sec,.basic DVM
Autorange Time (per range change)
External Trigger** 25 millisec: MV /V.DC and ohm/Kohm/bfohm,
filter "out"; 250 millisec all other
combinations
Internal Trigger	 250 millisec
**Note: External triggering is accomplished via data output
or printer output options
Filters	 4 pole active filter for do volts, and
resistance measurements
Mange Selection	 Manual, automatic standard, remote optional.
Function Selection
	
Manual standard, remote optional, autorange
MVDC/VDC, ohm/K•ohm/Mohm
Function Annunciator	 Lamp indicator for each function selected
Display	 In--line, neon--tube display of polarity, over--
range digit and 4 full decades of digits with
automatic decimal placement
Overload Limits (m
without damage)
P-qu 1° to ITLQlt
"Lo" to "Guard"
aximum voltage that may be continuously applied
See individual functions under "range," 'overload"
+100V do or peak ac; Note - a protection circuit
causes a warning lamp to illuminate  when this
limit is exceeded.
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"Guars'," to "Chassis"	 +1000V do or peak ac, maximum common
mode voltage for any function.
2.33.3 Physical Characteristics
Weight: Tess than 15 lb (6.8 kg)
Dimensions: 3-1/2 in. (8.8 cm) high x 8-1/2 in. (21.6 cm) wide x
15 in. (38.1 cm)
.	 i
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2.33.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION
Sheet - aluminum construction
Can be obtained in 19-inch rack- comp atib k,.t
configuration.
Uses nixie tubes for digit indication; neon lamps
for lighting. See Figure 2.33-2.
MATERIALS
Chromated aluminum inner shell,
Glass nixie and neon tubes
ABS
PVC
Fiberglass
Royalite
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND I FCOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Spec.
Shock and vibration: meets requirements of
MIL-T-21200H and MIL-E-1640OF
Visual. Examination
Long circuit boards require improved support.
See Figures 2.33-3 and 2.33-4.
Screw and bolts require positive retention.
Neon tubes supported on leads.
Push-iz, components have no retention.
See Figure 2.33-5:,
Nixie tubes are supported only by basic_ connections.
ELECTRICAL POWER
Power form: 115/230V +10%, 50 to 440 Hz
Power demand: Less than 25 watts
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY
0 to 5V output logic available.
EMI St'SCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION
Nixie tubes regUze shielding.
Has common mode guard shield.
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Figure 2.33 -3. Voltmeter Tap View
Figure 2.3't-4. S lotteG Gu Ides Used For Circuit Board Retention
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Figure 2.33-5. Circuit Board Assemblies
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FLAMMABILITY
ABS plastic outer case
PVC insulated wiring for 34 wires
Plastic pushbuttons
Pehnolic-impregnated fiberglass printed circuit board
TOXICITY
Ni)de tubes contain mercury gas for filament shock
suppressant.
CONTAMINATION GENERATION
Glass nixie and neon tube particles could escape
unit in event of breakage.
Unidentified solvents used during manufacture.
RELIABILITY
10,000 hr MTBFr
ATMOSPHERE
Humidity range:	 -10 C to 25 C; less than 90Y. X
relative humidity
25 C to 50 C; less than 80%
relative humidity
Altitude Range:	 Operating; to 10,000 ft X
(3,048 km) ^ 10 psia
Non-Operating; to 50,000 ft
(15,240 km)	 -- 1.5 psia X
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
Temperature Range: 	 Operating; --10 C to 50 C X
Non-Operating; -40 C to + 75 C
EQUIPMENT COOLING
Relies on natural convection in bench-mounted
configuration.
Rack-mounted unit can be cooled by forced-air X
cooling from rack.
Power transistors on side of unit tend to overheat.
See Figure 2.33-6.
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OPERABILITY
Requires probe storage when not in use.
Protrusion protection	 X
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2.33.5 Modifications
Shatterables
Plane screen around nixie Cubes to contain shattered glass in case of
tube breakage.
Protrusions and Edges
Incorporate 1/2-in. ( 1.28 cm) diameter guards on 19 -inch rack adapter
to protect unit from inadvertent bumps.
Shock, Vibration, Acceleration, Acoustic Resistance
1. Nixie tubes and neon lamps. A small, cushioned sheet metal
clamp is needed to ensure that these components stay In their
sockets. See Figure 2.33-7.
2. Circuit card security. Add foam . rubber strips to existing
clamp strips to increase clamping pressure.
3. Wires anoc cables. A few addit onal clamps and Ty-Wraps are
needed to immobilize wires---various locations inside instru-
ment.
4. Components. Conformal.-coat circuit boards, except mother
board. There are six boards 3 in. by 9 in. (7.6 by 22.4 cm).
5. Screws and nuts. Replace with thread-locking type.
6. Support panel indicator lights by mounting to chassis.
7. Pin knobs and pushbuttons to shaft/levers.
Materials
1. Bakeout unit for 150 hours to reduce outgassing.
2. Replace all plastic ABS and PVC with Teflon,metal or polyimide.
materials including knobs, case and wire insulation.
j	 3. Replace plastic rase with metal case.
4. Replace mercury-buffered nixie tubes with non-mercury tubes,
5. Conformally coat circuit boards for materials sealing and vibra-
tion support of small components.
Thermal
Rack design must allow the introduction of forced air to bottom or rear
of instrument. Holes must be added to rear partition of nude tube chanter,
and to front of top cover, to allow a portion of Forced air to exit past nixie
area. All holes to be screened (note that only holes on top cover are presently
screened, See Figure 2.33-8:
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FRONT PANEL
NIXIE TUBES
TUBE CLAMP
(MAKE FROM .ob AL ALLOY,
INSERT NYLON GROMMF'iS
FOR TUBE CON.'iACTS) 	 SCREWS
Figure 2.33.7. Securing Method - Nixie Tubes
SCREEN VENTS TO PREVENT
MIGRATION OF SFIATTERABLES
Figure 2.33-8. Thermal Control Modifications
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Large air exit holes should be added on instrument side, adjacent to
transformer and power transistor.
Electromagnetic lnter^erence
Add screening around iixie tubes.
2.33.6 Cost Analysis
Modification
Basic Cost
	 $ 1,142
Modification Cost
Fabrication
	
$ 4,652
Engineering
	 12,935
Test	 2,944
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management 	 1,056
Total Modification. Cost 	 23,747
Total Cost	 $24,889
New Development
Cos t
Weight
Complexity
State-of-the--Art 'Factor
Data. Source
$40,000
10 pounds
1.00
2
Space Station Exp., 5.22
Support Equipment
2.33.7 E0006M Modification Requirements Summary.
1. Provide non--operating vacuum (only) capability (from-t •1.6 psia
current capability).
a. Provide chamber and test time for acceptance and quali.-
fication.
b. Respecify and replace 60 electronic parts for vacuum.
2. Provide connector interface for item--level testing.
a. Add a 50--pin	 at e ,.Aernal, interface_
b. Add a 50-wire test haraese (to J,6 assemblies).
c. Patch wire 15 PCB's test signa.1 a to spare PCB pins
(-3 per PCB) .
d. Add a hard-mounted signal isolation circuit hoard
(22 discretes).-
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ASSiBLY NO,	 l	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 ilYt'1 - Fluke bode] ? 2Qi'	 NEXT A55Y N0.	 -	 DATE	 1
T PART NO. PART DESCRIPTION
Y
TABOR HOURS COST
FAB ..SS TyY INSP. TEST M.E. sMAT L I LABOR I TOTAL
PART l- Specific Item-Per 
Engine ring
F
Fab. Foam Top Seal 1 1 00 2 ilea. 3 30!
Fab. Ed a Protrus 	 Bracket 2 2 00 12( 10 loo
Fab. Nixie -Clamp - 1 1 50 1 f in 0
Fab	 Custom Mount--- l 50 1
Fab. Foam Strips `for Cards 5 3 00 50 5
Enstall Clamps & Tie - Wrap x8 1 so 75 4 0
Conformal Coat 6 PCB's 8 001 25
Replace Nixie Tubes 1 30 10
P	 in	 Fi 1 ,ter 1 00 50 25 1 00 2 60
-Case-Plastics Re laced N Metal 36 ON n 1S0 no
Must be Shielded from Exist-
in	 Inner Case	 New Front &
Back Panels-To	 h Bottom
Add Hales to Bottom of Inner 1 0^l ]0 n
Case
Add Holes to Rear of Nixie G 0 5 nn
Chamber
Add 11oles to Dp Frqnt of 1 00 10 F
Top inner Cover
TOTAL HOURS
INSTRL'MrNTS. INC .
sHF.Fr	 OF_2..,_.BY STATA
LOT SIME IRATE i
FROM TO O.H. - _^._
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
' 4
^A
ru
.L
w
Ln
0
I
w
o v
mCD
=O
<
W
ti
v
31-13.07.=
MANUFACTURING ;GIST ESTIMATE
ASSEMBLY 140,	 ASSEMLY NAME -_OMM - Fluke Model 8200A	 NEXT ASSy N0,	 DATE
PART ND, PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST S
FAB AS5'Y INSP. TEST X.E. n	 r EXPD I XAT'L -LABORI TOTAL
Drill Holes in Side of Frame l lool 1 10 6 k
for PS Vent
PART 2 - Non Specific Items
Required to Performs Part 1
Operation
Total Disassembly w/Document- 8 DOI 8 00
ation
Assembly x New or Modified 61001 6 00 14100 3 On
Parts A Rework
Test& 160
n
-HCWti f&d Qalibratio	 by 4100 P,FI-Instrument Library
General 8 on 20 6
1
t o Ion 5n
Re
p
lace all Hardware 50 ZIN 12 501 1
150 Hour Bake Out 16.00 1 500
Replace all Wire x TFE 25 5 JOC 3 00 6 00 6 0 7 50 1
iFab. *w Push Buttons & Pin 1s 15 00 l 1 00 375 0
Shafts
TOTAL HOURS
INSTRUMENTS, WC.
SHEET	 _ OFl - -By	 STATA
L(fT SIZE RATE
FROM TO
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
r^
0
w
V)
m
^ to
0
M0C
r
O
m
Sp" DMsim
3. Provide cpanector/wire junction rjoisture P+taling.
a. 12 PCB (1 used for ribbon. cable connection)
b. 3 PGB type output
C. 2 round--p-( ,5i poorer and input connectors
4. Replace PVC as follows (delta to S'EL'IR modifications):
a. 50 loose wires-
.5• Provide system engineering, test, documentation, and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage /protection, relia-
bility, aaintainabi l-ity, safety, 3.nterchangeability /rep lace ability
-send human factors design.
2.33.8 Delta Modi.ficat on Cost
Fabrication	 $ 872
Engineering	 15,521
Test	 5,170
Documentation	 2,562
Program Yanagownt
	
1,206
Total delta modification cost	 $25,331
2.33.9 Data Sources
1. 1973 Catalog -- Test and Measurement Instruments,
John Fluke Manufacturing Company, Inc.
2. Instruction Manual. -- Model 8200A Digital. Voltmeter,
.john Fluke Manufacturing Company, Inc.
3. Visual examination of unit.
46 Telecon with J. Cunningham, John Fluke Manufacturing Company, Inc.
4. Meeting with M. Thompson, Instrument Specialists., Inc., on
March 1, 1974.
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2.34 MIL-SPEC VOLTMETER
Manufacturer: John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
Model Number: 8125A
Cost:	 $1845
PRECIDIN(; PAQLr
 Bj WK NOT MU14
Figure 2.34-1. Fluke Model 8125A Digitai Multimeter
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2.34.1 Description
The Fluke Model 8125A is a compact, rugged, truly portable militarized
digital multimeter with extreme reliability and recalibration intervals as
long as one year. It meets the stringent Class 2 environmental requirements
(except "explosive conditions") of I>ML-T--2120011 when operated from 50 to
500 Hz, 115V/230V line power.
An in-line readout displays polarity, a "I" for 20--percent overrange
and four full decades of digits with automatic decimal positioning. Sealed
pushbutton switches select ranges and functions while a sealed toggle switch
applies line power. Internal heaters automatically energize at ambient
temperatures below 0 C when the instrument is line--powered.. The "LOW TEMP"
lamp indicates that the heaters are "ON's.
All analog inputs are scaled for processing through the same operational
amplifier prior to digitization in the unique, fluke-designed,. "Recirculating
Remainder" analog-to-digital converter. The converter uses only one decade
of BCD counter and resistive ladder network to sample Cl input and serially
determine and display all digits. A unique capacitor register is used _'u hold
the-digits between samples. A low parts count and low instrument power con-
sumption result from the efficient use of analog circuitry combined with the
digitizing technique.
2.34.2 Performance Characteristics
DC Volts
Ranges.	 +1V, +1OV, +100V and +1000V, 20% overrange all ranges
Resolution 0.01% of range (100 u-,r on 1V range maximum)
Accuracy
90 days, 20 C to 30 C	 +(0.01% of input + 0.01% of range)
b months, 15 C to 35 C	 +_(0:01% of input + 0.02% of range)
1 year, 15 C to 35 C 	 +(0.02% of input + 0.02% of range)
Temperature Coefficient	 +(0.00151 of input + 0.001% of range)/oC
DC Input Resistance 	 Constant 10 megohms on all ranges
Filter	 Switch selected 2-pole, linear phase
active filter
Settling Time to Rated Accuracy
Filter "out"	 0.25 seconds
Filter "in"	 1.2 seconds
Oill Space Division7 u ckwel l International
Polarity: Automatic, instantaner,us selection and display
Overload: +1200V do or +1700V peak ac can be applied continuously
to any range without damage.
AC Volts
Ranges: 1V, IOV, 100V and 1000V, 200 overrange on all ranges
Resolution: 0.01% of range (100 uv on 1V range max4'mum)
50 Hz - 10 kHz
+ (0.2% of input +
0.05% of range)
+(0.2% of input +
0.08% of range)
+ (0.2% of input +
0.15% of range)
30-50 Hz and 10-20 kHz
+(0.5% of input +
0.1% of range)
+(0.5% of input +
0.1% of range)
+ (0.56 of input +
0.15% of range)
Accuracy:
90 days, 15 C to 35 C
6 months, 15 C to 35 C
I year, 15 C to 35 C
Input Impedance:
Settling Time to
Rated Accuracy:
Maximum DC Normal
Mode Voltage:
Overload.:
1 megohm shunted by 430 pf.
2.8 seconds
+1200V do NOTE: The sum of do normal mode voltage
and peak ac voltage must not exceed +170OV.
+1200V do or +1700V peak ac from 30 Hz to 20 kHz can
be applied continuously to any range without damage.
.Resistance
Ranges:	 1K, 10K, LOOK, 1000K and IOM, 20% overrange on all ranges
Resolution: 0.01% of range (0.1 ohm on lK range maximum)
Accuracy:	 1K - 1000K	 10M
90 days, 20 C to 30 C	 +(0.02% of input +	 + (0.05% of input +
0.01% of range)	 0.01% of range)
6 months, 15 C to 3,5 C +(0.02% of input + 	 + (0.07% of input +
0.02% of range)	 0.02% of range)
1 year, 15 C to 35 C	 +_(0.02% of input +	 +(0.07% of input +
0.03% of range)	 0.03% of range)
Configuration: Two-terminal constant current (+9V across open terminals)
Current In R Measured: 0.7 ma on the 1K range, decreasing by an order of
magnitude per range to 70 na. on the 10 megohm
range.
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Settling Time to Rated Accuracy:	 lK - 1000K	 10M
Filter Out	 0.25 sec	 2.8 see
Filter In	 1.8 sec	 10.0 sec
Overload
lK Range	 130V rms may be applied continuously without damage.
lK - 10M Range 230V rms may be applied continuously without damage
General
Selection
	
Manual via mechanielly interlocked pushbuttons
Display	 Four--decade neon in--line readout with polarity neon
for do volts, and fifth digit for 205 overrange.
Automatic decimal location.
Sample Rate	 3 samples per second
Maximum Inpu ts:
HI to LO	 See "Overload" specification by function
LO to GUARD	 100V do or peak ac
GUARD to
CHASSIS	 1200V do or 230V rms at 60 Hz
Temperature Coefficients (Apply outside of temperature ranges of
"accuracy" specifications. Use temperature
coefficient for 0 C When temperature is between 	
t
0 C and -40 C) :
do +(0.0015% of input + 0.001% of range) /oC
ac +_(0.015% of input + 0.005% of range) /aC
k ohms +(0.00,15% of input + 0.001% of range) /oC
10M ohms +(0.008% of input + 0.001% of range)/OC
2.34.3 Physical Characteristics
Weight:
	
20 lb (9.08 kg) without batteries
Size:
	
Linear dimensions, 20.19 in. long (with cover on) x 6.63 in.
high x 9.84 in. wide (51.3 x 16,8 x 25.0 cm)
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2.34.4 Suitability Analysis
CONSTRUCTION. A MIL combination case completely
encloses the instrument. Its detachable cover protects
the front panel while serving as a storage space for
accessories, test leads and the line cord. A recessed
carrying handle is attached to the cover's exterior.
Unit is not built for 19-inch rack installation.
Alternative is to store and us,- in portable, battery-
powered configuration.,
MATERIALS
Unit is metallic
Glans viewing window
Typical electronic components
Plastic knobs
SHOCK, VIBRATION, ACCELERATION AND ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
Spec. Withstands 18 impact shocks of 20G---3 shocks in
opposite direction along each of the mutually perpendicular
axes. Withstands continuous vibration along each of the
mutually perpendicular axes as follows:
Frequency Range	 Double Amplitude
	
5 to 15	 0.06 inch
	
15 to 25	 0.04 inch
	
25 to 55	 0.02 inch
Visual Exam.
Nixie tube supported only in base connector
Larger circuit board compo n ents require positive
retention
12 internal adjustable pots are not positively retained
Circu-it boards require positive retention to prevent
oil-canning.
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ELECTRICAL POWER
3 watts during 8 hours of continuous operation from
rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries
8 watts from 115/230 volt ac +1OX, 50 to 500 Hz
im optional battery pack may be installed in the field or
factory. A meter along side of the digit readout indicates the
state of battery charge. The battery is automatically charged
when the 8125A is operated from line poorer. Disconnecting the
line cord ;sables battery operation when the ambient tempera-
ture is greater than 0 C. Thermostat interlocks provide for
line operation only with energized heaters from 0 C to -40 C.
DATA MANAGEMENT COMPATIBILITY. Visual display only. No
signal outputs available to interface with data management.
Verify need before modification.
EMI SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RADIATION. Meets requirements of
MIL-ST.D 461A, Class Bl, Notice 3. Uses common mode rejection
circuits.
NOISE GENERATION. No generation.
FLAMMABILITY
Hermetically sealed
Plastic knobs and pushbuttons
TOXICITY. Hermetically sealtid (nixie tubes may contain
mercury traces) .
CONTAMINATION GENERATION. Glass nixie tubes.
CONTAMINATION SUSCEPTIBILITY
Sand and Dust:	 Meets para. 3.2.19.6 of
MIL-T-21200H
Salt Atmosphere; Meets para. 3.2.19.7 of
MIL-T-21200H
RELIABILITY
10,000 hr MTBF
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ATMOSPHERE
Pressure: Operating, 10,000 ft
Hon-Operating, 50,000 ft
Humidity: Operating, 0 to 100% RH
Dessicant in case to maintain low
humidity internally
AMBIENT TEMPERATURES
Storage: -62 C to + 85 C (--40 C to +60 C with
batteries installed)
Operating: -40 C to +55 C (line operation only
below 0 C and intermittent operation
to +71 C)
EQUIPMENT COOLING
3-watt power dissipation below threshold requiring
special cooling provisions.
Heaters assure internal temperature remains above
0 C on line operation (Capability not necessary
for Spacel.ab operations)
ZERO-G EFFECTS. No gravity-dependent functions
OPERABILITY. Line power is applied through the front
panel of the instrument. All fuses and indicator lamps are
front-panel mounted. A concealed slide switch at the -rear of
the instrument's chassis is used.for selection of 115v or 230v
ac line power.
Handles provide protrusion protection •, however, not to
1/2--inch radius. Verify if adequate. Probe must be stored
when unit is not in use.
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2.34.5 Modifications
Sh atterables
Replace readout window with transparent Lexan.
9-G Mounting
Remove cover, hinges, latches, batteries, and heater circuits. Yabri--
-cate and install rack mount flanges per Figure 2.34-2.
Shock and Vibration
1. Secure nixie tubes with special clamp; see Figure 2.34-3,
which-illustrates Datatron time code generator modification.
2. Clip six large components to circuit board per paragraph
4.0 of Design Guidelines.
3. Secure circuit board per paragraph 11.0 of Design Guidelines.
Materials Usage
Replace plastic knobs, on front of case.
2.34.6 Cost AnalXsis
Modification
Basic Cost
	
$2,118
Modification Cost
Fabrication
	 $1,535.
Engineering	 5,778
Test	 2,944
Documentation	 2,160
Program Management	 621
	
Total. Modification Cost	 13,038
Total Cost	 $15,15 6
New Development
Cos t
Weight
Complexity
State--of-the-Art Factor
Data Source
$40 ,000
1.0 pounds
1.00
2
Space Station Exp. 5.22
Support Equipment
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FLANGES
(MAKE FROM .12 AL ALLOY)
Figure 2.34--2. Rack-Mounting Configuration
Digital Multimeter (Militarized)
FRONT PANEL
4^1
NIXIE TUBES
TUBE CLAMP
(MAKE FROM 06 AL ALLOY;
INSERT NYLON GROMMETS
FOR TUBE CONTACTS) 	 ,y
SCREWS
Figure 2.343. Securing Method -Nixie Tubes
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Model 8125A
	 ASSEMBLY NAME	 Digital Multimeter - Fluke	 NEXT ASSY X10.	 DATE
T
FART N0. PART DESCRIPTION
Y
LABOR HOURS COST $
FAB ASS'Y INSF. TES I M.L, . EXPO I MAT'L LABOR TOTAL
Fab. Lexan Window 11001 ZO I
Remove Cover
	
Hinges, Latches 1	 3100
Batteries & Heater Circuits
Fab	 F Install Rack Mnt. 2 2 00 20 5 30
Flancie
Fab. Tube Clamp 1100 2q 10 I I 1 5 30
Fab_ Graenlets 4 00 1 120 1 1 3
6 ko I I I I	 I 1 50
,;Ecllre PER 1 0
Co n oncal Coat 1 Z5
15
20
00 40 00 20 00 10 on
3 0
Test	 Calibrate & Supp2rt
TOTAL HOURS 14 00 1114C 18 40 40 60 38 00 10 Q 536 5n
INSTRUMENTS, INC_
SHEETOEBY
WT SIZE RATE.
FROM TO 0.11
TOTAL E23 50 1311 fl 1534 5
TOTAL
TOTAL
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2.34.7 FCA06M Delta Modification Requirements Summary
1. Provide non-operati-ag vacuum (only) capability (from current 1.6
psia capability)
.a. Provide chamber and test time for acceptance and quali--
fication.
b. Respecify and replace 35 electronic parts.
2. Provide systems engineering, test, documentation and coordination
efforts to assure acceptable materials usage/protection, relia-
bility, naintainabil.ity, safety, interchangeabili,ty /rep Iaceabil.ity
and human factors design.
3. Replace PVC as follows (delta to SEEIR modifications) :
a. 10 loose wires
4. Human factors modifications:
a. Redesign to make the large circuit board easily
-replaceable.
2.34.8 Delta Modification Cost
Fabrication
	
$ 133
Engineering	 11,463
Test
	 4,582
Documentation	 2,562
Program Management
	 937
Total clp?ta udodification cost 19,677
2.34,9 Data S ources
1. 1973 Catalog, Test and Measurement Instruments, John Fluke
Manufacturing Company, Inc.
2. Instruction Manual -- Model. 8125A, Digital. Multi:^,ater,
John Fluke Manufacturing Company, Inc., May 1971.
3. Telecon with J. Cuani;;gham, .john Fluke Manufacturing Company, Inc.
4. Meeting with M. Thompson, Instrument Specialists, Inc.,
March 1, 1974.
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3.0 SPECIFICATION TRADEOFFS
Tradeoffs of specification requirements were performed to determine the
benefits or disadvantages resulting if NASA specifications were changed to
accommodate commercial equipment. This section presents three tradeoffs of
alternative specification requirements. Additionally, an analysis of the impact
of operating the experiment equipment on 28 vdc power rather than 115 vac is
presented.
3.1 CANDIDATE TRADEOFF IDENTIFICATION
Candidate tradeoffs were identified by comparing unmodified equipment char-
acteristics to specified requirements and reviewing the recommendations of the
suitability analysis and the comparison of the NASA preliminary equipment speci-
fication (EG006M00000A) with the Spacelab/Experiment Equipment Interface Require-
ments specifications. The characteristics of the unmodified equipment and the
recommendations of the suitability analyses are shown in Table 3-1. The speci-
fication comparison is discussed in Section 4.0 of Volume 11.
3.1.1 Unmodified Equipment Characteristics
Power requirements of the selected equipment are generally compatible with
Spacelab provisions although total power demand may be High when the aggregate
requirements for all equipment are considered. Most of the equipment items use
115 vac, 60-cycle power.	 Two units are compatible with the primary power form
of the Spacelab (28 vdc). , The tightest regulation requirement is 4 .3 percent,
with many units capable of accepting voltage variances greater than +10 percent.
Power dissipation for many units exceeds 200 watts. If many units require these
high power levels, the available Spacelab power budget for experiment equipment
will be c=eedcd.
Approaches to reducing power demand requirements include sequencing equip-
ment operation to be compatible with the available power budget, or modifying
the equipment to consume less power. Operational sequencing requires a system
analysis of an entire Spacelab payload which is out of the scope of this study.
Specific equipment items with high -power demands were modified during the
study. For example, the gas chromatograph heater requirement was reduced from
750 watts to 250 watts by reducing the airflow rate through the sample chamber.
A third alternative is to make this equipment compatible with the 28 vdc primary
paver source and eliminating the power supply section of each item where much
of the power is dissipated. An analysis of the impact of such an equipment mod-
ification is presented In Section 3.5.
Data output requirements vary considerably among equipment items. The
incompatibilities were generally resolved by placing buffer amplifiers between
the units and the data management subsystem. Also, the remote acquisition units
(RAU's) proposed by the Spacelab program to interface between the equipment and
the data management subsystem should further reduce these incompatibilities.
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Table 3-1, Unmodified Equipment Characteristics and Suitability Analysis Recommendations
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Most units have adequate cooling provisions. Units that utilized con-
vection as a basic 000ling mode were easily modified for forced-air cooling.
Other .
 units such as airborne units were designed to operate in low-pressure
environments by using conduction as a primary heat dissipation mode. An
analysis of approaches to support water--cooled units appears appropriate since
Spacelab is not providing a liquid-cooling interface to experiment equipment.
BecauGe only two items are affected, the tradeoff was not performed in this
study. Examination is recommended in any succeeding study.
3.1.2 Suitability Analysis Recommendations • -
The areas- requiring most of the equipment modifications are vibration
integrity, material control, confinement of shatterables,and protection from
protrusions and sharp edges. The remaining areas did not display as high a
modification frequency and therefore dial not receive the same priority for
tradeoff analysis.
Almost every unit analyzed required some modification to withstand the
vibration environment. ' The modifications recommended appear adequate, however,
location of vibrathn peaks, harmonic amplification,and other secondary effects
could not be predicted. A test program has been recommended to assess.the
vibration integrity of selected equipment items. Another avenue available to
reduce the effects of vibration is to reduce the environment induced upon the
equipment. An analysis of vibration isolation approaches is presented in
Section 3.2.
Every item analyzed, with.the exception of one, required a material change.
Plastics are generally used throughout commercial. equipment. Polyvinyl. chloride
is a commonly used wire insulation and is generally unacceptable. Section 3.3
discusses the benefits of relaxing the tight NASA material, control requirements
to the level defined by the Spacelab/experiment Equipment Interface Requirements
(SEEIR) specification. Alternative approaches to further relaxing this specifi-
cation are also discussed.
Modifications for physical protection of the crew are required by most
equipment items, but the cost of such modifications is low. Relaxed specifica-
tions for shatterable containment and protrusion protection would decrease the
safety integrity of the Spacelab and therefore were not considered as possible
tradeoff candidates.
3.1.3 Specification Comparison
Table 3-2 identifies the potential'specification changes that could be per-
formed to make the NASA specification compatible with the use of commercial
equipment. All of these requirements are potential tradeoff candidates. The
corrosion and ,fungus requirement was selected for tradeoff because it represents
a requirement class, i.e., degradation prevention requirements. Also, relaxa-
tion of other requirements may be more easily proven. Section 3.4 presents the
assessment of the impact of relaxed corrosion and fungus control requirements.
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Table 3--2. Potential Specification Changes Indicated by
Specification Comparison
Eliminate degradation-type requirements
(fungus, corrosion)
Relax nonoperating temperature and vacuum
criteria
Eliminate built-in test connectors
Relax safety interconnects
Eliminate interchangeability
Eliminate human engineering specification
Eliminate connector sealing
Addition of rules-of-thumb design guide
Nonoperating temperature and vacuum specifications could be relaxed by
assuring that the equipment is not exposed to extreme environments. The Orbiter
is currently being designed for a minimum internal pressure of 8.0 psia. The
Spacelab only quotes a nominal pressure of 14.7 psia. Commercial units are
transported by commercial aircraft in pressurized cargo bays when necessary,
eliminating transport prior to space flight as a design.driver. It can be c;ork-
cluded that vacuum is no longer a necessary design requirement. If the equip-
ment is exposed to a vacuum in space, the cause of the vacuum probably caused
so much damage to the Spacelab that successful operation of the equipment
subsequent to such exposurf xould not be required. Although no tradeoff was
performed, consideration of an 8.0 psia minimum pressure should be made when
this requirement is finalized. Similar logic could be applied to the tempera-
ture extremes defined,
Built-in test connectors and safety interconnects can also be eliminated
since this equipment will be maintained on the ground by qualified instrumenta-
tion technicians. No reason has been identified to assume that the maintenance
procedures followed in most laboratories and industrial facilities would not
be adequate for the Spacelab equipment. If a more densely packaged aerospace-
type equipment design were adopted for the test equipment, such control would
be justified.
Interchangeability is provided by the equipment manufacturer on all
replacement parts. Therefore, for commercial equipment this becomes an
academic requirement. Configuration control has meaning only for custom-built
equipment..
It may be necessary to enforce the human engineering specification on a few
units although it seems improbable. Since all equipment analyzed is used suc-
cessfully in laboratories and industrial facilities, human engineering shortcom-
ings are either overcome or the marketplace eliminates the unit. (If the unit
cannot be used, it does not sell) Therefore, the equipment may not meats a
specified requirement, but its use in the field proves that it can be success-
fully operated.
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Rules of thumb for most specifications would provide laymen. interpreta-
tions of the requirements that woula b4 useful to most principal investigators.
An effort to produce such rules of thumb was considered, out of scope, but is
recommended if a new study is undertaken.
3.2 CAM EQUIPMENT RACK VIBRATION ISOLATION
3.2.1 Objective
This section presents an evaluation of potent=ial cost savings derived from
improving vibration isolation between CAM equipment. and the Spacelab.
The suitability analysis determined that almost all items would require
modifications to meet the ERNO Spacelab vibration specifications used in the
SEEIR baseline document. Sixty to 80 percent of the total CAM modification
costs apply to vibration modifications. While the evaluations show that the
modifications are highly cost -effective compared to the cost of custom equip-
ment, these modifications could be significantly reduced if the items were
more effectively isolated from Spacelab vibration. Therefore, it is appro-
priate to investigate the feasibility of additional isolation and to evaluate
the costs of alternative means of accomplishing this.
This evaluation is preliminary,► ; more detailed studies are warranted when
new Spacelab data are developed and when the vibration capabilities of the CAN,
equipment are better understood. The latter need is underscored by the fact
that manufacturers' vibration data were identified for only one-third of the
34 equipment item evaluated. Further, most of these ( g) are specified for
operating conditions only, or both operating and non-operating conditions.
Since operation is the limiting factor in passing the specified tests,
presumably the equipment items could withstand somewhat greater levels of
vibration when not operating..
The study is directed primarily at standard rack--mounted equipment because
25 of the 34 iterrn studied were suited for such mounting. However, study
results could just as well apply to the five items that were found unsuited
to standard rack mounting by assuming use of a special rack or bench with simi-
lar isolation. The microscope and some assessories are recommended for
stowage. The results also could apply to stowage boxes, assuming that they are
treated as any other equipment item.
3.2.2 Background Discussion
Spacelab Environment
Figure 3-1 defines the vibration environment assumed for the study. The
data were'- taken from ERNO.documents for equipment items weighing over 67 lb
(30.0 kg) and mounted to Spacelab cylindrical area surfaces. The lower 3.3-g
rms power spectral density (PSD) curve for random vibration mid the sinusoidal
levels were used in the SEEIR document and are the basis for modifying the rack-
mounted equipment items for vibration. The 10-g rtes PSD and sinusoid Liputs
were used to define the needed modifications for non-rack-mounted equipment
items.
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Equipment Item .Capabilities
The CAM equipment items studied vary considerably in estimated vibration
hardness. Many commercial items are designed without any specific vibration
requirements outside of transportation and handling. Some items are relatively
poorly built for any non routine vibration. Others, such as the airborne and
the Mil-Spec equipment, are more rugged. However, it is expected that minor
fixes would be needed for even these units.
Only 11 of the 34 items reference a Mil specification capability or pro-
vide specific qualification levels. Most specifications are for maintaining
in-specification performance when exposed to vibration, indicating that in
general they could tolerate greater vibration.l.evel.s when inoperative.
Figure 3-2 summarizes the vibration specifications published for 9 of the
34 selected equipment items. The curves shmr the maximum and minimum envelope
of vibration qualification. Again, most data are for operating equipment. The
maximum envelope limit is from avionics-type equipment. The minimum limit
primarily comes from I'iil specifications for sea-going vessel installations.
The curve between the envelope limits indicates where most equipment item
specifications cluster. Capability beyond 55 Hertz is generally not specified.
Superimposed on Figure 3-2 is the sinusoidal distribution curve of Figure
3-10). This is shown to underscore the conclusion that, ignoring the random
inputs, verification of the lose-frequency vibration capability is important.
This is because an equipment item with lov frequency resonances and transmissi-
bilities of 10 or more (e.g., heavy components mounted on relatively Large and
flexible flat plates) could develop serious internal g loads on individual.
components.
It is evident that most equipment items will require a vibration survey to
verify capability and identify any needed fixes. Alternatively, better isola-
tion from Spacel,ab than that used in the study could reduce both the tests and
the fines needed.
Modification Costs
An evaluation of equipment modification costs indicates that 60 to 80
percent of the identified costs were due to vibration fixes. The percentages
cannot be determined pxecisely because some vibration fixes also corrected
other inadequacies, such as support for acceleration loads. The few items that
required no vibration modifications fell into two categories: those with
adequate ruggedness specified (i.e., RHG and Collins avionics communications
gear) and those to be stowed (i.e., microscope and various assessories). it
appears certain that more than half of the total modification costs could be
saved, along with management and schedule gains, if increased isolation could
be obtained.
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3.2.3 General Considerations
There are two basic methods of isolating components--passive and active.
Passive techniques are highly developed and inexpensive for simple applicK'tions
that do not have critical interfaces or low-frequency problems. Active iGola-
tion is used to solve problems outside the inherent capability of passive
isolators and is relatively expensive because of the use of servo control sys-
tem components.
Passive isolators, due to their dampened :spring characteristics, resonate
an isolated system at a frequency which the equipment can withstand. The
frequency is dependent upon the isolator spring constant and system mass. The
frequency is usually chosen between 15 and 30 Hertz. The transmissibility at
resonance varies from 1, with critical damping, to theoretically infinity at
zero damping. The transmissibility decreases above resonance, becoming 1 at
1.414 times resonant frequency. The higher the transmissibility at resonance,
the greater the attenuation as the frequency increases above resonance. There
is no attenuation for frequencies lower than resonance.
The peak-to-peak displacement swing of the isolated component increases as
-resonance frequency decreases, and this becomes a key limiting factor in isola-
tor capability. At 30 Hertz the maximum deflection is 0.01 inch (0.254 mm)
per g (static deflection) on the isolated mass, or 0.01 inch (0.0254 mm) per
input-g times transmissibility. At 15 Hertz the deflection is about 4 times
that at 30 Hertz. At 5 Hertz the deflection is 10 times that at 15 Hertz.
As an example, an isolated system resonating at 5 Hz and with damping at
one half of critical damping has a transmissibility of about 1.5 at resonance
and static deflection of 0.4 in. (1.01 cm). With a 1-g peak input at 5 Hz(per Figure 3--2), the mass would deflect about +0.6 in. (1.5 cm). This can
pose an isolator design problem to maintain linear characteristics over this
swing and problems can arise with interfacing to the isolated mass. The effect
of st-idy-state acceleration will be a problem. It should be noted, however,
that at 30 Hz the transmissibility is down to e-0.2,  and down to 0.1 at 50 Hz.
Attenuation begins at 7 Hz, : where Figure 3-2 shows that the input reaches 2 A.
A lower resonant frequency at 3 Hz would start attenuating at 4.2 Hz (4 1-g
input) and deflect about 1.5 in. (3.8 cm). The random PSD spectrum inputs
would also be eliminated by either design.
It is evident that law-frequency attenuation is required if inputs to
equipment items are to be reduced to levels that reduce modifications and
testing significantly, unless equipment capability can be shown better than
quoted specifications. The random input spectrum is effectively attenuated
with loos-frequency isolation but the sine wave spectrum is still of concern
at the lower frequency end. Because of this, early verification of the
sine wave spectrum characteristic is needed.
3.2.4 Alternatives
There are many possible system solutions to isolate the equipment items.
Table 3-3 identifies the basic choices... Isolation systems within isol.atiG7
systems or flexible systems are not covered.
_:
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Table 3-3. Basis Isolation Choices
Isolator System Level
	 Passive
	 Active
Units	 Possible
	 Clearly not cost effective
Console
	 Possible	 Probably not cost effective
Multi--Console	 Possible
	 Probably cost effective
Spacelab	 Possible	 Likely cost effective
Active isolation is not cost effective for the smaller equipment clusters.
It may be cost effective for a number of consoles mounted in one rigid system
or at the total Spacelab level, since the costs of all equipment would be
reduced.
Low-frequency passive isolators may be feasible at the unit, rack or
group-of-racks levels. They would be less desirable at the total Spacelab
level because of the resultant interface complexities from large peak dispInce-
ments. The assessments made were, therefore, aimed at the potential of passive
isolation of (I) equipment units in hard-mount racks, (2) hard-mount units in
passive isolated racks, and (3) hard-mount units in racks that are hard-mounted
in groups to a passively isolated framework.
3.2.5 Com arison of Alternatives
Isolated Equipment Units in Hard-Nounted Racks
The major cost impact of isolating individual equipment items lies in
(1) the development and procurement of the isolators, (2) design of the rack
to accommodate the isolators and the combined motions -md displacements of
the equipment items, and (3) the lost volume needed to provide room for peak
displacements.
The total cost recently incurred to oversee redesign, test, qualification
and procurement of a typical vibration isolator for a spacecraft equipment item.
was about $75,000. The isolator and equipment unit mass resonated in the
typical 15 to 30 Hertz region. It is estimated that lower frequency isolators
would cost at least $150,000. The cost is relatively independent of the equip-
ment item mass supported, but each item with significantly different mass or
mass distribution would likely need separately developed isolators. Therefore,
a direct cost of about $150,000 per unit could be expected to be incurred.
This is far more than the estimated modification costs to upgrade the units
for the Spacelab environments of Figure 3-1, which are generally less than
$15,000.
The rack design would require modification to provide cooling
air containment and to provide mountings for standard 19-inch rack--mounted
equipment. A space within each rack of at least I-1/2 inches (3.8 cm) would
be needed to accommodate the peak-to-peak random phased displacements of
adjacent equipment items. This space would reduce the number of 10-inch
(25.4 cm) packages installed in a typical. 8-foot (244 in) rack from 9 to 8.
The rocking motions due to 3--axis excitations and mass unbalance may require
even greater separation than the idealized single-degree-of-freedom calcula-
tions presented above.
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Finally, inter-unit connections, mainly electrical cabling, would be
impacted to such a degree that .freedom to move without excess stresses or
effects on isolation characteristics would have to be provided. It is con-
cluded that it would not be cost effective or physically effective to attempt
to isolate individual equipment units to filter out the low-frequency sine
wave input of Figure 3-1(b).
Isolated Flacks
Isolation of a rack will incur a cost for development and procurement
of vibration isolators. Interface connections between the racks and Spacelab
will be impacted and schedule flexibility may be reduced. Volume usage
efficiency is much better than for the individual unit isolation case.
The isolator costs could be expected to remain about the same as for the
equipment unit isolation case. However, a double bay rack 8 ft (2.44 m) high,
holds 18 typical 10-inch (25.4 cm) high equipment units. The shared isolator
cost per unit would then be less than $9,000 per unit, which is competitive
with the average cost to modify the equipment. Several racks could perhaps
use the same isolator design, provided that loaded weight characteristics .ould
be made to fall within acceptable limits. This possibility requires further
study.
# The interface design problem between equipment units is eliminated by
isolation of an entire rack, but the larger cable bundles between racks and
Spacelab would require special design. Cooling air ducting or water lines
going from the rack would require flexible connectors.
Some volume efficiency is lost due to rack-to-rack-to-Spacelab clearances.
However, two more packages could be accommodated by the double bay rack as
compared to the individual isolated unit approach.
The most serious potential problem is that total weight characteristic
variations may require custom isolators for each rack. The flexibility of
using Spacelab would be affected. Either the isolators could not be designed
until the rack was loaded, or extensive precoordination and management would
be needed to assign equipment items to racks and establish weight goals.
Neither is compatible with a flexible user policy. This problem would be
solved if a standard range of isolator designs were made available to accom-
modate various weight ranges. This issue requires an in-depth study to
verify design feasibility and to establish the required design parameters.
in summary, the rack-isolated concept appears to have merit if a standard
isolator selection concept can be developed to retain Spacelab schedule flexi-
bility with minimum management efforts. An in-depth study is needed to deter-
mine feasibility and the design criteria for standard.isolators.,
Multi-Rack Isolation
The cost of isolators per equipment unit could be further reduced by
increasing the number of bays per isolated system. A standard one- or two-bay
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console (rack) concept could be retained by providing an isolated framework
on which to mount several racks. Special bench configurations also could be.
accommodated and thereby eliminate individual equipment unit isolators where
standard rack mount is not suitable..
If the full Length of each side of each module in a Spacelab contained an
isolated framework on which to mount standas:d racks, each could accommodate
racks containing up to 45 typical equipment items. The cost for isolation
would drop to less than $4000 per typical equipment unit.
Alternatively, approximately $450,000 per multi--rack system could be
allocated to the development and production of an active isolator system and.
be competitive with individual equipment item modification. Assuming that the
development could be shared among characteristically similar systems (2 per
module or 6 per three-module Spacelab) the prorated costs could become
relatively small.
Interface problems due to displacement between racks, as compared to
individual rack isolation, would be eliminated. Interfacing with the Spacelab
would not be any more difficult than with single racks since. the Spacelab
framework would be required to carry less rack-to-rack connections.
The impact on scheduling and management would be similar to that for
rack-level isolation. If custom isolators were required for given loaded
multi-rack assembly configurations, the ensuing difficulties probably would
outweigh the cost savings to reduce equipment item modifications.
If, however, adjustable isolators or a sufficient range of isolator selec-
tions were available to accommodate the necessary weight distribution ranges,
such an approach appears desirable. In-depth studies to define the mass
paramLta s to be accommodate, evaluate technical feasibilities, and select the
best design solutions are needed in order to pursue this course.
3.2.6 Conclusions
The following conclusions were made during the tt.deoff study:
1. Grouping of equipment items into multiple-rack isolated
systems Mould be cost--effective provided that the proper
isolators are made available for the spectrum of weights
and mass distributions. Detailed study is needed to
define the problem and select the technical approach.
Isolation of .individual equipment items within. racks is;
as a general rule, impractical and nPt cost-effective.
2. A test program should be undertaken to understand the true
non-operating vibration environment capability of CAM equip-
ment. Two thirds of those studied were not tested to a
defined vibration spectrum. Data for the other one--third
quoted . mostly sea.-going vessel specifications for operating
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conditions and many are capable of more stringent low-.fxequency
inputs. Based upon visual examination, most items appear to
require modifications to meet the December 1973 ERNO-specified
Spacelab environments . The, cost of these modifications
represent over one half of the total modification costs identi-
fied.
3.3 MATERIAL CONTROL TRADEOFF
The objective of this trade study is to (1) determine whether it is feasi-
ble to reduce the Spacelab internal experiment equipment material control
requirements from the level defined by the NASA equipment specification
(EC006M00000A) to the study SEEIR specification, and (2) determine whether
it is feasible to eliminate all material control requirements (except.for
mercury, cadmium and zinc).
The first objective was evaluated by a risk analysis ohich considered the
cost differential be 	 imposing the study SEEIR specification requirements
and the NASA specification requirements upon the equipment, compared to the cost
of modifying and reflying experiments which failed because of a material control
type of problem.
The second objective was evaluated by comparing the cost savings expected
by further relaxing the study specification material control requirements, with
the costs of adding an active method of cleaning the Spacelab environment of
increased outgassing products or isolating the increass.d outgassing products.
3.3.1 Relax Material Control. Requirements from the NASA Specification to
the Study Specification
The first question to be answered (if material cont:.ol requirements are
relaxed) is whether or not the safety of the Spacelab crew will be endangered
in any way. After careful study, it was concluded that safety of the crew
would not be compromised, based on the following rationale.
I. The 150-hour bakeout requirement will drive off an appreciable
amount of the total outgassing products available from each
equipment item.
2. Conformal coating of circuit boards will effectively reduce
the total amounts of outgassing products coming from circuit
board components.
3. Forced--air cooling of all rack-mounted equipment, and bench-
mounted equipment which requires appreciable heat dissipation,
will effectively cool all wire bundles and other sources of
high heat generation. The danger of overheating is very remote.
4. Current design practices incorporating low-voltage circuits and
fused high--power circuits indicate a very low probability of
failure. Use of TFE insulation instead of PVC insulation
reduces the fire hazard significantly.
5. If a fire should start in any equipment with forced air cool-
ing, its ability to propagate is quite limited. The fan
would be shut off and the fire would be self--extinguishing.
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The absence of .convection currents in zero-gravity, plus the
absence of forced air over the equipment, would keep oxygen
away from the equipment and therefore extinguish the fire
quickly. Non-catastrophic and non-propagating failures are
permitted in the NASA specification (ECO06M00000A) when com-
patible with individual, equipment reliability goals.
&. Those units that are sealed will not permit outclassing
products to enter the Spacelab environment. No harm can
come to the crew from this source.
7. Most hermetically sealed components are back-filled with an
inert gas, so the flammability danger is extremely low from
these units.
8. If an equipment failure should occur which would endanger the
crew, what safety features are inherent in the Spacelab?
Where can the crew go? First of all, the Orbiter will have
face masks (with 30-minute oxygen tanks) and fire extinguishers
available for immediate. action against fire and smoke. The
design of the Orbiter vehicle includes an airlock between the
crew compartment and the Spacelab. The hatch on the crew com-
partment side will remain closed during experiment operations,
with the hatch on the Spacelab side remaining. open. If an
equipment failure should occur which would endanger the crew,
their last resort is to evacuate the Spacelab through the
airlock. Once safely inside the airlock, the Orbiter flight
crew would have the option of dumping the Spacelab atmosphere
to space, thereby extinguishing any fire which might persist
to the point of endangering the Orbiter vehicle itself.
A risk analysis was used to evaluate the cost effectiveness of relaxing
the material, control, requirements down to the level of the study equipment
specification. Relaxation of a specification increases the risk of equipment
failure. The cost of incurring this risk was estimated to determine if relax-
ation of material control requirements is a cost-effective specification
change.
This analysis of risk, is based on (1) the statistical probability of
equipment failure because the relaxed specification_ did not correct an equip-
ment deficiency, (2) the cost to the .experiment program if one or more.pack-
ages fail during the program must be reflown, and (3) the cost differential .
between the NASA and the study level of material control. require,,jents.
The results of the risk analysis are shown in lrigure 3-3. The horizontal.
line represents the cost differential. between the NASA and the study level of
material control requirements. This line represents the additional cost of
identifying all materials in. the equipment, approving the listed materials and
replacing any wire runs (internal to healed units). from TVC to Teflon insulated
wire. Since the cost is not probal.istic, because it Mould be expended for all
items of equipment, it is represented as a horizontal line.
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Figure 3-3. Risk Analysis for pelaxing. Material
Control Requirements from NASA Spec to Study Spec_
The slanted lines represent the expectation of incurring the cost of mod-
ifying up to five units that failed due to a material failure. Since such a
failure is probabilistic, the expected cost varies with the probability of
occurrence. For example, the probability of five equipment failures occurring
during the program may be only 1 in 10. Therefore, the expectation is only
about $700 thousand. Another way of explaining this cost is that with a prob-
ability of l in 10, the total cost of five falluLes would only be incurred once
in ten experiment. programs. Therefore, one-tenth the cost of these five fail-
ures is apportioned to one experiment prograr".
The cost of a failure is based upon the cost to refly the failed experi-
ment hardware and the cost to fix that hardware prior to reflight. Ten
experiments are assumed to fly on any Spacelab; therefore, one--tenth the cost
of reflying the Spacelab is assessed against that experiment. The cost per
flight used was $10.45 million (1974 dollars) which is an average cost for
439 flights.
The intersection of the slanted and horizontal line defines the probabil-
ity of occurrence where the cost of imposing the ECO06 specification equals the
cost of relaxing the specification to the SEEIR requirements. If only one
failure should occur, it is always cost effective to relax the specification.
The probability of two failures occurring during the program has to exceed 0.72
to make imposition of the ECO06 specification cost effective. The probability
must be greater than 0.5 for three failures to occur to make the ECO06 speci-
fication cost effective and so forth.
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The differences between the two specifications are small and should not
result in significantly different failure rates. The major cost difference
results from different material reporting requirements. An increased risk
exists only,for enclosed units. The SEEZR allows materials to exist in these
units which would not be allowed by the ECO06 specification. In the opinion
of the study team., the probability of a material failure causing an equipment
failure is not significantly different for the two specificatinns.. It is
believed that the probability of two failures occurring as a result of the
specification differences is much less than 0.72. The probabilities for addi-
tional failures are also much less than the cross--over points shown on the
figure. Therefore, relaxation of the hC006 specification to material control
requirements defined by the SEETR specification is recommended.
3.3.2 Elimination of All Material Control Requirements
The problem of increased material outgassing during normal use, because of
the elimination of all material control requirements, has been evaluated by
comparing two basic costs. the cost savings to be expected by not imposing
the material control requirements of the study specification, and the costs of
providing an active system which would either clear the Spacelab environment
of the increased outgassing products or isolate the increased outgassing
products.
Spacelab Modifications
Two alternative modifications to the Spacelab could be made to accomncdate
`the elimination of all material control requirements for experiment equipment.
The first alternative is to place all equipment in an inert atmosphere that
does not co-mingle with the Spacelab atmosphere. The second alternative adds
a contaminant control assembly to the Spacelab environment control system (ECS)
and fire extinguishers for fire control..
5
Description of Alternatives
Alternative l is illustrated in Figure 3-4. Nitrogen is circulated through
the equipment in a sealed rack to provide cooling. Heat from the equipment is
extracted by a gas/liquid heat exchanger that interfaces with the Spacelab
coolant loop, This concept is similar to the rack equipment cooling concept
envisioned for Spacelab, except it uses nitrogen rather than air.
Figure 3-4. Tsolatim ;achnique for Rack-Sealed Equipment
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Use of a separate, inert gas circulation concept eliminates the fire and
toxicity hazards for rack-mounted equipment. Combustion cannot be supported in
the absence of oxygen. Sealing of equipment racks prevents any toxics from
evolving from the equipment into the breathable atmosphere. The pressure in
the equipment rack can be maintained below that in the cabin to prevent any
nitrogen leakage into the cabin by having a controlled leakage overboard.
The cortcept has many shortcomings requiring considerable analyses before
adoption. Equipment sealing to prevent leakage of the nitrogen into the cabin
would require extensive equipment modification. All openings require sealing.
Access to the interior of equipment while in flight would be precluded. Bench--
mounted equipment would require special provisions such as isolated compartments
or enforcement of a materials control. program.
A schematic of the ECS modifications required by Alte-inative 2 is shown
in Figure 3-5. This contamination control, approach is similar to that used in
the Space Station Prototype System (SSP), developed by Hamilton Standard for
NASA-3SC1.
Trace contaminant concentrations are controlled by three principal means:
(1) absorption on activated charcoal. to remove most of the contaminants, (2)
chemisorption by reactive solid materials to remove acidic and basic gases,
and (3) catalytic oxidation to convert contaminants that are not otherwise
controlled by the aforementioned concepts. Vehicle leakage also contributes
to contaminant control., but because a specific leakage rate cannot be assured,
a. no--leakage condition is assumed.
The absorptive portion of the subassembly consists of activated charcoal
beds. Charcoal is integrated with the lithium hydroxide canisters which
absorb carbon dioxide.
Chemisorption occurs in two separate beds of reactive granular solids. in
the first bed, ammonia is absorbed by copper-sulfated sorbeads (phosphoric acid
impregnated charcoal is an alternative). Tn the other bed, 'various acid gases
such as hydrogen chloride are absorbed by lithium carbonate. Addition of other
materials to the lithium carbonate may be required for effective control of
certain contaminants.
Contaminants not effectively controlled by the aforementioned techniques
are eliminated by pyrolysis or oxidation in the catalytic oxidizer. The inlet
air stream is heated to 600 F in a regenerative heat exchanger arid then passed
over a granular catalyst of palladium on alumina pellets. Contaminants are
either decomposed or oxidized to carbon dioxide and/or water. An integral
heater serves to maintain system temperature by compensating for heat losses.
Tile outlet air stream is cooled in the regenerative heat exchanger before
reentering the cabin atmosphere.
Fire extinguishers, not shown, consist of carbon dioxide Eire extinguishers
and gull-face oxygen masks for the crew. CO2 was chosen over other type fire
extinguishers because it is easier to clean up, will not decompose td toxic
products in the catalytic burner, will not damage the equipment, and its pres-
ence can easily be detected by man.
IContaminant Removal. Subsystem -- Preliminary Design Pa-; SSF Documents
40, 41 and 42. Hamilton Standard, 1971.
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Comparison of Alternatives
Both alternatives are not cost-effective and were rejected. The inert gas
isolation approach would cost at least as much as instituting a materials con-
trol program and would only be effective for the rack-mounted equipment. Seal-
ing of rack-mounted hardware would require modifications as extensive as those
required to meet the material control specifications identified in the Spacelab/
Experiment Equipment Interface Requirements (SEEIR) document. Isolation of
bench-mounted equipment requires special packaging and could affect equipment
operations. Most likely t a materials control program would still be necessary
for these packages. Institution of a materials control program for a portion
of the equipment, would not achieve the objective of further relaxation of
material control. requirements.
The contaminant: removal subassembly and fire extinguisher approach also
is not cost effective. Development of a catalytic burner and associated
sorbent beds is estimated to cost $5.7 million. Each unit installed in a
Spacelab would cost an additional $0.8 million. if three Spacelab modules are
required for the sortie experiment program, a total cost of $8.1 million would
be incurred. The cost of fire extinguishers was not determined because they
are supplied by the current Spacelab design. The $8.1 million costs does not
compare favorably with the estimated programmatic cost for modification of
equipment to meet the requirements of the SEEIR specification, which is
$2.7 million. Therefore, this alternative is also rejected.
3.3.3 Conclusion
Reduction of material control requirements to a Level defined by SEEIR
is cost effective. A risk analysis showed that the expected costs incurred by
a relaxed material controls specification are less than the cost of imposing
the NASA equipment specification. The evaluation, was based on the very low
failure rate anticipated. No compromise to crew safety is envisioned by
implementing the study material control, requirements.
Further specification relaxation was evaluated by comparing the cost of
implementing the study level of material control requirements versus the cost
or nullifying the increased amount of offgassing products. It was found that
the cost of removing the increased offgassing products by means of a catalytic
burner (or the isolation of the offgassing products by cooling all rack-mounted
equipment with a closed, gaseous nitrogen system) exceeded the cost of imple-
menting the study material control requirements by a factor of 3. Crew safety
could very well be jeopardized by the increased amount of .offgassing products
if special precautions were not exercised. Since these precautions ware not
found to be cost-effective, the recommendation is to implement the material
control requirements found in the SEEIR specification.
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3.4 MOISTURE AND FUNGUS AND CORROSION REgUIREMENTS TRADEOFF
The NASA specification for CAM equipment currently requires all materials
used to be non--nutrient to fungus growth, or treated so the exposed surfaces
will be fungus resistant. Also, the specification requires all metals to be
corrosion resistant or to be processed to resist corrosion. ??tith of these
requirements are intonded to protect ground signal equipment from the deterior-
ating effects of climatic and service conditions encountered in military use.
The object of this trade study then is to determine if the requirements
for moisture and fungus resistance, and corrosion resistance (as stated in
NASA Specification ECO06M00000A), can be vaived without significantly reducing
the life of the equipment.
3.4.1 Problem
The selection of materials for CAM equipment to be non-nutrient to fungus
growth is difficult because fungus will thrive on almost any organic material
where chemically unbound m(.'Jl..=ure is present. The growth of fungus can be
detrimental to CAM equipment operation because )
 in time, the fungus may create
unwanted grounding paths.
	
a
Also, the finishing of metallic surfaces to be placed in intimate contact
with each other, by assembly, presents a special problem because intermetallie
contact of dissimilar metals results in the formation of electrolytic couples
when moisture is p resLint. An electrolytic couple promotes corrosion through
galvanic action. Corrosion degrades electrical contact between. surfaces to
the point where the equipment may fail to operate.
3.4.2 Discussion
The above definition of the problem is seen to depend on the amount of
free moisture present. The more common types of fungi are known to thrive on
moisture, either in the farm of liquid water or ice crystals. The most widely
documented example occurred during the latter years of . Woxld War 11 and a few
years after its conclusion. Fungus thrived in gasoline storage tanks throughout
the United States. The addition of lead caused the fungus to grow bigger, but
the removal of all moisture caused the fungus to die out. The inference is
that a controlled environment (where relative. humidity is kept to low levels)
will not promote the growth of fungus on CAM equipment.
In like manner, it is known that moisture promotes the formation of elec-
trolytic couples. Experience has shown that relative humidities of less than
50 percent do not promote electrolytic couples when the metallic surfaces in
intimate contact are reasonably protected This experience was gained essen-
tially on the Saturn S-•1I program and confirmed by ship and aircraft experience
wher? ralative humidity is controlled to a laa level during long--term storage.
The conclusion is that relative humidities maintained below 50 percent will not
pn-mote corrosion of metallic interfaces which are suitably protected by good
commercial practice.
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In order to substantiate the above mentioned experience of the NASA and
Rockwell in the Saturn S-II program, discussions were held with Beckman and
the Rockwell (Space Division) Instrumentation Laboratory The discussion with
Beckman Instruments confirmed that no special precautions against fungus or
corrosion were incorporated in their commercial product: line. Commercial
practice does require that certain hospital items be protected against solvents
and cleaning fluids. Generally,, epoxy paints serve as the special finish for
these applications. Epoxy paints have now become'a common finish for most
commercial instrumentation.
During the past two years, the commercial design guidelines have been
revised considerably because of the Occupational. Safety and Health Administra-
tioa (OSHA) code which, in turn, calls out the National Electrical Manufacturers'
Association (NE14A) code (electrical, design features) . The safety aspects include
special grounding features, interlocks, labels, etc. To date, none of these
guideline changes i.-itclude fungus or corrosion protection.
The Rockwell. Space Division Instrumentation Laboratory reported that the
previous generation test equipment/instrumentation did have characteristic
design problems (such as riveted ground lugs causing erratic ground returns),
but the new equipment designs do not have any of these drawbacks. In fact,
they report very few failures of the newer generation equipment---none being
attributed to fungus or corrosion problems.
Rockwell is currently engaged in a NASA contract dealing with the ground
operations associated with checkout and integration activities of flight-
qualified experiments, from receipt through post-flight disposition (Spacelab
User Implementation Assessment Study, NASI-12933). Study requirements neces-
sitate that the Spacelab be environmentally protected during all phases of
experiment /instrument installation and integration as follows.
1. Installation of experiments/instruments will be accomplished at
either an integration center (such as NASA-MSEC) or the user's
facility. The user could be a NASA center, a university, or
possibly a commercial source. The Spacelab will be located in
a facility maintained at 50-percent (or less) relative humidity.
In the case of modified commercial instrumentation, equipment
drying could be accomplished at the supplier's facility, the
instrument encased in a suitable plastic bag, dry nitrogen gas
substituted for air in the bag, and the bag heat-sealed. This
simple means of protection will assure a controlled relative
humidity while the item is being transported from the supplier
to the point of installation into the Spacelab.
2. The Spacelab will be transported from the point of experiment:.
installation to the launch site by a Guppy-type aircraft.
During this phase, it will be sealed and the controlled a:ivir-
onment maintained inside the Spacelab.
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3. At the launch site, the Spacelab will be jerviced, checked
out, and integrated with the Shuttle at the MSOB, MCF, and
VAB, respectively. During all these operations, a 50-percent
relative humidity (maximum) will be maintained.
4. When the Shuttle returns from a sortie mission, the Spacelab
will be checked out and dk , ;:-erviced at the HOF and MSOB,
respectively (launch site operations). A controlled envir-
onment w111 be maintained at each location.
5. The Spacelab will be transported back to the point of
experiment installation by the Guppy-type aircraft, as
described previously.
Also, recognizing that Spacelab flight operations are nominally 7 days in
duration and occasionally last up to 30 days, during which time relative humid-
ities up to 70 percent may prevail, this additional moisture could promote
fungus growth and/or corrosion. When comparing this short time period with
the succeeding six-month time period (average contract study time between
flights for the same item of CAM equipment), we find there is more than adequate
time for the controlled relative humidity (less than 50 percent) to dry out the
moisture-ladened equipment during ground operations. Therefore, on the basis
that the 70-percent relative humidity condition is not maintained continuously
(a maximum condition only) and is applied for a -relatively short time, the-con-
clusion is that fungus growth and/or corrosion will not be promoted by this
operating condition to the point of producing a failure.
The possibility always exists of an accidental spill of liquid during
Spacelab flight operations, which could migrate to the CAM equipment and
thereby promottr. fungus growth and/or corrosion. For this situation, four
events would be necessary in succession: (1) the inadvertent spill of liquid,(2)-thy. f-illure. to notice the spill, (3) the failure to recontain the spilled
liquid, and (4) the migration of the spilled liquid to the CAM equipment. If
numer;cal probabilities were to be assinged to each event, and these probabi:-
itie.s multiplied together, it can readily be seen that the probability of all
four events taking place in succession would be extremely small. So, rather
thh;.n create an artificial probability number, it is preferred to say that the
probability is so small that one can. safety discount this event fron,.happening.
within the Spacelab flight operating time span under consideration.
3.4.3 Stress Corrosion
Stress corrosion of metals in general depends upon a high level of pre-
vailing stress---perhaps one half to three quarters of the yield strength of
the materal-rand the stress must endure over a considerable length of time.
The stresses causing stress--corrosion failures are. tensile, or have tensile.
couponents at the surface-of the metal which trust also be in contact with a
corrosive environment. In most cases, temperatures considerably higher than
room temperature must prevail in order to initiate and continue the process.
Under these conditions, even very mild corrosive environments (such as atmos--.
pheric moisture) can eventually produce stress-corrosion cracking, provided
the eiectrade potential relationships within the metal are fairly high.
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Although many potentials may exist throughout the spectrum of instrumenta-
tion equipment under consideration where stress corrosion or intergranular
corrosion could become a failure mechanism, the probability of such a failure
mechanism existing is extremely low. The benign environment, which will pre-
vail during all Spacelab ground operations, indicates that the conditions which
would normally promote such a failure mechanism (corrosive environment and
much higher than room temperatures) ^aill, be adequately controlled. In addition,
the laboratory experience of Beckman Instruments, Hewlett-Packard, and Rockwell
AuLOnetics Division has shown that there are no recorded failures from this
failure mechanism.
As a precautionary measure, however, it is recomvanded that all pressure
vessels be carefully eksmined for conditions (stress levels, fluids contained,
expected maximum temperatures, etc.) which could promote .stress corrosion.
Corx^, ctive action should be initiated to alleviate-any-unfavorable situation.
3.4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on the data obtained and discussed above, the conclusion is that
the CAM equipment will always be in a benign environment:, and for this reason
will not benefit from the more ,stringent choice of materials and finishes
ca fled for in NASA Specification EC006M00000A. The recommendation, therefore,
is to waive the requirements for moisture and fungus resistant materials: as
well as corrosion resistant materials, and to permit current good commercial
practices to provide the degree of protection desired for CAM equipment.
The above conclusions and -recommendations stem from the following data.
1. Relative humidities below 50 percent will not promote fungus growth
nor electrolytic couples.
2. Beckman Instruments and the Rockvell (Space Division) Instrumenta-
tion. Laboratory have not attributed any equipment malfunction or
failure to fungus or corrosion problems stemming from climatic
conditions.
3. Ground operations for Spacelab, being studied for the NASA. under'
Contract NAS1-12933, irplment a study ground rule requiring a
50-percent relative humidity (or less) environment for all
Spacelab ground operations, including experiments.
4. The current OSHA code, including the NEMA code, has not addressed
any special materials for moisture and fungus resistance or cor-
rosion resistance.
S. An accidental liquid spill during flight operations is very remote.
6. Periodic flight operations at 70-percent relative humidity
(maximum) are not of sufficient duration to promote fungus growth
alid jor corrosion.
7. The risk of sustaining a fungus or corrosion failure in flight is
extremely small..
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3.5 POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT STUDY
3.5.1 Introduction
The issue addressed by this tradeoff is whether it is more cost effective
to modify experiment equipment items to utilize primary 28 vdc directly than to
convert this power to 115 vac (60 and 400 Hz) and 220 vac (50 Hz) to be compat-
ible with the equipment as-currently designed.
Table 3-4 shows that most of the experiment equipment items analyzed
require ac input power. These units generally contain internal power supplies
converting input ac voltage to do voltages regulated at various levels.
Conversion of the 28 vdc Spacelab primary power to various voltages and
frequencies for input to these. units (with subsequent reconversions to internal
secondary voltages) represents a double conversion loss. Such conversion
Iosses directly reduce the amount of available useful power, increase the heat
rejection requirement for a Ziven experiment load, gnd increase the weight of
the conversion hardware. However,. 28 vdc primary power may also not be a con-
venient power form, thereby also incurring conversion losses. This section
compares the main elements of both power conversion sy8tems in order to deter-
mine the relative electrical. efficiencies, weights and costs involved.
3.5.2 Concept Descriptions
Existing AC Power Concept
Figure 3-6 diagrams the power conversion process assumed in the Spacelab
for typical ac off-the-shelf equipment items. The orbiter's 28 vdc is converted
to ac by a dc-ac inverter comprised of a chopper and transformer with an ac
filter to remove the strong harmonics induced by the chopper. The ac system
may be 50, 60, or 400 Hz and one-phase or three-phase, but the diagram is repre-
sentative of the basic processes involved. Several. items may then be supplied
by the ac power. Power conversion in each equipment item typically consists of
an input transformer with several full-wave bridge rectifier-filters and elec-
tronic regulators to supply the required internal equipment voltages. There
may be as many as six secondary power supplies supporting internal subassemblies.,
The regulators are typically series dissipation types, although chopper or pulse
width-modulated types are. also used.
The 28 vdc input is assumed to be regulated sufficiently so that distribu-
tion system voltage drops,. load switching and fuel cell variations permit -4 ,5-
percent power at the equipment items requiring it. This function would likely
be incorporated in the inverter design, but for convenience of this evaluation
it is excluded.
Direct 28-VDC Concept
Figure 3-7 diagrams the do distribution concept that eliminates the
primary do-ac inverter in Figure 3-6. The Spacelab do input from the Orbiter
has the. same characteristics as the ac concept. These elements can be omitted
from subsequent comparison discussions due to cownon aiity.
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Table 3-4. Input Power Requirements
VOLTAGE NOMINAL MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY POWER
TOLERANCE
ITEM MANUFACTURER VALUE (PERCENT) (Hz) (WATTS)
VOLT/OHM METER FLUKE 115* +10 50/60/400 25
VOLT/OHM METER, MIL FLUKE 115* +10 50/60/400 3
TRANSCEIVER COLLINS 26 415 DC 200
MICROSCOPE AMER OPTICAL 115 (±1P) 60 (125)
DISPLAY TERMINAL RESEARCH INC 117 +6 60 62
E141 METER SINGER 115* +9 50/60/400 30
ELECTROPHORESIS BECKMAN 115* +9 50/60 100
CHROMATOGRAPH BECKMAN 117* :+9 50/60 250
LASER SYLVANIA 115 (±5) 60 600
OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONIX 113* +20 50/60/400 60
OSCILLOSCOPE, MIL H/P 115*, 710 50/60/400 125
NIM P/S POWER DESIGNS 117* +I1 50/60 W
pH METER BECKMAN 115* (+5) 50/60 3
POWER SUPPLY SORENSEN 115* +9 50/60 1590
NIM PARTICLE COUNTER ORTEC 117 +11 60 (100)
AMPLIFIER . NEFF 115* +9 50/60/400 (500)/
16 AMPS
STRIP CHART RECORDER HONEYWELL 117* +9 50/601400 306
SPECTROPHOTOMETER BECKMAN 115* +13 50160 230
SPECTRUM ANALYZER H/P 117* +8 50/60/400 285
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER FLUKE i15* +10 50/60/400 125
SPECTRUM ANALYZER SINGER 117* +15 50/60/400. 50
MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER NUCLEAR DATA 115* (:5) 50/60 200
TAPE RECORDER HONEYWELL 117* +9 50/60/400 275/
7 TRACK
TAPE RECORDER, AIRBORNE. AMPEX 26- +8 DC 175/
14 TRACK
TIME CODE GENERATOR DATATRON 117* +10. 50/60/400 35
NIM COUNTER-TIMER TENINELEC 317* +12 50/60 (175)
TRANSMITTER RHG 11i (±10) 400 100
ELECTRIC FURNACE ASTRO 220 +5 60 8000**
CENTRIFUGE CLAY ADAMS 115 (+5) 60 205
COMPUTER DEC 117* 715 50/60 450
NOTE!	 VALUES IN PARENTHESES WERE BEST JUDGMENT IN THE ABSENCE OF SPECIFIC MANUFACTURERS`
INFnRMATI ON.
a	 ^
*	 ITE14 CAN ALSO OPERATE ON 220V NOMINAL
**	 REQUIREMENT COULD BE REDUCED FOR LONGER WARMUP TIMES.
OF ^ PA
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Direct use of 28 vdc eliminates or modifies the input transformers and
rectifier-Filter circuits shown for the typical equipment item in Figure 3--6.
Table 3--4 shows that almost all items studied use ac power and would be
affected. Only two of the units evaluated are currently designed for 28 vdc.
operation. Figure 3-7 shows a number of potential conversion devices by which
the equipment items may be able to utilize 28 vdc primary power. It is desir-
able to verify the dominant usage /conversion modes in order to identify the
main power loss, weight and cost mechanisms, as well as to simplify the aaaly-
sis. The discussion below considers these modes and comparisons.
Table 3-5 lists the various secondary voltage levels required by a 10-unit
sample of the 34 units analyzed. The need for specific voltages and polarities,
as well as power and regulation characteristics, varies with the package. Var-
ious combinations of up to six of the voltages shown may be found in a given
package. Therefore, each package requires its own custom-designed power con-
version.
Table 3-5. Secondary Power Supply Output Voltages
of Selected Equipment Items
+5 vdc +24 vdc
-5, -24 vdc
+6 vdc +40 vdc
-6 vdc +100 vdc
+12 vdc -100 vdc
-12 vdc -200 vdc
-12.6 vdc +248 vdc
+15 vdc +400 vdc
--15 vdc
+18 vdc 10 vac p-p
+20 vdc 1 vac p-p
-20 vdc
Dote: Currents range from negligible
to several amps, and regulation
varies from .05 to 20 percent.
Direct use of 28 vdc by equipment item subassemblies would be convenient.
Howover, the units evaluated consume little 28 vdc directly. Direct input of
+28 vdc power into secondary regulators would also simplify conversion circuitry.
Unfortunately, only those regulators providing positive (+) outputs can poten-
tially utilize +28 vdc as input. As Table 3-5 illustrates, as many negative as
pos?tive voltages are typically used. Supplies with negative output voltages
require a dc--dc converter to establish the negative reference. In addition,
voltage outputs higher than +28 vdc require a do-dc converter to enable the
voltage .transformation.
Table 3-6 shows that direct 28 vdc input is efficient in only very limited
situations, even where polarity and voltage magnitude constraints are met.
Direct 28-volt input to the low voltage regulators will cause them to burn out.
Use of dissipative pre-regulators to prevent burnout is very inefficient as
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Table 3-6. Delta Dissipation . to Operate Tyiical Rep l ;9tor from 28 VDC
DELTA MULTIPLES
PD PDTYPICAL
REGULATOR REGULATOR
^R ^R + ^LINPUT (XJTPUT
(V{) NO)
6.8 5 12.0 3.1
16 12 3.0 0,7J
21 16 1.4 0.33
26 20 0.3 0.08
32 24 - -
PD = VD I; PR = VR 1; PL = VoI
PD	 VD = V - Vi
VR 	 Vi 	 vo
P O	 =	 V D =	 y	 V,l
R^ + P L	 VR + V  Vi
P = AVERAGE POWER
V = AVERAGE VOLTAGE
I	 PD	 i	 V. PR	 voV
L+28 V%	 L—	 —__,
DELTA REGULATOR	 LOAD
DISSIPPTTON
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can be seen by referring to Table 3-6, where typical values of regulator input
voltage, Vi, are listed for several cocoon regulator output voltages, Vo. A
typical dissipative regulator drops Vi to Vo to dissipate average power, Pr.
If average input voltage Vi exceeds the design value, then the increased voltage
drop necessary to achieve Vo will cause additional power to be dissipated in the
regulator circuit.
Alternatively, a pre-regulator could be inserted ahead of the regulator to
dissipate the delta power, as shown in the circuit model inset in Table 3-6.
The ratio of the power dissipated in the pre-regulator to the normal regulator
power, PD/PR was calculated for each Vo, assuming that Vi - 28 vdc instead of
the typical regulator input voltages. The table shows that the delta power dis-
sipation is 0.3 of the normal regulator dissipation when Vo is 20 volts and
that the delta power dissipation reaches 12 times normal regulator dissipation
as Vo goes down to S volts. At beat, a 20-volt output regulator may be able to
accommodate a welt-regulated 28 vdc input, while a 24-volt output regulator
would operate satisfactorily with 28 vdc input.
The ratio of delta power dissipation to regulator -plus-'load power,
PD
P R + PL
was also calculated to determine the efficiency of using simple dissipative pre-
regulators. As can be seen, from 8 percent to over 300 percent of the original
required power could be dissipated in such pre -regulators. Since most solid-
state circuits (particularly logic circuits) use 5 to 12 volts, the direct use
of 28 vdc is very inefficient even where positive secondary voltages are needed.
DC-to-dc converters are generally 85 percent efficient. Therefore, de-to-dc
converters would provide the most efficient means of converting most of the 28
vdc primary power to voltage levels useful for internal subassemblies in each
equipment item.
Table 3-5 also indicates a need for internal ac voltages for units which
use line frequencies for timing or clocking. With 28 vdc primary power, a
do-to-ac inverter with stable frequency control elect'ranics is required to
produce frequencies for such purposes. Still other units require ac power
directly for motors, lamps or heaters.
From the above, it can be seen that nearly all power conversions from
28 vdc will involve do-dc converters to provide optimum equipment item regu-
lator inputs. Confirming this, the units in the study sample designed for
28 vdc input power utilize interpal do-dc conversion preceding low-voltage
regulators.
Only a small part of the total power requirements are satisfied by direct
use of 28 VDC. Simple series pre-regulators can be efficiently used only where
the required secondary voltage is positive and lower than +28 vdc, and where
the voltage drop dissipation would be comparable to a do-dc converter.
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Other Concepts
Some other possible system concepts for power distribu ion were not
covered. It would be possible to utilize several sepaxar.t: lower voltage fuel
cell or battery primary sources, for instance, to obtain negative polarities
and more efficient input voltages. However, these are rather extreme concept.
deviations. The most efficient use of power would be to custom design all
items for direct use of one or more primary fuel cell outputs. The latter
approach would almost certainly cause pr,phibitive increases in equipment cost
and schedule, since complete circuit redasign would be required, making the
units custom-built units.
3.5.3 Comparison of the AC and DC Concepts_
Comparisons of the Figures 3-6 and 3-7 concepts were made for conversion
efficiency, weight and cost. The evaluations are su%.marized below.
Efficiency
The rationale above establishes that, for the do power distribution con-
cept, dc--dc converters must be added to the experiment equipment units for most
of the power they consume. Figure 3-8 further details the do approach to show
the key components of the typical do-dc converter. The ac concept is also
repeated to facilitate comparison of the two concepts. The primary 28 vdc
regulators and the equipment item regulators and loads that are common to both
approaches are omitted from the diagrwns for simplicity.
Figure 3-8 illustrates that both concepts actually operate as do-dc con-
verters. The main difference: is that the ac approach uses an extra transformer
and harmonics filter. Also, the conversion frequency for the typical do-dc
converter is much higher in order to use low-cost parts and decrease weight.
The rec t ifier-filters in the units, while likely to be of different
detailed designs than those in unmodified units (particularly the Piers),
have comparable efficiencies since a.given commutation diode voltage drop is
constant over the frequencies concerned. For example, with a 2-volt rectifier
drop the loss would be 10 percent for a 20-volt rectifier output; for a 6-volt
rectifier output, the loss would be 33.3 percent.
Typical ranges of power losses for the different key components used in
the two approaches are noted in Figure: 3-8. Without detailed designs, a
clear-cut efficiency advantage cannot be shown for either approach, but some
advantage is indicated for the ac approach.
DC-to-ac inverters with filters in the kw range typically operate with a
loss of 10 to 15 percent. An Apollo inverter unit had a loss of 15 percent,
for instance. Small do-dc converters exhibit greater losses primarily due to
the greater proportion of power required by chopper and regulation electronics.
However, the transformer losses in the uniti^ for tx-,e ac concept will offset
the better inverter efficiency, making overall efficiencies of the two concepts
comparable.
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The available space in a package, Left by the removal of its power supply,
will probably not be adequate to accommodate efficient transformers in the dc-
de converter. The transformers used in the do-dc converter concept would
probably be less efficient than unit transformers in the ac concept.
The harmonic Filter in the ac approach is a function of desired.power
air-w^wave purity. High harmonic content left on the line will cause additional
transformer or motor core losses in the units due to the higher losses that
occur at higher frequencies. Increased EKI may also result without adequate
filters. Generally, a fairly clean waveform is desired. 1his additional loss
for the ac approach is likely to be offset by the higher chopper losses in the
do approach.
In summary, overlapping of loss ranges prevents a clear indication of the
most efficient approach, but any difference is apt to be small.
Weight
The delta weight between the two approaches is comprised of differences in
component weights and support hardware weights, Table 3-7 summarizes the
weights of the main elements for each system.
Table 3-7 shows that the direct power system weight delta is primarily
the difference between the do-to-ac converter and filter in the ac approach.
versus the delta weight generated by modifying the units with de-dc converters
amid the differences in weights for power distribution wiring.
A study by TRW on Space Vehiale power Systems for Shuttle and Space Sta-
tion (NNA 58-26270) used 13.5 lb (6.1 kg) per kilowatt for a 3-phase 400 Hz
quasi-square wave inverter in over 1 kva sizes. Transformer weight (most of
the converter weight) is stated to decrease according to increasing frequency
to the 3/4 power. On this basis, ;.onverting 3 kw to 400 Hz power would
require 41 lb (19 kg) plus 10 to 30 percent of transformer weight for filter
weight. Conversion to 60 Hz would require 92 lb (41.8 kg) plus a correspond-
ingly larger filter weight. Table 3-7 shows that about half the units can use
400 Hz power. Maximum use of 400 Hz power may be desirable to minimize weight.
The less-efficient equipment item transformers are assumed to be 213 the
weight of the 60 Hz line transformer. Units compatible with both 400 Hz and
60 biz will not provide a weight savings t;*pical of 400 Hz systems because
their transformers are sized to operate on 60 Hz.
The weight of do-dc converter modifications consists of transformers and
electronics. The transformer weights were taken from the above-noted TRW
study for 400 Hz operation. The electronic components were assumed to equal
the transformer weights.
The weight for power distribution wiring can be expected to be heavier for
the lower voltage do system. If 3 kw is distributed as 115 vac, the distribu-
tion system must carry 26 amps. If 28 vdc is used, the distribution system
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Table 3-7. Delta Weight Summary - Pounds (Kilograms)
Based on 3 kw Distribution; 2% Line Volt Drops; 100 ft, 2-Wire Systems
w
w
w
Concept Electronics
Transformers Distribution
Total WeightUnits Distribution Filters Wiring
60 Uz ac
400 Hz ac
5
5
60	 (27)
60	 (27)
92	 (42)
41	 (19)
9-28	 (4-13)
4-13
	 (2-6)
16	 (7)
16	 (7)
182-201
	
(83-91)
126-135	 (57-61)
DC 29	 (14) 29	 (13) -- --- 256	 (116) 314	 (143)
DOTE: Excludes primary regulators, structures for support/heat sinks, and unit rectifiers/
filters/regulators/loads (assumed equivalent for both concepts).
a
M
a
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must carry 107 amps. For the samA line loss, the 1 2R loss of the do system
must equal. the 1 2R Toss of the ac system, or
(26)2Rac ' (107)2Rdc, or Rdc ^ 0.06 ac.
The percentage line voltage drops will nov be the same for both systems.
If the equivalent of No. 6 AWG is assumed for the ac system in order to
hold voltage drops to less than 2 percent over a 100 ft (30.5 m) equivalent
two-wire system length, then the 28 vdc concept requires two 4/0 AWG size
wires in parallel. The weight , of No. 6 AWG is 16 lb (7.25 kg), and the weight
of the doubled 4/0 AWG is 256 1b (115 kg). The wiring for the do system,
therefore, weighs 16 times more than that of the ac system based upon the same
power losses.
The weight of support systems (reactants and heat rejection), incurred by
the delta inefficiencies between the two approaches, can be discounted since
the efficiency evaluation showed little difference between the two systems.
In summary, a significant weight savings is indicated with high-voltage
ac power distribution as compared with law-voltage do power distribution.
COS t
The ac power distribution approach requires no power supply modifications
to the experiment units, but will require development of Spacelab power conver-
sion equipment to provide the standard voltages and frequencies required by the
experiments. This equipment consists of a 3-phase, 115/200 vac, 400 Hz inverter;
a 115 vac; 60 Hz inverter; and a 220 vac, 50 Hz inverter.
The do power distribution approach requires no Spacelab power conversion
equipment for experiments (some will be required for Spacelab subsystem equip--
ment), but. will require extensive redesign and modification of almost all
experiment units. Due to the large number of combinations of internal voltages
and characteristics, and the variation in space available in the units, custom
power converter dei:igns will be required for each unit. Experiment ac power
requirements will rasult.In dc-ac.inverters that can affect volume and, in
some cases., thermal. design. Although the parts costs of the chopper, trans-
former, rectifiers and filters for each small do-dc converter is small compared
with a large do-ac inverter, the frequency control, overall design complexity
and development costs are comparable. It can reasonably be expes.ted that the
requirements for experiment package power supply modifications (one for each
package) will result in many tih:es the cost of three do-ac inverters used in
the Sp acelab ac p ower distribution.
Table 3-8 summarizes the comparative costs of the two Spacelab power dis-
tribution approaches. Estimated costs are based on 282 experiment package
types identified in the functional data bank.
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ESTIMATED
DEV. COST DEVELOP- ESTIMATED NUMBER OF	 HARDWARE PROGRAM
EA.	 UNIT MENTS IN UNIT COST UNITS IN	 COST TOTAL.
CONVERSION UNIT ($K)	 * PROGRAM ($K) PROGRAM *	 ($K) ($K)
3-PHASE, 115/200 VAC,
400 HZ INVERTER:
° 2.2 KVA 100--150 1 6-7 3	 20 145
m 115 VAC, 60 HZ INVERTER:
1.0 KVA 75-100 1 5-6 3	 17 92
° 220 VAC; 50 HZ INVERTER:
150 1 .
2.0 KVA 75-100 5-6 3	 17 92
0
°- 28 VDC, REGULATED +20,
Q DC-DC CONVERTER:
500 WATTS 50-70 1 4--5 3	 14 74
TOTAL 403
T5 DC-DC CONVERSION MOD,
i 1--3 OUTPUTS 50-70 2-3 788	 1,970 10,430
m 285
DC-DC CONVERSION MOD,
H 4-7 OUTPUTS 50-70 5-7 788	 4,728 13,188
TOTAL
+ EXPERIMENT
EQUIPMENT
MODIFICATION
° COSTS
*BASED ON 3 SPACELABS, 282 UNIQUE EXPERIMENT ITEMS (1577 TOTAL) PER PROGRAM
w
En
tj
QG
SW
R^
-- 4
fp
0
Table 3-8. Delta Cost Comparison of AC and DC Power Distribution
iSpace CNVWW
Rockwelllnternattoml
3.5.4 Conclusions
It was concluded that there is no easy way to eliminate the double con-
versions that take place in both approaches, short of complete redesign of
the equipment. for optimum use of source power. This would mean completely
redesigned custom units with the attendant coat impact.
The ac power ,distribution system is the lowest cost approach to accoTmio--
date the wide range of CAM equipment st yAdied. The cost of many new do-dc
converter designs, unit modifications and attendant problems for the 28 vdc
primary power distribution system far overshadows the cost of the standard
inverters used in. the ac distribution system. The ac system weight is indi-
cated as approximately 150 lb (68 kg) less than the do system. The greater
do power wiring weight more than offsets the ac inverter weight.
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4.0 EQUIPMENT QUANTITY EXTENSION
All analyses performed in the study thus far relate to specific equipment
items. The extent of NASA's commitment to the use of CAM hardware must be
based on programmatic impacts. This section describes the determination of
the experiment equipment quantities estimated for the Spacelab during the
entire sortie experiment program.
4.1 EXTENSION ANALYSIS
The approach employed to extend results obtained from the analysis of
individual equipment items to the entire sortie experiment program is based on
the assumption that hardware with similar physical characteristics will require
approximately the same modifications. Briefly, results were extended by esti-
mating the number of all equipment types identified for installation in the
Spacelab, correlating each type with a related selected hardware type, and
weighting the results obtained from the analysis of each item by its relative
representation among all equipment types.
The quantity of each type of equipment is based upon thG quantity of
hardware identified for each payload and the number of sortie flights identi-
fied by the October 1973 issue of the 1973 NASA Payload Mission Model. Table
4--1 reproduces the sortie portion of this mission model. The number o equip--
meat sets required by each payload is established by applying a five-year	 j
equipment life ground rule and a six-month minimum turnaround .time for each
experiment module. The rationale for these ground rules appears in Section
2.4.2.1 of Volume 11. Table 4-2 shows the quantity of equipment sets resulting
from the application of these criteria to the flight schedule of each discipline.
The number of equipment sets could be reduced in some cases if the equipment
Life were increased one year (e.g., AST-10, PHY-7, ST-2 and C/N-3j. Revision
of the ground rule was not adopted since the Shuttle/Spacelab experiment pro-
gram will probably extend beyond 1991, making good use of the hardware sets
currently estimated to be needed during the last year of the mission model.
Table 4-3 shaves the quantities expected for each type of equ.pmcnt in
each science and applications discipline in the sortie experiment program.
In most cases, the quantities of a given equipment type identified for Each
discipline in the .f•inctional requirements data bank were multiplied by the
number of equipment s; is estimated for that discipline. Variations to the
five-year replacement rule were made for those equipment types where technol-
ogy changes have been slow, or where improved technology would not improve the
scientific benefits obtained from Spacelab operations. For example, the
microtome has been essentially the same since 1908, so it appears that a log*
probability exists that changeout to allow for improved technology will be
needed. TV displays are another example of equipment that need not be changed
to accommodate technology improvements. Improvement of a display terminal
used to monitor deployment of a pallet-mounted antenna would not lead to
4--1
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Table 4-1. Sortie Pavload Summary ti 4RO-1 44i 1
Payload
Code Payload
Ca..endar Year
Total1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
ASS'-10 5teIlar Astronomy 1 2 2 3 4 5 3 4 3 3 3 33
AST-11 Solar Astronomy 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 25
PHY-6 High-Energy 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22
Astrophysics
PHY-7 Atmospheric and 1 1 1 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 30
Space Physics
EO-8 Weather Simulation 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 24
Lab, Sensor R&D
EOP-10 Earth and Ocean 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 24
Dynamics Experi-
ments
SP--1 Crystal Growth, 1 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 43
Biological
Separation,
Metallurgy
LS-2 Life Sciences Lab 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 28
ST-2 Advanced Tech- 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 46
nology and
Chemistry Lab
CM-3 Antenna Configur- 1 1 1 i l 1 1 1 i 1 1 11
ations, Laser
Technology,
Traffic Manage-
ment Techniques,
Energy Transfer
Experiment
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Table 4-2. Equipment Sets
Table 3. Equipment-Type Repre5entatian
Mission Model Identification
Total
o
i r_ h r
=
r.
0
o
0 N F
M
Item ¢ Q a W h U Quantity Similar Selected Equipment Remarks
Accelerometer 48 6 54 Amplifier
Acoustical Generator 3 18 21 Power Supply
Acoustic Transducer 72 5 8 B5 Amplifier
Bandpcw Filter 10 10 Spectrum Analyzer
Air Sample Unit 4 6 10 Strip Chart Recorder
Audio/Stereo Headset 4 4 Amplifier
Blood Cell Counter/Analyzer 8 6 14 Selected
Blood Circulation Instnxnents 24 24 Computer Input/Output Includes blood flow and pressure sensors
Refrigerator/Freezer 4 6 2 12 Selected Reduced replacement rate--slow tech. changes
Metabolic Analyzer 4 4 Gas Chromatograph
Directional Calorimeter 5 5 OvenCamera, Cine / 2 1 6 4 2 12 1 28 Buy Available Reduced replacement rate; improved technologyCamera, Still 6 2 12 6 2 28 Buy Available not significant to experiment results
Centrifuge, Standard/Refrigerated 4 2 6 Selected Reduced replacement rate; slow technology change
Gas Chromatograph/Gas Analyzer 25 12 18 55 Selected
Bacteria Colony Counter 4 4 Particle Counter Colony counters both automated and manual
Keyboard Terminal 5 5 3 5 3 3 5 4 6 3 42 Selected
Digital Phase Meter 6 3 9 Volt Ohm Meter
Computer 5 5 3 5 3 3 5 4 6 3 42 Selected
Computer and Data Storage 1/0 Devices 5 5 3 15 6 3 5 8 6 18 74 Selected Quantity lower than expected(amplifiers, A/D converters, etc.)
Symbol Generator 5 5 3 5 18 Computer Input/Output Device
Starner Programmer 5 9 14 Computer
Disk Storage System 4 4 Tape RecorderjA/D Converters
Dewar 3 5 4 6 16 Selected
Bit Error Counter 3 3 Timer
Dialysis Unit 4 4 Electrophoresis
Physiological Monitor 4 4 Amplifier Includes ECG, EMG, VCG, and EMG
Anthropometric Grid 2 2 Buy Available Reduced quantity because of low technology change
Electrophoresis 5 4 5 14 Selected
Ergometer/Dynameter 8 8 Centrifuge
Microfilm V iewer 2 2 1 2 1 8 Strip Chart Recorder One per module; no changeout
Flow Meter 5 4 9 pH Meter
Spectrum/Wave,/Multichannel Analyzers 40 3 6 9 5B Selected
Signal Generator 10 4 6 6 26 Spectrum Analyzer
Furnaces/Ovens 16 4 20 Selected Quo rtity reduced; technology 6onge low
Ultrasonic Cleaner 2 2 Dewar Quantity reduced, technology unimportant
Hematocrit 4 4 Electrophoresis
Dew Point Sensor 3 4 7 pH Meter
Incubator 2 24 4 30 Furnace/Ovens Quantity reduced; slow technology changes
Patch Panels 20 20 Amplifier Quantity reduced; slow technology
Modem 12 12 A/D Converter
Deonizer, H2O 2 2 Electrophoresis Quantity reduced; technology not signi-icont
Laser Optics 15 15 Microscopes
Lasers 3 2014 12 39 Selected
C
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^ ^ Zn v Quantity Similar Selected Equipment Remarks
Light Source 4 4 Buy Available Quantity reduced; technology not significant
1yuphilizofion Unit 5 6 11 Refrigerator
Magnet 2 2 SupplyPower
Microphone 2 2 Amplifier Quantity reduced; technology not significant
Microscope 6 8 12 26 Selected
Microtome 2 2 Selected Quantity reduced; tm^rsology sloe:
Attenuator Calibrator 12 12 Spectrum Analyzer Electronic equipment
Motor, Electric 2 2 Centrifuge Quantity understated
Radiation Counter factive) 5 12 17 Selected
Film Badges 48 48 Buy Avoilalsle
Radiation Snurees 4 6 10 Buy Available
Three-Axis Controller 2 2 1 2 T No Correlation Quantity reduced; technolgy change insignificant
Waste Compactor; Storage
Optical particle detectors 3 10
4 4
13
Microtome
Spectrophotometer
Mechanical
Phatomultiplier tube, optics LNo G-dependency)
Optical Sensor 48 48 Microscope
Oscilloscope 5 6 5 4 6 26 Selected
PH hie ter 5 4 9 Selected
Photoprocessor (holographic) 5 5 Loser
Optiscon 4 4 Cameros
Plethysmograph/Impedance Pneumograph 4 4 Amplifier
Power Meter
Power Supply . , Conditioners
r
12
5
16 4
6
2
11
34
Amplifiers
Selected Specific quantity reduced; technology change 1n5i94::f-
k icont; total may Ise greater
Compressors/pumps
t
2 4 2 2 10 Centrifuge Mechanical, rotary equipment
Tankage 8 8 30 46 Dewar Quantity reduced; technology change insignificant
Temperature sensors 4 N 4 N Amplifiers
Pyrometer 20 6 26 Microscope Small, easily stored
Tape Recorders 5 5 3 15 12 3 5 8 30 3 89 Selected
Strip Chart Recorders ,AX-Y Plotters ! 30 5 3 6 9 58 Selected
Printers
Specimen Containers 50 SD 9	 AvailablecY Quontity ur. a[rstote	 , tc chnoiogy Liix, :ie in."3 r 'ivw -
Spectre:meter,'Spectrophotometer 3 15 1230 6 66 Selected
Receivers 26 6 48 82 SeIected
Transmitters 15 3 6 24 Selected
Sterilizer 2 2 Oven Quontity re ji zeu; too: ,r cIc^ay -_h3 ig, 	 ! a;.
TV Display 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 6 1 20 Oscilloscope Quantityy reduced; changerrut :Jue ti
TV Camera 1
1
2 42
4
6 1 52
5
Buy Available
Amplifier not techno agyTemperature Controller
Timer 2 -7 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 76 Selected
Staining 5ysten 2 2 Buy Available
Kits, Life Science 14 14 Buy Availrrlc No ct:plicat:	 i, a._v^	 . c :	 r" c "	 °•
Urine Analyzer 4 4 Electrophoresis
Pressure Sensors
Valves 29 8
9 6 15
37
Amplifiers
Microtome r Quantity reduce-'; :han:,cit cu[ , '	 . ; ,Iut,
Power Divider 6 6 Amplifier quantity uncle staff_ d
Voltmeter 5 4 6 6 21 Selected
Vacuum Cleaner 2 2	 t Centrifuge
Clinostot 2 2 1	 Centrifuge	 _^ y-
9 t.
.a
Idn
0M
W
OT c.
a
0 d
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Figure 4-3. Equipment Type Representation (Cont)
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I	 improved experiment results--only an improved picture of the antenna deployment.
Since the benefit was not scientif':^c, the change was not adopted. Instead, a
quantity equal to the number of experiment modules estimated for that discipline
was used.
The related, selected equipment items for each equipment type are also
shown on Table 4-3. Relationships are primarily physical. in some cases the
relationship may seem to be contrived. Such problems will always result when
90 different types of equipment are placed in 25 categ,)ties. However, the
team attempted to minimize this problem during the equipment selection activity
in selecting hardware representative of broad categories of equipment. Certain
equipment types do not have related hardware identified; instead, an entry of
"Buy Available" appears. These items could be obtained by either purchasing
equipment that has been flown on previous spacecraft (such as TV and film cam-
eras) or equipment that would not require any significant changes from its
currently available state, such as radio-isotope elements. Since the aV.1 lable
hardware can be flown essentially "as is," the same cost was entered in both
the CAM hardware and the.. custom- ;built space hardware coat categories in the
cost analysis presented in Section 7.0 of Volume 11.
Table 4-4 shows the di.s tributi cn of all equipment types categorized
according to related, selected equipment types. Equipment acquisition is
assumed to occur one year prior to the year the equipment is ;First scheduled
to fly. The peaks and valleys reflect the five-year equipment replacement
guideline.
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Representative Equipment Types 1979 1980 1981 1982 1'983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 9$ 199 Total
Tape recorder 22 14 3 4' 22 14 3 3 8 21 .15 129
Computer 10 9 2 2 10 9 2 - 2 10 9 65
Xeyboard/Display Terminal 23 8 2 - 4. 2 - - 4 1 - 44
Blood Cell Counter 3 1 -- - 3 1 - 2 - 3 1 14
Timer 12 22 1 - 2 6 5 - 1 - 6 4 59
Spectrophotometer 15 5 3 - 15 5 3 6 - 15 5 72
Receiver/Transceiver 15 14 - - 15 14 - 14 - 13 14 101
Transmitter 6 2 6 2 6 22
Signal Cond-tiouers 78 19 10 4 75 15 10 26 4 75 15 331
Spectrum/Wave Analyzers 6 21 - - 13 7 19 - 1 13 7 21 110
Laser Assembly 7 5 5 - - 7 3 5 - - 7 3 42
Gas Chromatograph 12 3 5 - 11 2 3 4 - 12 2 54
Microscope 26 9 6 - - 19 1 6 2 - 19 1 89
Strip Chart Recorder 11 12 l 6 5 10 1 2 4 6 11 69
Volt/Ohm Meter 9 8 1 - 9 8 1 1 -- 9 8 54
Oscilloscope 16 10 2 - 4 8 4 1 2 2 7 4 60
Electrophoresis 5 1 - - 3 1 - 4 - 3 1 18
Furnace/Oven 17 1 10 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 33
Dewar 5 1 1 - 4 1 1 3 -- 4 1 21
Power Supply 28 8 11 -- 7 - - - 7 - 61
Centrifuge 15 3 -- - - 6 - - 8 - 6 - 38
Refrigerator/Freezer 10 3 2 - 8 2 2 4 - 7 2 40
Particle Counter 6 - i 6 - 3 3 - 6 - - 25
Microtome 3 - - - - - - 3 - 6
pH Meter 6 3 - 6 - 2 3 -- 4 - 22
Total 360 183 69 - 47	 1 249 123 43 126142 1244 . 11-23 1	 1579
I&M
3
Table 4-4. Related Equipment Quantities Projected for Experiment Program
